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SUMMARY

chapter r introduces the topics of nervous systen structure
and function a¡rd traces the development of understanding of centrifugal
mechanisms. The purpose of the present research is then described.

In Chapter rr, a detailed review of knowredge of olfactory
system stTucture, based on recent publications, is given.

.lfactory system electrical activity may be convenientry
subdivided into two broad categories. section A, comprising chapters
rlr to vrr, is concerned with electrical potentials evoked in the
olfactory bulb of the rabbit, rat, guinea pig, and cat by stimulation
of more centrar sites of the brain. section B, conprising chapters vlrr
and rx, is concerned nainry with olfactory burb spontaneous and induced
wave activity in the cat.

systeuratic crassification and description of properties of
various bulbar evoked responses is attempted in chapter Irr. several
novel findings concerning the nature and properties of different
responses are elucidated.

The theory underlying potential distribution in nen¡ous tissue
is investigated in chapter IV to provide a theoretical basis for sub-
sequent source-sink distribution studies.

Digitar conputer plots reproduced in chapter v show the three_
dimensional distribution of potential fields and cu'rent sources and



sinks in the olfactory bulb resulting from stinulation of prepyriform

and perianygdaloid regions of the pyriform cortex. The high degree of

hemispherical syrunetry of the fields found in the rostral half of the

bulb forns the basis of the methodology of chapter vI, where the fine

distribution of the fields is investigated.

rn chapter vr, graphical differentiation techniques are

applied to radial potential distribution curves to yield measures of

the current source-sink distributions for the Lateral Olfactory Tract

a¡rd Anterior commissure types of response. These distributions are

then related to known bulbar norphology.

Chapter VII contains a detailed discussion of recently-

pubrished results of other authors. This is necess ary to emphasize

some of the original contributions of the present study and to resolve

disagreements between their results and those of this thesis.

An examination of spontaneous and induced wave activity in the

unanaesthetised cat is described in Chapter VIII. The similarity of

individual responses under relatively constant conditions is noted and

the controversy over whether induced wave activity is of central or

peripheral origin, or both, is discussed.

A survey of releva¡rt methods of signal representation which

might be applied to a quantitative analysis of bulbar spontaneous and

induced wave activity is contained in chapter IX, part A. of all the

possible ways of representing a signalts distribution in time and



frequency, the tirne-varying spectrum is probably the most useful and

easiest to comprehend. This nethod is applied in Part B of Chapter IX

to earlier records of Chapter VIII. One result of this application

demonstrates that 'rflaresrt in the induced waves are apparently due to

a 'rbeatingtt effect between two distinct generator peaks in the spectrum

at approxinately 40 Hz.

Chapter X provides conclusions, conjectures on puzzlíng

asPects of current olfactory systen research, hypotheses based on over-

all results of this thesis, and recornmendations for further work.

Five appendices are included to describe details of elec-

trical stinulation and recording, stereotaxic techniques, data

collection, conversion and processing, and the use of digital conputer

techniques to auto¡natically generate field plots.
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION

Genøtu,L cowmenfÁr

In 1875, in Lrverpoolo England, Richard Caton conducted

experiments to search for rndrcations of eLectrical activity in the

cerebral" cortex analogous to that already found rn peripheral newe by

other researchers f.Brazier" 1959). In his early work he used the

rabbit as his experinental animal, but later extended his research to

monkeys. As hrs detect ing instrument he used the nost sensitive

electrrcal appararus then available, a Thomsonrs galvanometer. Caton

was successful in detecting and demonstratíng not only voltage cha^nges

rn the brain that were related to sensory stimulation - todayrs so-

called "evoked potentíalsrr - but also the spontaneous fluctuations

charaeteristic of, the ongoing activity of the living brain" Fron these

fundamental observatrons of nearly 100 years ago arose that branch of

neurophysrology whrch, taday, concerns ítsetf with the measurenent of

spontaneous and sensorraily-evoked electrical activity of the brain"

Inseparably entwined wich the study of such activity are the

concomít"ant studres of structure and functron We are stíl1 unable to

state with certainty answers to basic, questions, such as: how,

precrsely, does the cent-ral nervous syste¡n function? - what is the
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nature of the assumed information transactions? - what is nenory and

where does it reside? - what is attention? - what j-s sleep? yet, there

are certain underrying patterns of structure which could possibly pro-

vide the key to answers to sone of these"

Nenvou¿ 
^q^fun 

6LtLuc,tulLe, a"nd cen"ttuL(uga.L møelu.nirsml :

By the early 19th century, the true function of the nervous

system was almost universally recognised, following niLlenia of often

bizarre specuJ-ations" Conjectures and theories on its fine structure

now replaced the earlier postulations on function" These aïose out of

the numerous, but often limited, tissue stains employed by the many

researchers on the topic (cajal, 1909, chapters 1 and 2). undoubtedly,

Golgirs contribution, in 7873, of his highly specif,ic chrome-silver stain

for nervous tissue accorded more to the knowledge of, nervous systen

structure than any other technique" Although the methylene blue method

of, Ehrlich was capable of staining all elements of nervous tissue,

Golgirs nethod impregnated only a few neurons, apparentry at random, but

stained these completely" Fron this, and nany other neurohistological

techniques which had arisen, such as the degeneration studies of, Wa1Ier,

in 1852, and of Gudden, in 1870, the basic scheme of nervous system

structure and function was evolved"

Information about the environment, external and internal, was

seen to be gathered by speciai sensory receptors. From these, afferent

fibres passed to higher and more complex centres. Because the centres
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received fibres fronn other pathways, they were assumed to have an

associative functíon, whereby inconing informa'uion was integrated and

relayed onwards, finalLy reaching the braín" 0n the other hand, effenent

pathways could be recognised, with fibres passing in the opposite

direction and finally terminating in respect to muscle" These were

presumed motor in f,unction"

Analysis of the fine structure of this conceptual network at

the turn of, the century led Cajal to the estabti-shment of the now

generally accepted neuron theory (Cajal, 1954), sunnarised as follows:

The basic unit of the nervous system was the neuron" A neuron

integrated the stimuli that it received at the nunnerous synapses which

nerve fibres of varied origins established on its body and dendrites, and

initiated in its axon a wave of excitation which was delívered to other

neurons with which the axon estabtished synaptic junctíons " The pro-

posed flow of activity in the basic unit was therefore uni-directional,

and the neuron was spoken of as being I'dynamicatly polarísed". As a

conseoruence of thís fundamental property of the basic unit, afferent and

efferent pathways in the nervous system were also polarrsed for uni-

directronal f 1ow,,

Approximately three-ouarters of, a century ago¡ anatomists first

recognised certain efferent tracts projecting to the classical sensory

reJ-ay stations " Such tracts were observed to pass from one hígher level

to those levels beneath it, f,inally even entering the sense organs
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thenselves. These tracts were te:rned centri:fugal pathways, and by thei-r

very nature suggested a potential role in sensory neehanísms,. et,en to

their discoverers" lVe thus find Cajatr, after deser¡-bíng a elass of

centrifugal f,ibres passing into the olfactory bu1bs, then venturing to

detail how thesefrsont peut-être indispensíbi.es au jeu régulier de la

transmission des ondes olfactives dans les gloméruLes'r (Cajal, trgtr1,

page 668).

Although used u.nwíttingIy, this use of, the desa¡':-ptor o'onoe"

olfactivesrr anticipated by many years Adrian?s discovery of, the so'

called induced waves of the olfactory bulb (Adrian, 1942) 
"

Whether or not the inf,luence of centrífuga1 pathways x{as to

make the sensory stations more receptive, or 1ess, was not known" Indeedo

the concept of inhibition in the central nervous system was only just

developing at the time of Cajalfs conjectures, although the existence of,

peripheral inhíbj-tion had been known for some tj-me (von Békésy, 1967 ,

page 22) "

There r{ere a few early prophets of the innport,anae of this

centrifugal meehanì-snn; for example, Manouéll.an (1899) r, ås an extension

of," a theory of sleep proposed by Duval (1898), discussed meehanísns

(possibly incorrect in the light of present neurophysi-ological knowledge)

whereby centríf,ugal" fibres in the olfactory bulb could preside over the

reception of sensory inpressions" Later, Brouwer (1953) said; rrWe

aecept that there is atrso a centrifugal side j-n the process of sensation,
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of vision, of hearing, and so on" I believe that a further analysi-s of

these descending tracts to pure sensory centres wí11- also help physiolo-

gists and psychologists to understand sorne of theír experiences""

Naturally, though, earlier physiologists and psychologists were con-

cerned with the more fundamental aspects such as thresholdsn accolnmo-

dation, conduction along prirnary neurons, and the mapping of neuronal

pathways and nuclei within the nervous systen" Ascending systems üIere,

by that very fact, sensoïy, as were descending systems motor ín function,

so that anyone studying sensory systems studied ascending nerve írnpulses,

and those studying motor systens considered descending impulses. These

restricted views were probably insufficient to reveal the actual

operations taking place in nen¡ous systen function.

With the advent of studies on the function of the brain-sten

reticular formation, the need for a synthesis of the two views became

appaïent. Granit and Kaada (1953) discovered that the nuscle spindle,

a muscle sense organ, could be controlled by several central nervous

systen (0r{S) stnrctures " Afferent discharge f,rom the rnuscle spindle was

found to be sensitive to descending (centrifugal) influences fron higher

levels" Stirnulation of the facilitatory or inhibitory regíons of the

brain stem altered the muscle spindle (afferent) discharge rate quite

drastically" Stinulation of other regions also gave changes, but not as

marked"

In a siu¡ilar vein, Magoun (1950) had commented: "Study of
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descendíng influences of the reticular formation has so far been pre-

occupied entirely with the pronounced effects exerted upon the diseharge

of spinal notor neurons. It would be of considerable interest to know

whether or not these generalised reticulo-spinal influences are capable

also of altering the transnission of afferent impulses within the cord""

Hagbarth and Kerr (1954), visS-ting researchers in Magounls laboratory.o

were the first to examine, bJ¡ use of electrophysiotogical techniques'
i

such control by higher centres" Their investígation was based on

earlier studies on the spinal cord by Leksell (1945) " After investigat-

ing spinal reflexes in curarised cats and showing there was in fact

modification of afferent activity, they went on to demonstrate sinilar

control in the auditory systen (unpublished) and in the ol-factory bulb

(Kerr and Hagbarth, 1955). It is this last study which is of classic

interest to us" In it they were able to show, anongst other things,

that stinulation of certain basal rhínencephalic sites and of the

anterior commissure had a depressive influence on resting or induced

eleetrieal activity in the olfactory bulb " They postul-ated that the

influences r\rere mediated by the centrifugal fibres of, the anterior

eonm1ssure or by antidronic excitation of knovm recurrent collaterals

of the lateral olfactory tract (LOT).

Subsequently, Kerr (1960), Dennis (1965), Dennis and Kerr

(1968), all working with the cat, and Morríson (1970), working with the

guinea pig, and to a lesser extent the rat and rabbit, have extended the
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early discoveries and concepts of the pioneering study of, 1955, and harre

províded new findings as weIl. In particular, the existence has been

demonstrated electrophysiologically of a centrifugal system nrnning deep

in the pyriform cortex" Its course is from nearly all those regions of

the cortex which have been shown to receive olfactory projections,

forward to bulbar or retrobulbar areas. It is therefore regarded as a

centrifugal system in the sense that it runs from moïe central âreas to

nore peripheral ones. The observed effects of basal- rhinencephali-c

stinulation on the bulb are nou¡ considered as due to antidronie excit*

ation of the LOT and its recurrent collaterals, plus ef,fects of

orthodronic activation of this centrifugal system" It nust be pointed

out that other authors (Rall , ú ú., 1966; Rall and Shepherd, 1968;

Westecker, 1970c; Nico11, 1969) consider special intrabulbar mechanisms

activated by antidromic stimulation of the lateral olfactory tract to be

the najor mechanisms operating" It will be shown in this thesis that

this is probably too restricted a viewpoint. Further, there is anatornical

evidence of another centrifugal system runníng in a route approachi-ng

the cortex of the LOT and tenninating in the bulb (Cajal, 1911; Cragg,

L962; Girgis and Goldby, 7967; Powell and Cowan, L963; Powe11 Lt cL.L,,

1965; Price, 1969; Price and Powell, L970a, b, c, d, e). This systern

is nuch more restricted than the Dennis-Kerr system, and the effect of

its activation on electrophysiological recording is not yet at all clear"
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The fundanental importance of centrif,ugal systems has now been

pointed out, and a brief sketch given of the energence of knowledge of

these rnechanisms in the olfactory systen in particular" Further details

on general centrifugal rnechanisms are provided in papers by Hagbarth

(1959) , Brazier (1956), and Livingston (1958, 1959, 1970) 
"

Such research is but one sma11 aspect of the discipline fourided

by Caton" The last three or four decades have seen almost expl-osive

growth in this general field with the advent of node:n teehnology and

its provision of suitable research equipment nany tines rnore sensitive

than the barely adequate apparatus used by Caton. And not only equip-

ment, but also techniques have evolved into prominence" It is precisetry

the progressing advancement of these extra-disciplinary tools which both

encourages and justifies their transfer to, and application in, brain

research today.

Punytot:z o[ th-i's ,teÁea,]tcl+:

The present investigations were undertaken with the ain of,

obtaining further insight into the electrical activity generated in the

olfactory bulb by appropriate electrical and pneurnatic stimulatíon, and

to develop and apply quantitative techniques of analysis to such activíty.

As suggested above, techniques which have proved successful in

other disciplines have been investigated for application here. AmongsË

these, time series analysis, which has undergone remarkable developnent

in the last twenty years in the fields of statistics, geophysics,
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economics, and communications engineeri,ng, has been examined for possib"l"e

use in the study of spontaneous and induced activity of the bulb" Like-

wise, the success of control theory and systens theory ín engineerì-ng

application, with their concern for input-output relationships and

mathenatical nodelling, suggests possible applications to the electrically-

evoked responses as we11. Field theory, an established analytical tool

for well over a century, is used to investígate mechanisms underJ-ying the

generation of bulbar evoked potentiars. These approaches, and others

contained herein, would be impracticable without the aid of present-day

digital computers and their associated software. The problern of a

successful symbiosis of these several and varied fields and tools with

cNS research is not snall, for where use is attempted of a tool well-

established in some other field, one invariably encounteïs a number of

stumbling blocks not apparent in the previous applications. The use of

the word "complex" to describe the brain is tautological, for f'the brain"

is synonymous with rrcomplexity"" Because of this, the above-mentioned

techniques, in their present state of devel-opment, of,ten require a care-

ful evaluation of their underlying assumptions, such as linearity, time^

invaríabi1ity, discreteness, etc"', before applying thern unreservedly to

data tediously gathered fron the nonlinear, tirne*varying, distributed-

pararneter complex that is the central nervous systen.

It was Poincarérs thesis that every set of phenornena can be

interpreted consistently in various r4rays: in fact, in infinitely nany
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ways" It is oners privilege to choose among the possible interyretatíons

those which appear most satisfactory, whatever may be the reasons for

the choice. Taken in this light, it is believed that the results to be

presented later in this thesis are interpreted consistently with the

earlier electrophysiological results of Kerr, Ðennis, and Morrison,

particularly with regard to the importance of centrifugal mechanÍsms to

the olfactory bu1b. Maintenance of sinilar nomenclature and conventi.ons

as adopted by these authors has also been attempted, for exampl_e, the

naning of rhinencephalic regions in receipt of olfactory projections,

and the electrical recording convention that negative potential at the

active electrode gives an upwards deflection on the recording device.

Any exceptions are noted where they occur.

In addition, the irnplications of more recent knowledge on

structure and connection gleaned frorn published light- and electron-

microscopic studies are considered in relation to observed generators of

bulbar electrical activity. 0f prime consideration is the existence of

reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses indicated by electron-mícroscopic

studies" These have been reported in the bulb by a number of, researchers

(e. g " Hirata, 1.964; Andres, 1965; Ral1 Q.t a,L., 1966; price, L968;

Hinds, 1970; Price and Powell, 1970b; Estable-Puíg, 1968) and, as such,

their existence appears undeniable" Hor,rrever, theír functional signifi-

cance ís not as clear-cut and simple as might be expected fron the

theory and model proposed by Ra1l and Shepherd (1968), nor fron the
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apparent confirmation of this nodel by NicolI (1969) and Westecker (1970c) 
"

A1so, of very great importance to this study is the existence

of the centrifugal systems mentioned earlier"

Although the neuron is accepted as the basic functional unit

of the nervous system, single-unit analysis has not been undertaken in

this study" This is not to deny the importance of such research, but

only because there exists a wealth of knowledge from previous investi-

gations on the sunnated extracellular responses of the neuronal popu-

lations which can be re-examined with quantitative techniques " Where

required, reference is nade to published unit studies of others to

support, or otherwise, arguments arising from study of summated activity.

In addition to this neurophysiological aspect, methods of

mathenatical analysis of the induced and spontaneous activity of the

bulb are exanined.
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CHAPTER II

THE OLFACTORY SYSTEM

Gøne¡a.[- corm¿nfÁ:

In the area of brain research, it is a little surprising that

there is not rnore work being done on the olfactory system. It is true

that nuch has been done, and that the contributíons are increasíng rapldly.

but conparison with work presently being published on other sensory

systems would perhaps indicate some inherent preferential properties of

these systems conpared with that of olfaction which nakes their study

easier" In fact, what research. on these other systems offers is the

possibility of precise control and measurement of the physical parameters

comprising the inputs to the systetns" 0nce the inputs have been pro-

cessed at the receptor level, the subsequent tracing of the encoded

inforrnation and of the operations performed on it are irnpeded by the

highly conplicated inter- and intrarelationships of those portions of the

central nervous system which comprise the appropríate rnodal rranalysers".

By contrast, the olfactory systen has several disadvantages, For

example, it is much nore difficult to specify the input parameters with

anywhere near the precision approaching that of light or sound. The

input that is detected, encoded, and analysed is that ethereal property

termed rtsmell't" The quantification and classification of this is stilt
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imprecise and fairly unsatisfactory, although it has become possibi-e to

assess reasonably accurately such properties as flow rates, odorant

concentration, subjective, absolute, and differential threshords, etc"

It is a long-established observational fact that smell-

producing substances nay be classified into honologous groups and that

these groups appear, at least, to be much smaller in number than the

number of odorant substances. Theories to explain this are as numerous

as the suggested possible mechanisns of physico-chemical transduction at

the receptor leve1. Knowledge of the physical paraneters of the input

is critical in any research on olfaction. Yet, in smell, perhaps more

than in the other senses, it is obvious frorn psychological experiences

that the brain perceives rnore than just these absolutes " Other neasures,

such as novelty, psychic state, natural pheronone response, olfactory

adaptation, etc. - all nore difficult to quantify - may be equally as

irnportant in the process as the physical parameters on which the

researcher tends to focus his attention (Conf,ort, 1971) 
"

A further and perhaps less inportant disadvantage, with the now

onnipresent technique of stereotaxic electrode placement, lies in the

experimental expediency of ease of access and exposure of those regions

of the brain concerned with other sensory nodalities as compared with the

rather drastic surgical techniques employed by earlier workers to expose

the basal rhinencephalic areas (e.g", Yarnarnoto e-t a.L., 7963).

If it is allowed, then, that input specif,ication rnay be more
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difficult for olfaction than for other systems, it can subsequently be

pointed out that the olf,actory neuronal rranalyser" is much 1-ess compli-

cated in structure and connection than the others. This would appear: icr

offer much more attractive possibilities for det,errnining how this

particular section, and possibly others, pr.ocess sensory information"

St,tuc.funø o$ thø o'L{¡ac'tonq Lq,Stem:

Several excellent reviews and papers are available on this toprc

describing the pattern, location and interconnectíons of the various

regions, nuclei, and f,ibre tracts which conprise this system" Howevel,

it is thought desirable to include here an abridged description, with

ernphasis on those regions covered in this study. For a more comprehensive

coverage, the reader is directed to CaiaL (1911); van Gehuchten et

Martin (1891); Valverde (1965) ; M" Wharton Young (1936); Allison (1953) ;

Adey (1959) ; Lohman (1965); Lohrnan and Lamrners (1965); Lohnan and

Menrink (1969); Wenzel and sieck (1966) ; Scalia [1968); and Powell,

Cowan and Raisman (1965) " Numerous other references are discussed by

Dennis (1965), and her review is extended to cover the intervening períod-

by Morrison (1970). Some details of the fine structure and inter-

connection within the olfactory bulb are of quite recent drsclosure and

are considered pertinent to later work in this thesis " Therefore' more

attention is focussed on then in this particular review"

while this present research was not intended to nake oríginal

contributions to neuroanatonical. knowledge, but rather to attenpt a
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functional analysis of results detailed in earlier work and theses (Kerr,

Dennis, Morrison), it has nevertheless been interesting to relate

results obtained to recent presentations concerning structure and

function within the olf,actory bulb " Dennis (1965) has noted thoroughly

the problems associated with obtaining a workable and acceptable defin-

ition of the rhinencephalon. In keeping with her assessrnent, reference

to the generic tenn rrrhinencephalonrr will be avoided where possible"

particularly since this study is concerned with only a límited number ot

the basal rhinencephalic sites, namely bulbar and retrobulbar areas,

anterior linb of the anterior connissure, prepyriform areas, and peri-

anygdaloid area.

TLrc pn tnanu Le.cefJtotuS :

The prinary receptors for the sense of smel1 are located in the

olfactory mucosa, a yellow-to-brownish pigrnented layer of cells found

generally in the upper caudal reaches of each nasal cavity" The axons

of these receptors are amongst the finest found in the nervous system,

being only 0"1 to 0"2¡-r in dianeter (Estable*Puig, 1968). 0n leaving the

mucosae several axons gather together, and are shown from electron-

micrographic studies to become enclosed by a single Schwann ce11 nyelín

sheath. Bundles of such fibres group together and pass back to the

olfactory bulb as the fila olfactoria via perforations in the cribríform

plate of the ethmoid bone. 0n reaching the bulb frorn an anteroventral

approach, the fila spread over the entire accessible surface of the bulb,
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forming a complex feltwork of fine afferent fibres " This conprises the

outermost or fibrous layer of the bulb" There is no evídence of any

sort for a centrifugal pathway running frorn the bulb to the prirnary

receptors, although trigeminal innervation has been descri-bed in the

olfactory mucosa"

Thø oL(acfotutr bu'Lb:

As the name irnplies, the olfactory bulb approximates in forn to

a sphere, or perhaps more correctly an ellì-psoid, Together with the

associated stnrctures of the anterior olfactory nucleus, accessor.y

olfactory buIb, and olfactory peduncle, it forms a club-like rostral

extension of the brain fron the basal rhinencephalic sites " 0f innediate

notice in prepared sections of the bulb is the high degree of radial

symnetry and concentric laninar structure, particularly in the rostral

hernisphere of the bulb " This arrangement is named the olfactory form*

ation. The symmetry is rnodified in the caudal hemisphere by the

accessory olfactory bu1b, the peduncle connectíng the bulb to the telen-

cephalon, and by the existence of the variously pJ-aced cell groups

comprising the divisions of the anterior olfactory nucleus " These groups

are located in the peduncle and also reaching rostrally into the deeper

regions of the bulb. The accessory olfactory bulb lies on the dorso-

medial surface of, the main bulb and is in close proxinity to the frontal

pole of the neocortex"

Figure 1, from Lohnan and Lammers (1967), indicates this
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arrangement for the cat, rabbit, guinea pig and rat" Figures 2 and 3

are photographs of slides taken fron rabbits, and stained with neutl'al

red, to show details of the arrangement of cells"

The outermost orfibrous layer is naturally thickest on the

ventral and anterior aspect of the bulb, and may also be thick on the

medial aspect, as in the rat" The dorsal surf,ace plexus is comparativel-y

thinner in the rabbit , Tat and guinea pí9, but is appreciable Ì:n the cat,

where the bulb appears to be tilted upwards in parasagi-ttal seetions due

to the different bone structure in this anirnal, nanifested. externally by'

the flattened features characteristic of the species.

T hø oL(p"cf.o,ul úo hnafio n :

In describing the olfactory formation, the descriptions by

M" Wharton Young (1936) are followed here. However, there is little dis-

agreement between nost present-day authors on the description of thís

structure" Some combine two or more layers together, e.g" layers 3 and 4"

or discount other layers, e.g. layer 8, but such disagreements are only

of a ninor nature. Connections are more controversral and are discussed

separate 1y 
"

Proceeding fron the outermost layer inwards* nine layers are

described:

Abbreviation

1. Lamina fibrosa Lam" fib"

2" Lanina glonerulosa Lam" glom.
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pars rostralis of the anterior olfactory formation. Klüver-Barrera method. (For abbreviations see p.

80/81 .)

Figure 1 Arr
pig, rat, rabb
Abbreviations:
bulb. olf. str. glon.
bulb. olf. str. mitr.
bulb. olf. acc. str. glom.

bulb. o1f. acc. str. mitr.

= bulbus olfactorius, straturn glomerulare;
= bulbus olfactorius, stratum nitrale;
= bulbus olfactorius accessorius, stratum

glomerulare;
= bulbus olfactorius accessorius, stratrm

mitrale;
= connissura anterior, pars olfactoria;
= nucleus olfactorius (anterior), pars

externa;
= nucleus olfactorius ante]|ior, pars

dorsalis;
= nucleus olfactorius (anterior), pars

lateralis;
= nucleus olfactorius anteïior, pars

rostralis;
= tractus olfactorius lateralis.

angement of bulbar and retrobulbar elenents in the guinea
it, and cat. (Fron Lohman and Lammers, Lg67)

c.a
nc.

.P. o1f.
olf. (ant.) p. ext.

nc. olf. ant. p. dors

nc. olf. (ant.) p. Iat.

nc. olf. ant. p. rostr.

e

tr. olf. Lat.



LAM. MED. INT.

LAM. GRAN. INT.

LAM. PLEX. INT.

LAM. CEL. MIT.

tAM. PLEX. EXT.

LAM. GRAN. EXT.

LAM. GLOM.

LAM. FIB.

GR. PER¡VENT.

Figure 2 Frontal scction of rabbit olfactory bulb, staincd with

neutral red to show cell cletail. For abbrevi¿rtions, see tcxt.



Sagittal section of rabbit olfactory bulb, stained with

neutral red to show ce1l detail.

Figure 3

Abbreviations:

AOB =

AON, p. dors. =

AON, p. ext. =

AON, p. 1at. =

For other abbreviations, see text.

accessory olfactory bulb

anterior olfactory nucleus, pars dorsalis

anterior olfactory nucleus, païs externa

anterior olfactory nucleus, païs lateralis



AON, P. dors

AOB
Lam. gran. int.

Lam. plex. ext

Lam. cel. mit

Lam. fib.

Lam. glom.

Lam. gran. ext.

Lam. plex. i'nt
AON, p. lat.

-a r-

AON, p. ext.

Gr. perivent
Lam. med. int.
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3. Lamina granulosa externa Lam. gran" ext"

4" Lamina plexiformis externa Lan" plex. ext.

5" Lanina cellularun mitralum Lam. cel" mit.

6. Lamina plexifornis interna Lan. plex" inË.

7. Lamina granulosa interna Lan" gran. ínt"

8" Lanina medullaris interna Lam" ned" rnt"

9" Ependymal Iayer, or periventricular Gr" perívent.

gray (griseum periventricularisJ

The appearance of each of these layers is quite distinct [Frg" 2) 
"

Laqøn 1, the olfactory nerve layer, conprises a feltwork of

afferent fibres coursing in an apparently unorganj-sed manner over the

outer surface before turning inwards and synapsing in cornpact rtgranulo*

fibrillar islandsr? (Young, 1936). The other cornponents of the layer are

large neuroglial cells which have long processes extending into deeper

layers (Estable-Pqig, 1968) 
"

La,qøn 2 is the glonerular layer. Although other regions, e"g"

the cerebellum, have so-called glomerulí (Cajal" 19111, this layer is

unique in the central nervous system" The granulo'frbrillar islands are

compact, ball-1ike regions of extrernely intinate synaptì-c contaet between

the afferent fibres, the primary dendrites of mi-tral and tufted eells,

and dendritic and axonal processes of íntra-* and periglomenrlar ce1ls.

La.qen 3, the external granule 1ayer, contains the periglomerular

cells" This layer is intinately applied to the glornerular layer so that
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its cells follow the irregular inner outline f,orrned by indíviduai"

gloneruli" Although described as granule cells" 'Chese eel,ls are differ:ent

morphologically fron those of the internal granule layer and are more

correctly referenced as short-axon cells " Axonal processes of, centri-

fugal fibres are also present here.

La.qørt 4 is the external plexiforrn layer" It is primarily

fibrous in nature, being conposed of mitral celJ- primary and secondary

dendrites, terminal arborisations of the per:-pheral- processes of deep

granule cells, recurrent collaterals of nnitra.l- cells, Ðd axons of centrl-

fugal fibres, all so intenningled "de façon ä fonner un treillis

inextricablerr (van Gehuchten et Martin, 1891, page 2t4). Scattered

throughout this layer are found ce1l bodies of tuf,ted cells and out-

wandered or displaced nitral cells" Both types appear to be rnorpho-

togically distinct, although Valverde (1965) indicates that tufted ceIls

could be classified as inwandered periglomenrlar cells . Cajal divides

the tufted cells into two classes, an inner and an outer type" Fossibly

his outer type could correspond to Valverde's description" The ínner

type would then correspond with therrtrue" tuf¿ed cell*"r-ype described j"n

the next layer"

La"qøtt 5 is the nitral cel1 layer" It is relatively thin, being

only about 1 to 3 celI bodies wide, and is cornposed of mr-tral and tufted

cells. Young refers to the tufted cells asrrgranulertceJ-Is,, which rnay

cause confusion with granule cells of the internal and external layers.
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Fron his description, there is no doubt that they are tufted cell-s, and

he, himself , considers them synon)lnous with Cajal,?s rrcellules à

houppette" (Cajal, 1911, page 658, and elsewhere) " Young is enphatic in

his division of the ce1ls of this layer into mitral and tuftedlgranule.

This is interesting, for most present-day researchers disregard the exist-

ence of rftruef' tufted ce1ls in the mitral cel1 layer, despite the f,act

that, according to Young, they are in the majority in this layer in the

rabbit. A justification for this might be that even though they are dis*

tinguishable from nitral cells in shape, size, staining, etc", they

apparently have the same connections in the bulb as the latter. (Conpare,

for example, Valverders cells c and d with cell e in his Fig" 25; also

van Gehuchten et Martin, plate I, cel1s 9 and L0 with ceII 12; finally,

Cajal, his Fig. 418, cell A with the second cell to its right, etc")

(Fie. 4).

La.qen 6, the internal plexiform layer, is a namohr f,ibrous band

innediately below the nitral ce1l layer. It was considered by Cajal to

consist of collaterals of axons of tufted cells" He descríbed this

pattern of collateral branching as being another f,eature distinguishing

tufted fron nitral cells, whose collaterals he thought to arise much

deeper in the internal granule layer" Lohman and Mentínk (1969) were

unable to discern any such difference" The layer is often not very

distinct, æd may contain inwandered mitral cel"1 bodies (perhaps really

tufted cel1s?) and outwandered granule cel1s.
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Figure I Details of olfactory bulb neuronal elernents.

A: Mitral cells (A), tufted cells (8, C, D).

(From Cajai, 1911, his Fig. 418).
B: Mitral ce1ls,

(Fron van Gehuchten and iVartin, 1891, iheir ptate I)
C: Detai.ls of cellular ancl fibril,lar structure. Rat.

(Frorn Valverde, 1965, his Fig. 25).
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La"qen 7 " Here are found the numerous nediurn to smal1 sized,

oval or rounded granule cells which give this layer its name" They have

long been recognised as special nerve ce1ls inasmuch as they lack a tnre

axon, thereby resembling the amacrine cells of the retina. The arrange-

rnent of the granule cel1s is such that the cell bodies lie in groups

between a cornplicated plexus of medullated and non-medullated fibres.

In section, this gives the appear¿urce of plaques of ce1l bodies between

the fibres. The plaques are larger and flatter on the periphery of the

layer, and becone smaller and more broken up towards the ínner region"

The layer becomes depleted of cell bodies and blends to merge with

La"qen 8. This is conposed of nedullated fibres of rnitral and

tufted cells and also of centrifugal fibres" Some cel1 bodies are found

scattered here (Lohnan and Mentink, 1969).

Laqen 9, the periventricular gray, is a small layer, or often

only a segment, of epithelial-like cells surrounding the olfactory

ventricle. They are regarded by CajaL and Blanes as being neuroglial by

nature (Cajal, 1911, his Fig" 422", Blanes, 1898) 
"

The last two layers are sometimes regarded as not being truly

part of the olfactory formation fron the point of view that the fibres

of layer 8 continue on to distribute to the tertiary olfactory centres,

and the glial cells of layer 9 do not partake of the proeessing of

neuronal information, at least as far as is presently believed. In

addition, the cell bodies in layer B are held by Lohman and Mentink to be
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part of the anterior olfactory nucleus, pars rostralis, which is not

íncluded in the general definitions of the olfactory fornation.

T l+¿ acee,t^ uLtl oLóa"e.tottq (onna.tion:

Riding on the dorsal and posterior aspect of the main olf,actory

bulb is the accessory olfactory bulb " Whereas the primary receptors f,or

the main bulb lie in the olfactory mucosa, those for the accessory bulb

are found in Jacobsonrs organ, also often termed the vomeronasal organ.

The accessory bulb is highly developed in some reptíles and, according

to Cajal (1955), is quite well developed in rodents and the cat. In

other marnmals it may be more rudimentary, or even lacking, as it is in

the dog, bat, porcupine and man, for example"

Histological descriptions of the accessory olfactory bulb vary

nore widely between authors than those of the nain bu1b. The structure

is naturally cornpared with that of the olfactory fornation, which it

resernbles in íts essential characteristics but differs in interesting

details " Cajal describes a superficial, dorsal layer conprísed of bundLes

of fine afferent fibres (frorn Jacobsonts organ). Analogously, as in the

nain formation, these spread over the surface, turn inwards, and synapse

in glorneruli" These are more indeterminate and vague in structure, and

slightly smaller than the gloneruli of the main formatíon" Beneath the

glomeruli, a smal1 external granule ce11 layer can be distinguished"

For the next three layers, accounts differ" Cajal denies the existence

of nitral cells, and ca1ls those cells honologous with mitral cells
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in the main formation tufted cells. He also says that the internal and

external plexiform layers are lacking" 0n the other hand, Young {1936)

and Allison (1955) do describe the larger cel1s as nitral by natureå even

though not characteristically nitral or triangular ín shape" AJ-1 agree

that the nitralltufted ce1l layer is nuch more diffuse and that only one

ce11-type is distinguishable in it" They also agree that the generatr

structure of the accessory bulb resenbles the less differentiated

structure found in lower vertebrates and birds

Having denied an internal plexiforln zone u Cajal desaribes the

fibrillar layer appearing in its place as a 'rzone of white matterrrt and

describes two layers of fibres in it. One, the deeper, comprises fibres

which appear to be concerned with a pathway to frontal neocortex" The

other is composed of axons of what he terms the tufted cells " However,

unlike his description of tufted cells in the main formation, these do

not enit collaterals until reaching deeper into the accessory granule

cell layer beneath this zone of white matter" It would appear, perhaps,

that the distinction as to whether these cells in the aecessory bulb are

mitral or tufted is purely semantic, and that it r.ryou1d be better to call-

them by some other less definitive tenn" Alternatively, there rnay be

grounds for not considering tufted and mitral cells as separate groups,

ín which case one could refer to differentiated and undif,ferentiated

nitral cells of the main and accessory formation, respectively.

As a final point, it is worth noting that Cajal describes a
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collection of larger neurons existing inrnediatel-y beneath the granule

Layer of the accessory bulb. He consideïs thein as resembl-ing ce{ls t¡f

short-distance association, but was unable to st.air¡ then with ahrome-

sirver to detennine f,urther details (caja1, 19r1; cajal 195s)" Frorn

his description and drawings, these cerls can only be those of fhe

anterior olfactory nucleus, pars rostralis. HaLf a cenlury later, Lohman

(1963) proved the true origin of anterior colr¡nissure fibres to be f,ran

this nucleus and not frorn the tufted cells of the rnairr f,ormation, as

postulatedby Cajal. One can only conjectuïe as to how the many argunent:$

on the origin of the cornmissure might never had arisen had the chrome.=

silver stain not proved so capricious for cajar on this matter"

Conn¿c.tions o(\ th¿ bu.Lb wifLl tuLLLanq oL.[ctc.tottq eøntnøt:

tr{ajor strides have been rnade in the last decade on illuninatrng

some previously puzzling aspects of such connections"

Conn¿c-tict n wi,tlL tt+ø ytqn-L(onm cottt¿x:

The major efferent pathway of the bulb j-s the lateral olfactory

tract (LOT), which is conposed of the medullated axons of mitral cell"s

fron the main and accessory fo:rnatio^rn" The fibre,s of 1ayer g of the

olfactory formation, lamina medul-laris, course catrdad, then gather and

A report recently to hand (Winans and Scalia, 19701 indicates these
two format,ions have distinctly different projecf-ions to basal rhínen*
cephalic si-tes, wJ-th the accessory fonnation pr.ojectirrg to the postero-
medial part of the cortico-nedial amygdaXoid complex" This distinction
u/as not fonnerly recognised in namnals, and has not been inctuded in thÍs
discussion"
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turn slightly laterally to emerge from the latero*rrentr:aL aspect of the

bulb at the fissura cj-rcularis, which marks the cai-rdal end of, the bsl-b,,

The LOT is readily visible as a white fibre band runni.ng on the venf,ratl

surface of the brain for several millimeters e as fa! baek as the beginning

of the periamygdaloid region (Pam) (Fì-gure 5). As ir- passes back, t:he

LOT emits collateral fibres to the surrounding zones" As a result of rhe

studies of Dennis (1965) , and Dennis and Kem (196gl , in the eat, che

extent of projection of the LOT has been expanded past rhose ïeÈnotì:i

previously described by neuroanatomical ieehnrques oni-y" The criterio¡L

for determining the projection zones has been surprisingly sirnple" It is

well*known that if the LOT is stimulated in the anterior region, where

ít is stil1 visible as a white band, either by surgical exposure and

visual placenent, or by stereotaxic pracement of the electrode, then a

characteristic response ís recorded deep in the olfactory bulb " On the

basis that the positive component of this response indicates that antj--

dromj-c invasion of the mitral cells has oecurred, and using the additional

subtlety that stimulation with a suitable bursE of impulses usually

greatly augments the bulbar response" they hal,,e sysrema-trcalJ.y mapped

those parts of the base of the brain giving rise to such posj,tj-ve res-

ponses in the bu1b. Careful surgical t-ransect.ion of, the LOT, sparing the

underrying cortexs abolishes the positive r:esponse (Dennis and Kerr,

1968) " They have the¡reby demonstrated el-ectrophysiologicaily that the

Lor projects to prepyriform areas, the lat-e¡ral part of the olfactory
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Fi

Co

Ent

Hy

LOT

OB

OC

Pam

PP1

PP2

PP3

RB

RF

T

5 Ventral view of the brain of the rabbit.

cortical amygdaloid nuctreus

entorhi.naL atea

hypothalamus

lateral olfactory tract

olfactory bulb

optic chiasn

periamygdaloid area

prepyriforrn area 1

prepyriform area 2

prepyriforn area 5

retrobulbar area

rhinal fissure

rlfactory tubercle
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tubercfe, the periamygdaloid area, cortical arnygdaloid nucleus, anterJ-or

part of the nedial anygdaloid nucleus, and the par;ahippocampal area

(Dennis and Kerr, 1968, their Fig" 5).

As mentioned earlier, this area is larger than was previously

believed from neuroanatonical studies" Morrison (1970) has verified an

analogous projection field for the guinea pig, rat and rabbit, using

sinilar electrophysiological techniques" Heíner (1968), using a more

sensitive version of the Nauta staining technîque for degeneïati-ng fibres,

was able to provide anatomical verificati-on of, the wider extent of, LOT

projection in the rat, in agreernent with the findings of White (1965).

Connøc.tion wi,tl,L the anf.wintt ol-[aci.otLq ywc,[-¿u^ :

In addition to projecting to the above-mentioned areas, the LOT

also sends collaterals to the anterior olfactory nucleus (AON) in the

retrobulbar area" Morrison (1970) has made a detailed comparative study

of the AON in the mouse , Tat, guinea pig artd rabbit, ffid has compre-

hensively reviewed the literature eoncerned with the AON" The main point

that emerges is that, up until the work of Lohman (1965), the inportanee

of the AON as a higher-order associative centre for the olfactory sense

was largely overlooked. Perhaps Lohmants greatest contribution has been

to conclusively show that the anterior linb of the anterior cornrnissure

(AAC), previously thought by all but a few to be the second major

efferent pathway from the bulb, does not arise frorn second-order bulbar

neurons. Lohman and Mentink (J"969) claim that ontr-y the pars rostralis
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of the AON (40N, p. rost.) gives rise to the AAC" This subdivision is

one not previously recognised in earlier descriÐr"i.ons. They incorpor:aLè

into their description of the AON, p" rost", t.he nurne ous aells tuhich

1ie scattered in layer B, lan" med. u noted earlier in this descríptioru"

They further clairn, by use of precise placement of Ïesions .i.n the buibu

and by using the sensitive Fink-.Heiner techníc¡.re to show the subsequent

degeneration, that the AAC arises frorn p" rost" Thís sati.sf,ies the pt"e...

vious arguments concerning whether the origin of, the AA.C,ua.s from the

tufted cel1 axons, or otherwise, since previous experimenfls wítrh gross

bulbar lesíons nust have inevitably ínvolved at treast those cells of the

A0N, p" rost", scattered in layer 8" This also further alarifies the

claim of Hill (1897) that there exists larger (14 u) neurons deep in the

granule layer, having axons that run peripherally and then turn to run

to forebrain nuclei.

Further subdivísions of the AON, as described by Lohman and

adopted by Morrison, are pars laterali-se pars externa, pars dorsalis,

pars ventraliss pars nedialis and pars posteriol. 0f these, Lhe rnedial

part of p" dors" appears to recej-ve a direet pr:nje,eti.on from the mediatr

part of the olfaatory formation via a smalL pathway medi¿l to the

olfactory ventricle, instead of via col"later:als froin t"he LOT (Lohman and

Mentink, 1969) " Whether all parts of the A,ON receive LûT colia-terals is

stil1 not entirely cj-ear. In view of the heavy pïojec.t-j-on, seen from the

LOT (e"g" Val"verde,, 1965, his Fig" 27; Lohman and Larruners, 1967), p" ext",
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p. lat" and p" vent. can be said to receive such collaterals, p. dors"

receives an equivalent projection, leaving p. med" and p" post" as

dubious, but also probable.

P. rost. remains sornewhat of an enigma. Lohnan and Mentink

claim that it alone, anongst all other parts of the AON, receives no

afferents fron the nain olfactory projection, but instead receives its

input from zones caudal to the posterior regions of the AON"

The location of the various parts of the AON in the guine a pig

is shown schenatically in Fig. 6. There is no doubt that confusion over

subdivisions and nomenclature between previous authors has added greatly

to the problen of determining the connections of this irnportant nucleus.

Connec.tiont wi,tln Ln tl+ø o.L(acf.otu¡ buLb:

In the description earlier in this study of the rnain and

accessory olfactory fonnations, little detail was given concerning

connections between the different elements mentioned" Some controversy

and unknown factors have surrounded thj-s topic for the nearly 100 years

since Golgi first applied his chrome-silver stain to the olfactory bulb

' (Golgi, 1875) " Over the last decade, predoninantly due to el_ectron-

nicroscopic studies, the picture of functional interconnection within the

bulb has changed drarnatically.

The nain scheme of the connections hras detailed in the unazingly

short period of less than twenty years after Golgirs paper, predominantly

as a ïesult of the labours of Cajal. Other workeis, such as van Gehuchten,
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Fig. 13. Diagram of the anterior olfactory lobe of the guinea-pig illustrating the projection of the
main and accessory olfactory formations via the lateral olfactory tract, and the origin and termination

of the anterior limb of the anterior commlssure.

Figure 6 Location and interconnection of the various regions of the

anterior olfactory nucleus, and also showing the rnanner of formation
of the lateral olfactory tract and anterior connissure. (Fron Lohman

and Lanmers, 1967.)

For abl¡reviations, see Fig. 1 .
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Blanes, Kölliker, P. Ranón, etc., also made valuable contributions and

are referenced by Cajal in his descriptions (Caja1, 1911) 
"

Although CajaT appears, nohl, to have been incorrect in his

descriptions of the rrprobable" (Valverde, 1965) rnanner of the formation

of the anterior lirnb of the anterior conmissure, Valverde has shown the

remainder of his description to be basically correct, and has described

several new features in addition. The tight-rnicroscopic picture fron

Golgi inpregnated naterial (Cajal, 1911; Valverde, 1965) (Fng" 4) i-s

that the inconing olfactory nerve fibres synapse j-n the glomeruli with

the prfunary dendrites of mitral and tufted cel1s, and with dendrites of

periglonerular cel1s. Axons of the latter also contribute to the

gloneruli. Secondary dendrites of nitral and tufted cells lie in the

external plexiform layer and enter into a special synaptic relationship

with the gennules of the peripheral processes of granule cells " The

axons of the mitral and tufted celi.s pass into the deeper layers of the

olfactory bulb, where they becone nyelinated and ernit collaterals.

Eventually, the axons course to the more caudal regíons of the brain.

Collaterals rarnify extensively in the granule cell and external plexifonn

layers where they appear to nake synaptic contact with the granule cells

and possibly short-axon cells" Until recent electron-microscopic

evidence to the contrary, they were believed to impinge also upon

secondary dendrites of nitral and tufted cel1s. The statement by Price

and Powell (1970c) that "the only type of synapse which is found on the
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initral and tufted cells in the external plexiform and nitral cell layers

is the reciprocal synapserrappears so definite as to disallow such

recurrent excitation. It must be pointed out that this statement is

slightly at variance with another feature of the light-microscopic des-

criptions of Cajal, and later Valverde, who both described basket-1ike.

networks around sone of the nitral ce11 bodies (the "nids péricellulaires"

of Cajal, 1911, his Fig, 427). These axonalttneststrcompletely envelop

the celI body and would appear to form srnapses on them (valverde, l-965,

his Fig. 25, ceIl b enveloped by fibre 20) (Fie" 4). If the only rype

of synapse on the mítral ce1l bodies and secondary dendrites is the

reciprocal one, and if this appears to be always associated with a

gerunule fron the granule cel1, or, sonetines, the peripheral process

itself (Price and Powell, 1970b), what can be nade of these pericellular
I'nestsrt? If they do have a functional existence, as yet tnacknowledged

fron electron-nicroscopic or electrophysiologicar studies, then an

analogy with the basket cel1 systems of the hippocampus and cerebellum is

suggested. There, the basket cel1s provide a very widespread and power-

ful inhibition on the bodies of the pyramidal and purkinje cells,

respectively. The rrfan-outrr factor for *"he basket cerls is large, with

each basket cel1 influencing 200 ox so pyrainidal cells in the hippo-

canpus (Eccles, t964). If a sinilar system exists in the olfactory bulb

with a sirnilar ratio of cells, then, taking the nunber of nitral cells

per bulb as 40,000 (Rall and Shepherd, 1968), only 200 short-axon
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'rbaskettr cells would be required" No estinate of the number of short-

axon ce11s in the bulb appears to be available, only the statement that

they are relatively few in number (cajal, 1gLl). Evidence for such a

system is reliant whol1y upon light-microscopic descriptions, although

from reliable workers. Analogy with other regions of the brain suggests

the hypothetical inhibitory function postulated above 
"

rn this context, one point fron the electrophysiologicar

studies of Yamamoto e,t a,!-" (1965) may be commented on" These authors

present records obtained intracellularly fron deep (granule) layer ce11s"

Because they are larger than granule ce1ls, and therefore possibly more

easily penetrated, and because of the infrequency with which such records

were obtained, it is possible that these ceIls could be short-axon cells 
^

The records obtained comprised several spikes upon a prolonged depolar-

isation, Ðd are reminiscent of intracellular records obtained from

basket ce1ls in the hippocampus under analogous stimulating conditions

(Andersen e,t a,L., 1g6s) " Inhibition on cell bodies has been shown to

have a much more pronounced infruence than renote dendritic inhibition in

suppressing cell activiry. unit studies (philtíps ¿f a..L", 1g63) have

indicated the existence of veïy por^rerful and widespread inhibition on

nitral ce11s in response to antidromic LOT sti¡nulation" Although the

reciprocal synapses on the mitral secondary dendrites couLd províde

inhibition, their location is more suitable to a modulating type of function

(Ottoson and shepherd, 1,967) " It is possible, then, that such a basket-
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cell-like system could exist in the bulb, the earlier-mentioned state-

ment of price and Powell (1970c) notwithstanding, but that to the present

its inportance may have been overlooked. Because of the relatively

small contribution of mitral cells to the recorded bulbar evoked

potential, electrical signs of such inhibition would possibly be nasked"

Further unit studies in the bulb would no doubt aid in clarifying the

s ituati on 
"

Although the topic of mitral cell inhibition rnight still appear

to have some uninvestigated aspects, the topic of nitral cell excitation

appears unanbiguous. The statement by Price and Powell (1970c) ' men-

tioned earlier, only permits excitatory input to a mitral cell via its

prinary dendrite " This shaft is completely free of any synaptic contact

between the mitral cel1 body and the glomerulus. Estable-Puig (1968)

states that the primary shaft is generally enclosed by a single layer

Schwann ce1l envelope which is lost as the branch enters the glonerulus"

The afferent bundles of fibres from the primary olfactory

receptors synapse with dendrites of nitral, ttrfted and periglomerular

cells in the glornenrli" As indicated in an earlíer section, the

afferents in any bundle are enclosed by a common myelin sheath and are

referred to as mesaxons" Earlier workers, including Valverde (1965)'

believed that the individual axons branched and formed brush-like endings

in the glomeruli (Fig" 4) " However, Estable-Puig [1968) claims from his

electron-nnicroscopic studies that axons do not divide at all and that the
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above appearance is only due to the loss of myelination of the mesaxons 
"

Individual axons fron the sane mesaxons do not necessarily terminate in

the same glomerulus"

The ultra-structure of the glorneruli has also been described by

Estable-Puig (1968), Estable-Puig and de Estable (1969), and Hinds (1970) .

As noted in the earlier descriptíon, glorneruli are comprised of terminal

axons of the prinary cells, ¿Lxons of the periglomerular cells, and

dendrites of mitral, tufted and periglomeml-ar ceLls" No centrif,i-rgaj.

axons have yet been reported as terminating within a glomerulus. Rather,

they appear to end in relation to the periglornerular (external granule)

celrs (Price and Powell, r970c; Powelr Q,t a.t-,, 1965) " such final
termination has proved exceedingly difficult to characterise with the

Nauta-type stains, so it is interesting to note Valverders description of

a special axo-dendritic contact betr^reen a (presumed) centrifugal fibre

and a periglomerular ce11 dendritic branch (valverde, 1965, his Fig" 2s,

f|brc 22) (Fig. 4). The function of such connections remains unknown"

Estable-Puig (1968) describes axodendritic, dendrodendritic

and axo-axonal contacts in the glomeruli " No other workers have reported

axo-axonal contacts in this region, so their existence needs confirrn-

ation" Axodendritic connections are naturally expected" Dendro-

dendritic (d/d) connections are extremely interesting, and their exist-

ence in the next layer of the bulb, the external plexíform layer, has

generated much novel speculation on general funct.íonal interconnection
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within the nervous system" These dld synapses in the gl-oneruti have

also been seen by Reese and Brightman (1965) and Hinds (1970) " In an

abstract, Reese and Brightnan said such synapses occur between snall

dendrites 
"

Two populations rnust be postulated in these ínteractions, sínce

the cornponent halves of the reciprocal synapse have different synaptic

vesicles. From Dalers dictum of only one transnitter per cell, it

follows that two ceIl populations nust parcticipate" Hinds makes the

likely guess, backed by at least one highly suggestive photonicrograph,

that periglomerular ce1ls comprise one participant of such a synapsen ffid

then presumes that mitral ce11 dendrites comprise the other" However, bI

including mitral cell dendrites as the other population, consideration

of the supposedly finnly established mitral ce11 role in the external

plexiform layer reciprocal d/d synapse leads Hinds to an apparent

paradox"

To avoid this paradox, one could just as easily postulate dld

interactions between two populations of intra* and periglomerular ceJ.1s,

one population being excitatory, the other inhibitory, and not include

mitral cells in such relationships " Flinds also claims to demonstrate

serial dld synapses in the glornerular layer" His is the only report of

this topic, and is quite recent" Flowever, the naturai.ly expected axo-

dendritic synapses are present, and the dld's can be demonstrated, so

serial synapses rnust naturally be expected" Whatever the specific nature
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of glonerular connections, the contribution from these regions to buLbar

electricar activity is srna1I in conparison hrith that from others 
"

The overall inpression gathered f,rorn consíderation of all des-

críptions is that the inconing nerve inpulses from the ïeceptor cei-ls

exsite all dendrites within the glorneruJ.io be they mitral" tufted oï

periglonerular" There is no dld inhibition on the nitral- and tufted cell
primary dendritic branches, such inhibition being reserved for secondary

dendrites and possibly the perikarya. However, there ì-s a eompLex

excitation and inhibitíon pattern within, and exchanged laterally between,

gloneruli by the periglornerular cells via axodendritic and dld contacts"

such lateral patterning is possibly modifiable by sone centrifugal

fibres. with such a scheme, there would be modulated patterning of

excitatory input to the nitral cells, md this would be even further

removed frorn any original patterning present on the olfactory mucosa and

in the incoming olfactory nerve" However, little is known about the tr¡.re

function of the initial elernents of the olfactory systen"

TLw gttanu,LQ, ce,[,Ls a( tLte oL-(acfottr4 bu.Lb:

considerably more ís known of the role of the granure cer1s,

particularry since the interest focussed on them by the papers of Rali-

øt ct'L" (1966), and Rall and shepherd (1968) , andu more ïecentry, Frice

and Powelr (r970a, b, c, d, e)" Long recognised as speeralised nerve

cells in that they lack an axon and thereby resenble the amaerine cells

of the retina (cajal, 1911), these cells have been shown to have
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additional specialised morphological characteristics from the above

,electron-microscopic studies " Previous workers have tended to stress

the innportance of the nitral cells in studies on the ol-factory bulbn a

natural choice from their position as the secondary cells in olfactory

pathways " Their distinctive spherical laminar arrangement and radial

orientation quite readily suggest that they would play an inportant paït

in the generation of any potentials recorded in the bulb " RaLr et a,L,,

and Rall and Shepherd (ibid") have maíntained that this is not correct

and that the major generators of the recorded bulbar potentials are the

granule cells " The nost inportant contribution of these authors was to

demonstrate the existence of the reciprocal dendrodendritic synapse

between mitral cell secondary dendrites and gemrnules of the granule cel1

peripheral processes in the external plexiform layer. A.s indicated in

Chapter I, the existence of this reciprocal synapse appears unquestionable"

Modelling studíes by Ral1 and shepherd (1968), involving nirral and

granule celI populations linked by this reciprocal synapse, purpoïted to

show that the observed bulbar response could be explained by this sirnple

mechanism" Hov*rever, the electrophysiological inves0ígations of Dennis

(1965), ffid Dennis and Kerr (1968), along wíth the recent erectron-

rnicroscopíc findings of Price and Powell, indicate that this is probably

too sírnple a picture" The importance of the granule cell-s in bulbar

mechanisms can be apprecrated fron Price and Powellts observation that,

apart fron the afferent olfactory nerve synapse on the primary dendrite,
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the only additional input to the mitral cell is via the reciprocal

synapse between the granule cells and the mitral ce11 secondary dendrites*

In addition, the granule ce1ls are the interneurones responsible for

integration of all extrinsic information to the bu1b, again with the

exception of the olfactory nerve" Granule cells also appear to receive

intrinsic input distributed over their entire length from short-axon cells

and nitral cell axon collaterals" Price and Powell (1970c) identify

three afferent (centrifugal) pathways to the bulb: f,rorn the opposite

bulb via the anterior linb of the anterior comníssure (MC), from the

ipsilateral anterior olfactory nucleus (AON), and fron "Pricers centri-

fugal systemrl" Fron electron-nicroscopic degeneration studies, they

claim to have distinguished differential patterns of ternination on the

granule cells for these different pathways" The centrifugal fibres of,

Price are stated to terminate on the gerunules of granule cells only in

the inner half of the external plexiform layer" Anterior conmissure

fibres from the contralateral bulb are stated to tenninate on the soma

and basal dendrites of the granule cel1s " Fibres fron the ipsilateral

anteríor olfactory nucleus are suggested as teunínatj-ng on the peripheral

shaft of the granule cell, on gemmules in the outer half of the external

plexiform 1ayer, and possibly even over the whole length of the granule

Recall, however, that there might be the possibility of cej.I soma
inhibition on the nitral ce11, discussed earLier"
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cell" All three groups of these extrinsic afferent fibres end ín

asymnetrical synapses upon the granule ce1ls. This differential pattern-

ing will be discussed later with regard to experirnental observations of

current sources and sinks in the bulb in response to activation of the

LOT and the MC.

On several occasions, Frice and Powell indicate that they cannot

rule out the possibifity of the centrifugal and afferent fibres also

terminating on short-axon cells, since the morphological appearance of

these may be quite similar to granule cells" rt is worth pointing out

that, while Price and Powell indicate that there are two types of short-

axon cell, in fact there are three (Caja1,1911)" These are: (1) the

Golgi cell, (2) the Blanes cell, (3) the cajal ce1l" The first two have

axonal ramifications in the granule ce1l layer, the third sends its axon

to the external plexiform layer" To the light-rnicroscopíst all three

appear distinct" A further point is that in Frice and Powell's studies

no nention is made of the AON, pars rostralis, of, Lohnan.and Mentink

(1969) " In the context of centrifugals and afferents to the bulb, this

is surprising, since Lohman and Mentink indicate p" rost" receives its

input only fron regions caudal to the bulb and is therefore unique among

the divisions of the AoN in not receiving input from the olfactory

formation" It can only be concluded that Price and Powell, in centring

their studies on granule cells, did not proceed suf,ficiently deep into

the bulb to encounter the cel1s of this nucleus"
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Light-nicroscopic observations of the large nunber of spiny

processes scattered over the whole of the granule ce1ls are confirmed by

Price and Powellrs (1970a) studies" Synaptic terminatíons on granule

cells are grouped by then, with careful qualifications, into two basic

classes (Price and Powe11, 1970b) which correspond well with Colonnier's

(1968) classification. Asymmetrical synapses containing spherical

vesicles appear always to terminate on spines, either highly pedunculated

or sessile, and symmetrical synapses containing flattened vesicles appear

to terrninate almost entirely on the ce1l soma or processes proper" In

the external plexiforrn layer this sarne classification holds true, but the

spines, with rare exceptions, are replaced by the gemmules.

Further corunents concerning centrifugal pathways to the bulb,

their origins and te::mination, and other features, are covered in the

discussion of experinental results"
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POTENTIALS EVOKED BY ELECTRICAL ST]MULATION
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CHAPTER III

TYPES A}¡D PROPERTIES OF OLFACTORY BULB EVOKED POTENTIALS

)u.ttine o( tlní's chapten:

This chapter is concerned with the systenatic classification
and description of various responses recordable in the olfactory bulb
when more central sites are stimulated. The exclusive use of averaging
techniques to obtain stable averaged evoked responses (AERs) permits
the clain that a large part of the results of this chapter conprises
an original contribution. On the basis of results of earlier workers,
six rnajor classes of AERs can be recognised, and exanples fron the
rabbit, rat, guinea pig and cat are given here. A particuLatly notable
finding concerns the effect of anaesthesia on the most connon tyPe of
AER, déscribed here as the LOT/coltex response. 0n the basis of
several different results, this response is shown to have two alnost
contemporaneous components, one positive-going, and generated by
stinulätion of tOt iibres, the other negative-going, and generated by
activation of the pyriform cortex. All classes of AERs are described
in detail, ild certain of their characteristic features and properties
pointed out. In addition to being able to evoke responses in the bulb
by stirnulation of regions within the pyrifoÍm cortex, bulbar responses
can also be obtained by stinulation in and around the claustnrm. It
is believed that such responses have not been previously described.
Double-pulse (Condition-Test) interaction results are obtained fron the
guinea pig. These differ markedly frorn results presented by Nicoll
(fSOg),-wñich are claimed to support the dendrodendritic theory of
Ral1 and Shepherd (1963). Consideration is given to these differences,
and to similar results provided in Ochi (1963). The conclusion is
reached that Nicollts results do not provide conclusive electrophysio-
logical evidence of dendrodendritic nechanisns. The two most connonly-
occurring types of AER, namely the LOT/cortex and Al{C responses are
investigated in more detail in Chapters V and VI.
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GeneltaL eonmønÍ's:

Electrical stinulation of the lateral olfactory tract (LOT)

has been shonrn to evoke characteristic responses in the olfactory bulb

(e. g. Kerr and Hagbarth, 1955 ; Kerr, 1960; von Baungarten e-t a,L. ,

1962; Phillips e,t a,L. , 1963;, Ochi, 1963; Callens, 1965; Nicol1,

1969). Extension of the earlier work of Kerr and Hagbarth (1955) to

stinulation of adjoining regions of the basal rhinencephalon has denor,

strated further responses in addition to the characteristic LOT response.

Such responses have been systematically rnapped in the cat (Dennis, 1965;

Dennis and Kerr, 1968) and in the guinea pig (Morrison, 1970).

In the results to be presented in this chapter, an attenpt is

made to systenatically categorize the different classes of responses,

and to point out those features which appear to permit such classifi-

cation. In subsequent chapters, thro tyTes of these responses are given

nore detailed quantitative examination (Chapters V and VI).

IIIETHÙOS

Expen ímønf.a!- anina,[¿ :

Results to be presented were obtained fron a series of experi-

rnents conducted on 30 rabbits, 8 rats, 6 guinea pigs, and 2 cats.

The rabbits were adult, wild, of both sexes, recently trapped,

and in good condition. Their survival in the natural state was taken

as sufficient evidence that the olfactory sense was fully functional.

Their weights varied between L.2 and 2.0 Kgm.
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The rats were albino or pied, of both sexes, Ðd their

weights varied fron 140 grns to 450 grns.

Five of the guinea pigs were short-haired fenales weighing

between 600 and 800 gns. The sixth was a long-haired nale 1.2 Kgn in

weight.

Both cats were females, one weighing 1.6 Kgrn and the other

(pregnant) about 2.5 Kgn.

Anae.ttLtø¿ia:

For the rabbits, rats and guinea pigs, a wide variety of anaes-

thetics was initially tried. The responses obtained with each anaes-

thetic appeared on first impressions to be quite similar. However, later

experience indicated that certain special effects could be correlated

with I.V. Nembutal administration in the cat. This will be fully dis-

cussed in the Results section. The most successful anaesthetics in the

hands of the experinenter, a¡ld those ultinately ernployed for long-lasting,

relatively deep anaesthesia were as follows:

Rabbits - paraldehyde, I.M. as a basal anaesthetic (varying

fron 2.4 nls for a 1.2 Kgm animal to 4.0 rnls for a 2.0 Kgn animal),

followed by supplemental ether, as required. This proved satisfactory

for experimental periods of up to 16 hours.

Rats and guinea pigs - urethane 25% plus Dial (Ciba) O.l%, I.p.

An initial dose of 1 grn/Kgm was followed by additional doses of .2s g /
Kgn every 15 mins until the foot withdrawal reflex to a pinch stinulus
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was abolished.

Cats - Nembutal I.P. and I.V. was the only anaesthetic

enployed for these. An initial dose of 2-2.5 mls I.P. permitted

femoral catheterization, ild additional small quantities of anaesthetic

could then be administered intravenously, as required.

The general observation was made that if anaesthesia was too

deep, then the late negative component of the LOT/cortex response (see

Results) was narkedly reduced, and the crossed (contralateral) negative

(see Results) frequently absent. It should also be noted that there

now appears to be some evidence that different anaesthetics definitely

produce different effects on sone of the properties of the LOT/cortex

Tesponse (D. I. B. Kerr, Proc. Australian Physiol. Phannac. Soc., l97t).

Sungíca,L me,tl+od's:

The preparation was sirnilar for all species. After the aninal

had been anaesthetised and correctly positioned in the stereota:cic frane

(,see al.so Appendix 2), a midline incision was made in the scalp, and

the underlying muscle reflected to bare the craniun. For the rabbits,

rats and guinea pigs, measurements h¡ere made on the positions of lanbda

and bregna to ensure the skull h/as correctly registered in the frame,

and to fix reference coordinates for electrode insertion. For the cats,

the earbar zero served as the stereotaxic reference (Dennis, 1965),

while the coordinates of bregna were used for this function with the

other species.
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To expose both olfactory bulbs, their position was approxi-

nately ascertained by measurements from bregma and other known landmarks,

and a snall ball dental drilr enployed to partially grind away the bone

in a circular path outlining the bulbs. When sufficient bone had been

removed, it was possible, by use of fine rongeurs, to delicately crack

the overlying bone and remove it in one piece. In this way, both bulbs

were exposed with a nininum amount of danage.

For the stimulating electrodes, bone overlying the neocortex

was removed by drilling a hole with a 6 run trephine in the dental hand-

piece, and chipping away additional bone as required with rongeurs.

All exposed tissues hrere covered with nineral oil. Prior to electrode

insertion, the dura was carefully dissected away with very fine forceps

and scissors. During all of the above preparation and for subsequent

recording periods the animals were maintained at a constant temperature

by means of an electric heating blanket or hot water bottle.

Stfunu.U,.fion attd tLe-cond,Lng techni4ue,s :

All recording was carried out in an electrically shielded cage.

The normal experinental arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. For stimulation

of basal rhinencephalic sites, concentric bipolar electrodes were used

(see Appendix 1). These electrodes vrere initially positioned from

stereotaxic coordinates and their location improved or optimised by

observation of the characteristic response evoked in the butb. Mono-

polar electrodes were used for recording from both ipsilateral and
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contralateral bulbs. Recording electrodes were visually sited over the

centre of each bulb and then inserted to an approximate depth of t% -

2t4 rm, determined by the species. That a characteristic LOT/cortex

response (see Results) could be evoked ipsilateraLLy by a suitably

located stinulating electrode was taken as sufficient evidence that the

recording electrode was correctly positioned in the bulb. Such a check

was sometimes rnade for the contralateral bulb electrode as we11, when

the conditions of the preparation permitted it.

To position the stimulating electrodes correctly, the tech-

nique described by Dennis and Kerr (196s) proved very successful. A

burst of five pulses, each 5v 1 msec, spaced 5 msec apart, was repeated

at a rate of 0.5 to l- sec/cycle. Two Devices'Digitimers'r plus

accessories htere available to generate correct stimulus trains. Qnce

the desired response was obtained, the stimulus strength was reduced,

and stinulation reverted to the single putse condition. Final precise

adjustments in position could then be made.

Up to four sinultaneous evoked responses could be anplified by

use of two Grass P5A prearnplifiers and two Tektronix L22 preanplifiers.

Bandwidths were generally set at 0.3 Hz - 10 kHz for the former and

0.25 Hz - 10 kHz for the latter. occasionally, the Grass anplifierst

lower cutoffs were set to 0.15 Hz when there was littre slow-wave

activity present.

Following amplification of between X500 and X5000, the responses
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were taken to the input of a Mnemetron Conputer of Average Transients

(CAT), where a suitable number of repetitive responses were summed.

This m:mber varied with CAT sweep speed setting, and is not given with

the individual results since it is shown in Appendix 4 that calibration

can be obtained without it, and also because the excellent stability of

most responses produced very small variances between successive AERs

under the same conditions.

The AERs in the CAT store were read out onto punched papgr

tape, or in some cases onto a Bryans analogue X-Y recorder. Paper tape

results were then processed on a large-scale digital computer (see

Appendix 3).

At the conclusion of each experiment, the aninal was sacri-

ficed and perfused via the aorta with 10% formalin at 100 mm Hg pressure.

The brain hras renoved and stored. Later, frozen sections were cut at

51 u, and stained to assist in identifying structures in the vicinity

of the stimulating electrode track and final tip position.

RESUtIS

Responses recorded in the olfactory bulb to electrical stinu-

lation of basal rhinencephalic sites are all characterised by their

apparent sirnplicity and relatively high degree of stability. These

features nay be contrasted with responses from other sensory regions of

the CNS (for example, the visual evoked response) and invite the ready

explanation that this is a reflection of the simpler structure of basal
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rhinencephalic sites compared with the neocoïtex. Even with such

stability and simplicity, the use of averaging techniques assists in
denonstrating additionat features frequently masked in the individual

response cases. All responses to be presented in this chapteï are

averaged evoked Tesponses (AERs).

Six types of A-ERs are distinguished. The potentials described

for each type are for AERs obtained frorn the deeper regions of the bulb.

The types are:

1. A late cortical negativity: obtained in the ipsilateral

olfactory bulb on stimulation of nany regions of the ipsilateral pyïi-
forrn cortex.

2. An earlier monophasic positive response, having peak latency

of approximately 6-10 rnsec: believed to be a characteristic indication.

of activation of LOT fibres by the stimulating electrode, and occurs

relatively rarery on its own. More commonly it is associated with a

type 1 response, forming a type s response, which is discussed next.

3. A LOT/cortex positive-negative response: probably a conbin-

ation of types l- and 2 above, and sometimes also has associated with it
an initial negative component.

4. An AAC negativity: occurs in response to stimulation of the

anterior limb of the anterior commissure on either the ipsi- or contra-

Iateral sicles. A si¡n-llar response is evoked by stinulation of the

contralateral bulb proper (Wa1sh, 1959).
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5. A crossed negative response: recorded in the contralateral

bulb on stinulation of certain regions of the ipsilateral prepyriform

cortex.

6. rrOther?r responses: little is yet known about how many or

even exactly which additional regions of the CNS evoke butbar responses

when stimulated. Results to be presented later implicate the claustrum

as one such region, while Kerr and Dennis (1970) have demonstrated

responses in the olfactory bulb to chenically-induced epileptiforn

activity in the hippocarnpus.

The above types are presented as a basic categorization. It

appears reasonably definite that several other varieties and sub-

categories exist, but it will require exhaustive experinentation to

fu1ly separate them. Exarnples of these types of response and their

distinguishing features will now be presented.

Tþrc thneø mo^t coyrmon bwLbu ¿vo|¿ød )La.Epon^Q/s3

The most comrnonly encountered responses are types r, 3 and 4.

Fig. 8A shows a characteristic type 3 response obtained on stinulation

of the LOT and adjoining pyriform cortex of the cat. Just prior to the

conmencenent of the positivity, a small initial negativity can be

discerned. This component generally appears to be smaller in the cat

than in the rodents (see later responses in this chapter, and also

Chapter VI), but in both cases seems to be present only when stimulating

the cortex in the vicinity of the visible Lor (i.e. large diameter
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Figure 8 Averaged evoked Tesponses in the olfactory bulb of the cat
to stimulation of the prepyriforrn cortex and olfactory tubercle at the
sites shown "A: Typical LOT/cortex positive/negative, showing little initial

negativity.
B: Negative response to stimulation of the olfactory tubercle.
C q D: Responses A and B at longer sÌ\reep speed.
(Sweep speeds: A and B, 31.25 msec; C and D, 125 msec. Vertical
scales: A and C, 1 mV; B and D, .4 mV.)
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nyelinated LOT fibres). Its spatial distribution within the butb

(chapter vr) is indicative of antidronic mitral cell activation.

(Also RaII ef a,[-., 1965; Rall and Shepherd, 196g.)

These authors, and others (e.g. phillips e,t a,[-., 1963), have

tended to concentrate on the early sections of the type s response,

usually the first 15 msec or so (first half of Fig. gA). At a slower

slrreep speed (Fig. 8c), the large amplitude, late negative cornponent

becomes most obvious (Dennis, 1965; Dennis and Kerr, 196g; Morrison,

1970). Clearly, this latter component has irnportance in considerations

of bulbar mechanisms.

whire the type 3 response (LOT/cortex positive-negative

response) is most easily recognised, it is frequently difficult to

distinguish with absolute certainty between type 1 (late cortical

negativity) and type 4 (AAC negativity) responses. This appears to be

the case with some of the results of Nicolr (1969, rgr0) (see chapter

vrr). Fig. 88, at the same sweep speed as Fig. gA, shows a negative

response apparently conprised of two conponents. Since a "truef'AAC-

type response frequently exhíbits a double-humped negative appearance

(e.g. Figs. 18 and 20), Fig.88 night be interpreted as such a response

at the sweep speed ernployed here. However, at the slower sweep speed of

Fig. 8D, the second negative peak is found to follow a similar time

course to the late (cortical) negative component of Fig. gA and c.

Histological examination showed the site of stinulation to be nedial to,
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and below the AAC. This negative is therefore more 1ike1y a type 1

(late cortical negativity) rfesponse. The small earlier conponent is

sometimes seen on other type 1 responses, but its nature is unclear.

A sfunilar comparison of responses is rnade in Fig. 9. The

type 3 (LoT/cortex) responses in Fig. 94, C, and D are quite similar

to the one just discussed. The negative response of Fig. 98 is different

from that of Fig. BB, however. In particular, its peak latency is

different from both peak latencies of Fig. 88. The histology revealed

the electrode tip to be located near the medial edge of the AAC,

probably accounting for the snall nagnitude of the response.

The peak latency of this MC response occurs close to, or just

before the transition of the LoT/cortex response from positive to nega-

tive. The negative responses of Figs.9C and 9Dr bear such a relation-

ship to the appropriate LOT/cortex response, and are probably AAC-type

Tesponses. However, bI graphical manipulation, it is possible to bring

the time course of the tails of both responses into close coincidence

(Fig. 9D). This suggests that sinilar mechanisms may be operating in

the bulb for the type 3 and 4 responses at a Iatency of some 50 msec

after stinulation. This feature is exanined in more detail in Chapter

VI, where it is shown that the late component of an AAC response has a

similar spatial source-sink dístribution as the late negative conponent

of the corresponding LOT/cortex response.
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Figure 9 Averaged evoked responses in thc olfactory bulb of a second cet to

stirnulation of the prepyriforn cortcx ¡rn<l the a¡terior Iìmb of the anteriol

cornnissure (AAC) .

A: A LOT/cortex positive/negative response, having a wider positive component

than for Fíg. 8.

B: An MC-type response.

C: A pair of responses comprising a LOT/cortex response and a J.arger AAC response.

(Responses nanually traced for purposes of reproduction,)

D: Sane responses as for C, with the vertical positi-on of the AAC response

adjusted to bring the tails of the responses into coincidence. The dotted

line response is obtained by graphically multiplying alt ordinate values of
the AAC response by 1.3.

(Sweep speeds: A and B, 31.25 msec; C and D, 125 ¡nsec, Vertical scales: A, C and

D, 1 nV; B, 0.25 nV.)
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E{døe.t od ano.uthe,tie on bu.t-ban ¿vol¿¿d tLQ/sfron6e,.s,

The methodology of this experimental series rrras designed to

obtain a relatively constant, deep level of anaesthesia in the animals.

Therefore, the preferred routes of administration were intramuscular

or intraperitoneal. under these conditions, the AxRs appeared to vary

little over the duration of the experiment, or with the different

anaesthetics enployed. The sinilarity of the responses of this chapte::

with those in the published literature, where many different anaes-

thetics have been used, would appear to validate this latter observation.

However, in the cat experiments, an intravenous catheter was provided,

allowing I.V. adninistration of Nembutal anaesthetic. The rapidity of

action of the drug by this route resulted in a rnarked observable effect

on the AERs.

Fig. 10B shows aLOT/cortex response with the aninal at a very

light level of anaesthesia. Immediately after adrninistration of about

one-sixth of the ful1 anaesthetic dosage of Nembutal, the response

altered to that of Fig. 10C. When the two responses were superinposed

(Fig. 11A and B), the anaesthetic effect was seen to have involved an

approximate two-fold increase in the magnitude of the positivity, a

broadening of the width of the positivity, and the almost complete

removal of the late negativity.

Compoti.te na,twtt¿ o I tlne L)T /contøx ,Le,6frowbe.,

One possible interpretation of this phenomenon is given by
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F_iggre 10 Cat. Sane animal as for Fig. 8.
A q B: Corresponding with Fig. 88 and A, but after a considerable

tirne had elapsed. The anirnal is at a very light level of anaes-
thesia with some slight limb movement and characteristic tremor.

C: Same response as B imrnediately after IV injection of 0.3 nl
Nembutal. (Full anaesthetic dose 2 mL for this animal.)

(Sweep speeds: 31.25 msec for all responses. Vertical scales: A, 0.4
mV; B amd C, 1 rnV.)



Figure 11 Cat. Showing the difference between the LOT/cortex and

olfactory tubercle responses irunediately before and after I.V. injection

of Nembutal anaesthetic.

A q B: Identical with Fig. 10 B and C, but superirnposed to accentuate

differences "

C: Resultant olfactory tubercle lesponse after I.V. injection.

D: Result of graphicalLy subtracting response F from response E (see

below). The response imnediately before anaesthetic injection nay

be considered as the algebraic sum of the response irnmediately after

the injection (F) and the large negative response (D). The effect

of the anaesthetic has been to remove the component, D.

E Ë F: Tracings of A and B.

G Ê H: Tracings of Fig. 104 and Fig. 11C.

I: Result of graphicaLly subtracting H from G. The double negative

nature of the olfactu.c',, tubercle response is ernphasized by the

different effect of the anaesthetic on the two comPonents, augnenting

the first and depressing the second.

(Sweep speeds: 31.25 nsec for all responses. Vertical scales: A, B, D, E,

F, l nV; C, G, H, I, 0.4 mV.)
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Fig. 110-F. Subtraction of the AER inmediately after anaesthetic

administration (Fig. 11F) frorn that before administration (Fig. 118)

yields the waveform of Fig.. 11D. This negative conponent rnay be

regarded as having been removed by the anaesthetic.

The somewhat unexpected nature of the responses in Figs. 10

and L1 prompted re-examination of earlier data for related effects.

Indications of the converse case to that of Figs. 10 and 11 are shown

in Figs. L2 and t3. The response of Fig. \2A.was obtained as a good

exanple of a type 2 response. (Positivity only, with very little or no

late negativity.) One hour after this record was obtained, the response

was found to have altered to that of Fig.72B, now a type 3 response.

The preparation renained completely undisturbed during this period.

By tracing and obtaining the graphical clifference of these two responses

(Fig. l2C), i.t can be seen that a large late negative conponent had

appeared in the intervening period. This increase is suggested as being

correlated with decreasing depth of anaesthesia, the converse of the

case for Fig. 11.

Further examples of changes in the AERs as the depth of anaes-

thesia decreased are gíven in Fig. 13A and B. The curves resulting froln

the graphical subtraction technique both display a late negative com-

ponent followed by a later positive I'taiL". A further difference

between the subtracted'rresponsesil of Figs. 11D, IZC, and 13A and B

lies in their tlil-ferrc¡tt latencics to onsct. l1--, a-s seerns 1ike1y, the
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Figure 12 Bulbar averaged evoked responses recorded in the rabbit.
A: An exanple of a type 2 Tesponse, i.€., a positive with very little

late negativity. A smal1 initial negative is present.
B: Exactly the same conditions as for A, but the preparation has

been conpletely undisturbed for approximately t hour. A large
late negativity has developed on the previous response.

C: Tracings of responses A and B, and graphical subtraction of A
from B to show the complex large negative (thick trace) which has
effectively been added to response A to yield response B.

(Sweep speed: L25 msec. Vertical scale: 2 mV.)



Figure 13 Showing sinilar effects to those observed in Fig. 12.

A: Rabbit. Tracings of the bulbar averaged evoked responses before and

after a period of approximately one hour during which the preparation

was conpletely'undisturbed. Graphical subtractiôn (thick trace)

indicates a complex initial negatíve/later negative/posi-tive tail

has added to the response over the period.

B: Guinea Pig. Tracings showing a similar effect to A.

C Ë D: Rabbit. Bulbar averaged evoked responses recorded to stimulation

of the pyriforrn cortex at a more rostral level (C) and a more caudal

level (D). Note the different latencies of onset, and the existence

of positive tails on both responses.

(Sweep speedsz I25 msec for all records. Vertical scales: A and B, 1 mV;

C, 1, nV; D, 0.2 mV.)
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subtracted 'fresponserf reflected alterations in the late cortical

negativity with changing levels of anaesthesia, then some of the

above cornplexities would be expected to be observed. In Figs. 13C and

D, AERs due to stimulation of the pyriform cortex at two different AP

1evels are shown. There is wide variation in latency of onset of each

of these type 1 responses, md there is also the existence of positive

rrtailsrt on both responses, particularly that from the more caudal

stinulating site. These AERs therefore demonstrate sone of the sane

properties as the subtracted "responsest' discussed above.

Retults o( othen au.tlnns:

Evidence which further suggests a composite natule for the

LOT/cortex response is obtained from the work of other authors. The

first exanple, from Dennis (1965) (Fig. L4A and B), concerns the effect

of a lesion in the pyriform cortex, sparing the LOT, but effectively

destroying a large part of the deep underlying coltex. Before the

lesi.on, the response to a standard burst of five pulses (see Methods)

yielded the response of Fig. 144. Stimulation subsequent to the

forrnation of the lesion resulted in the lesponse of Fig. 148, in which

the late negativity had been virtually elininated. At the same tine,

there hras a broadening a¡d augmentation of the anplitude of the

positivity. Note the sinilarity of this effect with that of Fig. 10

above. ltthen response B is graphically subtracted from A, the double-

humped negative conponent, n, is the result, and it is this component
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Figure 14
A & B: Cat. Tracings of responses from Dennis (1965) (her Fig.99), irnmediately

before and after a lesion in the pyriform cortex at 420, L4, H-4, sparing the
LOT. Graphical subtraction of B fron A yields a double-hurnped negative,-n.
(Sweep width lzs msec.) (Original photographs kindly proviáed foi tracing
by B.J.D. )

C Ê D: Rabbit. Double-pulse stimulation. Condition response only is of interest
to the present work.

C: Norrnal LOT/cortex responses.
D: Response after peeling the LOT from the pyriforrn cor:i-j,i and placing it on

stinulating electrodes. (Note different time scale- for C and D.)

225
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which was lrremovedf' as a result of the lesion.

A second exanple of the LOT/cortex composite nature is

obtained from Nicoll (1970) (Fig. 14C and D). The "Testrr component of

these double-pulse (r'Condition-Test") Tesponses can be disregarded for

purrposes of the present discussion, and attention focused instead on

the effect of certain surgical manoeuvres performed on the preparation

by Nicoll. Nornal type 3 responses are shown in Fig . 74C. In order , o

prove quite a different point, Nicoll peeled the LOT from the surface

of the prepyrifom cortex and stinulated the LOT again. The result of

this was to give the response of Fig. 14D, where the positivity has

increased in anplitude by approxinateLy 60eo, ild alnost doubled in

width, while the late negativity is alnost abolished. These effects

are again almost identical with those of addition of anaesthetic

(Figs. 10 and 11) , and the creation of a lesion in the pyrifom cortex

(Fig. 144 and B). (See also Chapter VII for a more detailed discussion

of Nicollrs work.)

Hqytotløti,t on na,tune. oú L)T/contex ttøtpon^e.:

A proposed theory on the nature of the LOT/cortex response

based on the above observations can now be given.

The LOT/cortex positive-negative response, as the chosen

descriptor implies, is comprised of two monophasic components: a posi-

tive one due to antidronic excitation of LOT fibres; and a negative one

due to activation of deeper regions of the pyrifonn cortex. (The deep,
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centrifugal pathway of Dennis, 1965.) rnstead of occurring sequent-

ially in time, the two components occur alnost contemporaneously, but

have slightly different time courses. Due to the linear nature of the

olfactory bulb as a volume conductor of potentials (chapter rv), the

component responses add algebraically to yield the observed positive-

negative type 3 response. This concept is illustrated by reference to

Fig. 11, where F would be the LOT component, D the cortical component,

and E the result of addition of these two to give a normal type 3

response. sirnilarly, in Fig. 1.4, B is the LoT component (the lesion

removes any possible cortex contribution), n is the cortical conponent,

and A the obsen¡ed sun of these two. Peeling the LOT frorn the cortex

(Fig. 14C) effectively removes collateral input to it fron LQT fibres

(cajal, 1911), so that stimulation of the LOT now activates only a

greatly reduced portion of the cortex (in the vicinity of the fissura

circularis), again reducing the cortical negative conponent. Further,

the positive LOT component, arising from direct electrical stinulation

of fibres and an atypical synaptic relay in the gennules, should be less

sensitive to the effects of anaesthetics than the cortical negative

conponent, since the latter is possibly multi-synaptic in nature (via

LOT fibre collaterals, a synaptic relay in the cortex, possibly relays

in the cortical association systen {Valverde, 1965}, or relays in the

anterior olfactory nucleus {Price and Powell, 1970c, d, e}, or both, and

finally via more normal synapses on the granule ce11 deeper regions
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{Price and Powell, 1970b} tha¡r those of the genrnules).

Bulbar mechanisrns for generation of the potentials would

involve depolarisation of the outer portions of the granule cells by

antidronicalLy activated mitral cells via dendrodendritic synapses

(Rall and Shepherd, 1968), yielding the LOT positivity, plus activation

of the deeper portions of the granule cells by the corticobulbar path-

ways (Dennis, 1965; Dennis and Kerr, 1968; Momison, t970; Price a;

Powell, t970a, b, c, d, e) to yield the cortical (deep) negativity.

With either system not activated or not functioning, a type I or type 2

response would be obtained, as occurs in the foregoing results.

Further discussions of ideas engendered by this hypothesis are con-

tained in Chapters VI and X.

AEI?,s obta,Lned duuhg pena.tho.LLon 0,6 
^LínwLaLUg 

el-øc.tnode:

It must be ernphasized that the above theory has been based on

results where the stirnulus position and parameters were naintained

const:mt, while the conditions of the preparation were nanipulated.

However, results where the opposite is the case are in qualitative

agreement with the theory. This is demonstrated in Fig. 15. Stimu-

lation deep in the cortex yielded a small negativity (Fig. 154). This

grew in size on deeper penetration (Fig. 158), and a later, positive

tail was added. Next, a positivity formed on the leading edge of the

cortical negativity (Fig. 15C). Further slight penetration of the

electrode resulted in the forrnation of a nonnal L0T/cortex response
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Figure 15 Rabbit. Averaged evoked responses obtained during an
electrode penetration just lateral to the AAC at the AP level indicated.
A: A snall negative conponent recorded relatively deep in the cortex.
B: An increased negative response as the electrode penetrated slightly

deeper.
C: The comrnencement of fornation of a positive response on the leading

edge of the negativity.
D: Increase of the positive component with corresponding decrease of

the negativity.
(Sweep speed: 125 msec. Vertical scale: 2nV.)
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(Fig. 15D), where the positivity of C increased in anplitude and width,

and the negativity decreased in size.

This progressive development is seen clearly when tracings of

the responses are superimposed as in Fig. 164. The fact that the trail-

ing edges of these responses are not in correspondence may be explained

fron the theory by noting that the positive and negative conponents for

each AER vary with the position of the stinulating site. (In the

earlier results, the positive component remained fixed for the rrbeforerl

and "afterrr responses.) The negative-positive response, rather than a

sinple negativity a1one, in Fig. 168 is further evidence of the

conplicated nature of sone of the type 1 responses, as discussed for

Fig. 15C and D.

Further exanples of the basic types of AERs are given in Fig.

17. The first two AERs in this figure show cortical negativities with

positivities just fonning on their leading edges. Fig. I7C and D are

responses to stinulation of the AAC while recording in the bulbs on

the same side (Fig. 17D) and opposite side (Fig. I7C) as the stimulating

site. These are characterised by a very short latency of onset of the

response, ild a sharply-rising front. Response C is seen to quickly

reach a peak value and decay, whereas response D continues past the

peak reached by C before reaching its rnaximun. In addition to the AAC

component, D also appears to contain a type 1 response. By graphically

subtracting C from D (ipsi- and contralateral AAC responses genetaLLy



A

Figure 16
A: Tracings of responses of Fig. 15 B, c, and D superinposed to show

the progression in the developnent of the three- respõnses
(continuous traces). Graphicãl subtraction of Fig.- 158 fron D
(dashed response) yields a positive/negative waveshape whose
courplexity would seem to preclude simple linear addition of
responses in this case.

B: The response of Fig. 15B at a slower srrreep speed, showing a very
long-lasting positive tail to the negative ïesponse.

(Sweep speedsz A., 125 msec; B, 500 nsec. Vertical scale: A, B, 2 my.)
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Figure 17 Rabbit. Olfactory bulb averaged evoked responses to
pyrifortr cortex stinulation at two different AP levels, and conparison
with AAC bulbar responses.
A: Response to stimulation of the nore anterior cortícal electrode.
B: Response to stinulation of the more posterior cortical electrode.
C: Contralateral bulbar response to AAC stinulation.
D: Ipsilateral bulbar response to AAC stinulation. Graphical

subtraction of the contralateral response (dotted) yields a
large negative conponent (dashed). The ipsilateral AAC response
can therefore be considered as the strm of a rftruefr AAC response
(dotted) and a frcortexrr-tyae negativity (dashed).

(Sweep speed: 62.5 nsec.) (Note: No histological verification of
stinulating electrode placement for this experirnent.)

/
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have very sirnilar time courses), a late negativity (dashed curve) is

obtained. This is similar to the type 1 response of A, but with later

peak latency.

A sinilar condition exists for sone of the results of Figs.

18 and 19. During penetration along the one track a wide variety of

responses are obtained. Fig. 184 and B appear to be characteristic AAC

(type 4) responses. Sfightly deeper, a response reminiscent of the

conposite AAC-cortical negativity response of Fig. I7D was obtained.

On further slight penetration (Fig. 18D) the AAC component was lost,

leaving a response similar to the subtracted response of Fig. L7D.

Further penetration of the electrode resulted in the fo:mation of a

positive component on the leading edge of this negativity (Fig. 198),

and the subsequent development of a nor-mal type 3 response with a well-

developed initial negativity.

Re.sponte,s dttom the Ra.t:

Responses sinilar to the above have also been obtained from

the rat. Fig. 204 and B show AAC responses, with B obtained on stinu-

lation of the body of the AAC as indicated, and A just above this site.

Note the characteristic double-humped, fast-rising nature of the res-

ponse, which is very similar to that of Fig. 188 fro¡n the rabbit.

Fig. 20C-E and Fig. 2t are responses obtained as a stimulating

electrode penet¡ated just lateral to the external capsule and claustrun,

eventually reaching to the surface of the pyriform cortex. At site 1,
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Figure 18 Rabbit. Bulbar averaged evoked responses during penetration
tinulating electrode. (Brain danaged duringof a very anteriorly placed s

removal - no histological verification.)
A: Double hunped negative response of short latency, which is considered

as being an AAC response (type 4).
B: Developnent of A on slightly deeper penetration.
C: Response on further slight advancernent of electrode. The response

appears to be courposed of B and D (below).
D: Penetration of the electrode a further I run results in loss of the

AAC corponent, and leaves a later pyrifom cortex negativity.
(Sweep speedsz 62.5 msec. Vertícal scale: A, B, 1nV; C, D, 2 urV.)
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Figure 19 Rabbit. Continuation of the penetration series of Fig. 18.
A: Rep of response in Fig. 180, for comparative purposes
B: Conmencenent of fo:cnation of a typical LOT/cortex posi tíve/

negative on slight further penetration of the electrode.
C: A large LOT/cortex response in which there is an appreciable

initial negativity.
(Sweep speed'. 62.5 msec. Vertical scale: 2 nV.)



Figure 20 Rat. Bulbar responses to two separate electrode penetrations,

the first stinulating the AAC, and the second stimulating various sites

deep to the pyriforî cortex.

A: Bulbar response when stirulating electrode was iust above AAC.

B: Ma:cinal fiAC response. Note characteristi-c double-hunped negative

with initial cornponent having very short latency of onset.

(Diagram refers to A and B.)

C: Second penetration. Negative evoked when stinulating electrode tip

was at level 1 of the diagran of Fig. 2L.

D & E: Responses as the electrode moved two trnn steps deeper. (Levels

2 and 3 of Fig . 2I.)

(Sweep speed: 125 nsec. Vertical scale: .25 nV.)
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Figure 21 Rat. Continuation of the penetration series of Fig.

20c-8.

A: Showing further development of the response of Fig. 208. Note

inflection on the leading edge and the existencc of a positive

tail (Position 4).

B: The late negative/positive of A remains little changed, but now

an earlier LOT/cortex positive/negative is forming (Position 5).

C: Further developnent of B (Position 6).

D: Electrode in final position near the cortical surface (Position 7).

A norrnal LQT/cortex response is present, while the later negative/

positive response of A-C appears to have been lost.

(Sweep speed: L25 msec. Vertical scale: A, .33 mV; B' .4 mV; C, .5

nV; D, 1.0 nV.)
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the recorded AER was a small, late negativity. At site 2, \mm deeper,

the response had developed an inflection on its leading edge, and a

later positive tail. Approxinately 1evel with the claustrum at site 3

(Fig. 208), the amplitude of the negativity grew markedly. Fig. 21A

shows a late negative-positive wave with a snall negative peak on the

leading edge of the large negativity. By position 5, this small

negativity had increased in amplitude and a positivity had conmencec

to form on its leading edge. These thlo components most likely were

those of the normal LOT/cortex response, as their further development

at sites 6 and 7 showed (Fig. 21C and D). In these two cases, the

slightly later negative-positive components of Figs. 20C-E and 214 and

B were progressively nasked or lost. The negative-positive component

of Figs. 20F' and ZLA,, while being regarded here as possibly a sub-

category of the type 1 responses (see beginning of Results section),

night possibly be similar to the type 6 (other) responses presented

later (Figs. 33-55) .

lrtuLL(sac.tt:

Fig. 22 shows how artifacts can greatly affect the shape of

recorded AERs. A norrnal LOT/cortex response is shown in Fig . 22^.

Fig. 228 shows the effect on the AER when the stinulating electrode

penetrates down past the surface of the cortex. The whole shape of the

waveforn is altered, especially the initial negativity. I'Jaw-jerkrr, due

to indirect stimulation of the muscles of the head, is also present.



A

B

c

Figarc 22 Rat. Conparison of a normal with two artifactual res-
ponses.
A: A nor¡nal LOT/cortex positive/negatíve lesponse, having a srnall

initial negativitY.
B: Sane penetration as A, but now the electrode tip has energed past

the surface of the cortex. 'Uaw-jerkl is present in the aninal,
and the initial negativity is distorted.

C: Same aninal and penetration as for Fig. 2t. Again, the electrode
has penetrated past the cortical surface. "Jaw-jerk'r, and major
distortions in the waveshape are present.

(Sweep speeds: A., 62.5 msec; B, 125 nsec; C, 3L.25 msec. Vertical
scalez 2 nY,)
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Fig. 22C, at a fast sweep speed, shows how a different AER appears to

contain additional components. The initial negativity, following a

large trough caused by stinulus artifact, is flanked by two smaller

negative peaks, while a third can be seen in the trough of the posi-

tivity. Knook and Voorhoeve (1969) commented on the presence of several

small peaks in the LOT/cortex response obtained in their experinents.

Fron their description of these peaks it might appear as though their

responses could possibly contain the above artifacts, especially in

view of the fact that they maintained these sma1l components were most

evident when stinulating in the region of the anterior olfactory nucleus,

a location which quite possibly could lead to penetration of the

stiurulating electrode beyond the surface of the brain.

Ruponte.t [n-om tLrc GwLnea ?i4:

Fig. 23A, D, ffid E are exanples of L0T/cortex responses from

the guinea pig. These AERs have, by conparison with the cat LOT/cortex

responses, well-developed initial negativities. The negative waveforrns

shown in Fig. 238, C, and F provide interesting conparison between

type 1 and type 4 negativities. Fig. 238 was histologically verified

as an AAC response. 0n the other hand, the response of Fig. 23C ís

believed to be a cortical negativity (type 1 response).

L)T / co ¡,tøx rLeÁ froytÁ e ínfQnße,tio n^ to double-W.t t¿ ¿tinu.LaÍion:

Figs. 24 and 25 provide an interesting series of L0T/cortex

Ìesponse interactions, involving double-pulse stimulation. Exarnination
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Figure 23 Guinea Pig. Conparison of LOT/cortex response, AAC response, ard

cortical negativity response,

A: Showing a LOT/cortex response with initial negativity.
B: Same aninal as A; ¿r AAC response to stimulation of the medial aspect of the

AAC. Stimulation sites for A and B shown in diagrams at bottom right.
C-F: Different aninal frorn A and B. No electrode placement histology.
C: A late negative response to stinulation of the pyriform cortex. (Stinulus

artifact retouched for purposes of reproduction.)

D: A LOT/cortex response having Iarge initial negativity.
E & F: Same responses as D and C at slower sweep speed.

(Sweep speeds: A-D,31.25 msec; E, F,62.5 msec. Vertical scales: A, B, C, E,

F, 4 rrrV; D,2!a nV.)



Guinea Pig. Results of double-pulse (condition-test)Figure 24

stinulation involving a well-developed and stable LOT/cortex response

having a large initial negativity.

A: Conditioning response only. (Test response identical with conditi"i{'-{

(Histology indicated in Fíg. 25)

(Sweep speed: 31.25 nsec. Vertical scale: 5 rnV. )

B_H: Conditionrlplus test responses at inter_stimulus interyals of 2, 3,

5, 10, 15, 20, 25 msec, respectively. Note stability of all
resPonses.
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Figure 25 Guinea Pig. Continuation of the condition-test series of,

Fig.

A:

B-E:

24.

Conditioning resPonse alone.
,

ConditionlPlus test resPonses at

60, 80 and 100 nsec.

stinulating electrode tip located precisely in main body of LOT'

as indicated.

(Sweep speed: L25 msec. Vertical scale: 5 mV')

inter-stimuLus intervals of 40,
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of the histology of this preparation showed the stimulating electrode

tip (the inner of a platinun blacked bipolar electrode) to tie in the

body of the LOT. l{ith stimulus palameters of 1.5 V 0.1 msec, the res-

ponses were notable for their high degree of stability, and also the

large rnagnitude of the initial negativity. Delay between the Condition'^J

and Test pulses was varied from 2 to l-00 msecs. Visual inspection of

the AERs indicated that even at 100 msecs the Test response was still

narkedly reduced. Below 10 nsecs, the Test response appeared to be

heavily inhibited. One method of exanining the interaction is to con-

sider the Conditiontïresponse as unaltered, throughout the whole of its

extent, æd the Test response to be the sole affected conponent.

(Note that this may not be, and indeed probably is not, the true state

of affairs, but traditionally is taken to be so.)

To examine the interaction from this chosen point of view,
a

the Conditioûlresponse is subtracted from the Condition-plus-Test

rÐsponse, yielding a conponent which can be compared with the original

Test response. Such subtraction can either be performed by the

Courputer of Average Transients (CAT) or by the graphical techniques

enployed previously.

Figs. 26-28 aïe concerned with the application of such tech-

niques to the results of Figs . 24 and 25. Although the Test response

appears heavily masked in the Conditioilþlus-Test responses at inter-

stimulus intervals of 10 msec a¡d 1ess, the subtraction techniques cause



Figure 26GuineaPig.ManipulationofresultsofFigs.24and25.

conditioning (c) response only (Fig. 24^) shown by dashed line in all

three cases. ConditionryPlus test (C+T) responses (Figs . 24C and D) shown

by dotted curves in B and C.

A: Result of subtraction of c response from c+T response (2 rnsec delay)

byusingConputerofAverageTransients(CAT)inADD(forC+T),then

SUBTRACT (for c) modes. The resultant cu].ve is shown at six tines

the C lesponse scale.

B: Result of graphically subtracting c response frorn the (c+T) (5 msec

delay) lesPonse.

C: Graphical subtraction of C response from (C+T) (5 msec delay)

response, (trace a). This rnay be conpared with cAT subtraction

(trace b) displayed at six times the scale of a'

(sweep speed: 51.25 nsec. vertical scale:5 nV, except for A (continuous

curve) and C(b), which ãTê øi-- 5 times this scale')
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Fígare 27 Guinea Pig. Continuation of response manipulation from

Fig. 26. Conditiont$C) response only shown by dashed line; conditioninl

plus test (C+T) response shown by dotted line in all cases.

A-D: Continuous line is result of graphical subtraction of C response

frorn (C+T) iesponse, with delays of 10, 15, 20, and 25 nsec

between conditionn and test stimulation.
)

(Swegp speedz 3L,25 nsec. Vertical scale: 4 nV.)
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the Test response to reappear with surprising retention of shape.

That is, all component parts of the Test AER appear to be sinilarly
affected.

Fig. 28 sunrnarizes some of the results of the above manipu-

lations. The tirne course of recovery of the initial negativity and peak

positivity of the Test response are shown. The abrupt knees in curves

A and B at 5 msecs is probably due to the Test stimulus pulse falling
within the refractory period of the LOT fibres.

T hne¿ l+o I-d )Le,6 fro n^ e/s :

rt was nentioned above that the responses of Figs. 24 and

25 were obtained at the apparently smal1 stinulus settings of 1.5 v,

0.1 msecs. Following the interaction data collection, the stinulus

parameters ürere varied in order to study the threshold of this response

and also to see whether the separate positive and negative co¡nponents

of the response could be discriminated by the use of different stimulus

parameters. Fig. 29 presents certain of the results to such stimulus

variations. The responses in Fig. 29A., B, and c are approximately at

threshord. Each is the result of averaging 250 sweeps. Lowering the

stimulus strength from 0.15 v, 0.1 msec (response A) to 0.10 v,0.1
msec gave the subthreshold response in Fig. zgD. At twice threshold

(0.30 v, 0.1 nsec) the response of Fig. 29E was obtained. Note the

double-hunped late negativity of this response, possibly indicating two

components, and its simiLarrty to that of Fig. 2LC from the rat. The
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Figure 28 Guinea Pig. Graph sumnarizing some of the features
presented in the condition-test interactions of Figs. 24-27. The
two curves show the tine course of recovery of the arnplitude of the
initial negativity (A) and of the peak positivity (B) of the test
response. A typical conditioniresponse is plotted at the same tine
scale for purposes of comparison. Note the abrupt knees in curves A

and B at approximately 5 rnsec.
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Fi 29 Guinea Pig. Threshold Iesponses. Same anfunal and electrode

placenents as for Figs. 24-28.

A-C: Threshold L0T/cortex response'

E

D:

F

Subthreshold stinulation .

Twice threshold

Ten tines threshold

.15 V, .L msec;

.25 V, .05 msec;

.11 V, 1.0 msec,

resp.

.10 V, .1 msec

.30 V, .L rnsec

1.5 V, .1 msec

Stfunu1us

Stinulus

Stinulus

Stimulus

(F is same stimulus as responses shown in Figs ' 24'28')

(Sweep speedz L25 nsec. Vertical scale: A-C, '25 mV; D' '125 nV;

E, 1.25 nV! F,5 mV.)
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high degree of stability of the earlier responses when the stimulus

was 1.5 V, 0.1 rnsec is now seen to be due to the fact that stinulation

at 10 times threshold was being employed.

An interesting feature of Fig. 29 lies in the inability to

separate off the individual components of the LOT/cortex response by

variation of threshold stimulus parameters. In all of the AERs, an

initial negativity is present. This is followed by positive and nega-

tive components bearing similar proportions, but at a low signal-to-

noise ratio. Similar results were observed in several other experiments.

Tqytø 5 lctw¿,s¿d ne4a.tivz) ,L¿^pon^eÁ and ysnopetLLe,s:

Fig. 50 gives exanples of type 3 and also type 5 responses

for the guinea pig. Ipsilateral and contralateral bulbar responses to

stinulation of the right prepyriform cortex are given in Fig. 504.

Similarly, Fig. 30D shows responses in the same bulbs to stimulation of

the left prepyrifom cortex in a preparation which hras not quite

symmetrical. The crossed negative response in Fig. 304 (L) appears to

have a faster initial peak. More interesting is an effect sínilar to

that described for LOT/cortex responses in Figs. 12 and 13. Over a

period of approximately 1! hours, slight repairs were made to the data-

collection hardware. During this time the preparation renained undis-

turbed, as for earlier experiments, and the only explicable change was

supposedly a lightening of the depth of anaesthesia. Fig. 304 and B

show the responses obtained before and after this period. Graphical



Figure 30 Guinea Pig. (Different aninal fron the preceding figures")

Showing LOT/cortex ipsilateral response and accompanying crossed negative

response. Half trace displays of left and right bulb responses, as

indicated.

A: Stinulation of right prepyriform coltex. L - crossed negative;

R - LOT/cortex responses.

B: Same as A after preparation had been left undisturbed for 1% hours.

c: Tracings of responses A and B (dashed and dotted traces, respectively)

and application of graphical subtraction (continuous traces) to show

the additional components appearing in the responses over the 1L hour

period.

D: Sane anirnal; stinulation of opposite (i'e', left) prepyriform

cortex to that of A-C above. L - LoT/cortex Ïesponse. R - crossed

negative response. Cornpare shapes of D (R) and C (R) '

(sweep speed z L25 msec (eacl half trace) . vertical scale'- 2 mY

(ipsilateral responses; 1 nV (contralateral responses.))
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subtraction perforrned on the ipsi- and contraLateral ïesponses shows a

double-humped negative component with a positive tail has appeared in

the ipsilaterar response. In the contrarateral response, a large, late,

monophasic negative component has been added. Note that the subtracted

right bulbar 'rresponsett of Fig. 50c (R) is somewhat sinilar in shape to

the type 5 response in the same bulb to stimulation of the opposite

cortex (Fig. 30D {R}).

Crossed negative responses for two different rabbit experi-

ments are given in Fig. 31. The first two display ipsilateral and

crossed responses in the same format as for Fig. 30. Each of these

crossed responses comprises a double-humped negativity as in Fig. s0.

In Fig. 3tC, there is only a snall initial negativity on the LOT/cortex

response, possibly correlated with the stimulating electrode tip not

being sufficiently close to the body of the LOT. By the sarne token,

the site of stimulation is outside the pyramidal ce1I layer, also

possibly a reason for the small crossed (type 5) Tesponse of Fig. S1D.

The initial negative peak of this crossed response appears to bear

close tine correspondence with the LOT/cortex positivity and might be

interpreted as cross-talk between the recording electrodes. This may

be contrasted with the initial negative peaks of Fig. 314 and B crossed

responses which occur at the transition from positive to negative in

the LOT/cortex response.

Further properties of the crossed negative response are shown



3L Rabbit. Examples of ipsilateral LoT/cortex responses and

(crossed) negative responses i-n left (L) and right (R)contralateral

bulbs.

A: Stinulation of right prepyrifoÏîn cortex. Contralateral (L) bulbar

response has double-humped crossed negativity'

B: Stirnulation of left prepyriform cortex with symmetrically placed

electrode. Responses very similar to A'

C Ë D: Different preparation fron A and B, agaín showing a crossed

negative having a snall initial component. The LOT/cortex Tesponse

has a much snaller initial negativity than for A (R) and B (L).

Histology refers to C and D. No histology for A and B'

(sweep speeds: A, B, 125 nsecs (half tracei c, D, t25 msecs. Vertical

scales: A, B, (ipsilateral) 2 mY; A, B, (contralateral) 1 mV; C, D,

1 nV.)
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in Fig.32. These AERs are from the same animal as for Fig" slc and D.

A symnetrical electrode arrangement was enployed such that stimulating

electrodes were located at the sane AP a¡d lateral levels in both

pyriform cortices, and recording electrodes in both bu1bs. The uppeï

responses (4, C, E, G) were obtained from the left bulb, while the

lower responses (8, D, F, fi) were obtained from the right. Stinulation

of the left cortex gave responses A and B, while stinulation of the

right cortex gave C and D. Stimulation of both sinultaneously gave E

and F. Superposition of tracings of the three responses in each bulb

(Fig. 32G and H) shows the right bulbar type 3 and 5 responses appear

to add directly. For the left bulb (Fig. 32G) such sumrnation does not

occur, and the resulting response to joint stimulation is smaller than

the response to stimulation of the left cortex alone. No satisfactory

explanation for this observation can ptesently be given.

Tqpe (t (t'ot\te,nnl nuponse,s:

T¡'pe 6(r'otherrr) responses are presented in the renaining

section of this chapter. The first class of these to be discussed arise

fron stimulation of certain regions of the brain lying dorsar to the

pyriform cortex. Fig. 33 shows results from a rabbit during positioning

of the stinulating electrode by normal stereotaxic means in the left

hemisphere. Records from three separate sites are shown, with both

single-pulse and burst stimulation being employed at each site. At the

final stinulating position ("Et') a normal LOT/cortex positive-negative
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Figure 32 Rabbit. To show interaction between LOT/cortex response and crossed

negativity.Twostinulati.ngelectrodeslocatedatidenticalAPlevelsinleft
and right prepyriforrn cortices. (See Fig' 31 for histology')

A6B:Stilfnrlateleftcoltex.AisleftbulbarlesPonse'Bisrightbulbar
lesponse.

c & D: stinulate right cortex. Responses as for A and B. (stinulus paÌaneters

adjusted to nake ipsilateral responses approxi'nately equal')

E & F: Stinulate both cortices sinultaneously.

G: Superirnposed tracings of A, C, E.

Li: Superinposed tracings of B, D, F. Note nonlinear sunmation in G'

(Sweep speeds:, L25 msec.)
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Fi 33 Rabbit. Showing left bulbar (ipsilateral) and right bulbar

(contralateral) responses to stinulation at the indicated sites with an

electrode penetrating just lateral to the claustrum. Half-trace display

obtained frorn Conputer of Average Transients used in two-channel input

rnode, and results output on a digital plotter on the CDC 6400 computer.

For full discussion, see text.

(Sweep speeds: 500 msec per half-trace in all cases. Vertical scales:

A, .2 mY; B, .25 mVi C, D, .5 mV; E, F, 1.0 nV. Stinuli: 5 V l msec

in all cases, with A, C, E, single pulse responses, and B, D, F, tesponses

to a burst of five pulses at 200 pulses/sec. A, B, recorded at site I'Arr"

Sinilarly, C, D, at sitettCt', and E, F, recorded at site rrErr.)
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response i-s obtained to both single-pulse ancl burst stinulation (Fig.

33E and F {L}). For this same shteep speed of 500 msec per half-trace

record, smaller positive-negative responses could be recorded when

stinulating 3 run above this site at "N' adjacent to the dorsal section

of the claustrum. These latter responses were approxinately 1/sth the

amplitude of the LOT/cortex responses and had considerably longer

latency to onset and duration. At site rrctr, the responses appeared to

be an interesting admixture of those from rrArr and a norrnal type 1

response (Fig. 33C and D). 0f interest in these records were the

responses evoked in the contralateral (right) bulb. In most cases,

these conprised positivities having peak latencies around 100 nsec.

A noticeable feature distinguishing the responses at site rfAil frorn

those at siterrEil was the sensitivity of the fonner to the repetition

rate of the stinulus. If this was greater than 0.7 sec/cycle, the

responses quickly fatigued and generally disappeared withirt 5 or 6

repetitions. At a repetition rate of L% secs/cycle the responses

appeared to remain little changed over an extended period. The complex

and unexpected nature of these responses prompted a more detailed exami-

nation during penetration of a stimulating electrode in the right

hemisphere of the same animal. Results for this are presented in Figs.

34 and 35.

ßuLban LQ,6fron^e,^ to ttlnutntion in nøgíon o ó e..Lau'sttun:

The stimulating electrode was inserted at the same AP leve1,



Figure 34 Rabbit. Same aninal as for Fig. 33. In this case, the

stinulating electrode is penetrating the opposite (right) half of the

brain, md is slightly more nedial than for the Fig. 33 case. The

ipsilateral (right) bulbar lesponse is again the left half-trace, and

the contraLatetal (left) bulbar response tlie right half-trace. A

tabular sturunar.y of relevant palameters for this figure and the

continuation of the series in Fig. 35 is given below. For ful1

discussion, see text.
(Sweep speedsi 250 msec per half-trace in all cases. Vertical scales:

as indicated.)

(s)Recording
Site

* Single
or Burst

Stimulus
Volts msecs

CommentsResponse

Fig. 34A

B

B

)
)
)

1

1

1)
o.']

)
)
)
)

1

1

1

1

1

C

D

27¡.

278

27C

27D

27D

27D

28D

28E

28F

5

5

5

5

B

B

B

B

S 1

Stimulating claustrum
and recording responses
in both bulbs.

Insular cortex?

Cortex response with
crossed negative.

Crossed Tesponse
inverts on single
pulse.

Threshold determination
at site 270 shows two
ipsi lateral components.

More faniliar cortex
and LOT responses.

5Fig. 354 27D

)c,
0.5

1

1

1

S

S

S

S

B

C

D

E

F

* Single - single stinulus Pulse
Burst - five pulses at 200 pulses per sec.
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(Rt
right bulb

(Lt
left bulb

(Rl
right bulb

(L)
lef t bulb

For ful1 discussion, see

DA

B

E

F
c

F_i gl¡re 3.5

text. For
Rabbit. Continuation of the penetration series of Fig. 34.

all relevant parameters, see Fig. 34 legend.



but fortuitousty approximately 3/4 mIil more mediat so that the track

intercepted the claustrum, as shown. The first four responses (Fig.

344-D) are each to a standard burst of 5 pulses at 200/sec with each

pulse 5 V, L msec. All of the remaining AERs are to single pulse

stinulation (Fig. 354-F). Immediately the stinulating electrode entered

the dorsal claustrum, responses were evoked in both bulbs (Fig. 344).

The response for the ipsilateral (right) bulb, a negative-positive

having a negative tail, is similar to the ipsilateral response of

Fig. 35D. More remarkable is the positive-negative response evoked in

the contralateral (left) bu1b. Still within the claustrum, a further

one mn down, the right bulbar response was larger, but tittle changed

in shape, while the left bulb response had dininished in anplitude

(Fig. 348). At site tt27ctt, the electrode appeared to have left the

claustrun and the nature of the AER reflected this. A more steeply

rising negativity with a slowly decaying tail was now obtained in the

right bulb.

Stimulating in the vj-cinity of the rhinal fissure at site ttz7Dtt

with a burst of pulses yielded a very large amplitude ipsilateral nega-

tivity (approximately 5 mV) and a relatively large crossed negative

(approximately 0.5 mV peak amplitude).

When single pulse stimulation l^ras used at this site (Fig. 354),

the ipsilateral Tesponse halved in amplitude, while the contralateral

response reversed sign. Tjris feature was most unexpected. A proposed
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explanation was that rnore than one system was being stinulated. To

test this, the stimulus paraneters were adjusted to threshold and two

separate threshold responses at different settings obtained (Fig. 358

and C). In both of these, there were no discernable contralateral

responses. The ipsilateral responses both comprised two negative peaks

which clearly responded differently to the different rfthresholdrl

stimulus settings, thereby appearing to verify the two-systen hypothesis.

A further 1 mm deeper placed the stinulating electrode just

medial to the layer of prepyriform cortex pyramidal cells. Because a

large ipsilateral cortical negativity could easily be obtained, the

stimulus was lowered to lV, 1 msec. A small crossed negative (type 5)

response was also generated. On moving the electrode to site 28E, the

electrode tip now 1ay in the pyramidal cell body layer. The crossed

response increased to 0.6 mV, and on the ipsilateral side a LOT posi-

tivity started to form on the leading edge of the cortical negativity.

At the final stimulating site, a LOT/cortex positive-negative response

was obtained, preceded by an initial negativity (Fig. 35F {R}). With

the stimulating electrode tip now outside the pyramidal cell layer, a

crossed negative response was no longer evident. It is clear from the

results of Figs. 33-35 that the type 6 responses contained therein have

quite different properties and nature from the type 1-5 responses and

obviously warrant a good deal more detailed investigation.
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PqnL(onn conføx tLQrsfrln^¿ to ,sü,ynu.La.tion o( íytti,La.tønnL oL-da"ctott7 buLb:

Examples from a second class of responses, which have here

been grouped with the type 6 responses, are given in Figs. 36 anð 37.

In all of the foregoing descriptions and results, the emphasis has been

solely on the study of responses in the bulb to stinulation of more

central sites. These responses arise either from orthodromic activation

of centrifugal systens, or antidronic activation of centripetal systens,

or both. It is also quite feasible (and probably more natural) to take

the opposite approach and to stimulate the bulb and record from more

central sites. This was done in several experirnents, and some basic

results are given in Fig. 36.

Using single-pu1se stimulation in the bulb, it is possible to

record monopolarly from each of the separate halves of a bipolar elec-

trode positioned straddling the cortical dipole. tlnder these conditions,

the AIRs obtained are very close mirror images of each other (Fig. 364

and B). It is satisfying that these responses are almost identical

with results published by Kaada for the cat (Kaada, 1951, his Fig. 5 Be),

and for lvlaclean Q,t a,t . for the opossum (Maclean e.t a,L. , LgsT , their

Fig. 2(4)).

At a faster sweep speed and with greater amplification the

double-humped negative response from the electrode lying external to the

pyriform cortex pyramidal ce11 layer shows several small inflections

(Fig. 36C). Following the smaLl stimulus artifact, there is a very



Figure 56 Responses recorded in the prepyriform cortex to stimulation

of the ipsilateral olfactory bu1b. A, B, C - rabbiti D, E - guinea pig.

A Ê B: Mirror image responses recorded monopolarly from a bipolar

electrode situated straddling the cortical dipole, with B fron

the surface electrode, A fron the deep electrode.

C: Response of B at increased gain and faster sweep speed. Note the

conplex nature of the waveform.

D: Sane type of response as B, recorded from the guinea pig.

E: The response from D at faster shleep speed.

Recording sites as shown. See text for further discussion.

(Sweep speeds: A, B, D, 125 nseci C, 8,37.25 nsec. Vertical scales:

A,B,C,2mY! D,E,LmV.)
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short latency, negative-going response. After reaching a peak value

and declining s1ightly, a second, somewhat rarger, negative peak

follows the first. The response then fal1s back to zero and becomes

positive, after a small inflection at the zero baseline. Other experi-

ments did not commonry yield responses having such a complicated

structure. For exanple, in the guinea pig, a doubre-humped negativity
followed by a positive tail could be elicited by bulbar stimulation
(Fig. 36D). At a faster sweep speed, the complicated inflections of
Fig. 36C were not observed (Fig. 368). The reason for these differences

most probably lies in the different locations of the separate recording

electrode tips with respect to the pyramidal ce11 ?rgenerators'. For

the guinea pig, the histology indicared that the tip ray just outside

a relati-very frat sheet of cells. By contrast, for the rabbit, the

tip lay inside a characteristic, complicated involution in the pyramidal

ce11 layer of the lateral prepyriform area. This recording situation
has a parallel in results presented for olfactory bulb evoked potentials
by Philrips ef a.L. (196s) and also in chapter v. Evoked potential
records obtained just outside a concavity fonned by the mitral ce1l

Iayer on the medial bulbar side show similar conplex characteristics to

the pyriforrn cortex record of F'ig. 36c. (see particularly plate 3 of
the above authors.)

Evidence that the pyriform cortex response to olfactory bulb

stimulation of Fig. J6 has at least two separable component parts is



Figure 37 Rabbit. Same aninal as for Fig. 36 A-C. Double-pulse

stimulus interactions for the response shown in Fig. 36 B and C.

A: Conditioning resPonse alone.

B-E: Conditioning plus test responses at delays of 5, L0,20 and 30

msec, respectively. Note abolition of the second negative peak

of the double-peaked conditioning response.

F: Tracings of responses A to E superimposed for conparative

purposes.

(sweep speeds.. 62.5 msec for all responses. vertical scale: 2 nV for

all responses.)
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given in Fig. 37 , where the responses to double-pulse stimulation are

indicated. The rnost obvious feature of these responses is the abolition

of the second negative peak of the Test response. This component

rernains suppressed at time delays of up to 125 msec (not shown).

Although the first negative conponent of the Test response is also

affected, and is reduced in amplitude, it remains quite appreciable even

at very sna1l inter-stimulus intervals. At 5 msec delay (Fig. s7B and

F) it still appears to be of the order of 70% of the Condition response

amplitude. This is in marked contrast with the results of Figs. 24-28

presented earlier. Further comments about these results are left to

the Discussion section.

plscussl0N

All of the results obtained and presented in this chapter

have involved the use of averaging techniques. The benefits of this

approach are several. Firstly, the extraction of snall signals from a

noisy background is facilitated. In this way, quite precise neasurenent

of threshold responses has been made (Fig. sSB a¡rd c, Fig. 29A-D), where,

to the eye, single responses would appear to be subthreshold.

secondly, although the bulbar evoked responses are notable

for their stability, there is sti11 sufficient variation between indi-

vidual responses to make i-t difficult to designate any specific one as

"typicalr'. By use of averaging techniques, an even higher degree of

stability is irnparted to the response, providing a less variable
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apploximation to the population mean. Smal1 peaks and inflections on

the AERs have a greater Iikelihood of being truly significant conponents

of the response, rather than being spurious, asynchronous artifacts.

rn passing, mention can be made that several of the atypical responses

of Dennis (1965) and Morrison (1970), having late negative peaks on

some of the evoked responses, also appeared in sone individual res-

ponses of the present series. At a very slow sweep speed and with no

stimulus, these negativities persisted, forming a reasonably regular

train. They appeared to be related to heart rate. with a stinulus

repetition rate set close to some sub-harmonic of this rate, the evoked

response and artifact trtrainsrr moved in and out of synchrony, so that

some evoked responses had double negative humps. Averaging appeared to

conpletely eliminate these artifacts.

Thirdly, averaging techniques have enabled the accurate dis-

crimination of changes in the AERs under varying experimental conditions,

e.g. the effects of administration of smal1 doses of anaesthetic (Fig.

10 and 11). This in turn has led to the application and developnent of

a graphical subtraction technique to display such alterations in the

AERs. The latter technique has then been carried over to Condition-Test

response interactions (Figs . 24-28, Fig, 37) .

Perhaps the most inportant feature to emerge from this section

of the study is the conceptual reconstruction of the LOT/cortex response

from two monophasic components of opposite sign. Evidence has been
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presented fron four separate and different approaches to substantiate

this theory. The inability of different threshold stimulus settings

to separate the various components of the LOT/cortex response (Fig.

294-C) may also be taken as evidence supporting the proposed sche¡ne.

The reasoning is that stimulation of LOT fibres, yielding the positive

bulbar response component by antidromic conduction, should always

result in orthodromic excitation of the deeper pyriforrn cortex systems

which generate the late negativity in the bulb, except, as has been

shown, when the cortical mechanism is suppressed, e.g. by anaesthetics,

or removed, €.g. by stripping the LOT from the cortex.

A precedent in the use of graphical techniques to analyse

a¡d reconstruct composite waveforms is supplied in the work of Burke

(1967) (his Fig. I2), and to analyse positive and negative conponents in

the paper by RalI ef. a,L. (1967) (their Fig. 7).

The negative component of the LOT/cortex response has been

identified with the type L (negative) response generated by stinulation

deep in the cortex. Valverde (1965) has described axons, and axon

collaterals from special horizontally-oriented cells in layer IVb of the

pyriform cortex. These he considers as associational fibres connecting

distant as well as near parts of the cortex. (Some of the fibres in his

Fig. 29 may be followed for distances of severar runs.) Degeneration

studies performed by lleiner (1968) seem to indicate at least three

centrifugal systems passing through the orfactory peduncle fron more
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central regions. The najor projection occupies a distinct deep zone

of the plexiform Iayer of the peduncle, with the other systems running

as a Ietrograde cornponent of the LOT, and also as dispersed fibres

passing forward in the cell-poor central core of the peduncle. Accord-

ing to Heimer, fibre degeneration extending fonvard into the olfactory

bulb proper hras evident only in cases of cortical lesions at the level

of, or rostral to, the anterior amygdaloid area. No intrabulbar fibre

degeneration appeared following lesions in more caudal patts of the

pyriform cortex, although such lesions caused terninal degeneration

in the olfactory peduncle. Price and Powell (1970d) differed with

Heirnerrs interpretations, preferring to assign rnain centrifugal

degeneration in the bulb to that pathway they describe as originating

in the nucleus of the horizontal limb of the diagonat band. They

appear further to have confused the associational system fron the

cortex to thê anterior olfactory nucleus (described by Heimer) and the

centrifugal systen described by Cajal (1911). Their description of

Cajal rs systern has the centrifugal fibres entering the posterior end of

the olfactory bulb fron the deep aspect of the LOT and running through

all its layers, finally reaching the level of the glonenrli (Price and

Powell, I970d, p.zlg). Later, in the same paper, they describe this

same system as approaching the bulb rrto fan out in a cone to

enter the entire brcadth of the posterior end of the bulb;....." (p. 232) -

'l'¡ci r f irst clc-scri¡rtion allrccs with that of (ìajal: thc sccolrcl is Inorc
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in agreement with Heimerrs olfactory peduncle projection. It appears

likely, therefore, that there exists at least two distinct centrifugal

projections to the olfactory bu1b.

Schenatics, showing several of the neuronal pathways by which

more central parts of the olfactory system reciprocatly influence the

nitral cell, are given in Price a¡d Powell (1970e) (their Fig. 10).

This schematic provides a degree of anatonical support for the

electrophysiological results of this chapter. However, these authors

do not discrininate between two different cortical association fibre

systems, nor do they believe in a direct corticobulbar projection.

Because of noticeable differences between cortical negativities from

rostral and caudat pyriform sites, e.g" late positive I'taj-lsrr on nany

of the latter (Figs. 13D, 168), it would appear as though Heimerrs

contentions could prove to be correct. Vatverde (1965) also describes

several. sma1l groups of fibres (e.g. bundles L and 9 of his Fig. 29)

which might provide direct corticobulbar pathways, especially of the

recurrent collateral type to the bulb from the anterior olfactory

nucleus. Such sna11, direct pathways would provide explanation for the

frequent occurrence of the snaller, earlier negative peak on many of

the type 1 (late cortical negativity) responses (Figs. 8, 14n, L8D, 21,

298, 30) .

The dual component nature of the pyriform cortex responses

to olfactory bulb stimulation can readily be related to certain facets
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of the neuronal pathway picture which has now emerged.

The first negative component of the double-humped pyriform

cortex response to olfactory bulb stimulation (Figs. 36 and 37) would,

by virtue of its short latency and short refractory period, most

likely be the prirnary cortical pyramidal ce11 response to orthodronic

stimulation of the LOT. Two interpretations are possible for the

second negative component. It could either be due to activation of

the cortical association system trans-synaptically by the prinary

response, or, alternatively, if a direct corticobulbar pathway did

exist, by antidronic activation of such a pathway.

Although there may be a direct pathway of uncrossed fibres

from the pyriform cortex to the olfactory bulb (Cragg, L962; Heiner,

1968; Kerr, personal conmunication), the major centrifugal system would

appear to be multisynaptic, most likely with a relay in the anterior

olfactory nucleus, and thence to the bulb via the collateral system

described by Valverde (1965) (Price and Powe11, 1970e).

The present evidence of this chapter does not allow further

conclusions to be drawn about responses recorded in the pyriform cortex

to olfactory bulb stimulation.

Nicoll (1969) has presented double-pulse (Condition-Test)

results obtained for L0T/cortex responses in the rabbit as evidence

supporting the dendrodendritic (d/d) theory of Ral1 and shepherd (1968).

Briefly, his argument is that if the najor bulbar nechanisn in the
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generation of the deep positivity is d/d, then the Test response would

be completely blocked in double-pulse stinulation. If recurrent col-

lateral excitation were the mechanisn, then the recurrent pathway would

remain open for the Test response.

Nicollrs Test response clearly approaches zero as the inter-

stinulus interval decreases below approxinately 50 msecs. The Test

responses obtained in Figs . 24-28 follow quite a different tine course.

Although there ate numerous differences between his and the present

preparations (viz. rabbit versus guinea pig; chronically decentralised

versus intact preparatíon; stimulation at 10X threshold in the present

case versus unknown stinulus strength in Nicollrs case; etc.), it is

believed that the two series illustrate a property different fron that

with which Nicol1 is concerned.

Ochi (1963) has presented two series of interaction (Condition-

Test) responses to LOT stimulation. The first of these (his Fig. sA)

agrees with the present results. The second (his Fig. 5B) agrees with

the results of Nicoll. Ochi attributes the differences in his two

series to be correlated with the different developnent of his so-cal1ed

slow negative wave in each.

Nicoll has also chosen to correlate the depression of the

Test response with the time course of this (his p2-) wave. since the

AERs in Figs. 24-27 have a quite well-developed late negative component,

it seems that this explanation tnay not be correct.
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Careful exanination of all series indicates that there are

probably two distinct types of LOT/cortex response represented. Ochits

results, although miniscule in the diagrams of his paper, show that

where a large initial negativity is present on the response (his Fig.

3A), the Test response remains appreciable even at small inter-

sti¡nulus intervals. This is in agreement with Figs. 24"27. Where, on

the other hand, the initial negativity is poorly developed (Nicoll,

1969, his Fig. 7; Ochí, 1963, his Fig. 38), the Test response is

markedly affected and reduced to a s¡nall value at nuch larger inter-

stinulus intervals. The difference does not lie in whether the prepal-

ation was chronically decentralized or not, since Nicoll used this

technique, whereas Ochi did not. The existence of a large negativity

in the LOT/cortex response has been pointed out in this chapter as being

related to stimulation in or near the vicinity of the LOT, rostral to

the anterior arnygdaloid ar.ea. Heimerrs clain of several anatomical

centrifugal systens night possibly find sone degree of substantiation

in the above electrophysiological observations of two apparently

similar LOT/cortex responses which have different properties to double-

pulse stinulation. Since Nicollrs preparation was chronically decentral-

ized, the centrifugal system of Price and Powell, on the other hand, can

have no bearing on the observed differences. (Chronic transection

would renove the contribution of the cortical association systen caudal

to the transection, while leaving the contribution fron ¡nore rostral
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regions of the cortex unaffected,)

Alteration of the initial negativity of the Test response is

also of interest. At an inter-stimulus interval of 5 msecs (Fig. 26C)

approximately 40% of the LOT fibres are still activated, as judged by

the magnitude of the Test Tesponse initial negativity. (That the

initial negativity does indicate antidromic activation of mitral cells

{Ratt and Shepherd, 1968} appears to be validated by the results of

Chapter VI.) For intervals less than 5 msecs, the Test response

stimulus appears to be arriving in the refractory period of the LOT

fibres, giving rise to the abrupt knee in the graph of Fig.28. The

dendrodendritic mechanism explanation of Nico1l does not seen to fit

the observations that a response with a well-developed initial nega-

tivity fails to completely block a Test response, while one wj-th a

poorly-developed initial negativity does. The logical expectation of

the d/d hypothesis would be that the more mitral ce11s antidromically

invaded (large initial negativity), the more massive would be the

expected reciprocal inhibition fron granule cells to mitral ce11s, but

the opposite appears to be the case from results discussed above.

Ottoson and Shepherd (1967) proposed the rnitral cel1 as a

paradigm for the integrative action of a single neurone, with inhibition

arising orì secondarl'ciendrites. It rs difficult to see how this remote

iuhibitiorì coulcl possibly proviclc. thc necessary por''clful ancl long-acting

inhibition at the ¡nitral cell axon-hi Ilock/initial segnent region for
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results such as Nico11's. Indeed, functional applicability of remote

dendritic inhibition would seeln nlor'e suited to a noclulation-type

mechanism. In this case, the results of Figs . 24-28 might appear to

more closely reflect d/d reciprocal inhibition, since the time course

of recovery of the positivity closely para1le1s that of the initial

negativity. To explain Nicollrs results and the sirnilar series of Ochi

would then need the invocation of a powerful inhibitory system acting on

the soma of the rnitral ce1l. Attention has been given in Chapter II to

such a system, the pericellular rrnidsrr of Cajal (1911) and Valverde

(1965). It is emphasized that this theory is purely conjectural, and i5

an attempt to rationalize the observed differences concerning d/d

mechanisms and their functional inportance in the olfactory bulb.

Further discussion of this topic is contained in Chapter X.

At the present state of experinental knowJ.edge, f,ew conclusions

can be drawn regarding the results of Figs. 33-35. The wide variety of

responses recordecl in both bulbs to stimulation of sites dorsal to the

pyriform cortex has been briefJ.y mentioned by Dennis and Kerr (1968).

These responses obviously are of importance in considerations of

olfactory functioning, even if judged merely by their anplitudes. Their

relatively long-lasting nature i-n comparison with the so-ca11ed "1ateil

negativity from the pyr:iform cortex suggests some fornt of central

control on the bulb acting over an extended duration, and/or the

possibility of bulbar or retrobulbar projections to these sites. 1'he
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indications that at least two sepalate systerns arc involved (Fig' 358

and c) does not resolve the question as to precisely what these

systems are. The claustrum appeals to be clearly implicated, but it

is also possible that a longitudinal associational fibre system in the

vicinity of the external capsule and the insular cortex might be

involved [Kerr, peTsonal comnunication). That both positive and nega-

tive responses were evoked in the contralate'ral bulb to ipsilateral

stinulation immediately adjacent to the rhinal fissure when the

stimulus was changed from single to burst is interesting' considerable

additional experimentation, possibly using D.c. recording techniques

because of the long latency and duration of these Ïesponses, is needed'

Chapter X also discusses further some of the deeper pathways, (e'g'

anterior olfactory nucleus to nucleus of the horizontal limb of the

diagonal band) and considers the overall inplications of these pathways

to observed resPonses.

InChaptersVandVl,attentionisfocusedonthespatial

distribution properties of the more faniliar LOT/cortex and AAC

Tesponses in an attempt to extend knowledge of their properties beyond

that presented in thischaPter.
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CHAPTER IV

THEORY UNDERLYING POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
IN THE OLFACTORY BULB

\ull-ine o( tl'ví's chaPtut:

In this chapter, a fundanental analysis of electrical fields in
nervous tissue is undãrtaken, starting with Maxwellrs equations. As far
es can be ascertained, this contribution is original, with no such

derivation existing in the neurophysiological literature; Most other
workers quoted in ihis chapter apparently start from the assunption that
Laplacetj equation holds for fields in nen¡ous tissue. The report by
Heirdrix (1965) claining that, because of ne:r¡ous tissue capacitance, the
Diffusíon equation should be the correct forrn to use, justifies the
present derivation and proof of the correctness of the Laplacian approach.
ihe derivation also indicates the several assumptions and simplifications
inplicitly nade by other workers in using.Laplacers equation-. Modelling
stüdies (ê.g. that of Rall and Shepherd (1968) on olfactory bulb elec-
trical activity) rely upon the correctness of this approach. The section
on 'rRelative radial resistance estimates, revisited'f exanines an ellor
in the calculations of these authors. The point is irnportant, for all of
their subsequent analysis hinges upon relative radial resistance estinates.
It is concluded that, in spite of an order of nagnitude error in one of
their calculations, their conclusions regarding the resistance estinates
are substantially correct. An important aspect of the Rall and Shepherd
paper is their introduction of the potential divider concept. By

ãpplication of field plotting to nodels of synchronously activated,
sylnrnetrically oriented cells in the olfactory bulb, physical insight is
supplied to this concept, and also to the recording of potentials in
nervous tissue in general. This approach is also believed to be an

original contribution. It provides a modelling background to aid in
interpretation of experinentally observed potential distributions
presented in the following chapters. Finally, the nathenatics involved
in obtaining current source/sink distributions in a spherical body fron
knowledge of the potential distribution within it are developed for
application in Chapter VI. Other workers who have applied potential
distribution analysis to various other regions of, the central nervous
system have, with the exception of Hunphrey (1968a, b), and Howland eJ
aL. (1955), incorrectly equated regions of maxinu¡n positivity and rLega-
tivity with sources and sinks of extracellular current.
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G¿nennL corwnønts:

The preceding section contained a description and discussion of

the variety of responses recordable in the olfactory bulb due to various

basal rhinencephalic stinulating conditions " In these cases, the record-

ing electrode was held at a fixed bulbar position, generally deep to the

nitral cell layer, and the stinulating conditions were varied" The

converse case is also of considerable interest"

If the stinulating conditions are held constant, and the record-

ing electrode is moved through the volune of the bulb, the shape of the

recorded response is seen to undergo considerable change" This was first

reported by D. I. B. Kerr at a Meeting of ANZAAS DUNEDIN in 1956,

(unpublished), and has been conmented on by mrmerous authors since then

(Walsh, 1959; von Baungarten eÍ a,f-., L962; Phillips e.t a'L,, t963;

Ochi, 1963; Rall and Shepherd, 1968; Dennis and Kerr, 1968; Nicoll,

1969). Such a three-dimensional distribution of potential is of consider-

able irnportance. From it, it is possible to locate, as is done in this

thesis, the apparent sources and sinks of extracellular current, thereby

determining the neuronal elements which are giving rise to the recorded

potentials in the volume conductor" The technique is considerably

enhanced when the elements are arranged in a laminar fashion, as in the

olfactory bulb" Laminar potential analysis has been applíed in many

other regions of the central nervous system with varying degrees of

success" However, no other authors have applied both averaging
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techniques and current sourcefsink analysis as is done in this thesis,

See, for exanple, the work of Eccles and co*workers on the cerebellun

(his references are too numerous to list Ln toto, but nay be found in

Eccles e.t a,L", 1967); also Freeman and Patel (1968) (septum); Andersen

e,t a,L. (1961) (hippocarnpus); Pickering and Freeman (1968) (superior

colticulus); Horowitz (1968) (hippocampus); Willis Q,t a,,L. (1969) (spinal

cord); and Hunphrey (1968a, b) (precruciate cortex) " This tist is by no

means exhaustive, and is presented only to indicate the prominence of

laninar analysis of evoked potentials in present-day studies on all

regions of the central nervous systern"

In a paper rnost pertinent to this study and a member of the

above set of studies, Ral1 and Shepherd (1968) proposed a nodel describing

the obsen¡ed laminar potential responses in the olfactory bulb to anti-

dronic LOT stinulation. This was based in part on the earlier experi-

mental results of Phillips e.t a,!-" (1963), and also on the extensive work

of RaI1 on the mathematical nodelling of the electrical activity of

neurons (Ra11, 1"959, 1960, L962Ð 1964, 7967) " The Rall-Shepherd (R-S)

nodel will provide critical conparison with results to be reported here"

Aytytzoacl+ers to tlt¿ ,studq o( ex,tna"cøUu.[-a,z ytotønLLa,L 6íe.Ld,s:

There are two nain methods of approach to extracellular poten-

tial studies" These are the nodelling, or theoretical, approach, and the

experimental, heuristic, approach" Naturally, there is considerable

interplay between the two" In fact, they are linked as far back as the
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early studies of the great experimentalistltheoretician Helnholtz. He

discussed the problem of locali.sation of internal eLectromotive forces in

nerve rand nuscle tissue f,rom neasurements of potential differences at the

surface (Helnholtz, 1853). So this aspect of neurophysiology has a long

and venerable history 
"

The experimental approach, as defined here, consists of measure*

nent of the potential f,ield existing in the biological tissue under

consideration, in suffi-cient detail to entirely characterise it" Then,

fron this experimentally deterrnined fie1d, plus known properties of the

extracellular nedium, one is able to apply the extrernely powerful

nathematical tools of electronagnetic theory, Maxvvellrs equations, to

deterrnine properties of the underlying generators of this field"

In order to take this approach, knowledge of the properties of

the different nedia is necessary. It is recognised practice to divide the

nervous tissue ínto extra- and intracellular -compartments (e"g" Plonsey,

1965; Geselowi-tz, 79673 Stevens, 1966) " Laptracets equation can be shown

to hold for these when considered together, or, if the extracellular com-

partnent is considered alone, Poissonts equation to hold for it**"

The other approach, modelling, had to wait until the elucidation

*
The reference given by Wilson and Bayley (1950), and repeated elsewhere

(Geselowitz, 1967), is rather difficult to obtain, but is readily avaiJ.able
as a reprint in the collected works of HelmhoLtz," See References section"
**

This requires that the nerve ce11 nenbranes, which should correctly be
treated as part of the boundary of, the extracell.ular compartment, are in
fact treated as source-sink locations within the extracellular volume"
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of the biophysical properties of nenve ceLl membranes approximacei.y

twenty years ago (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1"952), before the full potential of

early studies on the cable properties of nerr¡e and musal"e eouLd be

adequately expi"oited. The eanl-ier studj-es (e"g. Lorente de Né, 1,947a, b)

considered nerve trunks, i 
" 

e " axorìs. The conpl-ex geometrícal shape,

patterning, and arrangement of the various conpJ,ete nerve aells (dendri"tes,

soma, nyelinated and unmyelinated axons) to be found in the CNS appeared

a major stunblíng bLoak in earrying over thís approach to the CNS" RalI

(op. crt") nade enorrnous inroads to the probj-en by showing that i-t was

mathematically feasible, under certain eonditìonse to replace a geonetrì-c-

ally cornplex nerve cell by an equival.ent axial model, orrtstandardrtaell"

Having norrnalised the geonetrical factor, so to speak, he then tackled

the problem of representing nathematically the eLeatrical properties of

the membrane. Now, the nerve cell proeesses are basicall-y cylindrical ir¡

shape, and shouLd be eonsidered as having properties describable by

differentía1su anatrogous to transmission lines j-n eLectrieal engineering

theory" By the sarne token, it is comnnon praeflíee l-n engineering to

simpJ-ify such continuous dístrrbuted-narameter l:.nes Co J-unped equivalent

circuits, also for the purpose of, simpiifícatíon and modelJ.ì-ng" This ís

exaetly what Ral1 did ín his formu"tatíon of a eornparimentalised model of

hís "standardil cel1, havíng due regard to the bas:-c underlying physieal

properüies of, the diff,erent segments involved" 'Ihe nost ímportant

feature of each cornpartment j-s obviously the non-linear properties of the
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neïve cel1 nenbrane" These properties a1.e described as completely as 5-s

possible with present-day knowledge by the Hodgkin*Huxjey (H-H) equations

(Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952) " However, anal.ytie solution of these is not

possible at present, and numeriaal techniques nust be invoked whenever

they are used in rnodelling" Their full solution is tedious and expensive,

in tenns of digital conputer time required (Bretag, 1970) " Rallrs

further contribution was to formulate nodifications of the H-H equations

that retaíned the generic properties, such as impuJ-se generation,

thresholds, etc", but whích wele computational-ly sirnpler and nore amen-

able to rnodelling studies" This total contrj-bution, while adrnittedly

containing ntrneïous simplifications and conpromises, is of great import-

ance, and is by far the najor contribution yet given to nathenatical

nodelling of electrical responses recordable in the central nervous

systern (OIS). It is quite reasonable to suppose that this, and more

recent work by RaL1 (i.969a, b), coui.d in tine be judged to be as inportant

in explaining observable phenomena in CNS recordings as were the H-H

equations for nerve ceII nenbrane phenomena.

Ma,thenaÍieÅ oú úLe.t-d Íhøottg:

The experimental approaah, when coupled with Maxwellrs

equations, yields further details concernj-ng current density and sources

and sinks of current" A general analysís, startíng with Maxwellrs

equations, for intracellular and extracellular potential- fíelds of active

rnuscle and nerve fibres has reeently been presented by Rosenfalck (1969) 
"
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His ernphasis has been on musctre action potentials in cylinders of infinite

length" The nonograph eontains many ínteresting and useful analytieaJ-

results, md experinental tests of these.

The approach to be taken here follows the initial lines of

Rosenfalck0s treatment. However, in the following presentation some of

the subtleties of MaxweIlrs equations when appli-ed to biological bodies

are discussed" These appear to be neglected in other electrophysiologicai-

treatments" There are numerous textbooks eoveríng general electro-

magnetic theory (e"g" Plonsey and Collin, 1961; Moon and Spencer, 1960;

Moon and Spencer, 1961) to which reference rnay be nade for details

onitted here.

Maxwellrs equations in free space are given concisely as:-

curl!=-1, aHof'
AE

òt

divuH=0.'o-

div eoE. = pf,

with the terms as defined in TabXe 1"

In considering the ínteraction of electronagnetic fields and

matter, eertain modÍficatj-ons have to be introduced ínto the above

equations to take into aeeount the properties of the matter" This is

because matter is an aggregate of parti'cles, sorne of which may possess

cur1 H = J^ + e
-to
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TABLE I

TABLE OF SYMBOLS

(Synbols underlined are vector quantities)

MKS u¡rit Description

q

q

q

g

L

Lr
g

P

t

webet/mette2

coulomb/rnetre

volt/rnetre

ampere/metre

annpete/metre2

anp,etef met'rez

ampere/netre

2

?

magnetic flux density

electric flux density

electric field intensity

magnetic field intensity

current density

free-space current density

magnetisation (macroscopic density vector
of magnetic rnoments of electrons in matter)

electric polarisation (dipole nonent per
unit volune existing in natter sr.rbjected
to an externally applied electric field)

tine

pernittivity of free space

relative permittivity value

(rr- 1)

capacitivity

perrneability of free space

relative perrneability value

fu -1)''1

volume charge density

free-space charge density

conductivity

scalar electric potential

e
o

coulonb/netre

seconds

farads/netre

dinensionless

dimensionless

farads/metre3

henry/rnetre

dinensionless

dinensionless

coulomb/metre3

coulomb/netre3

nho/metre

volts

K

u

e1

c
T

p

0

o

uI

u''1

P¡

o
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electric charges, and some of which also act as nagnetic dipoles.

The actual electromagnetic field within natter is extrenely

cornplex because of this. In dealing with large-scale phenomena, i.e.

much greater than molecular dinensions, the fine structure can be dis-

regarded, and the fields averaged over volunes large compared with atonic

dinensions, yet sna1l compared with the dimensions of the body under

consideration" In deriving the equations applicable in this case, the

polarisation properties of the matter, P, associated with nolecules, and

the nagnetisation vector, M, associated with electrons in the matter, must

be considered.

Maxwellrs equations in natter are:-
ðB

1 H = J- +
-I

div D = p-,
I

+(1B=u'oand

1cur

cur

divB=0

D_= a

g ,
ðr

t

âD
jr
ar

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

where E+ P,

M)

(Equations (5) and (6) are often termed supplementary constit-

uent equations to Maxwellrs equations.)

These are strikingly sinilar to the equations in free space, yet

subtly different, a point not always considered in neurophysiological

r
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applications 
"

In general, the nagnetisation M and the polarisation P nay be

any general functions of the nagnetic and electric (respectively) fields

existing within the natter" That is

p = î (å),

I',t = M (B).

These relations encompass a great variety of physical situations,

depending on the naterial and other factors. For exanple, nonlinear

relationships are conmon. M nay be a function of the rrhistorytf of H, a

nonlinear relationship termed hysteresis. Similarly for P and E. Other

nonlinear conditions, such as saturation effects or dead-space effects,

may occur. Nornally, however, linear relationships are assurned, whereby

Then D=e^e.Ero1-
e =t+e'-r - -1'l

(7)

P = e e" E.o r--

H.ll/'1Mand

l= t E,

U, = 1 * Uí,

C-êê" - "o'rr

while þ = !out H,

å=uHt (8)

Ll=Llu' o'I
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This considerably sinplifies analysis. It should be borne in mind, though,

especially since the nerve cel1 nembrane is pictured as having a molecular

structure involving polarised charges (Mauro, 1962) that polarisation

effects have been simplified by the above relationships. The magnet-

isation effect, $, is invariably negligible in nervous electrical activity

considerations, of course, since there are no ferromagnetic materials

present 
"

Fron [2) and (3), taking the divergence of (2) and substituting

(3) ,

div J' = - ðPf" (9)
E

Equations (7) - (9) are the modified constituent equations.

The nain characteristic of Maxwellrs equations is that the

electric field depends on the nagnetic field through the time variation

of B, and that the magnetic field depends on the electric field through

the time variation of 9. The two fields are coupled by this relationship

in the general case 
"

Specíal cases of this general relationship exist" If both

fieLds are tj-me-invariant, this coupling disappears, and the two fields

can then be determined independently of each other from the free-charge

distribution, the free-current distribution, and the properties of what-

ever natter is present in the systen" This is the reason why static-field

problems are relatively sinple to solve" 0n the other hand, even when the

fields are tine-independent, current may be present in a conducting
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naterial of conductivity o, which may be assumed linear and scalar,

without loss of generality" This provides a form of coupling which is

associated with,energy dissipation (resistive losses) " In this material,

Ohmrs Law ho1ds,

( 10)

Equation (2) becones

curlH=oå, (11)

and equation (1) is

curl E = 0" (I2)

Frorn (9) ,

- àof =divl¡= ailroå= o divE +8. grado = o divl. (15)
at

Hence, div E =
apf (14)

Therefore, the sources of the nagnetic field depend on the

electric field, but the sources of the electric field are independent of

the magnetic field and depend on the tine rate of chaage of the free-f,ield

charge distribution" Coupling is unidirectional, and the conduction

current is evaluated first, then the magnetic field determined from this.

Because the general solution of Maxwellrs equations for tine-varying, and

theiefore bilaterally coupled, fields is extremely conplicated, the

attenpt is always made to simplify the problern to one of the above

special cases 
"

The conmon starting point for the analysis of bioelectric

J. = oE"

ta
!
o
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phenonena is generally the so-called quasi-static case, with the intra-

and extracellular ionic, solutioni characterised by their conductivities

o. and oo, respectively" In this case, the electric field may be derived

from the gradient of the electric potential, 4,*

E = - grad p, (15)

where this potential is the result of impressed current sources and sinks

in the. medium"

As a check on the validity that free sources and sinks do not

exist in the intra- rrrã "*atrcellular solutions, equation (8) yields

div D ='div eE = e div E + E.
7

. = e div E,

grad e

( 16)

which, from (3), gives

div E : Pf" (17)
c

Equations (17) and (14) give

3=-!nor,¿ o ðt

which may be rearranged,

âof 
= - oQf"

EE
(1 8)

Integrating, and applying the boundary condition p¡ = po at

If equation (12) holds, the electric field is said to be conservative.
The conservative nature of the field is a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for the existence of a scalar potential whose gradient is E, as in
(15) (Stratton, L941) 

"
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t = 0 (Rosenfalck, 1969),

pf )( texp
o

a

(ls)

Evaluate (19) for the intra- and extracellular ionic solutions.

For water p 6 = ror, -- Go-gl36r) x 80 farads/netre. This nay be taken as

approximately the sanne for the ionic solutions, i"e.

e : 10-9 farads/netre"

To obtain a value for o, use can be made of the Compendium of,

Geddes and Baker CI967) " It is incorrect to use the resistivity figures

for whole nervous tissue as this reflects the value of the nerve fibre and

cell body nembranes" A more appropriate figure is the specific resis-

tivity of cerebrospinaL f,luid, approx. 65 ohn-cm, or 1.5 mho/metre"

Therefore,

oç = 0o exP (-fOg"t)"

This means that any free charge in the ionic solution arising

from an abrupt change in the field deoays to one-half its initial value

in the order of 1 nanoseeond" Therefore, p¡ is effectively zeto in the

equatíons, since the time rate of change of the magnitudes of the boundary

generators is nuch slower than that necessary to give rise to free charge

distribution in the medium.

The equations then become:

F

cur

cul

0t

I

g

H
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di_

di

0

0

V

V

å
H

dív J = 0,

{= oå,

I = .E,

g=uH.

These are the static field equations in a nedium of conduct-

ivity o 
"

Whereas the solutions for Maxwell's equations may general-ly be

obtained in terms of a scalar (potential), g, and a vector (potential), A,

in the static case the complete solution is given by { only, and is the

fonn given previously as equation (15)" (see Rosenfalck, for exanple.)

Also, for such a case, Laplacers equation is satisfied everywhere within

the extracellular and íntracellular nedia, except at their boundaries.

such boundaries are the rinits of the body, or the cell menbranes

separating intra- and extracellular compartments 
"

Mathematically, " f 0i and 0o are the intra- and extracellular

potentials,

v2o. = Q^'I

and v'ó" = 0"

Magnetic Èenns are generally not included in the analysis,

because the nagnetic properties of biological naterials are, to an

excellent approximation, identical with those of air and vacuun (Schwan,
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1964), and are readily obtainable from the electrical terms. Discussion

of techniques which have been developed to determine these small magnetic

effects are outside the scope of thís study.

Fron the initial fundamental considerations, then, a series of

sirnplifying assumptions has been made in order to reach the present posi-

tion, which is the normal starting point for most field-theoretic treat-

ments of bioelectric potentials in a volume conductor. To summarise thus

far, the nervous tíssue under consideration may be divided into two

conpartments, intracellular and extracellular. These are separated by

the nerve cel1 nembrane" The internal and external media rnay be regarded

as resistive and characterised by their conductivities o. and oo. This

assunption of pure resistivity inplies that the potential distribution in

each volume adjusts instantaneously to the current sources and sinks pro-

vided by the membrane (either active or passive), so that time dependence

of the potential results only from changes in the nembrane current, or

charging and discharging of the nembrane capacity" Because of this,

Laplacets equation holds in the nediun, but not at regions of sources and

sinks, such as the ce11 membrane boundary" Furthermore, quasi-statics

applies and the electric fíeld rnay be derived from the gradient of the

electric potential 
"

StaÍie and clua,si-¿ta,tic (síe.Ld¿ :

It is probably more correct to term the fields described by the

reduced Maxwellîs equations as static rather than quasi-static. This is
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because in the derivation it has been shown that the fields may be con-

sidered as adjusting instantaneously to the applied field generators" It

is then the generators which are time-varying, but the fields at any

instant of tine are static-type with respect to these generators " The

term quasi-static is generally reserved in electronnagnetic theory for a

more specific usage. Because the term quasi-static appears widely in the

literature on bioelectric phenornena it is appropriate to briefly indicate

this other usage"

For the complete Maxwellfs equations in matter, one method of

solution is by means of an iterative technique (Fano a.t a,L., 1960,

Chapter 6). The importance of this approach with modern digital conputer

usage is obvious" At first the coupling between the equations is dis-

regarded, and ! and H are determined as if they were static fields " These

will be called fu and $, say, and are obtained from the static-field

equations derived above. Then, the time derj.vatíve of % is used to

correct S, Siving E1, sa/. Separately, the time derivative of \ is

used to compute a corrected Ef" Then the iteration is repeated. 0f

course, there is no general guarantee that convergence will occur, but the

approach is valid in nany instances. If the time rate of change of the

fields is slow enough so that they can be represented by only zero order

and first order terms ,th ey are termed quasi-static.

The quasi-static approach is therefore concerned with nore

complicated field conditions than are considered in present-day literature
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on bioelectric phenornena"

Thø ø(døcf. o( LU,suz cafreci.tance:

The rtclassical'r field-theoretic approach considers a nerve ce1l.

in an infinite (Pickard, 1968; Rosenfalck, 1969) or bounded (Plonsey,

1965; Stevens, l-966; Geselowitz, 1967) external nedium" This external

mediun is considered to be completely described by its uniform bulk con-

ductivity, o, not necessaril,y isotropic nor honogeneous, but usually taken

to be so, as has been done in the foregoing discussion" In practice,

however, the cell is part of a densely packed complex of other cells,

which, by its nature" suggests the external nediun in this case should

also have a capacitance per unit volume ascribable to it (Hendrix, 1965) 
"

Under these conditions, a step change in the external generators

will not give rise to a static-type field, since the field will change at

a rate determined by the charging or discharging of the ce11 nenbranes

until the final steady state rs reached" This point was touched upon by

Ra11 and Shepherd (1968) in their consideration of the relative radial

resistance estinates for mitral eeLls in the olfactory bulb, and should

therefore be considered further here" In considering the extracellular

pathway for mitral cel1 current flow, they calculated the ro value for

granule cells and concluded that the granule ce1l nembranes added litt1e

to the extracellular impedanee for the nitral ce1ls at the rates of change

of potential under consideration" The assunption fron this was that the

extracellular nediun uras effectively resistive, and that it was not
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unreasonable to suppose that the intracellular to extracellular radial

conductance ratio for nitral cells was approximately equal to the ratio

of intracellular to total cross-sectional area for these ,*" ""i1r"
However, using their figures of a transient approximating 50 Hz (i"e" 20

nsec duration), and a membrane time constant of 10 nsec., tr.,r is about 5,

not 30, as stated by them, and the capacitive rnernbrane current is only

three times the resistive current across the menbrane of the granule cel1.

For slower transients, for example the late negativity of the

bulbar response, the transient could approximate 5 Hz, and'rtrl would then

be 0"5, approximately" Clearly, this capacitance effect should be investi-

gated more closely.

Ranckfs (1965a) results on the impedance of rabbit cerebral

cortex appear to provide seni-quantitative support for the necessity of

considering capacitance" Using measurenents at 5, 50., 500, and 5000 Hz,

he found that the cortícal inpedance was effectively resistive at the low

frequency. This would correspond to an extracellular pathway, since ce11

membrane resistivity is nuch higher than that of, extracellular fluid"

(Extracellular fluid 60 ohm-cm; cytoplasm 100 ohrn-cm; membrane resist-

ivity 3000 ohn-cm2. Ranck, 1963b.) As the frequency increased, the

total inpedance decreased, and a capacitive term was evidenced" This

reached a maximum at around 50 to 100 Hz, with the capacitive inpedance

nagnitude approxinately Il8 the resistive component. As the frequency

increased further, the total irnpedance continued to fal1, and the
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eapacitive impedance decreased in significance" At this frequency the

nembrane capacity was offering li-ttle inpedance, and the impedance being

measured was the conbined resistivity of intra- and extracellular solu-

tions" The explanation presented by Ranck was much more complicated than

this simplified picture, and involved cable properties of ce11s, aniso-

tropy of the cable-like ae11 processes, and participation of glial cells

and blood vessels as well-"

It ís possíble to use part of Ranckrs results in a field-

theoretic treatment" An approach along these lines has been considered

by Hendrix (1965), but, unfortunately, the constants he has used in his

calculations appear incorrect, as will be shown. To do this, it is

necessary to return to the original Maxwellts equations in matter" These

will be repeated for convenience, and are:

cur

cul AD

ât

I ãB

1H=J-+
_I

å I

Et
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(7)

(8)

( 10)

zero,

div D = o^or"

diV 0

¿E-

å= u{.

J- = oE"
-t

å

g

t

Again,

Whereas previously it was shown that o, could be taken as
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under the assumption of capacitivity of the mediurn this is no longer so"

Proceeding along standard lines (Plonsey and Co11in, 1961, page

306)

Substitute (10) and (7) in (2) 
"

(20)oEHIcuT AE

at
+

Substitute (8) in (1) , take the curl, and substitute (20)

in the right hand side,
^aEcurt curt E = _ uþ (on- * rfr"
OL dL

(21)

Use the vector identity

curl curl E = grad div E - v2å" Q2)

Then
âE ð2t.

vzE_ - grad div E = uoã; + ueã#" (23)

The problem is nohr to find an expression for grad div E which

incorporates the capacitivíty term" FoIlowing the approach of Hendrix

(1965) , let the capacitivity of the material be r faradslunit volu¡ne 
"

Since charge densíty 's pfo and charge = voltage x capacitance,

then

pf = 0K" (24)

From (17) and (24),

divE=þ=g5, es)
te

and grad div E = grad (8) =f,st"a O = - +, e6)

assuming the material is ísotropie and homogeneous for r and e 
"
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A nore useful expression results if further rnanipulation is

carried out" As obtained j"n the earlier treatment,

Þc = - E
I-

o

âPf

ãt'

âof"

at

But from

pf=-

(25), o, =

o
¿

e di-v E ,=

grad div ! = - 9L (grad div E).
o oL

-KcltvE=-
o

grad

( 1B)

(27)

(28)

(2e)

(30)

(31)

I

Cancelling e,

yields

and taking the gradient of each side

Substitute (26) into (29)

ag
ar

This can now be íncluded in (23) to yield

v2E = r".n u' ãE à28
-c oj ã? + pe ffit

where the left-hand side is in teflns of spatial variation,

and the right*hand síde ín terms of tine variation of the field, E.

Now evaluate the various parameters" (M"K"S. units are

appropriate 
" )

v, = þ' 5;|5ç- '= l-0-17 metres -2sec2,

where c = velocity of tight = 5 x 108 netres/second,

il = Ëo = 4n x 10-7 henry/metre,

(uo = free space value) 
"
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A value for o may be obtained f,ro¡n Ranck's data" He gives the

specific resistance as approximately 360 ohn-cm,

i"e" o = 0"28 nho/netre"

To obtain a suitabl-e value for rc is not as sinple" Hendrix

(1965) arrives at an estimate for this parameter by appealing to hypo-

thetical considerations rather than experimental results" In this manner,

he obtains a value f,or eapacitS.vity of 3 x tO*3 f/cn3, oï 3000 uflcns"

This value would seenn to be raËher large" Experimentally, there appears

to be a paucity of data on nervous tissue capacitance. Schwan (1964), in

his comprehensive tabulation of the electrical properties of body tissues

as obtained by various authors, does not list values for the dielectric

constant of whole brain in the frequency range of interest here " Muscle

values are well-tabulated, though" In the 100 Hz measurement range,

values for muscle and several other body tissues have dielectric constants

of approxirnately 106" It would appear reasonable to take a sirnilar value

for the dielectric constant of whole brain at this frequency. At 1000 Hz,

the value for the dieleeÊric eonstant of nuscle is down by a factor of 10

on its value at 100 Hz, í"e" t:r= 105 (relative dielectric constant) 
"

Using the estimated value at, tr00 Hz,

¿ = 8"85 x 7O-Ï2 x 106 faradsfnetre,

.. 10-5 farads/metre " (32)

For truníform'r fields, honogeneous, isotropic materials, and

unit dinensions,
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ôÀC=?, G3)

where A is the eross-seetioned area at right angles to the

fie1d, and 1, is spacing between the two planes of interest"

i"e" C = 10 uf, for a cube of side 1 rtetre. (54)

The capacitance of a cube of side 1 cn is

Ci = L0-5 x I0-2 farads,

= 0.1 uf" (95)

Sinilarly, the eapaeitance of a cube of side 1 nm is

C'r = 10 Kpf" (56)

For an estimated value of the dielectric constant of 105 at 1000 Hz, the

above values of capaci-tance are all reduced by a factor of 10.

Conpare the value of (35) with that obtained by Hendrix, sone

3 x I04 tines greater"

As an independent cheek on the order of nagnitude of these

figures, the results of Ãdey e,t al-" (1965) nay be used" These authors

were interested naintry in irnpedance changes in the brain under differing

physiological conditions" Their technique was to use a coaxial electrode

and phase coherent detection of extremely smal1 currents at 1000 Hz"

Conpensation for polarisation effeets at the electrode-solution interface

was nade during setting-up proaedures " From subsequent electrolytic tank

modelling, they estinated the equivalent volume of the tissue whose

impedance was measured around the electrode tip as being 1 cubic rnrn"

using the value of (56) eorrected to 1000 Hz, t]ne capacitance of this
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volume is "001 uf/nms, or t Kpf" This compares reasonably well with the

values of 5 to J.5 Kpf, indicated on the capacitance graphs of Adey e.t a,L"

The variations and differences may be attributed to the very inprecise

knowledge .of the value of the dielectric constant, or, alternatively, to

polarisation effects, or the faet that their e,lectrode configuration

resulted in conplex current-potential patterning in the noninal 1 cubic mn

of tissue, or other reasons.

It would seem reasonable, then, to use a value for < of 10-5

farads/netre5" With this, the bracket term of equation (51) may be

evaluated as

(å * uo) = 3"6 x 10-5 rnetres-2secl" (37)

Because of lack of precision in the above estinates, this nay

be taken as 5 x 10-5 netres-2secl"

The second term on the right hand side of equation (51) is

clearly negligible by conparison with the first, so (31) nay be written as

1AE
'v 

r- Et' (38)

where y2

Equation (38)

2 x 704 rnetres2sec-1" (3s)

is ín terms of the vector field, E " To reduce

this to its more recognisable scalar form, use can be nade of the fact

that E = - grad 4*, where 0 is the potential"

Ev2

q

K

*
The complete solution for E is generally in terms of a scalar potential

ó, and a vector potential" A" ìJsing argunents sinilar to those of Rosenfalck
(1969), the contribution dïe to A ean be shown to be negligible.
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Substituting in (58) and interchaaging the grad and time

operators, it nay be shown that ö also satisfies this relationship

-. 1 aóv¿Q= fðä (40)

Equation (40) ís the three-dinensional Diffusion equation (Korn

and Korn, 1961, page 306)" It is related to Laplacers equation, V20 = 0,

previously obtained" Soi.utíon of the equation is generally nathenatically

conplex. It is not neeessary to go any further into the solution than to

indicate that in the case of the Díffusion equation, (40), the solutions

are non-periodic in time, e"g. for polar co-.ordinates with a space vector,

!, Korn and Korn give a particulat for.raron of (40) as

1^
ö (r, t) = ffi exp (-rz/ .¡zt) (41)

which is equivalent to the inpulsive response of the nedium.

To determi-ne the effect of the darnping term on the right-hand

side of equation (40), consider values for v26 ana S obtained experinent-

alIy. Fron the results to -be presented in a later section of this thesis,

in the olfactory bulb, under t.he assumption of spherical synunetry, the

naximun value of V2g has a measured value of 105 volts/netr"2 
* 
" For the

fastest-occurring event, the inítial negativity, the maximum value "f åg
is 10 mV/msec, i"e" l-0 voltsfsea" By substitution, the left-hand side of

equation (22) is 105 voltslmetre2, and the right-hand side of the order of

* 
Ror"rrfalck gives val-ues for muscle of 1"6 to 7 x I

1969, page 69).
os v¡fl (Rosenfalck,
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l-0-5 voltsfmetre?" The darnping factor term may be cornpletely disregarded

for all practical purposes in a field theoretic approach to potentials in

the brain, and the Laplacian expression is the appropriate one to use*.

In other words, although the tissue has a relatively high capacitance

(1 to 10 Kpf/cubic nrn), this is offset by the high conductivity (0.28 nho/

netre), and the tissue is effeetirrely describable by this latter term only.

If tissue resistance and eapaaitance are regarded as being in parallel

(which is strictly not correct) u a I'time constantrt (TC) nay be calculated"

The resistance/cubic cm of the tissue is approximately 560 ohms (q.v"),

and the capacitance 10-7 farads (q"v")" The response to a step input

should reach a steady-state value in approxinately 3 x TC, or of the order

of 100 usec. This is borne out in the praeti.cal observation that rect-

angular constant-voltage stimulus pulses give rise to -recorded stinulus

artifacts, on the leading and trailing edges of which tirne constants of

the above order of nagnitude rnay be observ"d**"

Analytical conditions deseribed on p,4-t4are sti11 the correct

ones to use, in spite of, the existence of the capacitive properties of

the tissue"

*
Using the incorrect value of Hendrix for the diffusion pararneter, y¡

sorne 104 times the value derived above, still does not result in the neces-
sity of incorporating the danping term"
**

Polarisation effects with netal electrodes also contribute to this
phenornenon, of course (Greatbatch, 1967) 

"
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Re,ta.tivø ttad,Lo,[- nuittaneØ e^tfunate,s, ttøvi,si.tød: .

Returning to the relative radial resistance estimates of RalI

and Shepherd (1968), it is inforrnative to obtain an approximate figure for

the ratio of intracellular to extracellular current in a granule ce11

under conditions sinilar to the ones postulated by then. Consider an

idealised cylindrical cell of length 0 cm, taken from a population of

sinilar ceIls, and sumounded by a tube of extracellular fluid, as in

Fig. 58" Current is supplied in the extracellular fluid at the top and

removed at the bottom via equipotential surfaces, introduced here for the

purpose of naintaining symmetrical flow" Associated with the intra- and

extracellular fluids are resistances, and with the cel1 rnenbrane a capacit-

ance and resistance. Current flows extracellularly frorn top to bottonn,

with some being shunted to an íntracellular longitudinal pathway through

the nembrane" All current entering the cell nust leave, yielding further

syrunetry around the transverse mid-plane" A formal treatment requires

solution of the cable equation as for Ranckfs (1963b) treaûnent, but to

obtain the approximate figure desired here, a lunped parameter model will

be considered" For d.c" conditions, replace the cylindrical rnodel by the

equivalent six-resistor model of Fig. 39 " Here, all current entering and

leaving the cell is proposed to do so at the rnidpoints of the upper and

lower halves" Synnetry yields rel = re,, md rm1 = rm2"

The ratio of intracellular to total current is given by Ir/I.

This can be shown to be equal oo r"Z/(rt^, * ti i ,eZ), To evaluate this,
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Figure 38 Idealised cylindrical section 'of cell process taken
fron a population of sinilarly oriented ce1ls, and assóciated
extracellular flui.d.

Figure 39 Lumped paraneter equivalent circuit electrical model

of Fig. 38.
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use may be nade of Ranckrs (1963b) daga. tle gives the following figures:

extracellular fluid 60 ohn-cn; cytoplasm 100 oh¡n-cn; nernbrane resist-

ivity S000 ohn-cn2; extracellular space 2% - IS%, For the latter, a

reasonable choice is 8% (Rall and Shepherd, 1968, 4 - I2%) 
"

The length of the granule ee1l process may be taken as 400 y 
"

(Estirnate from bulbar seetions made for this thesis.) For a granule cell,

its cross-sectional area lies between "-1 to 1 y2 (Rall and Shepherd, 1968),

and therefore the dianeter J.ies between .4 and 1.1 u" Assume a diameter

of 1 p.

Then r. . = I ^ = 5999= = 480 Mohm,------ -ml . 'm2 ,td9./2

ï. = Lo2tL,l3
i = ÃW = 255 Mohm,

r L910 Mohn.
e2

Therefore,

IrlI = .61,

i.e" 61% of the eurrent flows intracellularly at the nid-section

between the source and sink under d.c" conditions.

Under a.c" conditions, using a figure for to of S, not S0 as

done by Ra11 and Shepherdo then the equivalent inpedance values for r_,

and rr, are reduced to one-quarter of their d"c" values. In these circun-

stances, I2lT = .80, or 80% of the current flows intracell.ularly.

The assumption of RaI1 and Shepherd that the granule ce1l adds

little to the extracellular impedance for nitral ce11 transient current
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flow is therefore correet in the order-of'magnitude approxinations being

made. In addition, the above calculations show that this approximation is

stiI1 a reasonable one as the transient frequency approaches d"c", as ís

the case for the later, slower components of the evoked bulbar response

considered in this thesis. Between 60eo - 8A% of the total current flows

intracellularly, with this conpartment occupying approxinatery 7s% (Rall

and Shepherd, 1968) of the total crosS=sectional area. Based on the above

calculations, their staternents concerning the intracellular to extra-

cellular radial resistance values for mitral cells would appear to be

correct to within the factor of two which they clained, even though their

figure involving the ro value was in error by an order of nagnitude.

Sinilarl-y, if the greater proportion of the granule ce11 population were

active, then the above calculati"ons also confirm their order-of-nagnitude

estimates for this population as we11"

Most importantly, these confinnatory calculations on relative

radial resistance estimates re-establish that the major contributors to

bulhar potentials are the granule celrs, and not the mitral cells.
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Mode.[.ling o( gønøttaf.ont o,( buLban ac,tivi,tq:

The nathematical relationship of extracellular potentials to

nerve ce11 membrane current and transmembrane potential has been covered

by a number of authors (e"g" Geselowitz, 7967; Plonsey, 1964, 1965;

Stevens , L966; Weiss , 1967; Pickard, 1968; Rosenfalck, 1969) " All of

these authors consider what Zucker (1969) has chosen to call the

rrclassicaltr case of the potential due to a sinlle cell or axon in an

infiniter or¡ in some cases, a bounded medium" In all cases, the cell

mernbrane separates inner and outer solutions which are regarded as being

characterised entirely by their conductivities, and the static case of

Maxwellfs equations applies" A scalar potential f,unction, g, is defined

on both volumes, ffid this is assuned to satisfy Laplacers equation

V2ó = 0. That this is also correct for populations of ce1ls has been

proved in the foregoing analysis" It is possible to proceed to a solution

for 0 by classical electromagnetic theory" This is done by introducing a

second scalar function, V, and using the integral form of Gausst theorern,

Greents theorens, and the standard substitution of t/r for qr (Stratton,

1941) in the resulting equations (Weiss, 7967) " For details of the indi-

vidual approaches these papers can be consulted " Solutions to such field

theoretic approaches all involve integration with regard to complex

boundary conditions of (presumed known) membrane potential or (presuned

known) mernbrane current density distributions. To actually solve the

equations for the potential at a point in the external field has required
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assumptions to be made concerning the shape of the membrane potential

variation with time (Pickard, 1968; Rosenfalck, 1969) " Rall (1969a, b)

has also contributed to this topic, but in a slightly different manner.

He considers the problern of the volume distribution of potentials, in

cylindrical coordinates, inside and outside a menbrane cylinder of finite

length during passive decay of an initially non-uniform membrane potential.

The approach involves analytic solution of Laplace's equation by separation

of variables and inclusion of appropriate boundary conditions"

The analytical solution of the potential due to the synchronous

activation of a poputation of cells is hindered by the enormous geometrical

complexity of the boundary conditions. Using earlier models of Rall,

Hunphrey (1968b) has attempted to model precruciate cortex populations,

with mixed success" Calvin and Hellerstein (1969) follow Ra11 and

Shepherd (1968) in arguing that the existence of a large isotropic volune

of synchronously activated cei.ls of similar geonetry and orientation

effectively elininates the average transverse or laminar current" The

implications of this are discussed further by Zucker (1969), Calvin (1969)

and Hellerstein (1969) 
"

In the olfactory bulb the predominant ordering of the granule

ce1l peripheral processes is in a radial direction" The packing density

of these dendrites is quite high" Rall and Shepherd (1968) estimate the

average cross-sectional area of the granule ce11 processes as between 0.1

and 1p2, ffid the interstítial space as 0"02¡r" Under these conditions
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their assumption that the extracellular current distribution is radial

holds to good approximation, but only over. a certain section of the

volume depending on the equivalent source-sink distribution, as will be

shown" It is this latter fact which may have contributed to some of the

difficulties in appreciating and applying the equivalent potential divider

concept of Ral1 and Shepherd" A somewhat simplified description, based

on field plotting, demonstrating this concept may help to clarify the

situation" For convenience in field plotting, the two-dinensional case

will be considered (Willoughby, L946) " However, the deductions are

readily applicable to the three-dimensional case.

Consider one element from the granule ceIl population" With

appropriate scaling this granule ce11 nay be represented by an equivalent

axial model (Rall,7964) (fig" 40)" If the outer third of this equiva-

lent cell is depolarised by the nitral-to-granule ce11 reciprocal synapse,

then it acts as an actively depolarised sink for extracellular curent"

The remainder of the cell acts as a passive source. The approxinate

distribution of nembrane current for this case is shown to the right in

Fig" 40" The Mean Value Theorem of calculus (Korn and Korn, 1961) may

be used to replace each distrj-buted current source or sink with point

sources and sinks that would yield the same potential value at a

distant point of the extracellular f,ie1d as for the distributed case"

The approximate positions of these are indicated on the diagram by the

circled plus and rninus signs" The cell nodel has therefore been reduced
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Figyre 40 Progressive idealisations in modelling a granule
ce11 as a generator of bulbar field potentials.
A: Granule cell.
B:

K

tt¡or¡t

A
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Equivalent axial model of A.
a: depolarised outer third acts as active sink for

extracellular current.
b: passive extracellular souïce.
Menbrane current (source-sink) distribution for B, andpoint source-sink equivalent.
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further to an equivalent source-sink current dipole imbedded in the

volume conductor" The electric potential produced by point cur.rent

sources and sinks in a conducting spherical body has been considered by

Frank (1952); Wilson and Bayley (1950); Shaw and Roth (1955); Geisler

and Gernstein (1-961) " A plot of the cllrrent and potential lines for the

two-dimensional case, obtained by field plotting rather than analytical

solution, is given in Fig" 41"

Consider next the case of partial synchronous activation of the

granule ceIl population" Because of the unifonn and high packing density,

instead of point sources and sinks, arcs or circles representing current

sources and sinks are the appropriate representations of the generators 
"

Fig. 42 shows an extension of the previous point source case to a

situation where one-thírd of the population is activated" Between the

source and sink arcs, current flow is essentially radial" At the ends of

the distribution, fringing of current lines takes place, ild current flow

is no longer radial" For even greater activation of the granule cell

population, the situation nay be as indicated in Fig" 43, where a pro-

posed two-thirds of the population is now considered to be activated. For

perfect circular or spherical symrnetry, total synchronous activation of

the granule cel1 population results in no fringing field, and so the

field is isopotential outside the outer sink ci.rcle, and also isopotential

inside the inner ci-rcle " There is only radial curtent flow between the

sources and sinks 
"
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Figure 41 Field plot of two-dimensional equivalent of a point source
and sink located in a volume conductor.
A: Distribution of potential along the diameter drawn in B.

B: Plot of current and potentiar rines. Isopotentials are laberled
fro¡n 0 to 100%.
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Fígu¡e 42 Field plot of two-dinensional equivalent of partial
activation of granule cell population. One-third of population is
activated.
A: Distribution of potential along the dia¡neter drawn in B.

B: Plot of current and potential lines. Isopotentials are labelled
frour 0 to 100%.
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Figure 43 Field plot of two-dimensional equivalent of partial
activation of granule cell population. Two-thirds of populatíon is
activated.
A: Distribution of potential along the diameter drawn in B.

B: Plot of current and potential lines, Isopotentials are Labelled

from 0 to 100%.
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To record potentials from this volune conductor involves

recording the potential difference between two electrodes placed in the

field" For rnonopolar recording" the second electrode is the "indifferentrr"

This is generally placed on the surface of the aninal" The above nodels

indicate the diversity of conditions which can arise from placernent of

the indifferent electrode" For the point dipole case, approximately two-

thirds of the periphery is wíthìn 5% of the 65% l-sopotential. For the

one-third activated case¡ approximately one-third of the periphery rs

sinitarly close to the 60% isopotential" In this case, however, the upper

third of the periphery is veiy close to the zero isopotential. For the

remaining symnetrical one-sixths, the fringing field causes a potential

variation at the surface between 0 and 60%" For the two-thirds activated

case, almost two-thirds of the periphery (the uppermost region) is at zero

potential" Only a smal1 segment (approxirnately one-sixth) at the bottom

is near the 50% isopotential level" Again, the fringing field covers the

intervening regions, from 0 to approximately 45%" Obviously, in the real

case, the peripheral boundary is not as simple in shape, nor need the

geneïators be so symmetrícally oriented" However, the fact is illustrated

quite well that a remote poLnt on the aninalrs body need not necessarily

be at I'zero'r potential with respect to the source-sink generators (i"e"

the 50% isopotential, where the source and sink potentials are equal in

amplitude, but opposíte in sign wíth respect to the indifferent) 
"

The potential recorded by a vertical electrode penetrating along
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a radial track is given to the right of each of the field plot nodels"

The potential axis is given as percentage variation from 0 to 100" For

conparative pur?oses with later results, a dashed zero has been drawn on

these diagrams at the 25eo level in keeping with the figure of 1< for the

potential divider used by Ral1 and Shepherd (1963) " Fron this rnodelling

it becones obvious that the statements by Ra11 and Shepherd (1968) con-

cerning the current flow along the external pathway are not strictly

correct, and in fact it is the fringing field around the ends which

determines the ?rpotential dividerrr effect. Apart from the regions at the

very ends of the generator distributions, there is virtually no current

flow along the outside of the outer sink distribution, nor on the inside

of the inner source distribution.

Naturally, sinilar sort of modelling may be carried out for

other regions of the central nervous systen.

Cmnen t LourLcø-^ínl¿ d,6tnLbu.tion obtuLnød $nom ytotønLLa,L óLe,U mea^ulLQrnønbs

Ln tl+e oI-(ac,tozttr bu,Lbx

The najor supposition for all of the foregoing cases is that

the current source-sink distribution is known or derivable from known

properties of the nerve ce11 nembranes" In practice, the converse case

is the nomal one, i"e. given measurements defining the potential,.v,

everywhere within the butb, the current sources and sínks nay be found fron

Poisson I s equat,ion

V=-P-
C

v2
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For positive p (a source), v2V is negative" Conversely, for a

sink, v2V is positive"

Two nethods of calculation of V2V are pertínent to thís study"

In Chapter V, a regular square mesh is used in potential field compu-

tations" Thom and Apelt (1961) derive the well-known finite difference

formula, quoted by Runge in 1908, for such a mesh"

s1 a2v2vo * o (aa),

where 51 =V1oVr+V
The nesh is indicated below

++++

Vo = potential at 0

4V
o

3 * v4"

+ +

+

+

+ +6 +2 +5 * V1 = rl

+ +3 +0 +1 + etc"

++7+4+8+

To calculate source-sink density at any point, 0,

cal culation

+

_V

+

_V

1

then, the

v-
J

4V
o 1 2

- v4

is made, Ðd if the result is positi-ve in sign, a source is indicated;

if negative, a sínk" This approach has also been used on spinal cord

fields by Howland e.t ol" (1955), who use a different derivation, and dis-

cuss the implications of its use in some detail.

The second method, used in Chapter VI, is based on the experi-

mental results of Chapter V, which purport to show that the field in
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the sections of the bulb under consideration exhibits a radial synmetry

sufficient to justify considering (as Ral1 and Shepherd (1968) have done)

that the olfactory bulb may be modelled as a sphere" Using spherical co-

ordinates, (r, e, ó), the vector electric field potential., E, is given

by

E=_gradV.

On the further assumptions of honogeneity and isotropicity of the bulbar

medium. Ohnrs law gives

where J is the current density, and o the conductivity. The

divergence of J, gives a measure of sources or sinks of current in the

field 
"

div{=div(oÐ

= div (-o grad V)

= -o div grad V

= _o" V2Vo

where v2 is agar-n the Laplacian operator"

The forn for V2V in sphericatr coordinates is given in nunerous

texts" Plonsey and Co11in (1961) (p" 138) give it as

l= oÐ

1

T¿
¿i âV. 1 A ^ AV. L à2Vtr- ãF) ' ;"æ 6(srnu 5-rJ ' 7";ïffi- @

a

Ë\/=

ð2v 2 àv 1 a2V coro ðV 1 a2V
--++--+--+ãP- - I ãF - tz àv - T 55 - ;zffirs- [[z

AV

ãõ.
âV

t0-
For the present case of spherical s¡rmnetry, = 0,
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and the equation reduces to

v2y = *. zydrz r dr

If div ,l is positive, (V2V negative), a source is indicated, the salne as

previous ly"

On the assumptions nade above, then, neasurenent of the

potential along a radial track is sufficient to define the total bulbar

potential field (which conprises concentric spherical surfaces), and also

permits ready evaluation of the current source-sink distribution givi-ng

rise to the obsen¡ed potential field"

The theory presented above is given practical application to

results of Chapters V and VI 
"
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CHAPTER V

FIELD PLOTS OF OLFACTORY BULB EVOKED RESPONSES

)ufLinø o$ tln'ís cl+apten:

The LOT/cortex response is known to undergo inversion as the
recording electrode moves pait a region close to the mitral cel1 body
layer in-the olfactory bulb. The results of this chapter are concerned
wiitr the spatial distribution in the olfactory bulb of the potential
fields and current sources and sinks resulting fron stinulation of the
prepyrifonn and perianygdaloid regions of the pyriform cortex. The

ma:ãi portion of this chapter is believed to conpri_se an original
contribution. Fields exilting in the olfactory bulb were sampled by
recording averaged evoked responses (AERs) fron 58 separate sites.
AERs werð obtained at each site to stimulation of prepyriform cortex,
periamygdaloid cortex and stinulation of both sites together. Recording
sites were arranged to form four frontal planes and one parasagittal
plane. Digitised AERs were transferred to a general-purpose, large-
icale digiial computer. Prograns were written to sort and collate the
t"rporr"s into coirect order, and to automatically produce digital
pto-ts of the potential fields existing in any Plane ?t any giYg" instant
ãf ti*" for airy of the three cases of stinulation. By autonating the
production of contoul Inaps, they are more directly conparable than
thor" produced by nanual techniques. The nost interesting results have
been tã do with the general features which have emerged. There is a

high degree of conformity in all planes between the contour lines and

the laminal arlangenent of bulbar elements. Very little, if any,
difference c¿rn be observed between potential fields resulting fron
stimulation of the two different cortical sites. Current source-sink
distributions have also been calculated and plotted. Because the bulb
does not have cylindrical syrunetry, it has been necessary to calculate
these distributions fron measurements in three dinensions. Interesting
comparison is made between two- and three-dimensional source-sink
dislributions. The nost important finding is that there is a high
degree of henispherical synmetry of the fields in the rostral half of
tné bufU. This finding is used as the basis of an investigation of
the fine distribution of the fields in Chapter VI.
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Gøne.¡ta,t- conmøntÁz

In Chapter III the several types of potentials evoked in

the olfactory bulb on stimulation of nore central sites were dis-

cussed. The application of averaging techniques resulted in a¡t

inprovenent of stability of these different types of response, and

allowed certain of their properties, which might otherwise have been

masked in the case of single responses, to be distinguished a¡rd

dis cussed.

Having transferred the digitised averaged evoked responses

(AERs) to a general-purpose digital computer, initially for plotting

purposes (see Appendix 3), it then became feasible to perfonn further

data manipulation. In this chapter, numerical nethods are applied

to the results of an experiment performed in an attempt to learn more

about the spatial distribution in the olfactory bulb of one of the

nain types of response presented in Chapter III, the LOT/cortex

positive-negative.

Broad qualitative observations on this topic have been given

by several authors (see references given in Chapter IV), and such

observations have seryed as a basis for the modelling studies of Rall

and Shepherd (1968). To date, no comprehensive study appeals to have

been published in which actual field plots for bulbar potentials,
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covering three dimensions, are given. The papel by Shepherd and Haberly

(1970) on selective partial activation of the olfactory bulb of the

opossum is possibly the nearest approach to the present case.

II{ETHTDS:

The experinents performed were similar in nature to those

described in Chapter III. The results to be discussed were obtained

fron the one anirnal. For certain reasons, the other experiments proved

unsuccessful, or were incornplete, and therefore not suitable for further

analysís of the present type. It nrust be ernphasized that to carry out

a field plot anaiysis with the experimental arrangement described here

involves certain technical problens not nomally encountered in more

conventional evoked response studies" A najor problen is the slow speed

of data acquisition during an experinent. (Refer Appendix 5.) The

duration of the experinent is therefore quite long, and necessitates

care that all conditions and paraneters of the prepafation, e.g.,

anaesthetic level, be maintained as constant as possible throughout.

gtherwise, a true picture of the fietd distribution cannot be obtained-

Secondly, a single experiment generates a large volume of nunerical data'

The tine and expense of fully processing this and producing the final

field plots have not permitted verification of the results in subsequent

experinents. Howevet, it is believed that the results are in good agree-

nent vrith all of the above-¡nentioned qualitative publications.
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The animal used hlas a wild rabbit, male, weight 1875 gns.

Main details of the experimental preparation have been given in Chapter

III. In the present case, paraldehyde I.M. hras the anaesthetic used,

with supplenental ether during surgery. Additional snall doses of

paraldehyde were administered approxinately every two hours during the

couîse of the experinent.

A fine nonitoring electrode was located as far rostral in the

bulb as practical, and thro stinulating electrodes positioned at the sa¡ne

anteroposterior (AP) level, but at different lateral positions in the

pyriform cortex (Figs . 44 and 45), such that characteristic LOT/cortex

responses were obtained on stimulation of each. The sti¡nulating

electrodes were connected to separate stimulators, and stinulus anpli-

tudes adjusted to give roughly the sane anplitudes of response from each.

The nonitoring electrode was then renoved. To manipulate and position

the bulbar recording electrodes with the precision and accuracy required,

use was nade of the Prior micromanipulator and Mitutoyo dial gauge

described in Appendíx 2.

The experinent proper consisted of obtaining AERs to stinu-

lation of each of the cortical sites separately, and both together, while

recording from different positions along the 10 electrode tracks in the

bulb, indicated in Fig. 448. A total of 200 AERs was obtained, and 164

of those formed the raw data for this chapter. The bulbar electrode

tracks were arranged to forn four frontal planes (1 to 4) and one



Figure 44 Rabbit, showing stimulating and recording sites for bulbar

field studies.

A: Section showing stimulating electrode positions.

B: Dorsal and ventral views of the brain showing recording electrode

tracks and planes forrned thereby.
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parasagittal plane (6) (Fig. 448, 46, 47).

0a,ta lnandLíng ænd ytnoeuâing:

All AERs in the Conputer of Averaged Transients (CAT) store

were transferred to punched paper tape, and thence to digital nagnetic

tape on the cDC 6400 conputer. FuIl detaiis of all steps are given in

Appendix 3. Computer programs were written by the author to check for

and correct any minor nispunching errors which night have occurred,

convert all AERs to correct millivolt values, 4d to sort and collate

the responses into the correct planes and correct sequences in the

planes. Three separate sets of conditions were investigated for each

p1ane, nanely, prepyriforn stimulation (PPY), perianygdaloid stimulation

(PAM), and both (PPY + PAM). The main progranrning and processing

involved construction of contour maps of potential distribution at a

given instant of tine in any plane to any one of the three cases of

stimulation above" Further details of these programs and the nethod

adopted are given in Appendix 5.

RESULTS:

SL(nu.bhLng 
^ifet:

Histological exanination of the brain after the experiment

showed the stinulating electrodes to be in the positions indicated in

Figs. 44 and 45. These placenents are perhaps a little unfortunate in

that both electrodes lie faírLy close to the borders of the different
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cortical areas described in the cytoarchitectonic studies of Rose and

Rose (195L) (Fig" 4s).

As is seen, the nore medial electrode appears to be in their
region Pan 2, and the more lateral electrode in the vicinity of the

vague border between Prpy 1 and Prpy 3. These regions seem to be in

reasonable correspondence with the regions PAI'I and PPY3 of Dennis and

Kerr (1968) for the cat. In addition, from the results of the experi-

mental series of Chapter III, and also frorn the results of Dennis (1965)

and Morrison (1970), it would appear that there is some degree of

correlation between the tfpes of LOT/cortex AERs obtained and the archi-

tectonically defined site being stimulated. Stimulation anterior to

that plane where the posteriorly running LOT becones no longer visible

frequently yields an initial negative conponent: posterior to this

plane, alnost invariably never. For the more lateral electrode, the

latter appears to be the case, providing electrophysiological as well

as histological verification for the term PPY (3) stinulation.

For the nore nedial electrode, although at the sane Ap level,

the responses have much longer latency of onset, and longer peak latency

for the positivity than for the PPY responses (Figs. 50-s2) . The ti¡ne

course of the late negativities are nonetheless relatively close. For

this reason, and the histology, the medial stimulus síte is terned PAIr{.

Recon-d,Lng 'si,tøt:

Photographic reproductions of the four frontal planes are given



Figure 46 Photographic reproductions of histologicar sections through

planes L artd 2. Plane 1 on the left is stained f,or cells (neutral red),
and plane 2 for fibres (Luxol fast blue)..
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Figure 47 Photographic reproductions of sections through planes 3

and 4. ' Both sections stained for cel1s (neutral red).
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in Figs. 46 and 47. Since the histology was done with frontal sections,

it is obviously not possible to present ptane 6. The outline for

drawings of this plane have been reconstructed fron measurenents on the

sections of each of the four frontal planes" In all field plots which

follow in this chapter, the contour lines were computer generated a¡rd

automatically plotted (Appendix 5), and the section outlines and

schematic representations of pertinent histological detailsr e.g., the

nitral ce11 layer, manually traced from enlarged photographs of the

appropriate planes. All plots were originally done at X40 real size,

and later photographically reduced for presentation here.

Exonplø:

Figure 48 shows a conputer generated plot of the responses

recorded in plane 2 to PAM electrode stinulation. Note that the actual

Tesponse positions in the plane were not uniforrnly spaced, but that the

nontage here has been sequentially and uniformly ordered for plotting

purposes. In the centre of the plane (responses 11 and 12) and also some

of the other responses, the normal (deep) LOT/cortex response is obsen¡ed.

There is virtually no initial negativity following the stinulus artifact.

At the periphery of the plane (tops and bottoms of coh:mns) the responses

reverse in sign. Such reversal is well known, and has already been

comrnented on above, and in Chapter IV.

To construct a potential map at a given instant of tine, the

appropriate values are selected from each response and inserted as data
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in the calculations of the program of Appendix 5. Fig. 49 shows a

typical resultant contour map for plane 2, with traced section outline

and structural details. The field is in response to PAlr{ stinulation, at

a time LI.25 msec after stimulus onset. Conputer generated identifi-

cation and additional information is autornatically generated with each

plot. The above tine interval was chosen to coincide approximately with

the peak positivity of the deep bulbar response. The rrzeroil isopotential

(zero with respect to the renote indifferent being used in this nono-

polar recording situation) is shown by the cross-hatched line, and

positivity deep in the bulb by capital P. In later plots, deep bulbar

positivity and negativity are indicated by lower-case p and n,

re spective ly.

A striking characteristic of this and nost subsequent plots

is the high degree of synmetry or conformity between the shape of the

isopotential lines and the shape of the bulbar section, particularly the

mitral ce11 layer. (Inner heavy line of the diagrarn.)

AER monfager:

Figures 50-52 show montages of responses fron planes 2, I, and

6, respectively, with each montage showing superinposed AERs to PPY, PAIvt,

and PPY + PAIvf stimulation. As in the exarnple above, individual values

at the same point in tine for the given stimulating condition are

extracted and operated on to produce the appropriate contour ¡nap.

Plots were obtained for all 5 planes, for each of the 3 ty?es of stinulus,
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at each of 9 separate time instants (3,5, 8, 11, 14,25,55,45,111

msec after stimulus onset.) Only results at 8, 11, 25, and J5 msec are

presented here. These tines are shown by the vertical lines on Fig.48.
The 8 and 11 msec delays coincide approximately with the peak positivity
of the PPY and PAM responses, respectivety. The 25 and s5 nsec derays

were for rising and peak deep negativity conditions for both ppy and

PAM responses.

In addition to potential ptots, the two-dimensional Laplacian

operator (Chapter IV) was applied to the potential fields in an attempt

to obtain current source-sink distributions. since the bulb lacks

axial (cylindrical) synmetry, this technique gives information only

about currents in the plane of the section, and none about currents

through it. P1ane 2, located between two other planes, pernitted three-

dimensional Laplacian operator application, if appropriate antero-

posterior interpolation was applied between planes 1, 2, and 3 to form

a 'runit cuberr operator. Results of potential field plots, and some

two- and three-dinensional current source-sink plots will now be given.

All field plots are reproduced at x16 in Figs , s3 to 67, and the medial

side of planes 1-4 is the left-hand side.

PLan¿ I ¡totewtiøl Áíe/-d¿:

The first results to be considered in detail are the potential

field plots of plane 1, the most rostral frontal plane. These are shown

in Figs. 53, 54, and 55, each figure corresponding to a deLay of Br 25,
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Plane 1 potential field p1ots, 55 msec after stinulus onset.
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and 35 msec, respectively. As has already been pointed out, 8 msec

corresponds with the peak of the positive response to PPY stinulation,

and 35 msec with the approximate peak of the late negativity for both

PPY and PAIvI stimulation. In each of the three figures, the three field
plots A-C correspond respectively to the re¡r-:Lts of stinulation of PPY,

PM, and PPY + PAM, aIL at the same delay, specified above.

In Chapter III, in order to ascertain further properties of a

conplex averaged evoked response (AER), double-pulse stinulation

(Conditionyplus Test) was enployed. Subsequently, either graphically,

or by use of the Computer of Average Transients, the Conditionr¡,response

was subtracted to yield the Test response on its own after the interaction.

This could then be compared with the Test Tesponse obtained without

prior conditioning. Here, the above procedure has been extended to the

case of potential fields. In all three fígures, the PPY field response

(A) has been subtracted from the PPY + PAIr4 response (c) , yielding the

PAM response after interaction (Figs. 55D, 54D, sSD).

The nain features of the prots A-c of Figs. 53-55 are, firstly,

the general confornity of the isopotential lines with the laminar

arrangement of the olfactory formation elements, and, secondly, the

bunching of the lines in the dorsal aspect of the bulb in the vicinity

of the mitral cell layer. Associated with this intensified field is an

apparent dipole, particularly in the case of ppy stimulation (A) and

PPY + PAM (c) in all three figures. rt was first believed that this
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dipole-like field was indicative of partial activation of bulbar elements

in this region. However, examination of the rnontage of AERs for this
plane (Fig. 51) indicates that the existence of this dipole is highly

dependent on the atypical nature of AER number 13 on the nontage.

(Compare 13 with the rnore typical L, 3, anct i5.) Careful re-examination

of the protocol for the experiment resulted in the conclusion that AER

number 13 was probably an artifactual ïesponse caused by earlier
insertion of the monitoring electrode, and might be likened to the

response obtained from the crushed or damaged end-region of a nerve ¿rxon

preparation. The dorsal dipole field in the plots for plane 1 is there-

fore regarded as having no normal physiological significance.

If the dorsal sections of the plots are disregarded for the

above reasons, then comparison of the remainder of the plots B and D in
each figure (the PAM field before and after interaction with the ppy

fierd) indicates that the individual fietds do not appear to sum

directly. The PAM field appeaïs to have been fairly uniformly reduced

across the plane of the section for the g and J5 msec cases, (Figs. 5s

and 55) and has been almost entirely removed in the 25 msec case

(Fie. sa).

This general impression is reinforced by reference to the

montages for plane 1 (Fig. s1). It might be stated, then, that the

responses and the fields appear to sum reasonably argebraically, but

with a linear reduction in the pAM (Test) conponents.
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PLanø 3 potønf,il,L díe.Ld's:

These are presented in Figs. 56 and 57, where the first shows

the response to PPY, PAM, and PPY + PAM stimulation at 8 rnsec delay

(Fig. 56, A, B, D), and the second, the sane sequence at 55 nsec delay

(Fig. 57 ? A, B, C). These fields, like those for plane 4, appear

slightly asymnetrical, probably as a result of insufficient spatial

sanpling of the field by only two electrode penetrations. Because of

this, only the left half of the plots are probably significant.

There is an interesting inflection in the isopotential lines

at the region of the concavity in the mitral cell layer on the nedial

(1eft hand) side. In Chapter III, the comment was nade that where such

concavities occur in laminar arrays of cells (the pyranidal cell layer

of the prepyriforn cortex in that case), there is conmonly an appro-

priate alteration in the shape of the evoked potential. This is

demonstrated in responses 2 and 3 of the montage of AERs for this plane

(Fig. 56C). For these responses, particulatly number 2, the positivity

nay not be inverted, even though the late negativity is. When compared

with the rrnornal?r responses, these responses might be regarded as

atypical. However, they are in complete agreenent with figures repro-

duced by PhilLips e.t a.L. (1963) for sinilar conditions of electrode

penetration, and therefore considered significant here,

0f further interest is the rather sma11 rnagnitudes of the PAI'I

responses, especially in comparison with those for the more rostrally
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Figure 56 Plane 3 potential field plots, 8 msec after stinulus onset,
plus conposite montage of AERs.
A: PPY
B: PAM stinulation.
C: nontage. (Sweep speed 125 msec).
D: (PPY + PAIvI) stinulation.
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Figure 57
A: PPY
B

C

Plane 3 potential field plots, 35 rnsec after stinulus onset.

PAl,4

(PPY + PAltf) stinulation.
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located planes 7 and 2.

PLan¿ 4 ne¿wLt's:

This is the most caudal of the planes. Virtually the same

connents just made for plane 3 apply to the potential map.s for this

plane, shown in Figs. 58 and 59. Again, the general shape of the fields

is in reasonable conformity with the pattern of bulbar lanination. An

inflection is present in the fields on the nedial aspect of the section,

corresponding with the'tatypical?t responses 2 and 3 of Fig. 58C, in a

similar fashion to plane 3. The same presentation for plane 3 has

been naintained, with responses to PPY, PAM, and PPY + PAlvl stinulation

at delays of 8 msec (Fig. 58 A, B, D) and 35 msec (Fig. 59 A, B, C),

being the peak PPY positivity and late negativity, respectively. The

virtual non-existence of a field to PAM stimulation at 8 rnsecs (Fig. 588)

is confirrned by reference to the montage of Fig. 58C.

PLtn¿ 6 ne'su.tt's:

It was originally intended that this plane should bisect the

left olfactory bulb along its longitudinal axis. Exanination of the

histology of planes 3 and 4 shows that the central electrode track

passed somewhat lateral to the desired loCation.

Fig. 60 shows the fields existing in plane 6 to PPY stinu-

lation at four separate tines (8, 11, 25, and 35 msec) after the stinulus.

As well as the general confornity of the isopotentials with the bulbar

stn¡cture, the same phenomenon appearing in plane 1 results (Figs. sg-ss)
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Plane 4 potential field plots, 8 msec after stimulus onset,

A

Figure 58
plus composite nontage of AERs.
A: PPY

B : PAII{ stimulation.
C: montage. (Sweep speed 1-25 msec)
D: (PPY + PAM) stinulation.
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B

Plane 4 potential field plots, 35 msec after stimulus onset.

(PPY + PAl,f) stimulation.
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Figure 59
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is also present. The bunching of the field lines and existence of an

apparent dipole in the dorsal and rostral section of the bulb was des-

cribed there as an apparent artifact due to danage caused by insertion

and withdrawal of the monitoring electrode.

Although the more peripheral contr:ur lines follow the shape of
the bulbar elenents quite well, the inner contours tend to forrn closed

ellipses. This is in agreenent with the histological observations

mentioned above, that plane 6 does not exactly bisect the bulb. If it
had done so, then from syrnmetry considerations, all contour lines and

not just the rnore peripheral ones should have been senicircles with

their open ends to the left of the figures, sinilar to the bulbar out-

line. 0f course, the fact that the bulb is not ideally syrunetrical to

begin with is probably a contributing factor as wel1.

Fig. 6L provides analogous plots to those of Fig. 60, with

responses to PAII4 stinulation at the sarne times (g, fLr zs, and 55 msecs)

after stinulus onset. Field configurations are generally sirnilar, but

much less intense for PAM than ppy stinulation, as expected fron the

montage of plane 6 responses (Fig. 52).

rn the left-hand, central regions of alr four plots in Figs. 60

and 61, there are very few contour lines, indicating this region is
approxinately isopotential at most tines. This is in agreenent with the

general pictures provided by the results of planes 1, s, and 4, given

above, and pLane 2, following later. Each erectrode track in plane 6
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corresponds with the central electrode track in each of the planes 1-4.

Along any electrode track in plane 6, the density of the contour lines

is reflected in a sinilar density for the sane track in the corresponding

frontal plane. (Detailed conparison shows that there is not exact

correspondence, as there ideally should be. This is due to the snoothing

processes applied during computer generation of the field plots, the

smoothing being unrelated in the two orthogonal planes.) Potential

fields in plane 6 show that the electrical field is more intense in the

anterior half (i.e., planes 1 and 2) than the posterior half (i.e.,

planes 3 and 4) " Most irrportantly, plane 2 appeats to be a plane of

symmetry, with both the olfactory formation and the potential fields

constituting sornething like concentric hernispheres on plane 2 as a base.

This important feature forms the rnain basis for the experimental approach

in Chapter VI.

Given a two-dimensional potential field, it is possible to

appry the two-dinensional Laplacian operator (chapter IV) in order to

obtain a measure of the current source-sink distribution giving rise to

the observed potential field. Fig. 604, D and Fig. 614, D give potential

field plots for plane 6 at times 8 and 35 nsecs after PPY and PAIr{

stimulation, as described above. The results of source-sink calculations

on these four potential fields are presented in Fig. 62, contour plots

have been chosen as the nethod of presentation, with isolevels corres-

ponding to equal source (or sink) intensity. Regions of source activity
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are shown by tinting.

The source-sink plots are distínctly different fron the

potential plots, primarily in that they do not appear to have as gïeat

a tendency to conformity with the bulbar shape, and are much more

i-rregular. Exactly the same observations wiìj'.j nracle by Howland e,t a,[-.

(1955) for the spinal cord. The apparent irregular nature of the source-

sink distributions was readily explained by these authors by examining

the expression used to calculate the sources or sinks fron the potential

distribution, vi-2., 4v0-vr-vz-vs-v¿ (chapter IV). It can be shown that

if the v. have independent errors of equal variance , a2, then the above

expression has variance 20o2, and standard deviation approxinately 4.4

times that for the potentials. Even though the application of averaging

techniques to the potential measuïernents has reduced o2 below that of

the single response case, there is stil1 apparently sufficient variance

present to cause considerable irregularity in the source-sink calcu-

lations. consequently, in discussìon of these maps, it is necessary to

concentrate upon general features and to ignore smal1er, more specifíc

details as possibly a-rtifactual. A similar conclusion was reached by

Howland e't a"L, (1955), and for this reason they presented their source-

sink maps in a manner quite different to the present contour maps.

The nain feature of Fig. 62A (ppy stimulus, B msecs) is the

existence of an arc-shaped source region lying in the same segment of
the olfactory formatj-on as the granule ce11 layer. Located peripherally
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about this i-s a sink region of current, and possibly there also exists

a second weak sink region in the centre of the bu1b. Between the

electrode tracks corresponding with planes 1 and 2, the're appears to be

alternately a strong sink, followed by a strong source, followed in turn

by another strong sink. Again, this is believed to reflect neural

damage caused by passage of the monitoring electrode. These high

intensity regions can be associated with the inflections in the

potential field in this vicinity.

The plot of source-sink clistri-bution at the peak of the late

negativity to PPY stimulation (Fig. 628) shows a somewhat complementary

picture to Fig. 62A, in that the general areas that are sources in one

are sinks in the other, and vice versa.

For PAIV stimulation, quite similar results are obtained to

those for PPY stimulation, just clescribed, but the source-sink distri-

butions are not as intense. Fig. 62C, at 8 msec (towards the peak of

the positivity of the deep response), indicates a weak source distribution

rostrally and centrally with weak sink distributions surrounding this and

also located in the middle of the bu1b. At the peak of the deep

negativity (Fig. 62D), the distribution appears si-mi1ar to, but less

intense than tlrat of Fig . 628 
"

It may be re-stated that, although the above calculations

would be correct if plane 6 was a true nid-plane, in fact it is not, and

some current will flow into and out of the plane. rt has not been
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possible to take this component into consideration in the source-sink

calculations here. Later, it will be shor^m for plane 2 that two_ and

three-dimensional current source-sink distributions may differ appreciably.

Playt¿ 2 n-au,(Lt:

Figs. 63-67 are concerned with field conditions in plane 2.

The first three (Figs. 63-65) show fields at three instants of time,

namely, 8,25, ffid 55 msec. The four plots in each correspond to ppy

stimulation, PAM stimutation, ppy + pAM stimulation, and the result of
subtracting the PPY field from the ppy + pAM field. This latter technique

has already been discussed in ti-re presentation of results fron plane 1

(Figs. 55-ss).

Fig. 63 presents these fields at the instant of peak positivity
of the PPY response. Plots A and B indicate that the sane general picture
which has emerged from the results of all other planes also holds here.

That is, except for minor differences, the PPY and pAM fields are similar
in shape, and both conform notably with the bulbar stTuctules. The

field shown in Fig. 63C in response to simultaneous ppy and pAM stimu-

lation is the most intense fj-eld plotted in the series. If the fields
generated by separate ppy and pAM stimulation weïe to sum on joint
stinulation, then the result of subtracting the Ppy field from the ppy +

PAM field should return the pAM prot. Figure 6iD shows the resurt of
such manipulation. It can be seen that this plot does not coincide very

well with that for pAM stimulation alone (Fig. 638). rn Fig. 6sD there
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appears to be three quite distinct poles of negativity located at the

dorsal and ventrolateral periphery. Alr field values in Fig. 6sD are

lower than Fig. 638, indicating that the ppy + pAM interaction result
was smaller than would be expected for direct summation. The three

distinct negative 'polesr? in Fig. 6sD could then be interpreted as

indicating that there u¡as selectively greater inhibition, or reduction

of the combined response in these regions than for the renainder of the

p1ane. Howevet, such interpretation remains conjectural at this stage.

For Fig. 64, at a deray of 2s msec, the depth of the bulb is
noI4I at a negative potential. The shapes and relative intensities of the

fields in Fig. 644, B, and C are little different from the corresponding

ones in Fig. 63. Reference to Fig. 64D shows that again direct summ_

ation of the fields has not occurred. In this case the regions of
negativity on Fig. 6sD have been nodified to become a positive pole on

the dorsal aspect of the plane and greatly reduced perturbations in the

ventromedial and ventrolateral poles.

At a delay 10 msec later than for Fig. 64, the responses are

at approxinately the peak of the deep bulbar negativity (Fig. 65). The

potential fields are slightly more intense than for Fig. 64, but other_

wise the same. upon subtraction of the plot of Fig. 65A fron that of
Fig. 65c, the result (Fig. 6sD) is very close to zero, indicating that
the PAM field contributed very littte to the joint ppy + pAM field. By

comparison with Fig. 64D, the most positive region is now down on the
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right ventrolateral aspect of the plane.

A general feature of all of the plane 2 potential plots is

the rrbunching'r of the contour lines in the ventral right-hand corner of

each p1ot. No explanation is readily available for this, except to note

that response 16 in the montage of plane 2 AERs (Fig. 50) is possibly

atypical.

Current source-sink plots are displayed in Figs. 66 and 67 .

Fig. 66 is for PPY stimulation, and Fig. 67 for PAM stinulation. Plots

in A and B for both figures are for a time delay of L1 msec: plots in

C and D for both figures are for a corresponding time delay of 35 msec.

Parts A and C of each figure are for two-dinensional source-sink

distribution. These have been obtained by application of a two-

dinensional Laplacian operator in exactly the same manner as described

earlier for plane 6. By suitable interpolation procedures, using

planes 1 and 3 on either side of plane 2, it is possible to extend the

two-dimensional Laplacian operator analysis to three dimensions.

Current source-sink distributions for the three-dimensional case are

shown in Figs. 66 B, D and Figs. 67 B, D.

A is directly comparable with B, and likewise C with D as two-

conpared with three-dimensional distributions for that specified instant

of tine. The 11 msec delay PPY stirnulus plots of Fig. 664 and B, and

the PAM stirnulus plots of Fig. 67A and B both indicate that the main

bulk of the bulb deep to the mitral cell layer is acting as a source,
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and that, distributed around the periphery, in the region of the

mitral ce11 and external plexiform layers are various sink regions.

The two-di¡nensional current source-sink plots (Figs. 66A and 67A) both

show quite complex and intense source-sink activity in the ventral and

right ventrolateral regions of the section, the source lying ventrally
just deep to the nitral cell layer, and the sink lying across the nitral
cell layer in the ventrolateral region. Fron this picture of the two-

dimensional cunent activity, it night appear that there is a segnent

of differential activation of bulbar elements in this region. rt is
necessary to recall, though, that it is strictly only correct to apply

two-dimensional Laplacian operator techniques to a potential field that

is invariant in the third dimension, so that no current passes at right
angles to the plane under consideration. This criterion was clearly
recognized by Howland e,t a,L. (1955) in their study of cat spinal cord

fields, where they perforined suitable controls to demonstrate that

current flow across the planes they were considering hras negligible,

It was also discussed when presenting two-dimensional current source-

sink plots for plane 6, above.

Following a three-dimensionar anarysis, in which potentiars

in front of and behind plane 2 are taken into account, it can be seen

from the results of Fig. 668 and 678 that the intense sink region on the

ventrolateral region disappears, while the intense ventral source region

remains little changed. Otherwise, the two- and three-dimensional



current source-sink distributions are very similar. The localised
ventral source region nay indicate partial activation of bulbar elements,

but it is difficult to ascertain why the same region should be activated
by both PPY and pAM stinulation (Figs. 668 and 678).

At the peak of the late negativity, 35 nsec after stimurus

onset, the two-dimensional current source-sink distributions are as

shown in Figs. 66c and 67c. Both plots are roughry cornplementary to
Figs. 664 and 674, respectively, as expected, with the depths of the

bulb acting as a source and regions around the periphery acting as sinks.
Fig. 66c also shows an intense source-sink dipole in the ventral and

lateral portions of the plane. This appears to be lacking for pAM

stinuration (Fig. 67c). lfhen three-dimensional analysis is again under-

taken, virtually all of the two-dimensional source-sink dipole disappears

(Fig. 66D). The same appears likewise for the case of pAM stinulation,
and only regions of weak source activity renain around the periphery.

?ISCUSSIOiV;

Apprication of potentiar field studies, and calculation of
curtent source-sink distributions in activated nervous tissue are by no

means novel, and little can be added about basic techniques, problems,

and implications to that already covered in the comprehensive discussions

of Howland ei. a,L. (1955). rn the application here of these techniques

to olfactory bulb fields, advances have possibly been technicar, rather
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than theoretical. The use of the CAT has enabled averaging of res-

ponses in an attempt to reduce their variance, a problem in the work of

Howland ef a,L. That this has been relatively successful is evidenced

by the predominant snoothness of the potential contour maps. Because

the CAT is a digital rnachine, the resultant AERs have been in a form

suitable for automatic computer processing. Tedious nanual calculations

of the type performed by Howland Lt a,L. on their data have been obviated

by this computer usage. Likewise, plotting, in which a certain degree

of variability is always encountered with manual techniques (Appendix 5)

has been standardised, and automated on a large scale digital computer,

overcoming the tedium of the manual approach. All contour naps are

therefore produced by exactly the sarne algorithn and are possibly nore

directly conparable than those produced by manual techniques. Sinilar1y,

the application of Laplacian operators to the potential field data is

simply carried out by minor program alterations, in vivid contrast with

the manual approach.

In investigating fields of nervous tissue activity, nost other

workers (see Chapter IV for several references) have generally not

proceeded past obtaining potential field plots. Subsequently, there has

been an incorrect tendency to equate maximun positive or negative

potential I'polesfr as sources or sinks. Where it has been recognized

that it is necessary to proceed further to obtain correct source-sink

distributions, several workers have chosen regions where the arrangenent
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of the neuronal elenents pernits them to proceed with only one- or thro-

dinensional considerations (e.g., Humphrey, 1968a, b; Howland ú ú.,

1955). It is believed that the results presented here for plane 2 are

possibly the first application of three-dimensional source-sink

calculations in the central nervous systen, and that cornparison with

the two-dimensional distributions justifies the necessity of such an

extens ion.

When presenting the two-dimensional current source-sink plots

for plane 6 (Fig.62), it was pointed out that the variance of the

Laplacian operator expression was 20o2, o2 being the variance of the

individual potential measurements. For the three-dimensional expression,

6Vo - (IVi) , i = L, 2 6, the variance should theoretically be 42o2,

and the standard deviation approximately 1.5 times that for the two-

dinensional source-sink values.

In the several conparative two- and three-dimensional plots

which have been given, the difference in irregularity between the plots

is so small as to suggest that oz is itself quite snall, æd that possibly

the irregularity is a property of the sources and sinks themselves, and

not due to the variability of the potential measurenents.

The most interesting features of the results have been nrainly

generalities; for example, the confornity in all planes between the

contour lines and elenents of the bulbar structure. rn addition, the

three-dinensional current source-sink results confirm the concept that at
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the peak of the positivity the deeper regions of the bulb are acting as

a source, with the peripheral regions acting as sinks. At peak

negativity, the converse ho1ds. Exanination of the finer details of
the sources and sinks is left to Chapter VI.

Although an attempt was made during the positioning of the

stimulating electrodes to stimulate two disparate sites of the pyriform

cortex, very little, if any difference between the two classes of
response, potential fields, or current source-sink distributions is dis-
cernable in the present results.

certain features of sone of the plots, for exampre, the

apparent dipole in the dorsal aspect of plane 1, appear on closer

investigation to be artifacts introduced during the experi¡nent.

A related phenonenon is noted for the current source-sink

distributions of plane 2 (Figs . 66 and 67). There, strong source-sink

distlibutions in the two-dimensional case disappear on three-dinensional

analysis. This is interpreted to nean that the two-dimensional sources

and sinks are spurious and are due to the nethods of analysis not being

sufficiently comprehensive.

conparison of the theoretical field plots of chapter rv for
partial activation of the bulb with the experimental fields indicates

the latter arise from much nore complicated distributions than the

(decidedly idealised) fonner.

The potential field plots in the various planes do indicate
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how, when recording under conditions simiLar to those of Chapter III,

the bulbar record may be decidedly optimised by shifting the recording

electrode quite small distances in the bulb, from a region of snal1

isopotential values to one of higher values.

The most inportant finding of this chapter is that there is

a high degree of hemispherical symnetry of the fields, with plane 2 as

the henispherical base. The inplications and extensions of this are

discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER VI

RADIAL POTENTIAL Pù{D CURRENT SOURCE-SINK

DISTRIBUTION IN THE OLFACTORY BULB

)uLUnø od th,í's el+aYtten:

An experimental investigation is nade of the radial
distribution of potential in the olfactory bulb for responses to
stinulation of tñe L0T/cortex and the anterior limb of the anterior
comnissure (AAC). Because of the conditions of radial syrunetry,
verified in the previous chapter, measurements made along one

dia¡neter sen¡e to define the potential distribution throughout the
bulb, more particularly the rostral hemisphere. The use of
averaging techniques provides ver.y stable, averaged evoked responses
fron each recording station along the electrode track and permits
regraphing the results as potential versus radial distance, with
tilne äs the pararnetric variable. The regularity and snoothness of
the curves sõ obtained allow further manipulation in the forrn of
graphical differentiation to yield the Laplacian expression
ãerived in Chapter IV. In this way, an accurate indication is
obtained of the location of sources a¡d sinks giving rise to the
observed bulbar potentials at diffelent times during an averaged
evoked response. Of particular interest is the discovery of an

unexpected region cf intense extracellular source activity in the
exteinal plexiform la¡'er at the peak of the deep positivity of the
LOT/cortei response. Potential distributions redrawn fron pub-
lished results, of other workers support the distribution obtained
here, and indicate that this source region is not an artifact of
the present series of results" Very precise deterrninations of
potential distribution in the bulb during the initial negativity of
tft" Lm/.ortex response are also derived and related to the bulbar
histological structures. Distributions of potential to AAC stinu-
lation are initially quite differçnt from those of LQT/cortex
responses, ild appeal to indicate a slow wave of activity building
up and passing peripherally fron the depths of the bulb. There-
rlt"t, ttte RRC distribution seems to become sirnilar to the
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distribution for later sections of the LOT/cortex response. It is
believed that the results of this chapter are in the main an
original contribution.

Gønuø..(- cwmøntÁ:

An attempt has been made in the earlier chapters to enphasisr

the syn¡netrical aspects of the olfactory bu1b. rn chapter rr, the

structural radial sfûnetry of the olfactory formation was pointed out.

when the various tlT)es of response recordable deep in the burb were

presented in chapter rII, they were stated as being obtained "deep to

the ¡nitral cell layerrr. A certain degree of electrical symnetry h¡as

thereby tacitly inplied, such that it did not natter where in the bulb

the recording electrode was located; provided it was ,deep" to this

'rspherical'f layer. Towards the end of chapter IV, nodelling studies

were undertaken for potcrtial distribution in a partially activated,

spherical rrolfactory bulbrr. For ease of field plotting, the case of

two-dinensional symnetry (a cylindrical 'rolfactory bulbrr) was employed,

the nain features of these fields readily being extrapolated to the

case of spherical syrmetry.

Chapter V presented a detailed investigation of the bulbar

three-dimensional potential and current source-sink distributions result-

ing fron LOT/cortex stimulation. The results of that chapter demonstrated
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the iurportant feature that, in addition to the structural symmetry,

there is also a high degree of radial electrical synnetry in the rostral

half of the bulb. rn particular, a plane corresponding approximately

with plane 2 of chapter V could properly be regarded as the base of a

rostrally-extending henisphere for both the histological elements atd

the potential fields.

0f course, this concept of approximate spherical synnetry I

the olfactory bulb is by no neans nev/. Walsh (1959) co¡nrnented specific-

ally on the syuunetry of both the monopolar and bipolar electrical

responses to direct stinulation of the contralateral bulb. other

workers who have noted this syrunetry u¡ere referenced in Chapter IV, but

particular nention must be rnade again of Ra1l and shepherd (1968), who

utilised a spherical nodel with pr.mctured symmetry to nodel and recon-

struct bulbar evoked potentials.

In the present chapter, an attempt is nade to fully utilize

this concept of radial symmetry, and to apply appropriate analytical

techniques to bulbar AERs resulting fron LOT/cortex or AAC stinulation.

This approach provides a nuch finer spatial resolution of potential

fields, ffid allows the accurate derivation of current source-sink

distributions on the reasonably firnly established basis of radial

syNnetry.

lttETHjDS

Experinents in this series involved work on four guinea pigs,
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two rabbits and one cat. 0f these, results from two of the guinea pigs

and one rabbit will be presented here.

Although the bulbar electrical symmetry, which is a pre_

requisite for the data nanipulation of this chapter, has only been

demons'Èrated for the rabbit, the oven¡helming similarities between the

rabbit and guinea pig responses (e.g. chapter Irr; Morrison, 1970)

are considered as justifying the assumption that such conditions also

exist for the guinea pig.

For the rabbit, the experinental preparation was exactly as

described in chapter v. As a result of the findings of that chaptern

the recording electrode was positioned, by measurement and also by

reference to visual landmarks, to pass as near as possible to the niddle

electrode track of plane 2 of that chapter. This track was then pre-

suned to be a dianeter of a spherical electrical field.

The experinental techniques for the guinea pigs were id.entical

with those for the rabhit" the sole difference lying in anaesthetics

enployed (Paraldehyde r.M. plus ether for the rabbit; urethane r.p.

for the guinea pigs). An analogous location for the path of the record-

ing electrode in the guinea pig bulb was taken to be as indicated in

Fig. 694.

The hardware for these experiments corresponded alnost exactly

with that used in the experiments of Chapter V, with two small exceptions.

Firstly, in order to obtain finer spatial resolution, the recording
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electrodes had ¡nuch less tip exposed than for previous experiments.

Even though platinum blacked, the electrodes still required the use of
a high input impedance rnicroelectrode preamplifier (gain x 10) in front

of the no:rnal GRASS preanplifier. Tip impedance was estimated at about

1-5 Megohns. No accurate estimate of exposed tip area was obtained,

arthough the impedance estinations indicate it was quite s¡nall.

Secondly, the paper tape punch was not used, but instead th.

CAT core store contents were risted on the line printer, and plots of

the AERs made on the Bryans plotter (Appendix s). To speed up the data

acquisition rate, the cat r,rras used in the ilTwo rnputs in user mode, but

only the one AER of 200 points per sureep was read out, thereby

effectively halving the tine for the output process. The plots pro-

vided irunediate visual comparison of the changing nature of the AERs

obtained fron different locations along the recording track. 0n the

other hand, fron the printer listings, highly accurate numerical_ sample

values for each AER at :xactly the sa¡ne tine after stinulus onset could

later be obtained for graphing. Manual plotting of these contempor¿neous

sanple values produced ¿m accurrate distribution of the potential along

the (díametral) etectrode track at any one instant in tine. By inpli-
cation, this also defined the sp!,ericat- field in the bulb. gnce such a

potential versus radial distance (v-r) relationship had been graphed,

the nathematical derivation of chapter IV arlowed the source-sink

distribution to be obtained. This was done by finding the first and
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second derivatives of the v-r relationship via the technique of

graphical differentiation, and graphically combining these derivative

curves to yield the Laplacian expression. A detailed exanple of this

procedure is given in Fig. 72 and discussed in the text of the Results

section.

RESIJtTS

The radial potential distribution has been derived for two

different t¡aes of response, namely, the L0T/cortex positive-negative,

a¡rd the AAC response. In the three experiments reported here, inversion

of these responses was obtained just below the dorsal surface of the

bulb. However, even though extreme care was taken exposing the dorsal

surface and dissecting off the overlying dura in all preparations, in

several of the experirnents not reported here no inversion of the res-

ponses was obse:n¡ed in the dorsal region. Sinilar non-inversion was

also sometimes obtained during the earlier series of Chapter III" The

nodelling studies of Cire¡ter IV indicate that such a condition may

possibly correspond to partial activation of the olfactory bulb.

Because the three present experiments did not dernonstrate this phenomenon,

complete activation of the bulbar elenents is assumed for results pre-

sented in the rest of this chapter"

Since it was considered that the ventral half of the bulb

would be less traunatized by the surgical preparation, the distribution

of potential, and the calculation of current sources and sinks are
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found for that region in preference to the dorsal half. Another reason

for such a choice is the possibility of distortion of symnetry due to

the presence of the accessory olfactory butb and the anterior olfactory
nucleus, pars rostralis, in the dorsal half of the bulb (chapter Ir).
Guinu, píg R51:

Figs. 68-78 present results obtained from this animal. AERs

to LOT/cortex stimulation were obtained at intervals of 0.5 mm along

the dianetral bulbar electrode track, starting fron the dorsal surface.

Below 2 twn, they were obtained at s0 p intervals down to a depth of
4.0 ¡un. These responses were characterized by an extremely large

initial negativity. (This frequently-occurring feature of the guinea

pig response has been pointed out in Chapter III.) Histological examin-

ation of the brain after the experinent showed that the stirnulating

electrode was located quite anteriorly, and in the body of the LOT.

Fig. 68 gives exanples of the plotter output of AERs recorded

at successive 50 p ste,:,s as the electrode approached the lower nturrlovern

point. The,sixth response in this series is at a level approximately

that of the turnover. Note the abruptness of the change, which occurs

over ¿m interval of less tha¡r 0.1rnm; also the fact that not al1

sections of the AER pass through a zerl level at the same time. In

fact, a section of the trailing edge of the positivity appears to be the

first section of the response to invert in polarity. Fig. 698 shows

exanples of the inverted response at depths .5 to .6 mm below (i.e.
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outside) the tumover 1eve1.

In Fig. 70, tracings of some of the various responses

recorded at different depths in the bulb have been superinposed.

unfortunately, as is most evident in Figs. 68 and 69, there

is a great deal of noise and jitter present on the plots. Because of

this, all subsequent graphs have been manually plotted from the printer
listings of the individuat AERs.

The first of these plots is presented in Fig. 7L. Here, the

initial segments encompassing the initial negativity to a point midway

on the rising edge of the positivity have been replotted with the

s¿rme recording convention used by Rall and shepherd (196g) (i.e.

positive upwards). The five responses thus plotted were chosen to

colrespond with the basic data used by Ratr ef. a,L. (1965) and Ra11 and
*

shepherd (1968) conparison of the data of these authors and the

responses used in this chapter shows they are almost identical. A

further feature of the qraphs of Fig. 71 is that point by point plotting

of the responses yields a relatively smooth curve, which nay be con-

trasted with the jittery curyes of Figs. 68 and 69.

The high degree of stability imparted to each response by the

averaging process, coupled with tl.e smc.rthness of the tine responses,

and the fact that the responses r.vere obtained at equally-spaced, very

* The tracings of the evoked responses in these two papers
come fron the earlier work on thè rabbit by Shepherd- (viz.
a.L., 1963). Compare Fig. 71 with Ral1 and Shepñerd (1963),

appear to
Phillips e-t
their Fig. 4
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small steps (50 u) enables the data of Fig. 70 to be presented in quite

a different manner. rnstead of plotting the responses as potential

versus time, with radial position as a parametric variable, the

potential versus radial location nay be plotted for any given instant

of tine, thereby making time the parametric variable. This situation

is entirely analogous with the field plotting of chapter v. As will be

shown, certain additional inferences can be nade fron the data when j

is treated in this manner.

To illustrate this approach, the point in tine corresponding

with the peak of the deep positivity of the LOT/cortex response has

been selected. This corresponds with a tine 6.25 nsec after the stinu-

lus onset. The radial potential distribution is given in Fig. 72A.

Note that although a smooth curve was draum to pass close to all data

points hlithout any irregularities, no point was more than the thickness

of the line away from the curve. That such a smooth curye can be drawn

through the data is qui te inportant for later graphical differentiation.

Fron the potential distribution cun¡e it can be seen that the

turnover point occurs at a depth 3.23 mn below the dorsal bulbar sur-

face. Deep to (i.e. above) the turnover point, the recorded potential

is positive. when nroceeding to',,'ards the ventral surface past the

turnover point, the potential at this time (6.25 msec after stinulus

onset) becomes negative, reaches a naximun negative value at approxi-

mateLy 3.4 uun, a¡rd then decreases in magnitude fairly abruptty to level



Figare 72 Guinea pig R51"

A: Plot of potential variation versus radial distance at a time 6.25

rnsec after stimulus onset (i.e. at the peak deep positivity).

The point of potential inversion for the peak of the LoT/cortex

positivity is (arbitrarily) taken as a reference datum for this

and all subsequent potential versus radial distance plots to

permit ready comparison of spatial distributions of potentiaL at

different tines duríng the response.

B: Results of graphically differentiating the curve in A.

C: Dotted line, result of graphically differentiating the curve in

B. Heauy line, V2V, resulting fron graphically conbining first

and second spatial derivative curves of A to satisfy the

Laplacian expression" See text for comments.
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off at 3.5 mrn. rt then renains at a faítry constant negative value

from thi-s point outwards. This decrease and formation of a plateau is
definitely unexpected, and has certain important implications for the

current source-sink distributions .

Because of the unexpectedness of this feature, confirmation

was sought with the published results of other workers. In Fig. 7s1.,

B and c, the resulrs from philLíps ef a.L. (196s); Ralt and shepherd

(1968) (ostensibly rhe same data) ; ochi (196J); and Nicolt (1969)

have been replotted to show the variation of potential with radial

distance, all neasured at the insta¡rt of tine corresponding with the

peak of the deep positivity. All cases indicate that the potential

reaches a naximum negative value just past the turnover point, and then

decreases to a lesser, relatively constant, negative plateau. rt would

appear, therefore, that this feature is genuine, md not artifactual.
The next step in Fig. 72 ís to obtain the current source-sink

distribution fron the ¡,crential distribution. The theory for this

w¿rs presented in Chapter rV. Firstly, the derivative of the potential

curve is obtained. Fig. 72A has been plotted with the convention that

negative potential is upwards. If this curye is differentiated* as if
positive were upwards, then the rcsultan.t derivative curve (Fig. 728)

is, after taking sign into account once again,

* To obtain the derivative of all curves in this chapter, the technique ofgraphical differentiation from a pole has been used ifrench and Vì_erik,
1958; Hoelscher e.t a,L., 1968).
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Ralr' and shepherd (196g) (continuous rine) showing radial potentiar
distribution at the peak of the deep negativity.

B,C: Reptotting of results of Ochi (1963) and j{icoll (19ó9), respecr_
ively in a presentation similar to A above.
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dV-ãî=-gradV=E,

the electric field intensity.

Fig. 728 also gives an indication of current density, J, since

J = €, fron Ohmrs I'aw.

Secondly, the curve of Fig. 728 is differentiated, yielding

the dashed curve of Fig. 73C. To obtain the source-sink distribution

requires conbining the two derivative curves to form

v2tl=?-${*d'Vrdr ã17'
(Chapter IV). This is shown as the unbroken line in Fig. 73C.

The basic nature of the source-sink distribution is that of

a tripartite curve. Deep to the potential turnover level the elenents

of the bulb are acting as extracellular current sources. For a dis-

tañce of approxinately .25 nn outwards from the potential turnover point,

there is a region acting as a sink of extracellular current. Further

out from this extracellular sink there is a narrow region (between .05

and .1 mm wide) of an intense extracellular source. This is quite

unexpected. It corresponds with the dip on the potential curve from

the peak negative value back to a relatively constant plateau. It has

been de¡nonstrated that the potential curve is in agreenent with that

of other workers (Fig. 73); therefoie, this intense extracellular

source does not appear to be artifactual.

Next, the initial negativity spatial distribution is examined.

Figs. 74 and 75 present a series of V-r distribution curves with tine
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as the palalnetric variable. Ten individual curves are given, covering

the range of points 29 to 43 of the AERs.

The stinurus delay was nominaLry 3 msec. At a sh,eep speed of
3L.25 msec for 200 points, the stimulus onset was found to be at point
19 of each sweep. spacing of points on the AERs was 0.156 msec,

approximately. Fig. 74 presents the radial potential distribution
during the rising phase of the initial deep negativity to its peak

value. Fig. 75 gives the decline of this initial deep negativity from

its peak value to the conmencement of the deep positivity. The period

covered by both figures therefore corresponds with interval I and the

co¡nmencement of interval II of the Ral1-Shepherd mode1. Each potential
distribution curve is labelled accorriing to the CAT store location of
the AER (e.g. 'r50'r corresponds with point s0 in each of the AERs). For

this and subsequent prots a ready spatial reference is provided by the

depth corresponding with the turnover of the deep positivity, which,

for this aniural, is at approxinately 3.23 nm (Fig. 72A). The vertical
line on all diagrams indicates this reference depth.

The following features of the curves of Fig. 74 are of interest.
Firstly, the deep bulbar areas (to left of vertical reference) undergo

essentially the same change in potential. secondly, at a level just
deep to the vertical reference line, there is a localised upwards peak

(nore negative) on each of the curves, indicating that the generators

in this region are depolarising more rapidly than their surrounds.
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Next, there appears to be propagation of a negative wavefront outwards

(to the right in the diagran) due to the rising deep negativity.

Finally, at a depth approximately.sg mm below (i.e. to the right of)

the vertical reference, there is a negative inflection present on each

of the potential curves. This inflection does not correspond with the

intense extracellular source region of the curve of Fig. 72c, being

more than .1 run nore peripheral in location.

In the continuation of the above initial negativity series

(Fig. 75), the curve for point s6 (the peak inirial negativiry) is re-

drawn for comparative purposes. From this peak curve, the deep butbar

potential again decreases in a uniform manner. The region of the plots
just deep to the vertical reference line, which had previously led the

potential rise in Fig. 74, now leads the potential fa1l. That is, this

region is apparently repolarising more rapidly than its surrounds. The

negative wavefront propagating outwards does so as far as the curve

for point 39, whereupon a pronounced positive-going inflection appeaïs

at a depth corresponding exactly hrith the intense outeï extracellular

source of Fig. 72C.

The graph for point s9 gives the radial distribution of

potential çorresponding with the point in tine halfuay down the trailing
edge of the deep initial negativity. Immediately after this tine, the

curve for point 40 shows that all bulbar potential values are negative.

shortly after this, the deep section of the bulb becones positive, and
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the outer section becomes even more negative. The curve for point 43

corresponds with the beginning of period II of the Rall-Shepherd model.

This curve shows a large number of complicated inflections not pïesent

on the previous relatively snooth curves. Since this is claimed to be

the tine when intense dendrodendritic synaptic activation is occurring

in the external plexiforn rayer, such inflections are not surprising
in that region. The reason for their presence in the deeper layers c

the bulb is not so clear, but is probably due to sorne forn of activ_

ation and inhibition of the deeper processes of the granule ce11s.

subsequent to the period of the initial negativity, the

evoked responses change more slowly with time. Fig. 76 shows the poten_

tial distributions for the deep positivity and late negativity. For

conparative purposes the plots corresponding to points 36 and 44 of the

AERs are repeated. Note there has been a change in the vertical scale

to one-quarter that of Figs. 74 and 7s, In Fig. 76, the additional

curves that are plotted are for points 61, 75 and 1g0 in the AERs.

These three points correspond with the peak of the positivity (Fig. 72) ,

a tine 2.5 msec past the peak positivity , and the approxirnate peak of
the late negativity. From these curves it ca¡ be seen that there is a

relatively large difference in the location of the tuïnover points.

This, of course, is irnplied from the responses of Fig. 69A where it was

noted earlier that different sections of the AERs appeared to pass

through zero at different depths. The distributions for the peak
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positivity and peak negativity do appear to have the same turnover
1evel, to very close approximation.

The potential distribution at different instants of time for
the initial negativity is important. Ra1l and shepherd (196g) have

presented argunents showing that the initial negativity is due to the
antidronic activation of the mitral cells and their dendritic processes.

Applying the same methods as previously described for Fig . 72 to the
response corresponding to the potential distribution of point 36 0f
the AERs, it is possibre to obtain a rneasure of the distribution of
radial sources and sinks at the peak of the initiar negativity (Fig. 77).

This source-sink distribution comprises an extracerrurar sink just
external to the vertical reference (i.e. the turnover point of potential
distribution at the peak of the deep positivity). Located peripherarly
to this sink is an extracellular source having its peak value located
approximately .1 mm further out than the sink. A further .2 mm out is
a snal1 extracellurar sink, followed at a further .2 mm by a snall
extracellular source.

rf the initial negativity arises from nitrar cerl generators,
then the deep extracellular sink of Fig. 778 night be expected to
corTespond closely with the axon hillock/initial segnent region for
the mitral cells. In further agreement with the postulates of Rarl a¡rd

shepherd (196s), there is virtually no extracerrurar sourcing or
sinking from the regions of the bulb deep to this sink. Most of the



Figure 77 Guinea pig R51.

A: Potential distribution at the peak of the initial negativity

(Figs. 74-76).

B: Technique of graphical differentiation described in Fig. 72

applied to A to yield the current source-sini. distribution"

Both plots are shown in relation to the bulbar morphology (Valverde,

1965, his Fig. 25, Rat).
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source activity appears to be located in the external plexiform layer

instead. The existence of the small extracellular sink in the outer

half of the externar plexiform layer may possibly correspond to the

propagation of a depolarised region outh¡ards along the primary dendrites

of the mitral cells. The inportance of Fig. 778 is that, if the

initial negativity is due solely to a¡rtidromic nitral ce11 activation,

then the source-sink distribution of this figure can be relatively

confidently located in space with respect to the sharply defined mitral

cell layer in the bulb. Figure 25 of Valverde (1965) (Fig. 4C) provides

a diagrarn which is suitable for such correlation between the bulbar

morphology arid the source-sink distribution. Positioning the deep

extracellular sink of Fig. 778 ín correspondence with the nitral cell

a:con hillock/initial segnent region of Valverdets diagram locates the

turnover point for the deep positivity (i.e. the vertical reference

line) in the internal plexiform layer. An independent check that the

peak positivity inverts at this location is supplied by the results of

Phillips Qt a,L. (1965) (their plate I).

The final figure for this particular aninal (Fig. 78) gives

four superimposed current source-sink distributions corresponding with

the peak of the initial negativii-y, the connencement of the positivity,

the peak positivity, and the peak of the late negativity (cunres 36, 44,

61 and 180). Note that the distributions for curves 56 and 44 are

alnost nirror inages, except for slight differences in the peaks near



Fis,ure 78 Guinea pig R51. Four superirnposed tracings of cument

source-sink distributions at different times during a LOT/cortex

response. The different distributions are shovm in relation to the

bulbar norphology, as for Fig. 77. See Fig" 76 for the corresponding

potential distributions.

Culye Cotrments

36 At peak of initial negativity"

44 At conmencement of deep positivity.

6l At peak of positivity.

180 At peak of Late negativity.
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the vertical reference line. It would appear that these curves display

depolarisation and repolarisation of the axon hitlock/initial segment

region (i.e. the region near the vertical reference line), with com-

plernentary passive sourcing or sinking in the dendrites of the

external plexiform layer.

In contrast with these two curves are those for the spatial

distribution of potential at the peak of the positivity, and at the

peak of the negativity. These latter two curves also show a fo:nn of

inaging, except for the intense external plexiform layer source region

in the positivity distribution. The tripartite nature of this latter
distribution has already been discussed.

The source-sink distribution for the late negativity extends

a relatively large distance into the depths of the butb. In comparison

with all other sources and sinks, its amplitude is quite snall, which

is probably reflected in the slow time rate of chaage of the negative

tail of the AER.

Gwínøa p.tg R52:

As for the previous animal, LOT/cortex positive-negative res-

Ponses have been obtained along a dianetral penetration of the bulb.

Again, interest is focused on the ventrar half of the bulb. Tracings

of representative LOT/cortex AERs are presented in Fig. 79. In addition,

at each recording point in this experiment, responses have been obtained

to stinulation of the anterior limb of the anterior commissure (AAC).
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Representative members of these are shown in Fig. g0.

Analogously with Figs. 74 and 7s, Figs. gr. and g2 present

the radial potential distribution for the initial deep negativity of
the LOT/cortex response. Fig. g1 contains curves for points 50, 32,

34, 36 and 37 of the AERs, corresponding with the rising phase of the

deep negativity. The general features of Fig. 74 are still evidenced,

but the deeper regions of the bulb do not show the sane uniformity of,

potential value at any one instant of time as do those of Fig . 74.

This rnay possibly be due to the fact that the penetrating electrode was

slightly off-centre. (The spatial potential distribution during the

falling phase of the initiar negativity is given in Fig. g2. The curve

for point 37 is repeated from Fig. 81 for purposes of comparison, and

additional curves for points 39,40, 42 anð.44 are given.) As previously,

there is the appear¿rnce of a wavefront propagating outwards from the

vertical reference line (turnover point for the deep positivity).
However, about the ve;tical reference line the individual curves display

a large number of inflections, a condition which does not readily aid

in their interpretation. It is possible that these inflections ïepresent

the effects of conplex local dendritic branching of mitral cells for
the slightly off-centre electrode track.

Curves showing the radial distribution of potential for the

LOT/cortex response at seven different instants of time are given in
Fig. 85. The turnover points in the bulb for the cun¡es of points 56,
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65 and 75 (the latter corresponding to the peak positivity) correspond

alnost exactly. The turnover points for the remaining four curves are

not as stationary in space.

Fig. 84 shows the radial potentiat distribution for the AAC

response, once rnore at seven different instants of tine. An interesting

feature of these AAC spatial distributions is that those corresponding

with the later sections of the AERs show an inversion of potential

sinilar to the LOT/cortex responses. The location of the turnover

point varies very narkedly. The impression is that the potential

reaches a similar spatial distribution as the late negativity of the

LOT/cortex response by propagation of a negative wavefront outwards

fron the depths of the bulb. This nay be seen in Fig. 84.

Rahbi,t R55:

Results fron this aninal provide cornparison with those already

presented for the guinea pigs.

Fig. 85 shows suoerimposed tracings of LOT/cortex AERs

obtained at different locations along the diametral bulbar electrode

track. These results are very sinilar to those of Figs . 70 and 7g for

guinea pigs R51 and R52. One difference is that, close to the turnover

level for the rabbit bulb, the leading edge of the positivity seens to

be the first section of the AER to invert, in contrast to the trailing

edge of the guinea pig AERs.

AAC responses hrere also recorded at the same sites as the
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Lor/cortex response for this anirnar. These are srightly different
from those obtained for guinea pig R52 (Fig. g0) and are shown in
Fig. 86. The rabbit AAC response appears to be double-humped, with
the first peak occurring approximately g nlsec after stimulus onset, ild
the second, larger peak approximatery 14 msec after this. As the record_
ing electrode noves outwards from the centre of the bulb, these two

peaks are seen to undergo quite different changes. The second peak

appears to invert in a manner reminiscent of the late negativity of the
LoT/cortex response, while the first peak seerns to corrapse downwards

to a zero value and at the same tine its peak ratency increases slightly,
analogously with the AAC response of guinea pig R52 (Fig. g0).

The data of Fig. g5 are presented in Figs. 87 and gg as radial
potential distribution cun¡es at different tirne instants. The first of
these, giving curves for points 3g, 4s, s0, ffid 55 of the AERs, covers
the build-up of potential from the beginning to the peak of the deep

positivity (Fig. 87). lire second gives curves for the renainder of the
tine course of the AERs (points 55, 7s, g4, r.10, 155 and 195) and shows

the spatial potential distributions to be armost mirror inages, when

passing fron the peak positivity to rhe late negativity (Fig. 88).
Note, however, that the peak varue of the positivity deep in the bulb
(curve rr55rr, Fig. 87) does not coincide in time with the maxirnurn nega-

tivity in the external plexiform 1ayer (curve rf45,,, Fig. S7). The

turnover point is arso seen to move slightly outwards during the rising
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phase of the deep positivity (Fig. 87), and thereafter to rernain

remarkably fixed in location (Fig. g8).

The AAC response data may also be presented in the form of
radial potential distribution curves. This is done in Figs. g9 and

90. During the period of the first peak of the AAC response, the
radial potential distribution builds up fron an initial value which is
almost zero everywhere (curve ?f3g', Fig. g9), to that of a deep nega-

tive' outer positive distribution (curue r?g5r', Fig. g9). Two inter_
nediate curves ('55'r and "75") show that while the potentiar deep in
the bulb is growing more negative in a fairry uniform fashion , a nega_

tive wave-front is propagating outwards. At the tine corresponding

with curve tr8srt, this wave-front has reached the surface, and virtually
all of the burb is at a negative potential. Fig. 90 shows that for
subsequent points in time, the potential distributions seen to stabilize
in their spatial location. The depths of the bulb continue to becone

nore negative, while tlie outer regions becone positive. The nature of
the spatial distribution is quite similar to that of the Lor/cortex
late negativity (Fig. gg), even to the feature of ar1 spatiar distri-
bution cur:Ì/es passing through a conmon 'fnoderr point.

Inflections shown on various radial potential distribution
curves for the dorsar region of the bulb (reft-hand side of prots) for
this and previous figures may be somewhat artifactuar, and have been

ignored in discussions. In Fig. 90, for exanpre, the spatial
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distribution was grossry disturbed by the responser?-2.1'r of Fig. g6,

shown by the dashed sections of three of the curves. rt is believed
the recording electrode was possibly located in the olfactory ventricLe
for this AER.

315CUSS1ol\J

rn this chapter, the techniques and results of previous

chapters have been used in an attempt to obtain a fine resolution of
the spatio-temporat distribution of electrical activity in the

olfactory bulb.

In analysing the antidromic invasion of rnitral ce1ls to LOT

stinulation, Rall and shepherd (196g) presented two series of experi_

nental curves for radial potential distribution (their Fig. 11), which

vrere apparently derived from measurements on photographs of singre

evoked responses. They did this to conpare experimental results with
nodelling data in ar attenpt to decide whether propagation outwards

along uritral cell primar:)' dendrites was active or passive. The findings
were inconclusive, and hrere not herped by the fact that their plotted
spatial curves unfortunately displayed large fluctuations from instant
to instant. By use of averaging techniques in the present study, this
problern of variability has largely been overcone, although the original
probleur of active versus passive propagation stil1 cannot be decided.

One of the basic concepts underlying the Ralr-shepherd mode1,

that of radial symmetry, was substantiated by the results of chapter v.
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Figs. 74 and 75 also are in good agreement with the appropriate curves

presented by Ral1 and shepherd (see above). However, rather than

pursuing nodelling studies, the approach here has been to obtain radial
potential distribution curves for further instants of time along LgT/

cortex AERs for both guinea pigs a¡rd rabbits. These instants cover the

Rall-Shepherd intervals I, II, and III, and also extend out to cover the

late negativity, the importance of which has been discussed in Chapter

III. Not only LOT/cortex responses, but also AAC responses have been

so analysed. However, for the latter, it must be adnitted that proof

of radial symnetry of the spatial distribution has not been obtained,

and is only assumed to be so here because of the great similarities
between guinea pig and rabbit AERs. Because of this, no source-sink

di.stributions have been derived for AAC responses, since the derivation

used for LOT/cortex source-sink distributions presunes radial symnetry.

The temporal differences between the LOT/cortex response,

particularly the rate negativity, and the AAC response were discussed

in Chapter III. Differences are also seen to exist in the character-

istics of the spatial distribution of the two types of response (Figs.

83 and 84; Figs. 87-90). The LOT/cortex potential distribution seems

to alternate a positive-negative configuration about a rrturnoveïrr point

that remains rernarkably fixed in space. on the other hand, the AAC

potential distribution has al1 the characteristics of a slow negative

wavefront building up and spreading radialry outwards fron a region
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corresponding with the deep boundary of the internal granule cerl layer
(Figs'84,89). Additionally, the point made in crrapter III that rhe

AAC response for ipsirateral stimulation is frequently corrupted by a

(late) cortex negativity is welr-substantiated by the R55 rabbit
results, where the second conponent in the MC response is shown to
have a similar spatial distribution to the late negativity of the LOTI

cortex response (Figs. Sg and 90) .

Averaging the evoked responses provides smooth radiar poten-
tial distribution curì/es which are then amenable to further manipulation.
By finding the first and second spatial derivatives of potential , and

using the theory of chapter IV, it is possible to locate with relatively
high accuracy and confidence the regions of extracellular sources and

sinks giving rise to the obsewed potential distributions. The

technique of graphical differentiation has been used, and, while tedious,
has yielded interesting displays of different generator locations at
different times. rn parr--lcular, in Fig. 72c, the existence has been

fotmd of an unexPected, intense extracellular souïce in the external
plexiform layer at the peak of the deep positivity. Another interesting
application of the source-sink analysis is to the potential distribution
for the initiar negativity (Fig. 77). It was noted above that the

potential distribution for the initial negativity agrees reasonably

well with the results of Rall and shepherd (196s), but in addition pro_

vides much better spatial resolution, thereby permitting the reasonably
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accurate location of the source-sink region believed to coîrespond with
the mitral cerl axon hirlock/initial segment. The superposition of
current source-sink distributions in Fig. 7g shows quite clearly that
there are different source-sink generators at different times in the

Lor/cortex evoked response. For the initial negativity (curves ,,s6,r

and tt44tt, Fig. 78) the generators do not extend a gteat distance into
the bulb. This would appeaï to be in agreenent with the Ratl-shepher¿

theory that this portion of the AER is due to antidronic nitral cerl
activation, and that the mitral cell axons do not provide very much of
a current return path to the depths of the bulb. on the other hand,

the generators for the peak positivity and late negativity do extend

considerably deeper into the bulb, and also tend to mirror each other
(curves ?161r' and '180r?, Fig. 7g), lending credence to the theory that
they are due in major part to granule cell activation. Although mitral
and short-axon ce11 populations might also be contributing to the

potentials at these timr.'s, it is not possible with the present results
to distinguish or separate any such contributions. This is again in
agreement with certain of the Ralr-shepherd hypotheses.

While the initial negativity was of comparable nagnitude with
the late negativity for the deep AERs of guinea pig RSl (Fig. 70), the

nagnitudes and locations of the current sources and sinks are quite
different (curves "J6'r and 'r180r, Fig. 7g), the arnplitudes of the latter
being only sone 20% of. the fonner. Their conparable potential effects
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are exPlained by the different total tfune durations over which each

acts.

Further hypotheses and conjectures rerating results of this
chapter with the known neuroanatornical and histological structure and

the results of other workers are deferred to chapter x.

Finarry, during the theoreticar study of potential fields in
nervous tissue nade in chapter rv, mention was made (page 4-2s) of a

na:ciunrn experinental value of v26 of approxinately 105 volts /metrez.
This is substantiated by the ¡naximun varue of l.s x 105 volts/metrez

obtained in Fig. 7ZC.
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CHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION OF RECENTLY PUBLISHED RESULTS OF OTHER AUTHORS

)uLtin¿ o( tlní's ehaptøn:

Recent publications by R" A" Nicoll and M. E. Westecker concern-
ing the electrical activity of the olfactory bulb are given detailed
exanination in an effort to ascertain the extent of agreement or
othen¡ise with the results of the present study" This detailed comparison,
it is believed, ernphasises sone of the original contributions of the
present study" Several points emerge" Firstly, both authors appear to
have failed to recognise the importance of the late negative conponent in
bulbar mechanisms, Westecker appearing to ignore this conponent cornpletely"
Secondlyu although both authors claim that their results confinn the Rall-
Shepherd rnodel of dendrodendritic synaptic interaction, a detailed
dissection of their papers would appear to cast sorne doubt on nany of
their conclusions. Thirdly, Westeckerrs results seem to differ noticeably
fron those of other workers. This is shown to be probäbly due to differ-
ences in recording techniques and parameters, which, unfortunately, are
not specified in adequate detail" This latter point justifies the
necessity of detailing all experinental nethods in the several appendices
at the end of this thesis, if there is to be meaningful comparison of
results obtained here with those of other workers.

R" A" Nico.t[-:

Recent work by Nj-coll- on the olfactory bulb response to elec-

trical stimulation deserr¡es conment (Nicoll, 1969, tg70a, 1970b)" The

aín of his first paper v'ras ". " " " to re-analyse the antidronic inhibition

of nitral ce1ls and to det,ermine what role the granule layer cell res-

ponses night play in this inhibition"'r Fron this study, he concluded

that, "oooo while alternaLive hypotheses may not be conpletely excluded,

the dendrodendritic hypothesis proposed by RaII e,t a,L. has the advantage
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of providing the nost unified explanation of data concerning inhibition

of responses in the granular layer"rl

Certain technical features of Nicollrs experimental prepar-

ations are open to query" In all preparations, he routinely performs a

chronic transection (as indicated in Nicoll, 1969, his figure 1) approx"

3 run caudal to the fissura circularis (personal corrununication fron NicolI

to D" I" B" Kerr), This is to allow forr?degeneration of most centri-

fugal fibres"rr It is difficult to term this transection, as Nico11 does,

as being trof the caudal portion of the bulb,rr or even as a transection of

the peduncle" It doubtless does remove the centrifugal system of Price,

but the transection is stilL sufficiently caudal to leave functional a

sizeable portion of prepyriform cortex and therefore neuronal cornponents

capable of giving rise to the Dennis-Kerr bulbar negativity" He, hinself,

admits in his paper the possibility of inconplete removal of centrifugal

conponents, without appreciating the true nature of this negative-

generating mechanism, noï its widespread existence"

The relative unírnportance of the effect of the Price centrifugal

systen on recorded bulbar potentials is indicated by the high degree of

correspondence of Nicollis responses with those of this present study,

plus those of Dennis, Dennis and Kerr, and Morrison, whete chronic

transections were Trg| performed. Such unímportance of these centrifugals

has also been noted by Ochi (1963). Fossible rnodes of action of Pricers

centrifugal system are discussed elsewhere in this thesis 
"
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Quite a large portion of NicoIlts presentation and conclusions

are dubious on this ground alone" The late negativity (his so-calIed P,

wave), he argues, is due to depolarisation of hyperpolarised mitral cell.

dendrites (Nicol1, 1969) " His admission of the P, wave is gratifling,

but fails conpletely to identify it as the same component as the negativity

observed on penetration from above of the prepyrifom cortex by the

stimulating electrode, and that the LOT (1ateral olfactory tract) positive

grohrs successively f,rom the early portion of this response as more and

rnore of the LOT fibres are activated" The omission is compounded in a

later paper, where the response which he ca1ls an anterior conmissure

response appears to be the same as the prepyriform late negativity, in

latency, shape, and manner of turnover (Nico1l , 1970a, his figure 1A) 
"

This last characteristic was pointed out in an earlier section

of the present study when presenting experimental results (Chapter VI) 
"

That such a response would be obtained is expected from the described

manner of his insertion of the AAC (anterior limb of the anterior

conmissure) stinulating electrode" trA bipolar concentric electrode was

inserted into the prepyriform cortex in the region exposed by the

reflected LOT to a depth of 1 - 2 mm until the naximum AAC field

potential was eLicited".""'r (Nicol1,1969, p. 160)" Reference to any

stereotaxic atlas or histological preparation for the rabbit clearly

shows this would be more likely to activate prepyrifonn cortex than the

AAC" Such confusion of AAC response with prepyriform negativity must,
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of necessity, invalidate all of Nicollfs conclusions on the involvement

of AAC components in bulbar mechanisms and call for a re:evaluation of

some of the observations as being characteristics of the late negative

conponent 
"

In addition, Nicol1?s explanation of the nechanism of gener-

ation of the late negativity would appear dubious " Responses such as

those of Figure lC of his l-970a paper (responses to single pulse

stimulation only) have a positíve component approximately 3 mV, and a

negative component of 2 mV in amplitude, or 213 the anplitude of the

positive" The positive and late negative have approximately the same

turnover point in the bulb (earlier results reported here; also indicated

in Nisoll's 1969 paper, his Figure 4)" Rall and Shepherd (1963) specific-

ally discounted nitral ce1ls as the origin of the positive on the

grounds, intøtt alia, that they could supply insufficient current deep

to the bulb. That they could be re-adrnitted as the generators of the

late negative, some 213 of the amptitude of the positive, while holding

that the positive must be generated by granule cells is inconsistent"

Indeed, fron the evidence presented earlier in this thesis, I feel that

it is reasonably conclusive that both the positive and the late negative

are generated mainly by granule cells and that the contribution to both

potential fields by hyper- and subsequent depolarisation of the nitral

cells is quite sma1l.

Evidence that the late negativity is due to prepyriform cortex
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activation by collaterals from the LOT is supplied by Nico11 in his

L970a paper, his Figs. lC and 1Do apparently without his recognition" If

the second response,of these doubLe-pu1se interactions is ignored for the

present, his Fig. lC shows a large late negative component, mentioned

above. By peeling off the LOT fron the surface, thereby renoving a

large part of the collateral input to the prepyriform cortex, the late

negative is decreased remarkably, while the positive is increased and

broadened, as shown in his Fig" LD" (Note difference in tine scales in

his Figs" 1C and 1D). It is virtually impossible to renove all input to

the prepyriform cortex in this manner, because of the rostral extension

of sections of the cortex at least as far as the f,issura circularis 
"

(Personal observations, and also personal conrnunication fron D" I" B"

Kerr 
" )

It is therefore not surprising that a small late negative com-

ponent remains in Ni-col1îs response after the peeling procedure" Nico11

does not consider the late negative in his discussions in that paper,

restricting himself to the observed effects of the test response, i.e"

the second response of the double-pulse interactions. The growth and

broadening of the positive is further evidence of, the scheme proposed

earlier in the present study whereby the positive-negative response is

considered to be the sum of the two separate components and is sinilar

to the change in responses seen when the negative component is renoved by

either a radio-frequency lesíon in the cortex, sparing the LOT, or the
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effect of barbiturates (Chapter III) 
"

The point concerning the spatial distribution of potential at

the peak of the bulbar positivity in response to LOT stinulation was

considered earlier in this present work when discussing experirnental

results (Chapter VI). Nicollrs figures were found to substantiate the

results presented there.

By contrast, Nicoll0s (1970a) results on double-pulse (condition-

test) stinulation of the LOT were not substantiated by the present study"

His Figs" 18, C, D of the above work all indicate a test response that

is negative-going only, for all responses deep to the turnover point" He

incorrectly identifies this negative with the Dennis-Kerr late negative.

Confusion arises over his labelling of two conponents of this granule

layer response as Nl and N2 o since he used this same terminology in

labelling surf.a$. potentials in an earlier paper (Nicoll, 1-969). It is

difficult to follow his reasoning that, 'rwhen the conditioned LOT is

stinulated, the Ntr- potential would be generated by the inpulses conducted

in mitral cell axons and collaterals.rt (My emphasis.) The necessity to

invoke such an axonal rnechanisrn to explain bulbar potentials is not

common, nor satisfying in light of the presentations of Hunphrey (1968b) 
"

If it does hold for the test response, why does it not do so for the

conditioning response?

In describing the laminar responses evoked in the bulb to LOT

stimulation, Nicoll (1969, p" 162) describes the late negative wave
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(his Pr) and implies that his description of it is in agreement with RaLl

a,t a.L, (1966) " He later says (p" 169) that Ra1l Q,t a'L. did not consider

it in their analysis " In fact, RaLI e,t a!-, appear to have made no

mention'of this component at all"

Although I have not accepted several of Nicollfs conclusions in

the above discussion, this is not to discount his obviously good experi-

mental data" Careful re*evaluation of these in f.ight of the present-

ations of this thesis, and those of Kerr, Dennis, and Morrison, would

provide further advances, especially in regard to his unit studies,

toward the understanding of bulbar ¡nechanisns 
"

M. E" We.ttøet¿en:

Westecker (1969 , 7970a, b, c) has conducted several investi-

gations on various properties of olfactory bulb responses " Certain

elements nay be compared with the present study" Firstly, taking into

consideration that her recording convention is the inverse of this study,

í"e" positive potential yields upwards deflection in her records,

exanination of her various figures indicates several interesting

features. The first is the existence of a late negative conponent in

several of her evoked responses" (See, for example, 1970b, her Fig" 14,

5 a¡rd 7 Hz ") The amplitude of this component is sorne 4oeo of that of the

positive component (conponent 2 GRL in her nomenclature), yet it appears

to be completely ignored by Westecker in all of the above papers. The
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second ís the slight difference of some of her records in critical

conparison with those of other workers (Phillips e,t a,L", L963; Dennis

and Kerr, 19ó8; Ochi, 1965) " The figures of these workers indicate a

width of the positive eomponent of generally approximately 20 msec" This

is confirmed by the present study, and also that of Morrison (1970) 
"

By comparison, Westeckerfs responses appear generally to be

much shorter, noisier, and to have biphasic and triphasic responses where,

no::rnally, nonophasic and biphasic responses are seen (e"g" Westecker,

1970c, her Fig. 2) " Westecker notes the correlation between these changes

in the shape of the response and increasing electrode resistance" A

careful comparison of her results (1-970c, her Figs. l- and 2) with those

of Kerr (1960, his Fig" 6) is rewarding.

Kerr shows responses to LOT stimulation at 50 Hz, recorded with

conparatively large stainless steel (semi-) microelectrodes " Direct-

coupled preamplifieation was used" These responses are typical of the

above-mentioned responses of other authors with positives approximately

20 nsec wide" Slight alternation in anplitude of successive responses is

evident" Westecker (1970c, her Fig. 2) shows responses at 60 Hz (i"e"

shorter intervaL between responses) " Tungsten microelectrodes of nuch

higher inpedance than Kerrîs hrere used by her" The anplifier coupling

used was apparently a"c" (a Tektroníx preanplifier is mentioned), but

nowhere in any of her published papers is any rnention nade of lower cut-

off frequency or amplifier time constant" A characteristic feature of
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her responses is their short duration" In the exarnple above (1-970c, her

Fig" 2) , the width of the positive is only 3 to 4 nsecs " However, the

figure prior to this (1970e, her Fig" 1) shows a I'normalil response having

a positive 14 nsec wide" Clearly, there has been variation in some

paraneters, most likely those of recording"

The solution to lhis puzzle appears to be as follows.

The nature of the stimulus artifacts in the records suggests

that a form of differentiatíon with respect to tine has occurred" This

is checked in Fig" 91, where Westeckerrs (1970c) Fig"1 has been traced

and graphically differentiated*" The result is similar in shape to some

of the upper trace responses of her [1970c) Fig" 2, and is of the correct

tine dimensions as well " The effect of the slight inflection on the

leading edge of the positivity drastically alters the shape of the

differentiated waveform" This is shown by tracing Westecker's (1969)

Fig" 1A response which has such an ínflection (her cornponent lb), and

again graphically differentiating. Thís result is also shown in Fig" 91,

and resembles quite cj.osely some of the responses of the lower trace of

her Fig. 2 (1970c)"

The answer concerning why Westeckerrs results look to be

different, then, appears to be because they are partially time-

differentiated" Such differentiation will always enhance noise and make

*
See also Chapter VI for graphical differentiation"
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Figura9l To show the effects of differentiation on the recorded shape of the LOT/
cortex response.

^: 
Fron Westecker (1970c)

a: Enlargenent of her Fig. 1.

b: Result of graphically differentiating a.
B: From Westecker (1969).

a: Enlargenent of her Fig. 2.

b: Result of graphically differentiatrng a.

Tine scale: 2 rnsec per division in both cascs. vertical scales; unspecified.
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the records nore I'spikey"" It will similarly enhance snall changes ín

s1ope" This expJ-ains why the alternation in successive responses in

Westeckerrs published works are so much greater than those of Kerrrs paper"

Westecker is apparently measuring a rate effect, ffid it is the time rate

of change of successive potentials which are seen to alternate in

nagnitude. If so, the whoLe of her subsequent analysis on this phenomenon

of response alternation needs to be re-evaluated and re-interpreted.

There are two possible mechanisms that could give rise to this

time-differentiation phenomenon" If the electrode is very smal1, then it

becomes possible in sone instances to record t'giant extracellular spikes"

(Phillips Qf a,L., 1963). The mechanisn suggested for this is that the

electrode has additional resistance introduced between its tip and the

general extracellular voLume (Ral1, 1.962) " This additional resistance

míght be due to dimpj.ing of a cel1 mernbrane, or perhaps penetration of, a

closely adjacent barrier, e"g. a glial membrane" The result is that the

recorded potential is dominated by the current-tines-resistance drop of

membrane current across this additíonai. resistance" Therefore, the

recorded potential is proportional to membrane current, which is, to an

excellent degree of approxr-natlons proportional to the second derivative

of the intracellular potential (Pickard, 1968) " The extracellular

potential, howevero is only partíally proportional to the second deri-

vative of the interior potential, and has a significant integral term

which is of a complex nature (Pickard, 1968) " For the qualitative picture
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being presented here, without further dissection of Pickardrs equations,

this means that the potential recorded by a very snall electrode rnay

contain proportional plus derivative terms of the extracellular potential

measured with larger electrodes, as indeed appears to be the case with

Westeckerr s records"

The second mechanism could involve the lower cutoff frequency

of the amplifier" If this is set at a relatively high frequency (e.g. L0

Hz), as compared with Kerrrs d,,c" recording, or the 0.3 Hz of the present

study, then, to a first approximation, this would dif,ferentiate a1l

signals below t0 Hz, but linearly amplify all signals above this frequency

(see e.g. Jenkins and Watts, 1968, p" 9)" Kerr (personal communication)

has indicated that, with microelectrode studies, generally concerned more

with spikes than slow transientso in order to renove the low-frequency

components, the lower cutoff frequency is often set at a relatively high

value. Since Westecker does not supply inforrnation on recording band-

widths in her papers, no cotrroboration of the theory is possible" However,

the above presentations seem to provide sufficient evidence that a cer-

tain amount of her results contain distortions introduced by her recording

nethods, ild that this should be borne in mind when assessing her

conclusions.

Alternation of the amplitude of successive responses does occur,

but, under conditi.ons which reproduce the extracellular potential nore

completely than Westeckerîs nethods appear to do, such alternation is not
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as large as she has reported"

A sinilar argument holds for Westeckerrs studies on single unit

responses to airflow (L970a) where she states that spike frequencies were

integrated. For pure integration, the responses would be nonotonically

increasing or horizontal functions, since frequency is always greater than,

or equal to, zero. Her figures show responses which rise and fall, so

that there must be an equivalent time constant for her rtintegratorrr.

Again, such characteristics are not supplied, which would make it diffj-cult

to repeat l4lesteckerrs results or to fuI1y assess them.

Another interesting point in her papers is what she terrns corn-

ponent 3 EPL, a negative peak rrin the external plexiforn layerrf

(Westecker, 1969). This component has properties which differ f,rom those

of other components under double-pulse stimulation. According to Westecker,

this response shows appreciable augmentation over a reasonably wide range

of the condition-test interval" Examination of her Fig. 1C (1969)

indicates several points. Firstly, the initial negativity in 3 EPL is

more characteristic of, the GRL response (her Fig. 1A) than the EPL

response (her Fig" 1B). Secondly, the peak negativity of 3 EPL coincides

in tirne with the peak positivity of component 2 GRL. Component 3 EPL

appears, then, to be ídentical with the smaller negative-going potential

found at the peak of the deep positivity, and evidenced in published

reports on bulbar evoked potentíals (Ochi, t963, his Fig. 7; Green ú ú.,

1962, their Fig" Lai Phillips e,t a.L^, L963, their plate 3; Nicoll, 1969,
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his Fig. 4; Knook and Voorhoeve, 1969). This cornponent was also described

in the present study, in the section on current sources and sinks in the

bulb. It is rarely seen in records where larger electrodes are used

(Kerr, 1960; Derunis and Kerr, 1968; also personal observations) " In

records where sufficiently, but not too small microelectrodes are employed,

this component can be seen to have a more extensive distribution than

described by Westecker (Ochi o L963; Nicol1, 1969). Rather than being a

simple monophasic peak, this component appears on careful examinatíon to

be a biphasic response superimposed on the larger extracellular potential

I^/ave" In fact, in nany of Nicollts (1969) figures, and also in Green e,t

a,L" (1962), this component is identifiable as ¿u:t action potential, or

spike" Records from Phillips e,t a.[-" (1963, their plate 1) show that this

biphasic amplitude reaches its maximum in the internal plexiform layer"

This is approxinately the mitral ce11 axon-hil1ock and initial-segment

region, æd also the region where extrinsic fibres fron the anterior

olfactory nucleus impinge on granule cel1s (Price and Powell, 1970c)"

Such an observed spike response, if smaller in arnplitude, could conprise

both conponents N, and N, of Knook and Voorhoeve (1969), who specifically

noted increases in these components when stimulating near the anterior

olfactory nucleus" Whether or not such a spike is due to mitral or

granule cel1s is purely speculative, yet latency considerations might

favour the latter, as does the augmentation property observed by Westecker.

That the spike is recordable with small electrodes, yet decreases in
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inportance as the size of the electrode increases is lucidly explained

by the results of Humphrey (1968b). He shows that the amplitude of a

locally-generated action potential rapidly diminishes as distance from

the site of generatíon incleases" By contrast, the amplitude of a post-

synaptic potential (PSP) having a widely distributed configuration of

sources and sinks does not attenuate anywhere near. as rapidly. When a

Iarger electrode is used, some degree of spatial integration is achieved,

and so, from the.¡o.r" arguments, the amplitude of the recorded spike

response is dininished, while that of the PSP renains reLatively the s¿rme"

All these considerations suggest that generation and augment-

ation of the response rr3 EPLrt could possibly be due to anterior olfactory

nucleus fibres inpinging on the peripheral processes of the granule cells

and giving rise to a 1ocal, non-propagated action potential" Extra-

celluIar nanifestations of this would be highly localised spatially

(Humphrey, 1968b) , yet, a short distance from the synaptic region, EPSP

summation could occur in the dendrites by normal electratonic neans 
"

Consideration of Westeckerrs publications enphasises the import-

ance of specifying precisely the characteristics of the recording

arrangernent if meaningful conparison with results of other workers in

the field is to be made possible. This, and in addition, her omission.

of the late negative cornponent in her conslderations of bulbar rnechanisrns,

would appear to call for nodífication of several of her conclusions"
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CHAPTER VIII

OLFACTORY BULB RESPONSES TO PULSATILE ODORANT STIMULATION

ùu,t(ine o( th,í's ehnptut:

Olfactory stimulation by passing air containing an odorantnaterial into the nasal cavity of an unanáesthetised aniñal causescharacteristic induced wave activity in the olfactory bulb. rn thischapter, an examination is made of lpontaneous and induced waveactivity in the unanaesthetised, irunobitised cat. Considerable con-troversy exists over whether induced wave activity is of central orperipheral origin, or both. The origins of this controversy arereviewed. By naintaining constant as many of the experinental para-neters as possible, the effects of variation of a few are then investi-g1tg9. .fri-r approach_has proved fruitful in demonsrrating thesinilarity between individual induced ¡Iave responses undei r-iativelyconstarit conditions, and has permitted relating the results to thoseof other workers. The resultè of this chapter also provide the basicdata for a quantitative approach to the anätysis of Ëurbar on-goingelectrical activity which is covere I in Chapler IX

Geno¡nL cormtøytbs:

Adrian (L942, 19s0) denonstrated that large sinusoidal

osciLlations are produced in the olfactory bulb by stimulation of the

nucosa with air containing odorant material. Kerr and Hagbarth (195s)

showed that t1-.-¡se sinusoidal bursts (he"eafter called induced waves) were

strongly influenced by stirnulation of certain basal rhinencephalic sites.
This they attributed to the action of centrifugal mechanisms acting on

the olfactory bulb. Strong olfactory stinulation of one bulb was shown
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by Kerr (1960) to depress afferent induced activity in the contra-

lateral bulb.

After working with Hagbarth on the interaction between the

afferent a¡rd cortically induced reticular responses (Hernándex-Peón and

Hagbarth, 1955), Hernández-Peón proceeded on an extensive study of

centrifugal mechanisms controlling conduction along central sensory

pathways. Included in this wide-ranging series of experiments r^rere

studies on the effect of stimulation of the brainsten reticular form-

ation on olfactory bulb activity (Hernánde z-Pe6n e.t a.L., 1960) .

Using awake, unrestrained cats in which electrodes had been chronic-

ally inplanted, these authors clained to find that any type of sensory

stinulation producing alertness or arousal brought about the appearance

of bursts of rhythmic activity in the olfactory bulb, the nagnitude of

which appeared to be related to the degree of alertness of the cat

(Lavin, Alcocer-Cuarón, and Hernández-Peón, 1959). There is presently

at least one school of t-hought which maintains these early findings

(Pefraloza-Rojas and Alcocer-Cuar6n , 1967).

Pronpted by the apparent discrepancy between the findings of

Hernández-Peón and co-workers, æd the earlier observations of Adrian,

who indicate,l that induced rraves wê''e:;€t up by strong olfactory

stinuli, Domino and Ueki (1960) reported that the induced waves in the

olfactory bulb appeared to be due to flow of air through the ipsi-

lateral nostril, and lvere especially noticed during behaviour and EEG
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arousal

subsequently, another schoor of thought supporting these

latter observations has arisen. Thus, Gault and Leaton (1963) presented

data concerning the seni-quantitative relationship between the induced

erectrical activity of the olfactory system and nasal airflow. In

their paPer they separated the olfactory bulb record into two individual
tracesr one being the row-frequency components, and the other, high-

frequency activity. The first was labelled as olfactory bulb slow

record, since components above 5 Hz were rejected by the filters.
conversely, the olfactory bulb fast record was obtained by rejecting
all activity less than 5 Hz in the normal record.

Close conespondence between the olfactory bulb slow record

and the respiratory activity record was noted. Additionally, there was

bursting activity at approxinately 40 Hz in the olfactory butb which

appeared to be just as closely related with the rate and arnplitude of
the slow potentials. Fro¡¡ this they concluded that the slow potential
was necessary for the elicitation of the 40 Hz activity.

rn a later paper, Gault and coustan (196s) , utírízing both

acute and chronic cat preparations, investigated the factors involved

in the format:--rn of the 40 Hz indu:e.'br.'lbar r1'aves. By use of special

trachesl tubes, they were able to manipulate or block airflow over the

nasal nucosa. Their conclusions u/ere that nasal airflow was a

necessary prerequisite in the formation of induced waves in the bulb.
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Pagano (1966), working in Gaultfs laboratory, investigated

the joint and separate effects of reticular formation stinulation and

nasal airflow on induced bulbar activity. The nain results of his

study were that induced activity of the olfactory bulb increased in

amplitude and duration as a function of increasing nasal airflow and

rrcentrifugal'r input. Each of these influences appeared to be signifi-
cantly capable of affecting olfactory bulb activity. However, in

agreement with the earlier work of Gault and co-workers, he found nasal

airflow had to be present for observation of the induced activity. The

effects of Stimulation of more central sites hras one of modulation of
I

the response elicited by nasal airflow, rather than generation of the

response itself.

In passing, it can be noted that the earlier work of Kerr and

Hagbarth (1955) on this same topic appears to have been completely

missed by Gault and co-r+orkers.

A recent paper by Põnaloza-Roj as and Alcocer-cuarón (1967)

purports to disprove the findings of the above school, and to reaffirrn

the Hernández-Pe6n interpretations. using unrestrained, adult cats,

they compared one control group with normal nasal breathing against a

group in which tracheotomies had belt performed, and the nasal airflow

had been totally interrupted. They clained that in both groups there

was background electrical activity of 30-40 Hz throughout the resting

state, and bursts of approximately 43 Llz when the animals were alert.
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They therefore concluded that, of the several rnechanisns involved in the

generation of bursting activity in the bulb, airfrow through the nose

played an inportant, but not the main.or exclusive role.

Waves resenbling the sinusoidal induced waves are also seen

in recordings fron the olfactory bulbs of a variety of other vertebrate

species. ottoson (1959) found bursts at a frequency of 8-r2 Hz in the

frog Rana" tenytona.tín, md Hobson (t967) found r^iaves of a similar

frequency in the adult bullfrog Rana co.te.tbinna. Hughes and Mazurowski

(L962) found 30-50 Hz induced wave activity in Rhesus monkeys, while in

the rabbit, von Baumgarten at a.L (1962) found approxinateLy 40 Hz

activity. For the caiman, Huggins Qf a,L. (1968) found approximately

I?-LS Hz actívity. For the rabbit, Ottoson (1959) distinguished two

components in the olfactory bulb response. These rvere a slow potential,

and superinposed regular hraves. The slow potential could be obtained

in isolation after the intrinsic activity of the bulb and the induced

waves had been blocked. The nature of the induced wave activity was

shown to be quite different for different odorous stinuli (Ottoson, 1959,

his Fig. 2). Adrian (1950) suggested that the induced waves cone from

the dendrites of rnitral cells. While not being able to be so specific

as to site the crigin of these waves., lttoson also concluded that they

were produced by second order neurones.

In order to faithfully reproduce both components of the bulbar

response, Ottoson employed D.C. recording. Because of polarisation
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problens, he used an Agar-AgCl-Ag electrode placed on the dorsal sur-

face of the bu1b. Boudreau (1963) and Boudreau and Tsuchitani (1963)

have shown the surface induced wave response corresponds very closely

with the deep response except for a phase change of approximately 1800.

Sieck and Wenzel (1969) have observed a spindling effect in

the olfactory bulbs of pigeons, apparently correlated with the present-

ation of specific odorants to the birds, Ðd having frequencies

approxinating 12-20 Hz. However, other, more conplicated changes

observed in these pigeon experinents would appear to require further

experimentation before classifying the spindles as induced waves.

In all of these cases, odorant flow across the olfactory

mucosa appears to have been taken as a prerequisite to the recording

of induced waves, contrary to the precepts of the Hernández-Peón school

of thought.

Leveteau and Macleod (1966a, b; 1969), and Leveteau eL a,L.

(1969) have devoted considerable attention to the spatial location and

differential discriminatory characteristics of the slow component of

the olfactory bulb response, and claim to have determined differential

patterning ofttglomerular[ responses to different odours. Higher

frequency inj.uced wave activity has apoarently been disregarded in

their experiments. 0n the other hand, Moulton (1963) has concentrated

on activity which he describes as 50-70 ÍIz to the exclusion of the slow

wave components.
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The role of the trigeninal nerve in the process of olfaction

has been the topic of considerable research (e.g. stone e.t a..t-., 196g).

Present evidence supports the concept of a central regulatory control

over olfactory afferent inputs with the trigeninal nerye playing an

important role in this system. However, these mechanisms are probably

different from those envisaged by Hernández-Peón.

Khazan Q-t a,L. (L967), reasoning that different psycho-

pharmacological agents might affect olfactory bulb activity through

different effects on the CNS, investigated olfactory bulb potentials in

acute and chronic rabbit preparations under various physiologicat and

pharmacological conditions. They, too, concluded there were fast and

slow waves in the olfactory bulb activity, and that both of these types

were induced by respiratory airflow. They ascribed cha¡rges observed

with different drugs to the effects of these on the CNS, such effects

being conveyed by a mesencephalic centrifugal systern to the olfactory

bulb.

The great body of evidence contained in the above references

would seen to weigh against the Hernández-Peón concepts, with centri-

fugal mechanisms nou/ being considered to play a nodulating rather than

a generating lole in olfactory bulb 'nduced wave activity.

IIETH?DS

The major experimental animal for Part A of this thesis was

the rabbit. For consistency, attenpts urere made to use this sane species
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in the induced wave studies. Unfortunately, all available rabbits at

the time were found to have respiratory infections, rendering then

useless as experimental subjects. Attention was therefore turned to

cats. Four cats were used, and the results from two of these are

presented here. Because of the high degree of similarity of the res-

ponses with those of other workers (see General comments), and also

because of the inordinately long tine required to process these

records (see Appendix 3) for further digital conputer analysis

(Chapter IX, Part B), such a small number of experiments was deened

sufficient.

After premedication with 2t, mgm of atropine, the cats were

induced with halotha¡re and a tracheotony performed. For the renainder

of the surgical procedures, they were maintained at a satisfactory

leve1 of anaesthesia with ether. The olfactory bulb and cortical

electrode placenents were done by methods previously described in

earlier chapters. A felroral catheter was used for intravenous injec-

tion of certain drugs. All recording was bipolar. In the olfactory

bulbs, the deep electrode recorded with respect to the surface electrode.

In the cortex, the surface electrode recorded with respect to the deep

electrode. The indifferent electredr wâs clipped to the frane support-

ing the aninal.

Olfactory stimulation was obtained by inserting soft rubber

tubing of the appropriate dianeter to a depth of 1 cm into each nostril,
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and blowing puffs of odorized air through them. To facilitate escape

of air from the nasar cavity, a short length of tubing was inserted

into the upper end of the cut trachea. A furl schematic of the

experinental arrangenent is given in Fig. 7. Dual pneunatic circuits
provi-ded separately controlled inputs to each nostril. For each circuit,
bottled nedical air was led through a¡r erectro-pneumatic solenoid

controller, and then to a small mixing chamber lined with filter pape,

which had been soaked in the odorant mixture. From this chamber, the

air then passed through a flow measuring device, and finally to the

nasal cannula. The chanber and flow measuring device were situated in
close proxirnity to the aninal.

Certain pressure-dropping regulators were also incorporated

in the systen. The flow measuring devices were of local construction

and relied on the principle of measuring upstrean and downstream

pressulce across a fine mesh inserted in the air stream. The electro_

pneumatic solenoids vùelr,e operated by specially constructed variable-

width electrical pulse generators, which in turn were triggered fron the

Digitirner stimulus generator.

correct positioning of bulbar electrodes was obtained by

electrical st:mulation with the cori',-cal electrode, exactly as for the

experiments of section A. At the conclusion of the surgical prepar-

ation, all pressure points hlere infiltrated with xylocaine, the animal

immobilized with I.V. Flaxedil and inmediately artificially respired,
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and the ether discontinued. Additional local anaesthetic was admin-

istered approxirnately every two hours. Sufficient tine was then

allowed for the effects of the ether to wear off before recording

commenced. Electrical records fron the bulbs and cortex, and the air-

flow record were taken through appropriate amplification to a Polygraph

4-channel pen recorder and a PI-6200 tape recorder. The former served

to nonitor all responses during the course of the experiment. When

desired, selected situations would be repeated and the responses

recorded on magnetic tape as well as the Polygraph, for further pro-

cessing at a Later tfune.

To maintain as rnany experimental paraneters constant as

possible, only the one odorant mixture was enployed. This conprised a

nixture of 40 nls oil of cloves, 40 m1s methyl benzoate , and \ mI

beechwood creosote. Air passing through the mixing chanber was pre-

su¡ned to be saturated by this conbination.

RESUTTS

All results presented in this chapter were recorded on an

FM tape recorder, and figures presented here ulere reproduced by replay-

ing the tape recording at L/L}th real-time speed into a Polygraph pen

recorder. In this way, excellent rep-oductions of the original tine

series records are obtained which include all frequencies up to 100 Hz,

the upper cut-off frequency of the recording preanplifiers. This

feature is of interest since the upper frequency limit of the Polygraph
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recorder is at best sorne 60 Hz (half amplitude response). This is
very close to the frequencies of interest in the induced wave studies

when recording in real time, and much lower than the 90 Hz spontaneous

activity present in the unstinulated bulb.

The experiments were conducted with the aim of holding con_

stant as nany pararneters as possible. The only parameters intention_

ally varied during the experinent were the total flow rate, the flow

duration, æd the spacing beth'een repetitive pulses of airflow. under

these conditions, it is not surprising that the individual induced

wave responses obtained are all strikingly similar.

In Fig. 92, exanples of the resting activity of the two

olfactory bulbs and the pyriform cortex are shown. Both olfactory bulb

records are characterised by a row-anplitude, high frequency component

of 85-95 Hz. tt¡ith conventional real-ti¡ne pen recording techniques

such activity is invariably lost. The cortex record, on the other hand,

shows a nuch more irresular waveform lacking this high frequency

spontaneous activity, and no fundanental frequency is readily recognised

on visual inspection.

Figs. 93, 94, and 95 forrn a series of induced wave responses

to pulsatile odorant airflow, with the pulses repeated at 5 sec inter-
vals. The individual responses, typified by the first response of the

series (Fig. 93), are similar in most respects to induced hrave responses

presented elsewhere in the literature (lorazan a.t a,L., 1967; ottoson,
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response of the series (Fig. 93) has been made on the second response. For detaileJ dis-
cussion, see the main text.
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1959; Kerr and Hagbarth, 1955; Moulton, 1963; Hughes anðMazurowski,

1964; etc.) Fig. 96 comprises a similar series of four responses.

It has been pointed out in the beginning of this chapter that

the bulbar response seens to be composed of two conponents, the slow

wave activity, and the high frequency, alnost sinusoidal induced wave

activity. The latter component is the one commonly displayed in most

publications. To record and display the slow potential correctly

requires D.c. recording, as done by Ottoson (1959), for example. where

D.c. recording is not enployed, as in the present study, then the slow

potential is distorted. Using a low frequency cut-off of 0.3 Hz

(eguivalent time constant 200 ms on the Grass preanplifiers) causes

the sustained negative shift observed by Ottoson to become a negative-

positive slow biphasic response upon which the high frequency activity

is superimposed.

Figs. 93 to 96 convey the simitarity of the induced wave

responses. At the. beginning of each there is a sharp upwards deflection

of the pen, followed by a slower downward deflection. The mean of the

trace then rises, slightly overshoots the base 1ine, and finally settles

down again. Fron the trough of the downward deflection, approxinately,

the main flare of the induced wave activity connences and continues for

about 0.9 secs. Three smaller flares of approxinately 0.2 secs

duration each are visible after the main flare. Careful exanination

of Ottoson (1959) (his Fig. 2) shows that flare-type activíty is a
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characteristic of the olfactory bulb response to oi1 of cloves stimu-

lation. Methyl benzoate, on the other hand, gives rise to responses

in which the anplitudes of successive cycles alternate regul arIy. Most

responses presented in this chapter, where a mixture containing both

of these odorant naterials has been enployed, display both of the above

characteristics. (See in particular those responses to longer duration

airflow comparable with Ottosonts, e.g. Figs. 99-102).

In Fig . 94, an overlay of the first response of the series

(Fig. 93) has been superinposed on the second induced wave response.

During the first 0.2 secs, approximatery, there is irregular corres-

pondence of the small amplitude fluctuations. Thereafter, for a

period of about 0.3 secs, the responses are in remarkable phase coin-

cidence, although the anplitudes of the individual oscillations are

seen to differ. Approximately 0.6 secs after the onset of airflow, the

second response appears to abruptly shift g0o behind the response of

Fig. 93. From then on, the phase relationship does not renain abso-

lutely constant, although it never appears to vary more than !% cycre.

An overlay of the second response superinposed on the third response of

this series is shown in Fig. 95. For these two, the initial flares

start approxinately 0.15 secs after airflow corilnences. Some 15 cycles

of the initial flare are in excellent phase agreement, although, once

again, anplitudes differ somewhat. Fron 0.6 to 1.1 secs the responses

appear to be in anti-phase. Thereafter they once again reach reasonable
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phase agreenent until the end of the responses.

Not only do the phase and frequency of the individual res-

ponses to repetitive pneumatic stimulation bear very good agreement,

but so also do the slow wave and envelope components of these responses.

This is shown quitg well in Fig. 96, where four responses to a series

of narrow width air pulses (approximately 0.2 sec duration) are dis-

played. All show the characteristic initial upwards deflection

followed by the downwards and upwards slow lvave on which the first

flare rides. Three snaller flares can usually be distinguished after

the nain flare on each of the responses. There is also a suggestion

tha! the cortical activity alternates in amplitude for successive cycles

of the response.

In Fig.97, the effect of changing the low frequency cut-off

fron 0.3 Hz to 7 Hz on the recorded induced wave activity is shown.

The slow wave activity (with the exception of the initial upwards

deflection) is removed by this action, and the resultant waveforms are

strongly reminiscent of those of Kerr and Hagbarth (1955).

These latter authors (their Fig. 7) and Ottoson (1959) have

both corunented on the effects of low doses of anaesthetic on the induced

wave bulbar activity. Fig. 98 is presented in verification of these

observations. Here, eight successive responses at 5 sec intervals are

given. The first two responses are for a curarised aninal 6 hours after

discontinuation of ether. During the third response , tzo mI of Sagatal
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anaesthetic was administered intravenously. During the fifth and

sixth responses, an additional I nl was given. The results of these

manipulations are the sane as those described by Kerr and Hagbarth (1955).

with the first small dose of anaesthetic, augnentation of the bulbar

response occurs. Further anaesthetic has a depressive effect, and

greatly di¡ninishes the magnitude of the high-frequency induced wave

activity. The slow wave response is not as noticeably affected.

In addition to these effects, there are others concerning

frequencies within the flares. Moulton (1963) described how each flare

in his responses could often be resolved into two or three components;

commonly, an initial burst in the range 75-85 Hz, a main train of high-

anplitude waves of about 50-70 Hz, and a terrninal section of lower-

anplitude h¡aves of about 40-50 Hz. Frequency measurements on the

original records used in Fig. 98 yielded the results of Table II.

TABLE II

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Response

43

43

40

42

41

33

40

30

Initiai frequency
(Hz)

34

34

34

30

28)
28ì
25

24

Final frequency
[Hz)

r.o mI SagataL

I ml Sagatal

Anaesthetic
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The frequencies of both the initial and final sections of

the flares of Fig. 98 are approximately half those given by Moulton.

Whether this discrepancy is due to the difference in experimental species

is not known. For the initial sections, all are shown in Table rI as

decreasing in frequency with increasing anaesthetic dose. However, the

initial segments of the responses after administration of the second

\ mI are irregular, making frequency estinations difficult. Increasi-r-

depth of anaesthesia caused decrease of the frequency of the final
section of the main flare of all responses.

Fig. 98 also shows that flow of air into the ipsilateral
nostril appeared to have no effect on contralateral bulbar activity.
The activity in this bulb appears to be similar to the spontaneous

activity previously described in Fig. 92. As the a¡aesthetic dose

increased, this high-frequency activity was also reduced in anplitude.

Responses to increasingly longer airflow duration are given

in Fig. 99. For a relatively short pulse of about 0.5 secs duration,

the response is sinilar to those given in Figs. 93-96. Isolated fiares

or spindles nay be observed for up to 1% secs after the airflow ceases.

For a 1 sec duration air pulse (Fig. 9gB), the response is again quite

si¡nilar. rn addition to the formaticn of flares, alternation of the

anplitude of successive cycres in certain sections of the response

becones nore evident. In Fig. 99c and D, the duration of the airflow

is increased to 5 a¡rd 9 sccs, respectively. Due to pneunatic controller
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linitations, the airflow rate for both of these cases has been reduced

to half that for the two shorter pulses. In addition, only the first
Q secs of the longest response are shown in D. The remaining 4l secs

of record were simitar in appearance to the last second of the record

in D. For both cases of longer duration flow there is again flare
formation and sorne alternation of amplitude in the responses. Quasi-

sinusoidal oscillation rnay continue for prolonged periods of time,

e.g. approximately 130 I'cycles" are displayed in the 4\ secs of

Fig.99D.

All pyrifom cortex records in Fig. 99 become more regular

with the onset of induced wave bulbar activity. For a short time near

the cornmencement of each response, the cortex and bulbar records

aPpear to becone almost phase-locked in quasi-sinusoidal activity. If
the cortical recording convention is reversed to correspond with that

of the bulb, (i.e. deep with respect to surface) then the wave trains

have very close to zero phase difference. Visual inspection .alone does

not permit the detennination of which record leads the other in phase.

A wave train having successive components alternating

regularly in amplitude can be interpreted as the sum of a ft¡rdamental

and a subharmonic having a frequency half that of the fundanental.

Such a description fits quite well both the bulbar record, as nentioned

above, md more particularly the cortical record later in the response.

Again, it has not been possible to determine whether the subharmonic
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component in the cortical record is a reflection of the bulbar funda-

nental and/ot subharmonic activity, or vice-versa.

Next, the effect of variation of the rate of airflow into the

nasal cavity is shown (Fig. 100). Fig. 1008 shows responses in the

ipsi- and contraLateraL bulbs, and ipsilateral coïtex to th'o 2-sec

pulses of air flowing at the sarne rate as for Fig. 99c. At the slower

writeout speed of Fig. 1008, alternation of anplitude of successive

oscillations in both the ipsilateral bulb and cortex are clearly dis-

cernable. Also present is a slow positive shift in the contralateral

bulb at the onset of airflow. Since the low frequency cutoff for

recording was 0.3 Hz, it is possible that this represents a sustained

D.C. shift in the contralateral bu1b. This is probably rnediated by

activity flowing frour the ipsilateral bulb via the anterior limb of the

anterior co¡nmissure, since it is in the opposite direction to the slow

shift norrnally observed with ipsilateral mucosal stinulation. With the

airflow reduced to a vcry low level (Fig. 1004) no induced wave

activity is present. A slow potential shift is still evident in the

ipsilateral bulb.

Ottoson (1959) claimed that the olfactory bulb showed no

conspicuous slgns of fatigue on continuous stimulation. A check on the

linits of this statement has been attempted in Fig. 101. When a con-

stant airflow of approximately 1.5 secs duration is followed within 0.5

secs by a series of air pulses (Fig. 1014), then the responses to these
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Figure 100 Effects of variation of the rate of stimulating
airflow.
A: Airflow reduced to a very low level. No induced wave

activity, but a slow negative-positive potential shift
sti1l evident in the ipsilateral bu1b.

B: Responses to air flowing at the same rate as for Fig. 99C

ar¡d D" A small negative shift is observable in the contra-
lateral bulb at the onset of airflow.



Figure 101 Effect of a sustainedrf conditioningtf airflow on responses

to a |ttestilseries of air pulses.

A: conditioning airflow of approxinatery rla secs duration followed

by a test series of air pulses.

B: Conditioning airflow increased to 4!e secs.

The slou¡ hrave response appears to be unaffected by conditioning flow

but the high frequency induced wave component is reduced for the first
test response.
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test pulses differ litt1e from the responses presented earlier in this

chapter (e.g. Fig. 96). rf the airflow is allowed to continue for 414

secs before introducing a train of testing aír pulses, the high

frequency induced hrave component is reduced for the first test res-

ponse but recovers thereafter. The slow wave response, on the other

hand, is apparently unaffected by the conditioning airflow.

If the test pulse is caused to fall within a long duration

conditioning flow (Fig. r02), it appears that the test high-frequency

component is masked or inhibited, although the slow component of the

test response may still be discerned.

A particular feature of responses in Figs. 100-102 is the

slow-wave upwards deflection on cessation of airflow for the longer

flow duration records. This "Offil response is most likely associated

with the return to baseline of the sustained D.C. potential observed

by Ottoson (1959) during the flow of air over the mucosa.

In Fig. 96, bcir:sting, or flare activity, Ìvas described as a

feature of the induced wave response to certain odorous stimuli. These

flares occur at the rate of approxinately four per second. By provid-

ing pulses of air at 2 pet sec and 4 per sec, an attenpt was made to

drive the bulb at this f.late or envelope frequency. The results for

this are presented in Fig. 103. At 2 pulses per sec (Fig. 1034) the

individual bursts or responses are readily separated. The conposition

of these changes quite rapidly, so that the first two are quite
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different fron the last two, for example. Similarly, at 4 pulses per

sec (Fig. 1038), the responses sti11 appear separable, but with dis-

tinct frequency differences between the earLy (approximately 45 Hz) and

late (approxinately 40 Hz) bursts.

An alternative description of Fig. 103 is that rrartificial

sniffingrr has been impose<l on the animal.

The final four figures are concerned with interactions of

induced hrave responses. The responses depicted in Fig. L04 display the

interaction of induced wave responses in one bulb with those in the

other. Kerr (1960) showed that strong olfactory stimulation of one

bulb depressed induced activity in the contralateral bulb. In Fig.

1044 and B the separate responses to stinulation of the left and right

bulbs, respectively, are shown. It hras nore difficult to obtain

induced wave activity in the right bulb than the 1eft, so a compara-

tively larger puff of air had to be employed for the right (Fig. 1048).

Induced wave activity continues for approxinately one sec in the left

bulb, but does not cause induced activity in the other bulb. In the

right bulb, the stronger pulse causes induced wave activity lasting

for up to 2 secs. Condition-test interactions with the right bulb

resporise as c<.rndition, and the left as têSt¡ are given for C-T differ-

ences of 0.25,0.75 and 1 sec (Fig. 104C, D, E). In all three cases'

the test response (lower trace - left bulb) appears little changed

from the control response of Fig. 1044. Comparison of Fig. 104C



Figure 104 Interactions of induced wave responses in right and left

olfactory bulbs.

A q B: Separate control responses to stimulaticn of left and right

bulbs, respectively.

C-E: Condition-test interactions with the right oulb response as

conditioniland the left as test, for C-T differences of 0.25,0.75,

and 1 sec, respectively. Recording convention for this figure

is positivity upwards.
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(right bulb) with the control response of Fig. 1048 shows, on the other

hand, that the left bulb has inhibited the right bulb response. A

sinilar effect night be argued for Figs. 104D and E. I{owever, the

waxing and waning of the control response in Fig. 1048 at approximately

the same delays as for Fig. 104D and E do not permit definite con-

clusions to be drawn.

When responses to two identical pulses having variable delay

were interacted in the one bu1b, the results of Fig. 105 were obtained.

Fig. 1054 is the control response to a single pulse only, while Figs.

1058-E are interacted responses for double-purse stimulation at

separations of 0.33, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 sec, respectively. In Fig. 1058,

the two air flows are very close together, and the bulb high frequency

activity appears continuous across the two responses. At 0.5 sec

separation, the second response does not appear to be much altered.

The condition5response at the 0.75 sec deray has virtually the sarne

shape as the control of Fig. 1054 (i.e. a main flare of approximately

0.4 secs followed by a smaller flare of approxinately 0.2 secs). In

this case, the test response does appear to be slightly inhibited. The

case is only slightly altered in Fig. L05E where the delay is one

second. In this last case, alternat:on of the amplitude of successive

cycles in the test response is apparent.

Figs. 106 and 107 involve the interaction of the response to

a relatively wide pulse (approximately 1 sec duration) with that to a
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B-E: Interacted olfactory bu
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relatively narrow pulse (approxinately 0.2 sec duration).

Fig., 106C and D, and Fig. 1074 show the shorter durarion

response (Fig. 1064) as the condition,yesponse, and the longer duration

response (Fig. 106ts) as the test response, for delays of 1-.5, 1.0 and

.75 secs, respectively. For Figs. 1078, C, and D, the roles are

reversed, with the long duration pulse being the condition and the

short duration pulse the test. The respective delays are 1.0, L.25 ard

1.5 secs. Alternation of the amplitude of successive oscillations is

particularly noticeable in all responses to longer airflow in these

figures.

Visual inspection of the waveforms of Figs. 106 and 107 yields

the qualitative conclusions that there is abolition of the test slow

v¡ave component, except in the case of Fig. 106C (short C, long T, 1.5

sec separation), but the induced wave conponents do not interact as

noticeably. In several cases (Fig. 1078, D), the test response appears

to fall within the conqlitionryesponse, and is partially nasked by it.

tlscussl0N

Ottoson (1959) has commented on how the olfactory bulb res-

ponse evoked by natural stinulation varies greatly with the depth of

anaesth-^sia, and from one preparation to another. He has also shown

that different responses are obtained with different odorous stinuli.

In this chapter, the emphasis has been on the converse approach to this,

namely, the sinilarity of responses obtained in the one preparation when
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as many factors are held constant as possible. The responses which have

been obtained here have included both slow wave activity and the nor-

mally described induced wave activity. Because of arnplifier bandwidth

limitations a¡d electrode polarisation problems, D.C. recording has not

been carried out, but it has stillbeen possible to relate the slow wave

activity to the D.c. shifts of Ottoson. However, the origin of the

initial upwards deflection of the slow wave component still remains

obscure.

The distinctive responses to oi1 of cloves, and rnethyl benz-

oate when presented separately as odorant stimuli to the rabbit may

readily be discerned in responses fron the cat when a mixture of the

two is employed. For relatively short duration airflow, the character-

istic bursting, or flares, of the oil of cloves response predominates.

For longer duration airflow, the regular alternation of alnplitude of

successive cycles of the response , viz. the methyl benzoate character-

istic, gains ascendancy.

Under conditions of repetitive pulsatile odorant stinulation,

the responses have been shown to be quite similar in most general

respects, namely, number of flares, slow-wave shape, and a relative

constancy in phase of the individual. quasi-sinusoidal induced wave

responses. Techniques used here for stabilizíng physical conditions of

the experiment and stimulus, while useful for an arl-or-none type of

test, could possibly be gainfully extencled to cover gradations in flow
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rate and odorarÌt concentration, and modulation of both of these, in

order to test where differences in responses first become noticeable.

The variation of frequency within each response, as described

by Moulton (1963) for the rabbit, has also been noted here in the cat.

The initial frequency values of 40-45 Hz a¡d the final values of 50-35

Hz are appreciably lower than those described for the rabbit, but

Moulton has indicated that these frequencies apparently changed with

the odorant stinuli employed.

Ever since the work of Kerr and Hagbarth (1955), it has been

known that ¡nore central regions of the brain can influence olfactory

bulb activity. In nany of the records presented here, concomitant

pyriform cortex activity has been presented along with the ipsilateral

bulbar activity. Very little else can be added to comrnents nade in the

Results section about this cortical activity, apart from repeating that

it appears to be quite synchronous and, as far as can be determined,

in phase with the bulbar activity. Under certain circunstances, it may

have a large subharmonic component present.

The results of interacting induced wave responses in one

buLb with those in the other bulb (Fig. 104) appear at first sight to

differ fron the results of Kerr (1960', who showed that strong olfactory

stimulation of one bulb depressed induced activity in the contralateral

bulb. This discrepancy appears on closer inspection to be due to the

difficulty experienced during the experiment in obtaining induced wave
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activity in the right olfactory bulb. Because of the larger air purse

needed, it seems that some of the airflow escaped to the contralateral

mucosa, causing at least a slow vJave response in the left bulb (Fig.

1048), æd even the hint of sone induced wave activity on this slow

wave response. These conditions are quite different from those of

Kerr, and probably explain the difference in observations.

Finally, the results obtained here are in conplete agreement

with that school of thought which states that nasal airflow rnust be

Present for the observation of induced wave activity (Gault and Coustan,

1965; Gault and Leaton, 1963; Pagano, 1966). On no occasion, other

than when odorant material uras passed into the nostrils of the experi-

mental animal, was induced wave activity observed in the olfactory

bulb records.

Since the animals were fully conscious, although inmobilized

with Flaxedil, it is presurned that nonnal CNS functions such as arousal

and attention could stiil be obtained, exactly as for the unrestrained

chronic preparations used by these workers clairning that bursting

activity does not rely only on airflow (Hernández-Peón e.t a.L,, 1960;

Peñaloza-Rojas and Alcocer-Cuarón, 1967). Minute odorant air flux over

the mucosa due to muscular activit.¡ and rnovement in these unrestrained

animals, even with the nares taped or plugged, might possibly explain

the origin of this belief of central generation of induced wave activity.
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CHAPTER IX

QUAI,ITITATIVE AIIALYSIS 0F OLFACTORY BULB SPONTAI¡EoUS

AI.{D INDUCED WAVE ACTIVITY

PART A METHODS OF EEG AÀIALYSIS - A SURVEY

)u,L(inø o{ Patf A:

This section is concerned with a survey of relevant methods
of signal representation which might be applied to analysis of EEG

records. The usefulness of Fourier techniques and their application
to EEG analysis is described, particularly with reference to digital
conputer processing via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithn.
Because EEG records have characteristics of non-stationary time series,
the concept of a tine-varying poü¡er spectrurn is investigated. A
definition due to Larrowe (1964) is shown to have nany desirable
properties for such a descriptor and also to provide a r.urifying view-
point for integrating several other mathernatical descriptions of a
signal in tine and frequency, for exanple, eonplex demodulation,
discrete sampling of spectra in the frequency donain, the digital
conputation of statistical spectra via a data window and the nodified
periodograrn, and spectrurn representations for non-stationary statistical
data. Other signal measures, such as insta¡ltaneous amplitude, frequency,
and phase, the Analytic, Extended, and Entire signals, zero-crossings
and complex zero-crossings, and Generalised Spectrwn Analysis are all
considered fron the point of view of useful application to EEG analysis.
It is concluded that, of all the possible ways of representing a
signalts distribution in tine and frequency, the time-varying spectrum
definition of Larrowe is probably the easiest to conprehend, although
several of the other techniques could also be usefully developed and
applied as we11.
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Gøne¡s,[- corrment¿:

Signal theory and time series analysis have, in the last few

decades, undergone considerable sophisticated advancement, both in

theoreticar concepts and also practicat application. space cornmuni-

cation has resulted in a need to investigate and apply theoretically

near-optinun signal and inforrnation tra¡rsmission. Noise-like wave-

forms are finding more and more applications as probing or testing

signals in systen identification, and also for inproving the range

and velocity resolution of radars. Ways are also being evolved of

reducing the compLexity of a signal, as in the case of narrow-band

coding schemes for speech. rn the quest to discover and develop nore

of the earthrs natural resources, geophysical prospecting has come to

rely heavily on seismic impulse testing and specialised digital

processing of the resultant time series. As yet, however, no set of

analytical tools has been developed which nakes such complicated

signals both easy to compute and simple to understand. What is

desired in any fonn of general signal analysis is to represent the

signal in a manner, possibly even abstract, such that it character-

ises the signal and facilitates computation, analysis, orrrseeing

what goes onrrin the generation and processing of signal waveforrs.

Scoyte o d d,Lt ca's'síon :

This chapter revi-ews some of the techniques evolved for deal-

ing with signals, their inter-relationships and difficulties that arise
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in using then. Digital computers are assuming a major role in signar

processing. Accordingly, in sections of this review, specific con-

sideration is given to appropriate techniques for sanpled-data

representations of signals.

In the preceding chapter, experimental results were obtained

in the form of nultichannel time series. These records were examined

fron a qualitative point of view and certain features readily discern-

able were discussed. For a quantitative analysis, these EEG records nay

be described more precisely as finite duration samples of contenpor-

¿meous voltage waveforms, each conprising a continuous , teaL-valued,

band- and amplitude-1imited, single-valued function of a continuous real

variable, time. Several excellent reviews are available of analytical

nethods applicable to numerical processing of such EEG data (lvalter,

L963; Dumermuth and Fluhler, t967; Walter and Brazie.r, 196g;

Dunernuth e,t 0L. , L970; Huber at a,L., rgTL). In particular, walter

(1965) has discussed fundamental problems such as aliasing and finite
record length which occur with any sampled data representation (Blacknan

and Tukey, 1959). The three basic types of nodels which may be used

for EEG data are (Walter, 1963):

(1) the periodically repearing time series,

(2) the finite aperiodic time series,

and (3) the stationary statistical tine series.

In this chapter, a fourth representation, that of a rrwindowedn
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tine series, yielding a time-varying power density spectrum, is also

developed. It is also shown that this last representation is closely

related to several other methods of signal anarysis, including complex

denodulation (Walter and Brazier, 196S) and the Fast Fourier Transforn

nethod of power spectrum calculation (Cooley Qi a.L., 1967; Dunerrnuth

and Fluhler, L967).

Consíderable benefits accrue in the analytical situation by

representing a signal as the linear sum of predeternined basis functions

(Lerner, 1959).

f (t) = I"r, /r,, :)

where f(t) is the signal, yn(t) are the"fittingtt fu¡ctions

and a' are the weighting coefficients to be determined. The yrr(t) are

so chosen that for any one of them, the analysis, cornputation, or

visualisation of the particular problem at hand is easy. To find out

what happens to f(t), one determines what happens to the individual y's,

and adds up the results with appropriate weightings, an.

Exyt o nen tia,[- nepnu ¿n t a.tio vø :

The oldest and most universally applied nethod of representing

a signal as the sum of simpler functions is through the use of sine

waves. The entire class of exponential functions, which includes sines

and cosines, is invariant in form under the operations of different-

iation and integration. The solution of linear differential equations

with constant coefficients reduces to a problem in algebra, when
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exponential solutions are assumed. From this point, a whole operational

calculus arises, culrninating in Fourier and Laplace transforms"

When Fourier techniques are applied to the three models of

EEG data, listed above, the Fourier series transform is the appropriate

tool for the first.

f(t) F, exp (j 2nifi t) ,
-æ

æt
1

where F. = + ¡ Tr/2 t(t) exp(-j 2trif ¡t)dt,
' -tt'/z

fr = fundamental frequency of f(t),

Tt = I/f t = th: period of f (t),

i = all real integers including zero,

and j =Æ.

For the second model, the aperiodic signal, the Fourier integral trans-

form should be used.

f(t) = {l r(rl exp(j zrft)df

where F(f) = {i r(.) exp(-j 2rrt)dt

For the third nodel, strictly speaking, there is no Fourier

transform since the energy contained in such a waveform is unbounded,

thereby violating necessary conditi rns for the transforns existence

[Lee, 1960). A power densitT spectrum can be defined which, in the

limit, does exist. This power density spectrum is related to the

statistical parameters of the signal, in particular its autocorrelation

ftrnction. As a result of these properties, the pohrer density spectrum
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and the sinusoidal analysis that goes with it are, for nany problems,

as useful as a knowledge of the signal itself.

For sanpled-data representations, the Discrete Fourier

Transfor:n (DFT) is the correct form to use (Jenkins and Watt, 1968;

Cooley Q.t a,L., 1969). The DFT (also called the Finite Fourier Transforn)

of f(k), k = 0, L,2, ...r, N-1, a series of N finite-valued cornplex

numbers, is defined as,

,, N-1
F(n) = ñ- u:o 

t{o) exp(-j2nnklN),

where n = 0, 1, 2, N-l a1so.

Sinilarly, f(k) can be expressed as the inverse DFT of F(n); namely

N-1
f(k) - I F(n) exp(j2rnklN)

n=0

It is well-known (Cochran QL aI_., 1966) that for uniformly

spaced sarnpling intervals, the sarnpred data conpletely represents the

continuous waveform frcm which it was derived, provided this waveform

is frequency band-limited and the sampling rate is high enough.

Although a transform in its own right, and conpletely inde-

pendent of the Fourier series and Fourier integral transforms, the DFT

of the discrete tine series is closely related to the Fourier transform

of the continuous waveforrn from which the samples were taken.

With the advent of the re-discovery of the Fast Fourier

Transfo:im (FFT) algorithm (Cooley and Tukey, 1965; Cooley ú ú.,
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1967), there has been a revolution in the approach to practical Fourier

usage. Such are the computational economies of the FFT that the

Schuster periodogram has now reappeared as the preferred cornputational

approach in obtaining power density spectra (Dumermuth and Fluhler, 1967;

Cootey a-t a,L., t967; Cooley Øt a.L., 7970a; Bergland, 1969; Oppenheim,

1970; Welch, 1967; Richards, L967; Singleton and Poulter, 1967;

Cooley a.t eL., I970b; Bogert, 7967; Cooley e't aL., 1969; Dumermuth

ei. aI-., 1970; Bingham et a.L., \967; Tukey, 1967; Parzert, 1968).

In computing the statistical spectrum estimate, the periodo-

gran approach does not differ from the correlogran approach (Blackrnan

and Tukey, 1959; Walter, 1963) if appropriate spectral windows are

applied (Tukey, 1965). In both cases, a statistically unbiased esti-

mator is obtained, but the properties of this estimator are improved by

a snoothing procedure. Bingham ai. 0,,L. (1967) have succintly described

modern techniques of power density spectrum estimation, especially via

the FFT algorithn. By introducing the concept of modified Fourier

periodograms, wherein the original raw ddta are multiplied with special

data I'windows" in the time donain, it is possible to obtain a statistic-

ally irnproved spectrum estimate (Ccoley e,t al-., 1967). When considered

fron a different concepLual point of view, as will be shown below. the

application of a window to the data can be made the basis of an

extremcly useful, unifying, pragntatic approach to non-stationary or

tinic-varying powcr dcnsity spectrum ltcasur-clttcnts.
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T inø- v anqíng t yt zc,t n-ct :

Classical Fourier Theory has no provision for a signal whose

spectral characteristics are changing as a function of time. A signal

is either defined as amplitude values of a wa.veform at sharply defined

insta¡rts of tirne extending from minus infinity to plus infinity, or

alternatively, as the sun of infinite sinusoidal wavetrains of rigor-

ously defined frequencies, amplitudes and phases. One works either in

the time donain, or in the frequency domain, but not both together.

Gabor (1946) was probably the first to consider the problens

involved in such a dual descrlption. One inportant fundamental result

of his analysis was the enunciation of the Uncertainty Principle. This

states that there is a minimun value ot the product of the frequency

resolution and time resolution in any dual domain description of a

signal, i.e.

Lf Lt >., ,

where Af and At are the effective duration and effective frequency width

of the signal (Gabor, 7946). In other words, narrowing the width of a

tine window in order to inprove the time resolution results in an

increase in width of the frequency ,vindow, and a degradation of frequency

resolution, and vice-veïsa. This fundamental property must be borne in

nind in discussion of any definition of a time-varying power spectrurn.

By deriving an expression,

e(t,f) = f(t) P*(t) exp[-j 2rft),
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for a complex signal energy density function in time and frequency

e(trf) of the waveform f(t), having a conplex conjugate Fourier trans-
*

forn F (f), Rihaczek (1968) was able to unify and integrate the work of

Gabor, and several subsequent atternpts to describe a signal in the time-

frequency donain. From the above definition the integral of e(t,f)

over all t gives the signal energy density at f, i.e. the energy density

spectrum. Sinilarly, the integral over all f gives the instantaneous

power waveform at time t. Finally, integration over the entire tine-

frequency donain yields the total signal energy. That is

{l.Ct,f)dr = lr¡r112 ,

{l .f.,f)df = lr(t) l, ,

and 'zI fi e(t, f) dtdf = E

Since e(t,f) is the complex energy density, its value at one

particurar point in time and frequency is not a good measure of energy

distribution. To obtarn this, e(t,f) must be integrated over a time-

frequency ce1l, chosen large enough to prevent significant interaction

of e(t,f) over adjacent cells. In such a nanner, Rihaczek obtained a

type of cell of finite dinensions similar to the one arrived at by Gabor.

However, the cell size finally anived at, while having the sane product

between time resolution and frequency resolution, was found to have

changing shape, depending on the rate of change of instantaneous

frequency.
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Although invaluable for analytical purposes, Rihaczekrs

complex signal energy density function is not particularly tractable

for practical application. This is because, in order to calculate

e(t,f), the function of time, f(t), must be known for ar1 time before

the conplex conjugate of its Fourier transforrn, F"¡f), can be found. If

an attenpt is made to circurnvent this difficulty by considering a finite

or truncated segment fr(t) of f(t), and calculating the Fourier trans-

form Fr(f) of this, there is no proof that Fr(f) is an unbiased or even

accurate estirnate of F(or), particularly if f(t) is not a stationary

statistical time series.

I nstnntrutQ.o u,6 poLt)uL 8 pe-c,t io.:

It has been indicated above that it is possible to obtain a

dual representation of a signal in time and frequency, but that there is

a ¡ninimum resolution product fundamentally associated with such Tepre-

sentations. There have been several attempts to define an instantaneous

povler spectrun rather than instantaneous energy distributions.

Page (1952) defined an instantaneous power spectrum for a

function of tine, f(t), by conputing a 'rrunning* Fourier transfory of

f(t) a¡rd obtaining the time derivative of the square of the nagnitude of

this transform. Thus, if F¡o(ur) = | t l: tC.l exp(-jurt)dr,

the instantaneous por4rer spectrum p(to,o) is given by

p(to,ur) = h lFto(r)12
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It can be shown (Larrowe, L964) that the frequency resolution

of the instantaneous pohrer spectnm so defined increases as the neasure-

ment interval increases. Turner (1954) has shown that the different

instantaneous power spectra of f(t) at tirne to, obtained by starting

the analysis at various different times before to, all differ by

rrcomplementaryrr spectral functions which satisfy the equation

{l o. (to,o)d = o,

although pc (to,0r) is not identically zero.

Detailed consideration of problems sinilar to the above leads

to four nain criticisms regarCing instantaneous power spectra (Larrowe,

L964, his page 39) . These are that since 'rthe instantaneous power

spectrun p(toror) at any specific instant of time, to, is dependent upon

all of f(t) which has elapsed since the start of measurement, then:

(1) If f(t) consists qf two consecutive identical functions,

fa(t) and fO(t), the instantaneous power spectrum obtained for

the second functj-cr; v.'ill be different from that obtained for the

first.

(2) Instantaneous pov¡er spectra obtained at the same instant for

the same function of time, but for which the times of starting the

measurenents are different, will differ by a complenentary function

whose integral with respect to o over all t¡ is zero.

(3) If we try to eliminate the effects of the complementary

functions by allowing the measurement interval to become arbitrarily
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short, the instantaneous spectrum becomes flat in t¡ and thus

loses its frequency-cliscriminating characteristics.

(4) The instantaneous power spectrum becomes increasingly

detailed in frequency as time since the start of measurement

.llincreases. These points indicate the instantaneous power sPectrun

is not likely to be particularLy vaLuable as a tool in EEG analysis.

Fouien lnau{otun o[ a LÛnø-vüLUíng awtoeonne,La.tion dunc'LLoni

The Wiener-Khintchine theorem states that for a stationary

random firnction, the power spectrum, p(f), is the Fourier transform of

the functionrs autocorrelation function, R(.). That is,

p (f) = {i n(.) exp (- j Zrfr) ð.t ,

and R(.) = {l p(r) exp(j2rft)df

Many authors regard the Fourier transforrn of the autocor-

relation function of any function as the basic definition of the pohler

spectrum of that function. However, with the advent of the FFT algo-

rithm, as has been indicated earlier, the preferred route to the power

spectrum in nunerical calculations is actualty via the (nodified)

periodogran. The so-called "basicil definition in terms of correlation

functionS would therefore seem to require reviewing. In spite of this,

j-t is still logical to consider ¿ire merits of using the Fourier trans-

form of a suitably defined tine-varying autocorrelation function as a

measure of a signalrs distribution in time and frequency.

The autocorrelation function, R(t), of a continuing function
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of tine, f(t) , may be defined as

f(t+1) ¿¡

and the power spectrum of f(t) is then given by the first equation of

the above Wiener-Khintchine pair.

Various definitions of a time-varying autocorrelation function

are possible. Thus, Fano (1950), Otterman (1960), and Schroeder and

Atal (1962) have suggested several definitions of short-tine or time-

varying autocorrelation functions. These definitions, plus two

additional formulations are examined in detail by Larrowe (1964) who

concludes that in general there is no particular advantage to be gained

in defining a time-varying autocorrelation function instead of a time-

varying power spectrum of the kind to be considered below.

Tìmø-vanqing potluL detai.tq 
^fJQ-c,þtß,.

Again, several different definitions of a time-varying power

density spectrum are possible. Intuitively, certain concepts involving

such a quantity should be fulfilled. In addition to being a firnction

of both time and frequency, a time-varying pohrer spectnm (TVPS) should

satisfy the following requirements (Larrowe, 1964, his page 15):

"(1) If f(t) is the function being analysed, to is any particular

instart of time, and p(r,r,t) is a TVPS of f(t), then p(ur,to) should

describe the spectral characteristics of a portion of f(t) in

some neighbourhood of to, and should not depend upon the nature

R(t) Lirn 1- T-t- T Ir,z rct
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of f(t) for values of t outside this neighbourhood.

(2) At any instant, to, the integral of p(o,to) with respect to

angular frequency, r,t, over al 1 u-r, should be equal to {f(to)}2,
the instantaneous power of f(t).

(3) For any angular frequency oo, the integral of p(oo,t) with

respect to tine t, over any finite tine intervar should be equal

ao "".r(ro), the average spectral energy density in the neighbour-

hood of o^ of the portion of f(t) which is within the time intervalo

over which the integration is perforrned.

(4) The TVPS should never become negative.'t

Equivalent definitions satisfying such requirements and due

to Larrowe are discussed in the next two sections.

T im¿-wíndo u) apph! a.cll :

The function f(t), a real function of time, is multiplied by

a frtime-window'r or weighting function, q(t-to), having its naximum value

at t = to and approachinrJ zero as lt-tol increases, in such a manner

that .l- q(t-to)dt<-. In such a manner, f (t) q(t-to), the part of f(t)

which is'rseen'r through the time window at toris weighted to give the

nost significance to the spectrun characteristics of f(t)

Polarer considerations , and Parsevai t s relation (Lee, 1960)

definition of the power density spectrum of f(t) at time t
1 | {l qCt-to) f (t)exp(- jurt)dt l2

Pt (o,to)
{i tq(t-to) }2dt

neart=t

lead to a

o

o, given bL

ñ
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where the subscript t on pt(ur,to) designates the time-window type of

definition. The integral o¡ pt(orto) with respect to o over all c,r, at

a given time, to, yields the average power in the signal, P(to)

P (to) = {i n. (ur, to) dr,r

The nunerator integral may be regarded either as a Fourier

transforn of q(t-to) f(t) or as a weighted Fourier transform of f(t),

with nost weight being given to the properties of f(t) for values of

in the neighbourhood of to.

F necluøneq -wLndow aytpno aeln :

An analogous approach to the time-window case is obtained by

exarnining the amplitude density spectrum, leCrll, of the signal, f(t),

in the neighbourhood of aro with a frequency window lC¡r-ro) l. Consider-

ation of spectrum energy densiti-es leads to a frequency-window defin-

ition of the tine-varying power density spectrum, p¡(uiort), at trror âs,

(Larrowe, L964)
1

ñ I /: G (o-uro) F (ur) exp (j urt) dw | 
2

P¡ (oo, -t)
T

æ

æ I c[u,-ro) l2aw

EcawLva,Lence 06 Líne- ond,[nøcluencq-window epøLoacLte.¿ :

It can be shown that the time-window definition is equivalent

to the frequency window defini tion for a specific timeì tor and fre-

quency, tiro, provided the frequency window, G(ul-u.ro), is the complex

conjugate of the Fourier Transform of the tine window, g(t-to); that

is (Larrowe, 1964), G(ur-oo) = {l q(*)exp{j (ur-oo)x}dx. By using these
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equivalent time- and frequency-windoh, appïoaches, the TVpS so obtained

satisfies the four intuitive requirements detailed above. It does not

however give a unique definition of a time-varying power spectr.'n

since an unlimited number of window pairs is possible. The choice of
an optinum tine-frequency window pair depends upon many factors, for
exanple, the nature of the signal being anarysed, the purpose of the

measurement and the type of methods available to perform the "windowing,

No matter what window pair is chosen, the Uncertainty principle sti11
ho1ds, and there is a minimum resolution product in time and frequency.

rn the definition of a TVps, certain concepts aïe very

important. Firstly, all fwrctions of time considered are assuned to

be finite in duration and bounded in amplitude, since these restrictions
hold for any physical signal which may be encountered in practice.

Therefore, 31Y f(t) under consideration is assumed to be both absolutety

and square integrable, which are the necessary conditions for its
Fourier transforn to exist. secondly, although the signal f(t) may

have the appearance of a random function, the approach has not been

restricted to statistical considerations. The TVPS is an exact spectrun

of the weighted time series, e(t-to)f(t). The most valuable propeïty

of this definition of a time-varying power spectrun lies in its
relationship to other existing or new nethods of spectrum estimation,

as will be shown later.

The predominant problem in statistical spectrum analysis
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(Jenkins and i{att, 1968; Parzen, 1965a, b, 1968; Cooley e.t a,L,, 1967)

is to estimate the power spectrum of the process underlying the geneï-

ation of the infinite stochastic tirne series. In estinating this

spectrum,spectral windows, bias in the estirnates fron finite sanples

of the waveform, statÍstical variability, and techniques of improving

all of these measures have been given detai iecl scrutiny. With the use

of the FFT, it has been found that the estirnator properties are

improved by using a I'modified, periodogram approach, where the raw data

are nultiplied by some data window before transforming (Cooley e.t a!-.,

L967). However, no optimum .1ata window has been found.

rt is therefore seen that present-day spectrum analysis via

the FFT is equivalent in practice to the calculation of a time-varying

pohrerc spectrum exactly of the type described above, provided appro-

priate data windows are employed, although the underlying concepts differ.

Instead of calculating spectra via the FFT, an arternative

method is by sampling in the frequency domain (cochran e,t 0,L., 1966).

In this paper, several measurenent methods are discussed, which are

specifically tailored to measuring the energy density spectra of time-

limited rrbursts". The authors recognize that these methods are also

useful in measuring energy-density spectra in general, such as time-

varying spectra, and spectra of statj-onary as well as nonstationary

stochastic processes. Examples of such processes include the analysis

of speech , using the sound spectrograph, and EEG analysis.

* Th.e literature in this
detail j-n this chapter.

field is vast, æd cannot be discussed in
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Such a¡r approach relies on the fact that discrete samples of

the Fourier tra¡sform at multiples of I/T Hz, where the duration of the

burst is T seconds, are sufficient to completely characterise the

continuous transform of the aperiodic burst (Cochran e.t a,L., 1966).

sanpling in the frequency domain via digital filtering of signals is

the approach adopted by walter and Adey (1965), and in their subsequent

papers (Walter Qi. a.t-,, 1967; Walter e,t d.L., 7966). As will be seen

1ater, this type of approach may prove useful when considering other

methods of analysing non-stationary data,

Syteelttwn,LeptLu øntaiiont .don non- tta,tiona.n4 da.ta:

It is usually assumed that the processes producing the EEGs

do not change their spectrun characteristics greatLy during the period

of observation; that is, they are stationary processes. Walter and

Adey (1965) have pointed out that, if the time series is stationary,

normal approaches estimate the spectrum correctly, while if the

characteristics of the l:IG records are changing with time, an approxi-

nately average value over the interval of measurement is estinated

instead. Several spectrum representations have been suggested for non-

stationary statistical time series, including the following:

(1) Generalised power spectrum. The autocorrelation function for

a non-stationary random process may be defined by an ensenble average,

or Itexpectationrr

R(11, tz) Lin 1

N+- Ñ

N

x

k=1
fk (t1) fk (r2)
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Lampard (1954) utilised this autocorrelation function in

obtaining an expression for the spectrum of non-stationary d,ata by

taking a double Fourier transform of it. The result is a double

frequency expression,

p(urpo2) = of- tî ¿- R(t1,tr)exp{ j@rtr-urt2)}dtLdt2,

where p(u-rrro2) is ca1led the generalised power density spectrum of the

process {f(t)}. It is of great value for analytical treatments of nor,

stationary problens. However, a major linitation to its usefulness

in engineering and sinilar applications is that the tine-varying auto-

correlation function involves ensemble neasurenents and is therefore

not subject to direct ¡neasurement.

(2) Bendat and rhrall (1964) suggest that a time-varying power

spectrum may be obtained by narrow-band fittering and ensenble averag-

ing. Again, this suffers from the defect of requiring ensemble

averages in practice.

(3) when the method of (2) is modified by reptacing the ensemble

average with a short-time average, a short tirne averaged power density

spectrum is obtained which is described nathematically by:

þ (t,ur,T) 1-E- {f(t,o,B,T) }z

where {f(t,o,B,T) }z = + {1., {r({,,,B) }2 a'E

The term f([,trrrB) is the value of the sanple record being investigated

after narror.rr band pass fittering with a bandwidth of B a¡d a centre
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frequency, rrr. This method can be applied in the practical situation,

but clearly is not as simple, nor as elegant, as Larrowers definition

of a time-varying spectrurn.

(4) A very rigorous derivation of power spectrun analysis of non-

stationary random processes has been developed by Priestley (1965;

1967). The, basis of his theory centres around the concept of

Itevolutionary pohrer spectrarr. It is interesting that this approach

appears to agree quite closely with the definition proposed by Larrowe,

while also having some of the properties of the type (3) definition of

a tine-varying porrrer spectrum, above. It has further been pointed out

(by Tukey and Brillinger, in the Discussion following Priestley, 1965)

that there is a strong similarity between the estination procedures for

Priestleyrs evolutionary spectra, and the technique of conplex demodu-

lation. A surunatized form of Priestleyrs technique is (Priestley, 1967)

to pass f(t) through a filter centred on frequenC/ r,ror say, and having

a norrnalised frequency response function, G(t¡), such that

{ilcC'll2dr,r = t

The value of the evolutionary spectrun, at tine, to, and frequency, oo

is estinated by convolving the square of the nagnitude of the output

tine function fron the filter Y(t) with a special weight function, WT(t),

i¡uro,to) = /:lwr(u) lv2¡to-u) lau,

where WT(u) is chosen so that

lii tt'rllwiru l2dr] -- c, a constanr.
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Note that p(oorto) is rrsmoothedtr over both time and frequency by use

of appropriate "rr¡indowsri analogously as for Larrowers definition,

although in a more conplicated manner. By placing the concept of a

time-varying power density spectrum on a more rigorous rnathematical

foundation, Priestley's contributions validate the practical usefulness

of Larrowets formulation.

C omyil-øx demo du.Lafio n :

The basic procedure for complex dernodulation was suggested by

Tukey in 1959. Complex denodulation techniques have been devetoped

and appried by Godfrey (1965, 1967) and discussed in Binghan af aL.

(L967). The term bi-spectrum anarysis is also applied to this tech-

nique (Hasselman øt a,L., 1963; Godfrey, 1965). The nethod is now

beginning to find application in EEG analysis (Walter and Brazier, L968;

Dunermuth e.t a.L,, L970; Huber ef. eL., IgTl). The form of cornplex

denodulation described a¡rd applied by Godfrey (196s) and walter (196g)

is equivalent to exaninlirg the equivalent anplitude and phase modu-

lation of the signal., f(t), contained in a bandwidth, +8, about a centre

frequency, oo. Complex denodulates are computed according to

fa(oo) = L{faexp(jurot)} ,

where f*(ur^) 
"s 

¡ complex-val'led complex demodulate, f- is the originalL v + _ f,

real-valued tine series rr.ro is the centre frequency for the demodulate,

and L{ } is a low-pass filter of bandwidth B. Multiplication of fa by

exp(joot) is acconplished by multiplying the raw data by cosoot and
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sinoot and considering the products to be in quadrature (Walter, 1968)

The amplitude and phase nodulation is obtained by low-pass filtering
these quadrature products a¡rd combining them in the well known repre-

sentations

¡=r@ rffid0=arcta¡rå
^

Note that the underlying concept here is of folmi.ng a narrohr band-pass

segment of the frequency spectnrm, ootlì, and then analysing this seg-

ment in tems of instantaneous anplitude and phase modulation of an

inplied carrier, oo. These concepts wirl be raised again in a later

section. Care has to be taken with the 1ow-pass filters used so that

phase distortions are not introduced (Huber ef. a,[-., rgTr). simple

frrunning average" filters are suitable (Godfrey, 1965).

Provided the changes in the paraneters of the signal are much

slower than the time constants of the filters, this method is closely

related to the earlier described nethods of time-varying pohrer spectrum

measurements via frequcncy filtering.

Possibly of great practical importance in EEG analysis, but

as far as can be determined, not yet applied, is an extension of the

complex demodulation technique (Godfrey, 1968). The basic procedure

may be gener.lised as follows:-

the generalised demodulate, ft, is given by

f.(o) = L{Q.(o) fe(t) }

wherc fg(t) are obscrvations on some process for t = L,2....1,
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. with observations not necessarily equally spaced.

fa(o) is the conplex-demoduiate in the neighbourhood of o

L{ } is a 1ow-pass filter

ôa(o) is a demodulating function or "carrier" depending

on the problen being investigated.

The ¡nost general form of 0r(o) is

0. (r.,r) = Aa (t.r) exp{ j og (t) }

where At(o) is a function of t and o which characterises any non-

stationarity of the generating process, and g(t) is a function which

converts the arbitrary indexing of the observations to equal tine units.

The usual form of complex-demodulation is obtained when

g(t) = t, and Aa(r,r) - t

{The 4a(rrr) corresponds almost identically with the new 'rbasic elementsil

(basic functions) introduced by Priestley (1965) in his approach to

defining evolutionary spectra of non-stationary processes. Ì

From this appi:oach it is possible to demodulate any signal

against any other one. To do so with real-valued signals, requires

generating the Hilbert transform of the waveforrn acting as therrcarrierrr,

(which corfresponds with the complex valued function ôa(ur)), and to use

the carrier .-nd its Hilbert tra¡sform in the sÍùne way as the sine and

cosine waves were used in normal conplex denodulation procedures. The

conplex denodulate obtained can be interpreted as the amplitude and

phase modulation imposed on the wave acting as "carrierrr . CLeatIy, such
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an approach could prove very valuable when comparing contemporaneous

records obtained from two related regions of the brain, such as olfac-

tory bulb and olfactory cortex, or both bulbs.

In the analysis of stationary statistical processes, it is

customary to compute the FFT of all the data after applying a data

window and then smooth the modified periodograrn by averaging over

neighbouring frequencies .

A similar result is obtained by computing the FFT of success-

ive, overtapping, windowed blocks of the data, and then averaging all

of the ordinates at each frequency (Cootey af a.L., L967; Welch, 1967).

Godfrey (1968) points out that the modified periodogran ordinates for

successive pieces of data are equivalent to the values of the complex-

denodulate which is computed from a low-pass filter which spans the

piece of data and which incorporates the data window used in the FFT.

Therefore, the concept of complex demodulation has also now been related

to Larrowers definitioii of a time-varying power spectrun.

In stanf.attøouÁ ótL¿quØncq, ytl+a,te, and anytU.tudø:

A different type of tine-varying spectral quantity to the

ones considered above is to define the instantaneous anplitude and

frequency of a si.gnal and display these as a function of time. This

constitutes a line, or ríbbon, instead of a surface in three dinensional

space defined by time, frequency, and amplitude. Such a curve may be

uniquely obtained from any real firnction of time, f(t). To do so it is
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f(t)=Re
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necessary to develop the concept that f(t) is the real part of an

associated conplex valued function of tine, z(t).

If F(o) is the Fourier tra¡sform of f (t) , a real-va1ue<l

function of tine, then it ca¡r be shown that F(o) = F"(-r); that is,

the real part of F(o) is an even function, and the imaginary part of

F(r) is an odd function of r¡.

The inverse Fourier transform, defined as

f(t) = * CF(oJexp(jot)dtrr

{* ¿- F (o:) exp ( jrr:t) do}

In general, the imaginary part of the above integral will not

be zeto, so there can be defined a function, 1(t), where

î(t) = Irt* ¡în (,¡) exp ( j rut) durÌ ,TO

and

z(t)=f(t)+jif.l

= I ¡7p(o)exp(jot)dur1T0

The function z(t) is an analytic conplex fr¡nction of time

with a real part f (t) and a complex part ¡(r) , ild is termed the

Analytic signal, or pre-envelope, of f(t).

It .:an easily be shown that i(t) is a Hilbert transform of

f(t) (Dugundji, 1958; Goodman, 1960). The Hilbert transform of a

function has certain interesting properties, of which the following is

very inportant. If F(ur) is the Fourier transform of f(t), then the
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Fourier trarrsform L(ur) of f (t) is:

(-jF(o) o>0
(

L(o) = ( 0 ur = O

(
( +jF(o) t¡ < 0

j=Æ

The Analytic signal, z(t), nay also be written

z(t) = l'(t) lu*p(j0(t))
where lr(t) I = {r2(t) * ir(r)}4 ,

the modulus, or envelope of f(t)

and e(t) = arctan åiåi , the phase of f(t)

The Fourier transform of z(t) is now inmediately seen to be given by

(2F(ur) o>0
(

Z(u) = ( F(r,i) o = 0
(
( 0 t¡<0

It is standard engineering practice in considering frequency

spectra to double the positive frequency amplitudes and neglect negative

ones on the grounds that positive frequencies are the meaningful ones

a¡rd nathenatical negative frequencies reflect the positive ones in

conjugate complex form. It is evident that the mathenatical counter-

part to this physical process is to form the Analytic signal of the

waveform considered. It is fron the concept of the Analytic signat that

instantaneous amplitude and phase of any signals are obtained. The

instantaneous anplitude is given by the equation for lr(t) l, above.
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The instantaneous frequency is given by P .

Mearsunemenf oó Lyølantanzou.t wnyil)-tud¿ and ytha,sø:

Goodman (1960) has described methods of determining these

quantities using a pair of finite rnoving averages on a sample record.

His rnethod has been implemented as a digital computer routine, a¡rd is

available as BMD program BMD-O1T (Dixon, 1968).

U,se.duLnu¿ in ana.[-qzing ri4na.t s:

The utility of the Analytic sì-gnal representation lies in the

fact that, in certain circumstances often occurring in modulation theory

and practice, its application yields a sinpler representation than

straight tine-varying power spectrum analysis. An example of this is

the sinple contenporaneous nodulatíon in both amplitude and phase of a

carrier. The tirne-varying power spectrun of such a signal contains

nutnerous side-lobes, whereas the amplitude and phase representations

are relatively simple (Larrowe, 1964). It could therefore prove useful

in anaryzing the burst-irke signals of induced wave activity of the
*

olfactory bulb 0n the other hand, ïepïesentation by the Analytic

signal for noise-like waveforms appeaïs to be more complicated tha¡r the

tine-varying power spectrum representation. unfortunately, there

appears at present to be no sinpre relation between the tine-varying

power spectnxn, p(r^ro,to) of a functi-on of time, f (t), and its

* In part B of this chapter,
within an induced wave burst,
the burst.

it will be shown that the frequency varies
as does the amptitude of the envelope of
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instantaneous amplitude and frequency functions. However, for the

instantaneous frequency, Ackroyd (1970) has demonstrated that this is

the sane as the I'centre" frequency of the tirne-frequency energy

density distribution, e(t,f) of Rihaczek (1968), so possibly other

unifying relationships may be uncovered in the future.

)th¿n tLeprLuenftfiont od a ,si4na.L:

Considerable effort is being applied in present day signai

theory to obtain a unified representation of a signal (Seumahu, 1969).

The zero-crossing points of signals are entities which remain invariant

under amplification. The possibility would seem to exist that zero-

crossings night contain sufficient inforrnation to characterize

"messagesrr. Chang Q-t d,t-. (1951) have indicated that there is a close

relationship between zero-crossings, the power spectrum, and the auto-

correlation function of speech messages. Much of the information in

a nessage is therefore contained in its zero-crossings alone. For

exanple, demodulation of a frequency-modulated waveforrn is possible by

a counting process which considers only the zero-crosssings (Schwartz,

1970). Sitton (1970) has investigated various means of segmenting

speech signals, a problern closely parallel to EEG analysis. Using the

central sanple mornents of the zero-crossings as a function of time, he

has demonstrated that autonatic segmentation is possible. Application

of sinilar techniques to EEG records might prove very useful also.

The concept of zero-crossings can be extended to the conplex
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tine donain. This is done by the substitution of complex time z =

¡+jy in place of the original real t (Seunahu, 1969). Substitution is

done during inverse Fourier transformation from the frequency domain.

This results in the so-called Extended signal, which is complex in the

conplex tine domain, except along the real axis where it is purely real.

In the case of periodic signals, of fundamental frequency

ft = I/Tt, the period, the Extended signal is given by

f(z) = i Fn exp (i2nnf,z)
n=-@

where F

Fn

is siven bvn

1 T1/2
= q ,_t, lz f3)exp(-j2nnftt)dt

The spectrun of this Extended series can be expressed as

f (t+jy) = | F' exp ç-2trnf 1y)exp( 
j2nnf ,t)

æ

n=-@

By conparison with nomal Fourier spectrum representation it

is seen that the spectlan of f(z) is given by the product of the spec-

trun of f(t) and an exponential function of frequency, expç-2rnf1V).

(Conpare this approach with the generalised spectrun "hrindow",

G(o-uro), for the tine-varying pohter spectrun, discussed earlier).

For an aperiodic signal, this representation becomes

f(z) = il e(f)exp(j2rfz)df

or, f(t+iy¡ = {i e(f)exp(-2nfy)exp(j2nft)df
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where the exponential rnultiplying function is exp(-Znfy).

Note that these last equations have the appearance of a

double-sided Laptace transform, and can be used to define the 'rcomplex

zero-crossingsrt of f(t), in the s¿une way that zeros are defined in the

Laplace transformation .

Conplex zero-crossings are those points in the conplex time

plane where both the rear and the imaginary parts of f(z) become zero

and in general they have complex tine coordinates. Their positions are

invariant under amplification but not under frequency translation.

A sampling theorem can be devised so that the signal can be represented

to within a constant multiplying factor from knowledge of the positions

of the conplex zero-crossings (Voelcker, 1966).

Further extensions of the signal are possibte which gi-ve even

more general and useful properties. By obtaining the Extended si-gnal

of the Analytic signal (or, equivalently the Analytic signal of the

Extended signal), one cbtains what is termed the Entire signal

(Seunahu, 1969) .

Such a representation appears to have nany unifying proper-

ties for signal theory and analysis, and will be of great importance in

the future in analysing EEG waveforms, following appropriate development.

In a nanner completely parallel to the FFT algorithm in

power spectrum analysis, the chirp-Z transform algorithm (CZT) (Rabiner

Qf a,L., 1969a, b) seems to be destined for a similar practical processing
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role in Extended and Entire signal theory applications.

Genena,[i's ød,s ytøc,tltwn a!La,[-A^ i/s :

At the beginning of this chapter it was pointed out that a

signal could be deconposed into any general forn of basis functions,

and that the normally used representation is in terms of orthogonal

exponential functions. Recently , great interest has been placed on

alternative orthogonal basis functions. In particular, the Walsh

functions (Harmuth, 1968; I969a, 1969b) , Haar functions (Sitton,

1970), ild prolate spheroidal functions (Slepian and Po11ak, 1961)

have all been applied. Andrews and Caspari (1970) have inplenented

a class of orthogonal transformations by a technique which generalises

the FFT algorithm. Because of the simplicity of implementation of a

Fast Walsh transform (FWT), requiring only N logrN additions rather

than complex operations as in the FFT, Walsh function analysis can be

expected to play an increasingly important role in future signal

theory, Ðd nost likeiy EEG analysis as well.

Swrmanq:

0f all of the possible methods of representing a signalrs

distribution in time a¡rd frequency, that of a time:varying spectnm

is probably the easiest to comprehend. From the many different ways

of describing such a quantity, the definition of a tirne-varying power

density spectnrn due to Larrowe, ild described above appears to be

the nost useful and satisfying definition for practical applications,
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and nay readily be related to other techniques such as comprex

denodulation.

The more rigorous definition due to priestley, while very

sinilar to Larrowers definition, does not seem as sirnply related to

other signal representations. A further decided adva¡rtage of

Larrowers definition lies in the ease with which it may be integrated

with present-day techniques of numerical pohrer density spectnm

estimation via data windows, the Fast Fourier transform algorithm,

and the nodified periodogram.

Other representations of a signal, namely complex zero

crossings, Extended, and Entire signals, and Generalised spectrum

Analysis have been indicated as being at a stage where they could

very fruitfully be developed for application to the analysis of EEG

data.
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PART B - TI}IE VARYING SPECTRUI{ A]'JALYSIS AI)PLICATIONS

)uLtinø o( Patut B:

The concept of a time-varying spectrum developed in the
previous section of this chapter is applied in this section to analysis
of olfactory bulb spontaneous and induced wave activity. Although only
Iinited application of the technique has been made here, these pre-
liminary results have yielded several novel discoveries. These
include the demonstration that rtflares" in the induced waves are due
to a rtbeatingrr effect between two distinct generator peaks in the
spectrum at approxinately 40 llz. It also appears possible to separate
40 and 20 Hz components in the pyriform cortex, suggesting that these
frequencies arise fron different regions of the olfactory system.

G¿nun.L covYvnønl/s,

The literature appears to contain surprisingly little quanti-

tative analysis of the olfactory bulb spontaneous and induced wave

activity, despite its nost distinctive character (Chapter VIIi).

Indeed, the only real aitempts at such analysis seem to be the work of

Hughes and co-workers (Hughes and l{azu-rowski, t962a, b, L963, 7964;

Hughes and Hendrix, L967), Ðd Boudreau (1963). Their approaches and

contributions will now be discussed.

It has been pointed out on several occasions in the present

thesis that, when experimental results are subjected to quantitative

manipulations, a relatively few experiments generate copious volunes of

data (Chapters V and VI). This same fundamental feature has obviously
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occurted in the studies of Hughes and co-workers, where four of their

papers are concerned with the dissection of results obtained from only

two Rhesus macaque rnonkeys and three rabbits. Their methodological

approach, which has not varied appreciably fron paper to paper, has

involved the recording of olfactory bulb activity in unanaesthetised,

conscious aninals having chronical 1y-irnp lanted. nacro-electrodes .

Techniques of presentation of odorant stimuti have possibly involved

the nost variability of any of their experinental paraneters. The

nethod adopted in the 1967 paper involved the passage of oxygen at 400

nl/min through an odorless plastic tube, the end of which was held

four inches from the nose of the experimental animal. The issuing gas

jet passed over a piece of gauze soaked with 10 drops of the liquid

odorant naterial hetd two inches from the nose. This purportedly pre-

sented the olfactory stirnulus under stable, physiological conditions.

0ther methods of stimulus presentation were also used, viz. via nasal

catheters, or by merely" holding the gauze two inches fron the nose and

onitting the gas stream described above.

Frequency analysis techniques have followed a progressive

developnent over the successive papers. In all cases, on-going olfactory

bulb activit.¡ was recorded on an analogue tape recording system for

post-experimental analysis. By forming closed loop tapes containing

30 secs of rhythnical responses, Ðd replaying these at 8 times the

recording speed into a semi-automatic frequency analysis system centred
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around a heterodyne wave analyser, they endeavoured to obtain an

accurate measure of the frequency composition of the records. Inter-

pretation of the output of this system has presented Hughes and co-

workers with certain difficulties. In their first two papers (Hughes

and Mazurowski , 1962b, 1963), the output fron the analyser was inter-

preted as an amplitude value of the frequency cornponent being filtered

from the tape loop record. For a given frequency, the analyser outpu-

was displayed on a CRO, and "the amplitude of the trace deflection

noted and averaged by eye". In the later papers (Hughes and Mazurowski,

1964; Hughes and llendrix, 1967), this theoretically unsound averaging

technique was replaced by a semi-automatic method of integration of

the analyser output by neans of operational arnplifiers. All arralysed

records were presented as amplitude 'tspectrarr.

It is important to point out that the above techniques of

analysis do not agree with any of the standard forms of time series

analysis (Blackman and 'iukey, 1959, their page 25). In the discussion

which followed presentation of the 1964a paper, the analysis techniques

enployed by Hughes and Mazurowski drew strong comnents (Ens1ein, L964,

his page 337). Amptitude spectra, as is well known, do not normally

permit direct surnmation or subtraction of cornponents at the same

frequency. Such properties only hold true ín general for power spectra.

Because of this, nost of their results involving the differencing of

the background from the response obtained to odorant stimulation are
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invalid, as also are many of the intcrpretations and conclusions based

on these manipulations.

In the later papers, the frequency analyses are still shown

as relative anplitude (ordinate) versus frequency (abscissa) plots.

It appears that anplitude in this case refers to the integrator output

at the end of the analysis period. Subtraction of the background

anplitude spectr:um from the response spectrum is no longer attempted.

Instead, both anplitude spectra are superinposed for comparative

purposes.

Although attenpts could be made to duplicate the results of

Hughes and co-workers by applying similar equipnent and techniques used

by then, it is clear that their nethodology and treatnent of results

are not particularly suitable as a general approach to the analysis

of olfactory bulb activity, nor are their results suitable for con-

parison with more standard frequency analysis approaches. Further,

their interpretations, i:'specially in the earlier papers, may be

seriously in error because of their analytical method.

In addition to these mathematical considerations, certain

aspects of the methodology aTe open to query. Specific differences in

the frequency analysis responses when different odorant stimuli are

employed are interpreted as being due to rrexcitatoryt' or rrinhibitoryrl

responses (Hughes and Hendrix, 1967). Because of their experirnental

arrangement for the presentation of the odorant stimuli, described
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earlier, and the experience and results of experiments for Chapter VIII,

it would appear quite justifiable to ascribe increases or decreases in

the amplitudes of the spectral components to an increased or decreased

Tate or even depth of sniffing by the animal when presented with

different odours. From this point of view, cigarette smoke ("something

burningtr), not surprisingly, causes an rrexcitatoryrr (aIarm) response.

Although "physiological" in the sense that olfactory bulb activity

arises fron natural sniffing by the animal, the nethod of stimulus

presentation would appear to definitely introduce non-standardised

variations from preparation to preparation.

In spite of the above criticisrns, Hughes and co-workers have

obviously invested a great deal of effort in these quantitative studies.

Once the above limitations are recognised, it is then easier to

appreciate their significant contributions to this field of research.

In their studies of the spectral analysis of electrical

activity of cat prepyriform cortex, Boudreau and Freeman (1965) adopted

quite a different approach, well-founded in mathenatical theory and

employing digital rather than analogue techniques. Several samples of

activity were taken during the performance of a sinple learned food

response task" and subjected to spectral analysis with the aid of

digital conputers. Spectra hrere obtained by calculating the auto-

correlation function and performing a Fourier transform on it. Record

lengths were approximately 3 secs duration, and samples hrere taken at
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approxinately 160 per sec. All power spectra showed dominant activity

at about 40 Hz. Such sinusoidal activity in the prepyriform cortex

had been earlier shown by Freeman (1959) to appear in large amplitude

bursts synchronous with respiration. Low frequency peaks in the

spectral records at about one-half the dominant frequency were also

observed, but Boudreau and Freeman considered the harmonic relationship

to be approximate rather than exact. In addition to the ordinary

povrer spectrum calculations, considerable cross-spectral work was per-

formed on records obtained simulta¡reously from different regions of the

prepyriforrn cortex. Conclusions formulated by Boudreau and Freeman

from their study were that differences in signals from different parts

of the prepyriform cortex were due to conduction delay in the LOT, and

secondly, that changes in the dominant frequency were as definite as

changes in anplitude, both at random and in conjunction with changes

in behaviour. They concluded that the signal from one electrode pair

in the cortex v¡as representative of the activity of the whole cortex.

The above paper was based in considerable part on the

doctoral thesis of Boudreau (1963), where a great deal more rnethodo-

logical detail is supplied. Comparison with the present thesis indi-

cates that there is substantial agreement in the results and conclusions

concerning prepyriform cortex activity. I-lowever, Boudreauf s theoretical

approach (pre-dating the FFT algorithm rediscovery) was of necessity

oriented to the analysis of stationary statistical time series, using
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the techniques then available.

Boudreaurs thesis also includes a sectj-on on apparently

unpublished work involving electrical activity in the olfactory buIb.

To implant a recolding bipolar electrode pair in the olfactory bu1b,

use was made of the evoked bulbar potential to LOT stinulation"

Exanples of evoked potentials obtained during this procedure (Boudreau,

L963, his Fig. 15) show positive-negative type responses as describerr,

in Chapter III of this thesis. The negative component is at least as

large as the positíve, and the response also includes a much later

positive rrtailtt on the normal response.

Results presented by Boudreau appeared to establish quite

strong evidence that the olfactory bulb slow wave activity r^Ias related

to respiration. Although the results also seened to favour a similar

relationship for bursting activity, in his conclusions Boudreau some-

what unexpectedly inclined towards the opinion that bursting activity

in the olfactory bulb ¿-in<i prepyriform cortex was predominantly due to

arousal of the aninal. He thus favoured the Hernández-Peón school in

this natter. However, he did allow that none of the investigators using

chronic nobile preparations had an adequate measure of the anount of

air reaching the nasal mucosa in different behavioural states. It

would appear that this latter point is the crux of the whole contlo-

versy over respíratory versus central arousal mechanisms for the origin

of bursting activity.
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METHODS

Certain of the olfactory bulb and pyriform cortex records of

Chapter VIII were selected for prelirninary attempts at quantitative

analysis using the time-varying spectrum analysis theory presented in

part A of this chapter. Digital techniques were preferred for the

analysis. The chosen records, stored on analog nagnetic tape, were

converted to equally spaced, digitised samples on punched paper tape .

the systen and methods described in Appendix 3. After appropriate

stages of conversion, transfer, manipulation, etc., the original records

were finally obtained on digital nagnetic tape in a form suitable for

numerical processing on the CDC 6400 conputer.

Tine-varying power spectrun calculations were performed on

selected segments of these records by means of FORTRAN programs incor-

porating the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, and the resultant

spectra were plotted on a Calcomp 10 inch digital plotter.

Each tine series comprised a logical file on digital magnetic

tape. The file was stnrctured into 250-point logical records of

sanple values, with a sampling rate of 192/sec. The corresponding

"folding frequencyil r,r¡as 96 Hz. Although other conputational procedures

and paraneters hrere possible, the following standard nethod was chosen

for processing all of the present results. Firstly, analysis was

performed on consecutive (non-overlapping) logical records. The 250

data points were augmented to 256 by the addition of 6 trailing zeros,
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thereby rounding the number of data points to a power of 2 for the

FFT. With 256 points per transformation, the frequency separation

between points in the frequency <lornain was 0.75 Hz. For the purpose

of simplifying subsequent graphical presentation of spectra, the

sarnples were then norrnalised, with the modulus of the largest sanple

value in a record having a value of unity. Although a.c. recording was

used, it was sti1l possible for a small segment of the total EEG recor-i

to have a non-zero average value. This was next renoved from the

norrnalised data, and the segment multiptied with a Tukey interim, raised-

cosine data window (Bingham ef a!-., L967). A FFT subroutine operated

on the windowed data to perform the time to frequency donain transform-

ation, and the sums of the squares of the Fourier coefficients were

calculated to yield the unsmoothed, modified periodogram (Cooley ú ú.,

1967). To obtain further stability of the spectral estirnates, the

unsnoothed periodogram viras hanned, forming the snoothed, rnodified

periodograrn. Finally, ivliere required, the logarithm of the spectnm

was calculated.

RESUTÏS

Exanples of the apptication of the above nethods to several

sets of test data are given in Figs. 108-110. The data of Fig. 108 are

successive values of a nominal 10 Hz sine wave calculated by the

digital computer. The normalised time series segnent being analysed is

shown in Fig. 1084. Above it are plotted the unsmoothed and smoothed
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Figure 108 Application of time-varying power density spectrun
calculations to synthetic test tine series data.
A: Normalised time series segnent (a 10 Hz sine rilave) being

analysed.
B Ê C: Unsmoothed and snoothed nodified periodograms, respectively.
D: Smoothed modified periodograrn plotted on a logarithnic

ordinate scale.
Ordinate scales are for relative reference on1y.

Figure 109 Similar to Fie. 108 , this time with the synthesized
d 20 Ilz sine waves.data conprising the sum of 1-0 an
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modified periodograms, and the logarithm of the latter (Fig. 10g B, c,

D). These spectral plots provide information on the frequency winclow

corresponding with the data window and nethod of processing. Itere it
is seen to be approximately 1.5 Hz wide at the half por^¡er points.

In Fig. 109, a test time series is synthesized by calculating
data values for a mixture of L0 Hz and 2o Hz sine waves. The method of
analysis quite readily separates both cornponents. Note that the datî
window enployed has resulted in desirably snall spectral window side-

lobes.

During the testing of the analogue-to-digital conversion

system (Appendix 3) further suitable test data were obtained. In this
case, the raw data were obtained by adding together the outputs of a

commercial low-frequency sine wave oscillator and a locally-constructed

low-frequency hlaveform generator. Spectral analysis of these waveforrns

readily resolved the two sine wave components, the first (from the

commercial oscillatorj at 3.s Hz, approximateLy, and the second at 15.5

Hz, approximately (Fig. 1104). When a logarithrnic plot of the smoothed

periodogram is made, additional smaller peaks aïe seen at approximately

3L, 47 and 78H2. These correspond to the 2nd, Jrd and Sth harmonics

of the fundanental frequency from the 1ocal1y-constructed oscillator.
They are an indication of the relative inpurity of the signal from this

oscillator which used diode shaping networks for sine wave generation.

The standard nethod of calculation of these preliminary
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FigtIe 110 A a¡d B Further test data obtained experinentally by
adding the outputs of two oscírlators, having fimdanental fre-
quencies of 3.5 and 15.5 Hz approxirnately.
a-d: Sa¡ne as A-D for Figs. 108 and 109.
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tine-varying spectra, described in the Methods section, requires some

elaboration in explaining certain features of the following powelr

spectral plots. Since each data record is normalised independently of

the others, the ordinate scales are not constant for different periodo-

gram plots. This is not critical in the present instance, since more

attention is placed on the relative frequencies of spectral peaks and

bands than on their relative arnplitudes from one segment to another.

Artifacts, in the form of the calibration steps, or introduced by the

conversion process, also affect the spectral plots. Fig. 1108 provides

an exanple of this, along with the effects of norrnalisation. The time

series record (Fig. 110Ba) is a continuation of Fig. 1104a. Halfway

through the record, conversion ceased, giving rise to a constant

negative rrtailrr as the second half of the record. After processing,

the smoothed, rnodified periodogran of Fig. 1108c was produced. By

comparison with the spectral plot for the previous segment (Fig. 1104c)

the spectrum is nohr se':n to be doninated by a conponent at 0.75 Hz, and

the other two peaks are reduced in amplitude. The low frequency com-

ponent is clearly the fundanental of the step change halfway through

the record. Measurenents on the normalised tine series plots of Figs.

1L0Aa and 1108a show the peak-to-peak amplitude of the sine waves in the

latter to be approximately two-thirds those in the former. The expected

pohrer reduction is therefore four-ninths, with a further reduction

factor of a half since the sine waves continue for only half of the
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second record. The effect of the step in the record, plus the nethod of
calculation should therefore be to reduce the amplitude of the spectral
components to two-ninths of the values of Fig. 1r.0A, and to give a

doninant 1ow frequency component in the spectrun. Inspection of Figs.
1104c and 1108c shows that this is substantially correct. Factors such

as these should be borne in mind if amplitude comparisons of subsequent

plots in this chapter are desired.

The remaining eight figures involve application of the time_

varying spectrum measurement technique to olfactory bulb and pyriform

cortex records. In the first two (Figs. 111 anð, rr2), twelve seconds

of spontaneous olfactory bulb activity is subdivided into nine con_

tiguous segnents, each 1.3s secs duration, and power spectrar plots
produced for each. spontaneous bulbar activity was described in
chapter vrrr (Fig. 92) as having a crearry discernabre component at

approximately 90 llz. This is again evident in the time series records

of Figs. 1114 and 772Ã, irlthough the compressed tine scale used here

favours more the dispray of the row-frequency, high-arnpritude, srow wave

activity upon which the high frequency activity is superimposed.

Analogously with Fig. 1108, rhe first segment of Fig.111A yields a

spectrun dominated by the calibration step present at the beginning of
the time series.' Low frequency activity below I0 Hz doninates most of
the following spectral plots (Figs. 111c-F, Lr2Ð-E). on the other hand,

sPontaneous activity forms a pronounced ba¡rd from B5-95 Hz. Where there
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is little J-ow frequency activity in the tine series record, normalis-

ation causes an artifactual increase in the anplitudes of these high

frequency peaks (Fig. 112c and D). Between these two frequency

extremes, there appears no significant peak of any degree of stability.
Plotting the spectra on a logarithmic ordinate scale (Fig. 11LG-K, Fig.

112F-H) causes ninor peaks to become more pronounced, and the spectral

plots to appear irregular in nature. At the present stage of develop.

ment little neaningful inforrnation can be gathered fron these 1og_

arithnic plots. Their usefulness would appear to 1ie in the develop_

nent of statistical tests for the comparison of spectra obtained under

different conditions, since one of their properties is that the per-

centage variance at any estimate is effectively constant.

Next, Figs. 1ls a¡rd 114 present results of the tirne-varying

spectral analysis of a total of 1s.3 secs of olfactory bulb activity
(i.e. ten segments) in which are incorporated two induced-wave responses

to odorant stimulation" Due to the calibration step in the first
segment of Fig. 1134, the spectrun is again doninated by a row frequency

conponent. The second segment, prior to induced wave activity, shows

a Large, low-frequency component with very little activity over 10 Hz

(p"ovided the amplitudes of the spectrum are scaled appropriately to

take normalisation into account). During segment 3, the familiar
induced wave/slow wave response is present, with two flares of the

characteristic high frequency oscillations. A certain degree of waxing
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and waning of the amplitudes of successive cycles of the oscillations

is also present. This segment yields the spectral plot of Fig. 113D,

with peaks at 0.75 Hz, t9-2L Hz, and a double-humped band having peaks

at 39 a¡rd 41.5 Hz. In the fourth segment of Fig. 1134, the oscillatory

bulbar potentials tend to die out after three small flares. There are

still appreciable components at 0.75 Hz and 41"5 Hz (Fig. 113E), but

now the second component of the double-hunped band around 40 Hz }l.as

decreased slightly to a frequency of 37.5 Hz. The subharmonic fre-

quency, previously discernable around 20 Hz, has become quite smal1,

although still evident in the logarithmic plot as a minor peak between

13 and 18 Hz (Fig. 115J). Spectrum analysis of the final segment of

Fig. 1154 produces a plot similar to that of Fig. 113C, the second

segment of the tine series, with the exception that there is now a small

peak around 35 Hz, most likely due to the final rttai|r of induced wave

activity.

Fig. 114B repeats approximately the spectrun shape of Figs.

113C and F. Thereafter the plots of Fig. 114C-F follow fairly closely

the sequences described for corresponding segments of Fig. 113, except

for the apparent lack this time of the subharrnonic 20 Hz activity.

This Latter feature is reflected in the reduced occurrence of waxing

and waning of amplitudes in the tine series records.

Ipsilaterat prepyriform cortex activity, occurring contenpor-

aneously with the bulbar records of Figs. 113 and 774, is presented and
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analysed in Figs. 11-5 and l-16. Since the time series records them-

selves are much more noise-like in appearance, it is not surprising

that the spectral plots show considerably more peaks of activity.

Not only is there a large low-frequency artifact component in Fig. 1158

due to the calibration step, but also there are large-amplitude, low-

frequency conponents due to slow wave activity in the first two seg-

ments of the cortical record itself. Segment 3 of Fig. 1154 correspo-

with induced wave activity in the ipsilateral olfactory bulb. As for

the analysis of the bulbar record, three distinct peaks stand out

(Fig. 115D). The frequencies of these agree quite closely with those

of the bulbar spectra, and again the 40 Hz band of activity has a

double-hunped nature. 0n termination of induced activity in the

cortical record (segrnent 4 of Fig. 1154) numerous internediate peaks

appear in the spectra. The nature of the cortical record for this and

subsequent segments is quite different fron that preceding olfactory

stimulation, with the iarge-arnplitude, low-frequency components of

the first two segnents being greatly reduced or absent. As a result,

normalisation of the segnents yields larger anplitudes of the higher

frequency components in the spectral p1ots. Except in the different

ar:plitude scales, Figs. 115F and 1168, covering the period between

cortex induced wave activity, are in reasonable agreement, as antici-

pated. The end of segnent 1 of Fig. 116 overlaps slightly with the

initial burst of the second induced wave response. This is the reason
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for the appreciable frequency peak at approximately 48 Hz in the

corresponding spectral plot (Fig. 1168). During the main section of

induced wave activity (segment 2 of Fig. 1164), this activity shifts

to become the now familiar double-hunped peak around 40 Hz. In thís

case, subharmonic activity appears to be lacking (Fig. 116C). Sub-

harrnonic activity does not seem to occur until the third segment. The

spectral plot for this segment (Fig. 116D) indicates that 20 Hz

(subharrnonic) activity occurs without significant 40 tlz activity.

These phenonena are highly suggestive that the 40 and 20 Hz actívítíes

are separable. Although there is no proof that the following is true,

it is suggested that the 40 Ílz activity is characteristic of the

olfactory bu1b, and acts as arfdrivingrr frequency for the cortex. The

20 Hz activity is then suggested as being a characteristic of the

cortical rf analyserrr .

Close examination of the spectral plots of Figs. 115 and 116

shows a consistent spectral peak in all at 50 Hz (Fig. 115C-F, Fig.

1168-D). The value and constancy of this peak indicates it is nost

Likely spurious a.c. nains interference, which nust have occurred

during the original recording. It is not at all evident to the eye in

the original EEG records and serves as testinony to the power of the

spectral analysis nethod in finding hidden periodicities in the data

(Blackman and Tukey, 1959). Since its amplitude would remain constant

over the whole length of the record, it could readily be used as a
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calibration measure for the amplitudes of the various spectral plots

of Figs. 115 and 116.

In the previous chapter, responses to puffs of air pulsed at

2/sec were given (Fig. 103). In Figs. 117 and 118, these I'sniffing"

responses are repeated and analysed. The first two spectral ptots

yield insignificant activity at frequencies greate.r than approximately

5 Hz. This is confirned by inspection of the time series record of

Fig. 1174. During the frsniffing" response, the plots of Fig. 117D-F

show the development of a double-, or even multi-humped peak in the

40 Hz band, which progresses such that the upper frequency peak remains

relatively constant at 43 Hz, while the lower frequency peak decreases

from 41 to 37 Hz during the repetitive stinulation. Also occurring

during this 4 sec interval is a subharrnonic complex around 20 Hz.

Responses to a second, similar train of odorant air pulses

are analysed in Fig. 118. Interestingly, the upper frequency band in

this case seems more comple.x and differs noticeably frorn the spectra

for the first burst. In the latter, the frequency band covered approxi-

mately 55 to 44 Hz. In the plots of Fig. 118, the corresponding

frequencies are 4I to 49 Hz. Additionally, there appears to be rela-

tively 1itt1e subharmonic activity unccvered by the spectral analysis.

Whether or not these visual comparisons are significant, and if so,

what explanations ca¡ be offered for them, requires further experinent-

ation, and probah ly statistical analy'st -s of the results.
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plscussl0^/

Preliminary application of digital tine-varying spectral

measurements has produced interesting results. It is felt that the

nathenatical nethods are based much more firmly on present-day tine

series analysis theory and practice than those methods enployed by

Hughes and co-workers, discussed earlier. The results obtained here

are in substantial agreenent with those observed in chronic unrestraini'

cats (Boudreau, 7963), for both prepyrifolfn cortex and olfactory bulb

activity. This is to be expected, since the basic technique of

spectral analysis is used in both. The present study, however, has

incorporated theoretical refinements, and more recent computational

irnprovenents than available for the earlier study. Use of the Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithrn, not available to Boudreau, plus the

mathematical itwindowingt' of data for time-varying spectral rneasurernents

has provided this basis. For a first application, time series data of

the type used in the piesent analysis would also appear to be more

amenable to interpretation than responses fron behavioural and con-

ditioning studies of Boudreau, not to mention the rather uncontrolled

stimulus presentation conditions of Hughes and co-workers.

unfortunately, the expen.e of plotting the numerous spectra

placed certain limitations on the arnount of data which could be pro-

cessed for the present chapter. This constrained the choice of length

of windowed time series record to the rather large figure of 1.33 secs.
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In spite of the rather poor time resolution which this

introduced, frequency resolution kras very good, and changes in fre-

quency during the course of induced wave activity were able to be

resolved. An interesting discovery has involved the subharmonic

activities of both the bulb and pyriform cortex. In Chapter VIII, it

was pointed out that alternation of amplitude of successive cycles in

the induced wave response was indicative of subharmonic activity in

addition to the nain frequency component. The possible separation of

the 40 and 20 Hz components in the cortex (Fig. 116) suggests quite

distinct nechanisms could be involved in their g'eneration. When sub-

harrnonic is present in the bulb (Fig. 7L7) there is a snall but possibly

significant downwards shift in the tt40 Hztt band activity from the

frequencies where subharmonic activity is not present (Fig. 1l_6B-D,

Fig. 118). It has been suggested in the Results section that the rr40

Hzfr band represents bulbar activity, and the tt20 Hztt band intrinsic

cortical activity in response to the bulbar I'drivingt' frequency. It is

of interest to find that, on de-afferentation and/or total isolation of

the prepyriform cortex, a low-amplitude, 14-20 Hz component remains in

the record (Becker and Freenan, 1968), confirrning that this conponent

is possibly generated by the cortey.

The formation of flares in the induced wave response is

readily explained as a beating effect between the two peak conponents of

the rr40 Hzrr band activity. At the conmencement of the response, these
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spectral peaks are relatively close, and a long period beat or flare

is obtained. As the induced wave response progresses, the frequency

separation of the peaks increases, causing the beat component to

increase in frequency. This results in flares of shorter duration

towards the end of the induced wave activity. The reason for the shift

in frequency of one of the peaks remains obscure. The inplications of

these discoveries clearly warrant further investigation and development

Finally, it should not be considered that time-varying

spectral neasurements will yield a¡rswers to all questions about the

spontaneous and induced activity of the olfactory bulb and pyriform

cortex. From the theoretical presentations of part A of this chapter

numerous other analytícal methods could profitably be applied to the

above data.
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSIONS, CONJECTURES, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The purpose of this chapter is tc. provide an integrated over-

view of all results presented in this thesis, to point out sone of the

many unanswered questions "¡d puzzles which stiIl exist concerning the

olfactory system, and to construct hypotheses about sone of the

nechanisns acting in the central processing of olfactory information.

Suggestions for further work, based on the above, conclude the nain

body of the thesis.

RevLeN:

Because of the conplexity of electrophysiological studies,

due to both the nature of the central nervous system itself and the

different approaches by different researchers, objective comparisons of

results may be difficuLt (see Chapter VII). Considerable attention has

therefore been paid throughout the whole of this thesis to detail the

situations under which the various results have been obtained. The

chosen experimental procedure has been, in the main, to hold fixed as

many parameters as possible in order to determine the effects of variation

of a few (e.g. Chapter VIII). As a result, attention has been focused

on the detailed investigation of features of specific electrically

evoked responses (Chapters V and VI) and of induced wave responses under
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more restricted conditions than usually encountered (Chapter VIII).

Advancements have been made primarily by employing quantitative or

nrmerical techniques (including averaging) in the investigations

(Chapters III - IX), and interpreting the results in the light of the

known neuroanatony (Chapter II).

In Chapter III, averaging technique .: have permitted the

classification of several different types of olfactory bulb evoked res-

ponses. It is clear that these examples are by no neans exhaustive and

that others will be discovered. Evidence has also been presented

suggesting that several of the categories could be further subdivided.

In contrast with electrophysiological mapping studies (Dennis, 1965;

Dennis and Kerr, 1968; Ilorrison, 1970), attention has been given to

the nature and properties of the olfactory bulb responses thenselves.

Following the illuminating nodelling studies of Rall and

Shepherd (1968), the Iimitations of recording from a fixed site in the

bulb have becone self-evident. Because of this, the next stages in this

study have been a theoretical exanination of electrical activity in

central nervous systen tissue (Chapter IV), and a detailed spatial

analysis of the LOT/cortex response, the most familiar of the olfactory

bulb evoked responses. Three-dimensional field plots of potential, a¡rd

derived current source-sink distributions (Chapter V) have been shown

to provide the necessary syffretry conditions required in the radial

potential and current source-sink distributions of Chapter VI. Due to
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the fact that only sone 58 bulbar recording sites were enployed in

obtaining the chapter v results, it could be argued that the volune

fields were insufficiently sanpled. Some hesitancy is therefore felt

in drawing more specific conclusions than those given at the end of

that chapter. The results of chapter vI provide the desired higher

degree of resolution of the burbar fields. r,rom these, the hypothesis

presented by Rarl and shepherd is found to be validated for period r

of the response, with the initial negativity representing antidromic

activation and invasion of the nitral celrs and their dendrites.

Advances have been made in Chapter VI in the relatively precise location

of generators of bulbar electrical fields.

The results for the later periods of the LOT/cortex response

are more equivocal. rn chapter III, the compound positive-negative

nature of this response was described. The interpretation of results

in this thesis has favoured the Rall-shepherd hypothesis that the

positive is predorninantly due to depolarisation of granule ce11 peri-

pheral processes in the external plexiform layer via dendrodendritic

synapses with nitral cell dendrites, although, with the extracellular

techniques enployed here, it cannot be said that this has been definitely
proved to be the case. The negative component of this response likewise

has been interpreted as involving depolarisation of segments of the

granule ce1ls deep to the mitral cell rayer. There is little doubt

that the RaIl-shepherd model (which, interestingly, was claimed by Rall
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to be sufficient to account for the experimental observations during

the first 8 rnsecs or so of the bulbar response, without excluding the

possibility, or indeed likelihood, of other inputs to the granule

ceIl - Rarl and shepherd, 1968, p. 904) requires extensive nodifi-

cations and additions to incorporate the rcsults of this thesis and

the histological descriptions of Price and PoweII (1970a, b, c, d, e).

Extrapolations of the model by Nicoll (1969), westecker (1969, 1970b,

c), Ottoson and shepherd (1967), and shepherd (1969) to cover periods

beyond the commencement of the positivity are invalid and incorrect

on the original basis of the mode1.

Re'sutt's o(¡ PnLeø and Powe-tL:

The excellent and comprehensive descriptions of price and

Powe11 also contain several contentious features. Sone of these have

been discussed in Chapter II and concern the existence of pericellular

"nestsrr around mitral cell sonata, as described in the Golgi studies of

cajal (1911), valverde (1965) , and Manouétian (1899). proposals have

been nade that certain of the electrophysiological observations involv-

ing double-pulse condition-test stimulation (chapter IIr; Ochi, !963;

Nico11, 1969) could possibly provide functionar evidence for the

existence of such neuronal mechanisms.

More inportant than this are the manifestations, or lack

thereof, in electrical recordings of the effects of the centrifugal

system described by Price and Powe11 as originating from the nucleus of
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the horizontal limb of the diagonal band (nHDB). As far as ca¡r be

ascertained, the results of the present study are identical with those

obtained by Nicol1, where chronic transections were routinely performed

to (ostensibly) Iemove any contïibutions from centrifugal systems (see

also Chapter VII). Where differences have been demonstrated (e.g. LOT/

cortex response interactions), reference to ochi (1963), who did not

perform such tra¡sections, has provided exanlles of both types of

interaction series. The results of the pT.esenl study, and also the

exhaustive electrophysiological mappings of Dennis (1965), Dennis and

Kerr (1968), md Morrison (1970) aLL appear to have fail-ed to elicit

any observable bulbal responses which night be associated r+ith this

centrifugal sYStem.

Not only does the situation contain anomalíes with regard to

the pericellular rrnestsil and electrical ma¡rifestations of the centri-

fugal systen, but there are also puzzLing aspects in Price and Powellrs

descriptions of the location of the nHDB, and in certain of the degener-

ation studies involving the centrifugal system. In the lattel case'

Fig. 7 of Price and Powell (1970d) is the only photonicrograph presented

in their series of papers showing degeneration of centrifugal fibres

i.n the olfactory bulb following a lesion in the nHDB. Degeneration is

concentratecl around the glomeruli and in the region irnnediately deep to

the nitral cell layer in this photograph. On1y a few degenerating

fibres are scattered in the intervening external plexiforrn layer*.

* This photonicrograph poses its own intriguing question as to the nature
a¡d locãtion of the pathway whereby the degenerating fibres reach the
level of the glomenrli, if it is not by a general route through the
external plexiform laYer.
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This is a complementary picture to the earlier statements and diagrans

for centrifugal degeneration (Price and Powell, 1970c, their Fig. 1),

where degenerating terminals of centrifugal axons following a lesion

in the LOT are stated as terminating only in the deep half of the

external plexiform Iayet. The question a::i:es as to whether Price and

Powell have unwittingly confirmed Heimerfs (1968) observations of nore

than one centrifugal sYsten.

Other results of Price and Powell which are perplexing

involve descriptions of degeneration following lesions in the nHDB in

animals R776 and R754 (Price and Powell , 1970d, their Fig. 10). The

lesion in the forrner is said to cause damage to a large section of the

nHDB. On the other hand, darnage to the sane region is described as

mininal for R754 and involves only the central part of the nucleus.

In spite of this, for the second anirnal, the nunber of degenerating

fibres passing to the olfactory bulb is about the sane as for the first,

with many fewer terrninating in the anterior olfactory nucleus (AON).

Although this rnight seem to indicate that the centrifugal fibres arise

predoninantly fron a smal1, citcumscribed region of the nHDB, and that

the renainder of the nucleus involves connections with the AON, this

conclusion is not reached by Price and Powell.

In their 1970d paper, these same authors attenpt to define

with all possible cLarity what they mean by 'rnucleus of the horizontal

limb of the diagonal ba¡dr'. They state that the reference to the
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diagonal band in the name is inappropriate, but that the terrn has been

used by them only because there appears no conmonly recognised alter-

native. Comparison of their photonicrographs with appropriate plates

in the rat brain atlas of Koenig and Klippel (1963) shows this sane

nucleus to be labe1led as the nucleus precìr,:icus nagnocellularis (poma).

Further, the observations of R776 and R754 may be interpreted as con-

firming the results of Ferrer (1969) and the earlier results of Adey

(1953), who demonstrated that the AON sends projections to, through,

and past this region in a pathway similar to that described by Price

and Powell (1970e) in their study of the connections of the nHDB. Such

projections offer alternative explanation for the cellular shrinkage,

interpreted as retrograde degeneration, in the nHDB eight nonths after

the renoval of the olfactory bulb (Price and Powell, t970d, their

Figs. 12-74). In their rat Ã2, removal of the bulb was stated as also

resulting in some damage to the AON. With reduced damage to this

nuclear complex (rats B6 and 88), marked cell shrinkage in the nHDB

h'as more linited. With the long survival period enployed, it is

possible that the observed effects were due to transneuronal degener-

ation rather than the retrograde degeneration explanation favoured by

then.

If a cornprehensive and unifying picture of olfactory systen

function is to be achieved, it is clear that future research nust

clarify the points described above, and also bring anatonical and
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electrophysiological results into closer agreement than has hitherto

existed. The schenatic of Price a¡ld Powell (1970e) (their Fig. 10),

showing numerous possible neuronal feedback loops by which mitral cel1

activity may be influenced, is not necessarily cornplete nor entirely

correct, as discussed above. It still enL;:':;sises, howeVer, that the

Rail-Shepherd model cannot be validly applied to nodel bulbar evoked

potentials for any tine period longer than that within which anti-

dromically activated feedback mechanisms would comrnence operating.

Until this point is given greateT prominence, research on central

olfactory mechanisrns will be greatly impeded.

Gøne¡ntont o ( bu'Lbat potzntiil,s 3

Ral1 and Shepherd (1968) have naintained that, following LOT

stinulation, the granule cells are the prime contributors to the

observed potentials, once the effects of antidronic invasion of the

nitral cells has passed. Results of earlier chapters of this thesis

are in good agreement hlith this theory. Little, if any, recorded

activity seens directly attributable to periglomerular generators, des-

pite such a site being favoured by Leveteau and Macleod (1966; 1969)

for the slow wave component of the induced hlave lesPonse. Likewise,

certain of the deeper elenents, e.g. the short-axon cells, seem

unlikely to contribute directly as generators of the potentials. Their

effects are most 1ikely indirect, influencing the activity of granule,

oÌ, less likely, nitral cel1 generators thernselves.
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Since the only described excitatory input to the nitral cells

isviatheglornerularsynapses,thecontributionofthenitralcell

population to Iater portions of the electrically evoked responses (post-

period I) would seem to be due only to re- or hyper-polarisation of

their dendrites and soma. such effects, beir,r, passive, would be an

order of rnagnitude snaller than sinilar passively generated granule

ce11 potentials, due to the order-of-nagnitude difference in the radial

resistance ratios. In these respects, the Ralt-shepherd nodel seems

correct.

Duringspontaneousandinducedwaveactivity,mitralcells

are obviously engaged in periods of active discharge. It could be

argued that, in this case, both nítral and granule cells would con-

tribute to the observed potentials, since where active changes occur

in nitral cells during AERs (the initial negativity), the magnitudes

of the recorded potential is comparable with that due to granule cells

(positivityandlatenegativity).Againstthisalgument'ítcanbe

pointed out that such large potentials are highly dependent on syn-

chronous discharge of the nitral cel1 population. As the stimulating

site is shifted further from the bulb along the pyriform cortex during

electrically evoked response studies, the initial negativity is pro-

gressively dininished. Discharge of large proportions of the nitral

ce11 population, all synchronised to within a few milliseconds, does

not seem highly likely in the case of spontaneous 01. even induced wave
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activity. It would seem that the granule cells are again the prine

generators of the observed electrical activity¡ as is the case for

evoked potentials.

Gnruu,Le ee,tl¿:

certain of the more interesting nc'.phological features of

granule ce1ls have already been nentioned in earlier sections (Chapter

II), where their key role as interneurones was emphasized. Whereas

most other interneurones pass on integrated information as an output

axonal inpulse train, different mechanisms seem to exist for-the granule

cell, which lacks a true, morphological axon. Price and Powelf (1970a)

state that the peripheral process is dendritic in nature and lacks the

ultrastructural elenents believed necessary to generate and suPport

propagated (axonal) action potentials. Although it is unlikely that

such action potentials could occur, nevertheless, from the time of the

early descriptions of Cajal (1911), the peripheral process has been

invested with a functional axonal role. Because of the numerous synaptic

connections impinging on the peripheral process, even if its role is

axonal, it is still clear that integration of impulse inputs, and

transnission of art output pulse train are not separate nechanisns, aS

is the case for nost other interneurones. Granule cell nechanisns are

seemingly unique anongst central nervous systen elements.

As pointed out by Diamond a,t a't-. (1969), several distinct

levels of integration of input information to any cells should be
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recognized. For the granule ce1l, such levels would reasonably appear

to be integration on the basat dendrites and soma, integration on the

peripheral process (which is also relaying integrated information from

deeper levels), and final integration at the 1eve1 of the gennules.

In keeping with the nature of its parent cel1, the gerunule also mani-

fests features different from other CNS structuïes. It is interesting

to conpare it, both structurally and functionally, with a specialisation

descríbed by Diamond et a..L. (1969) . These authors found ftrnctional

evidence of an interneurone in the Mauthner cell-motorneuron pathway.

Histologicar exanination revealed only a direct pathway. Because of

this, they v¡ere led to postulate that the dendritic branch of the motor-

neurone in receipt of the l{authner ce11 input had specialised functional

properties different fron those of its parent ce1l. This nade it

appear to act as ¿m interneurone. It is possible that a sinilar role

might be fou¡rd to hold for the genmule. This point will be discussed

Iater.

From consideration of the specialised dendritic branch,

Diamond e.t aL. (1969) fonnulated a hypothesis for dendritic spines,

which was that they served to isolate the synaptic input from input

impinging on other regions of the same cell. Electrically this nakes

good sense. consider a highly pedunculated. spine (i.e. a large bulb

connected by a slender stalk to a main dendritic branch). Any elec-

trical event occurring at the main dendrite would cause potential
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chalges in the base of the spine. The latter, however, r'sees" the

relatively large surface area of the renainder of the spine as a rela-

tively small load, and therefore the potential change in the ¡nain bulb

is appreciably smaller. Conversely, on presuned axonal excitation, the

potential changes generated in the postsynaptic membrane of the bulb

of the spine would couple efficiently into the relatively þigh imped-

ance (snaller surface area) of the base of the spine, and from there

into the main dendritic branch. Such coupling would be little different

from input fron a sessile synapse, since Ral1 (1969a, b) has shown that

for a point depolarisation on a model nerve cel1 cylinder, the resultant

potential change equalises very rapidly in the circunferential direction,

after which tine the potential distribution is longitudinal.

Ac,tiv¿ vøhÁu,,s fJa/s^ivQ. m¿cL¿awí,sma ín gnanu-L¿ ee,!-U:

Active propagation of the type norrnally occurring in an axon

has already been pointed out to be unlikely in the peripheral process.

0n the other hand, passive electrotonic nechanisms, especially for

basal dendrites and very long peripheral processes, wourd also seern

un1ikely. Consider the following approximate calculations. Granule

cell processes have a wide range of diametèrs, but figures of 0.2 p

(Price and Powell, 1970a) for narrow sections of deep dendrites to 1 p

for the stouter peripheral processes would appear reasonable estinates.

Ra1l and Shepherd (1968) use figures of 0.1 to I.0 v2 for cross-

sectional areas in the external plexiform 1ayer. Using the sane data
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as ottoson and shepherd (1967), electrotonic lengths would then range

from 130 to 300 p, approxinately. Granule cell somata lie in a band

approximately 600 U wide (see Fig. 2) and peripheral processes must

extend fron 100 to 400 U past the outerrnost boundaty of granule cell

layer into the external plexiform layer. The range of length of the

peripheral processes would therefore appear to be from 100 u up to

1000 u, with a figure of 400 p probably being I'avelagerr. These figures

indicate that it is possible for normal electrotonic integrative

nechanisns to operate in the peripheral plocesses of out-lying granule

cells, but rather unlikely that such mechanisns could operate for deep-

lying cells or their basal dendrites.

Cctnduc.tion u)i.tLl døuæmenf:

Even if the two normally-accepted mechanisns of active

(axonal) propagation and electrotonic propagation are discor¡nted for a

sizable proportion of the granule ceIl population, there sti11 exists

one seeningly well-suited to the situation. This is the condition of

conduction with decrement, long proposed as a functional neuronal

mechanism, ild revived by Lorente de Nó and Condouris (1959) after a

period of disregard. Such a mechanism would do away with the need to

consider passive electrotonic mechanisrns as the sole means of inte-

gration of input to the granule ce11, and wou'ld explain how integrated

information could be transmitted from the deep regions of the granule

ce11 layer to the external plexiform layer without the excessive
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attenuation expected to be caused by passive transfer' Because normal

electrotonic mechanisms would appear functionally adequate for the

outer regions of the granule ce11, though, conduction with decrenent

wouldonlyhavetobeinvokedforthedeepsegrnents,namelybasal

dendritesandpossiblysoma.AspointedoutbyLorentedeNóand

condouris (1959, their page 6L2), conduction with decrenent perrnits

operation of nechanisns nore indirect than for passive electrotonic

integration. Two separate mechanisms for the summation of excitatory

inpulses delivered at distant synapses are discussed by them' In the

first, the rate of decrenent is decreased by subliminal synaptic

excitation along the dendrite in order that the impulse rnay travel

further. In the second, impulses conducted with decrenent in two

separate dendritic branches unite at the junction of the branches to

form a larger irnpulse travelling much further in the nain branch than

either impulse arriving in isolation. Inhibitory synapses would either

reduce the effectiveness of excitatory stinuli or reinforce the normally-

existing decrenent in conduction'

' Several practical observations and features of granule cells

mayberelatedtotheabovesuggestions.Firstly,theexistenceof

Q,n !26,6^cLnt synapses forned by rnitral ce1l axon collaterals on granule

cells (Valverde, 1965; Price and Powell, 1-o70b) innediately suggests

they could have a role in providing 'tsublininal synaptic excitation" to

the granule cells, as distinct from forming a closed inhibitory feedback
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loop involving mitral and granule cel1s. In this way, increased mitral

ce11 activity would provide facilitation of the feedback path fron the

more central regions (e.g. pyriform cortex, anterior olfactory nucleus,

contralateral bulb) to the mitral cells.

Next, the second nechanisn suggest,:d by Lorente de Nó and

Condouris would seem applicable to the basal dendrites of the granule

cells. The anterior cornmissure input to these dendrites (Price and

Powe11, 1970c), presumably functionally less specific than other

granule ce11 inputs, would provide a "generalrrlevel of inhibition to

the nitral cells, less suited to patterning of activity than other

inputs to the granule cells.

Finally, invoking the doctrine of conduction with decrement

provides an explanation for the existence of varicosities in the deeper

sections of granule cells (Price and Powell, L970a). The threshold for

initiation of an impulse in structures exhibiting this forn of conduc-

tion would be expected to be high. In addition to the sublininal

excitation mechanism proposed by Lorente de Nó and Condouris to provide

replenishrnent of a decrementally conducting impulse, variation of

dendritic cross-section could provide a sinilar firnction. In segments

of narrower cross-section, action potential currents would cause larger

membrane depolarisation than in segments of greater cross-section. In

this manner, impulses propagating with decrement would be periodically

rrrenern/edn in the narror,/er constrictions of a vari-cose branch and
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therebY travel further.

Uwi,t. ¿fudie's:

Inthepresentstudy,nounitactivityrecordinghasbeen

attempted. For proof of the existence or othenvise of conduction with

decrement, reference rnust in general be nactc io the work of others '

Note, however, that the results of stinulation of the anterior limb of

the anterior corunissuïe in chapter vI (Figs. 84 and 89) show what

appears to be the propagation of a slow negative-wavefront outwards to

the level of the mitral cell or internal plexiform layer, followed by

the establishrnent of the stationary pattern of potential (and sources

and sinks) typical of the late portion of the LoT/cortex response'

unit studies published by other workers have in the most part

yielded results quite difficult to interpret. Mitral cell unit activity

has been examined in the greatest detail and has possibly yielded the

most consistent ag1.eement (Yanamoto Øt d'L., 1963; Phillips ef al-', 1963;

Green A,t cú-., 1962; Nicoll, 1969). Responses from deep layer cells,

on the other hand, tend to show wider variation in Iesponse ty¡res and

patteïns. sorne (for exarnple, the granular layer cells of Nicoll, 1969)

show apparently normal, regul.ar discharge patteÏns. Others (for

example, the deep layer cells of Yananoto e't al-,, 1963) show a nuch wider

variety of responses and properties. of particular interest to the

theory of decremental conduction are the responses shown in the latter

papeT of a deep layer cel1 to LOT stimulation (Yarnarnoto A.t aL., their
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Fig. 3). Generation of a spike potential in this cell did not nodífy

the course of the EPSP existing in the absence of the spike. Secondly,

other responses recorded intracellularly to LOT stimulation yielded

atypical 'rimpulserf train superimposed on a large depolarisation. Such

atypical inpulses could be interpreted as being consistent with the

proposed mechanism of conduction with decrement.

Although it is clear that a nunber of unique features and

properties are associated with granule ce11s, both structurally and

functionally, detailed knowledge about them is still lacking in nany

respects. Any further explicit conjectures on granule cell ftmction, in

addition to those already made above, must unfortunately therefore be

teft in abeyance for the present. As van Gehuchten and Martin wrote in

1891, I'Dans 1tétat actuel de nos connaissances nous ne pouvons dire

quel est 1e rôle que, dans le mécanisme de ltolfaction, iI faut

attribuer aux différents éIéments désignés sous le norn de grains

de Ia substance blanche." Eighty years later, considerably nore is

known about them, but still insufficient to describe this role precisely.

Av ønaqød Lv ot¿Q.d )1e.6 po n 6 a'6 :

The nature of the AERs is now expected to be more complicated

than if they arose solely fron dendrodendritic (did) excitation in the

external plexiform layer. Source-sink results of Chapter VI indicate

that the peak positivity probably arises fron depolarisation of granule

cells in the external plexiform layer. This is followed by depolarisation
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of granule cells in the granule cell layer, giving rise to the late

negativity. Reciprocal sourcing and sinking appears to occur about a

natural dernarcation zone for the granule ce1ls, this zone lying just

beneath the mitral cell Layer. These results are in good agreement

with those of Chapter III where the LOT/cortex response was shown to be

resolvable into positive and negative components, each seeming to

corïespond with different genelators. More specifically, the positive

was identified with antidromic stimulation of the LOT, md the negative

with the deep centrifugal pathrvay from the pyriform cortex. In con-

junction with the known neuroanatomy, it would seen highty probably that

these different observations indicate that the positive arises from

dendrodendritic excitation of granule cells by nitral ce11s in the

external plexiform Iayer, whiie the negative is due to excitation of

granule ce11 segments deep to the demarcation zone by centrifugal input

fron higher olfactory centres.

Presuming such a hypothesis to be correct, it is then possible

to provide an explanation for the phenomenon of alternation of anplitude

of successive bulbar evoked responses to repetitive stimulation of the

LOT (Westecker, 1970b, c; Chapter VIi).

The cycte of events occurring during a single LOT/cortex res-

ponse would be as follows. The leading edge of the positivity is

generated by active depolarisation of the granule ce11 processes in the

external plexiform layer. Granule cell segments deep to the nitral cell
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layer act as passive sources to these active sinks. At approxinately

the tine corresponding with the peak positivity, centrifugal input fron

the pyriform cortex reaches the bulb, ffid active depolarisation of the

deeper segments of the granule cells conmences. Shortly after this

tine the outer segments of the granule cells reach their peak depolar-

isation and begin repolarising. At the instant of time when the LOT/

cortex response undergoes the inversion fron positivity to late nega-

tivity, the bulbar potential is zero. At this tine, both inner and

outer segments of the granule cell are at the sane depolarised potential,

so that no extracellular current flow occurs. The inner segnent is

sti11 depolarising, while the outer segment is repolarising. Shortly

after, corresponding approxinately with the peak of the late negativity,

the outer segment has repolarised to its initial level, while the inner

segment has depolarised to its maximum leve1 and is now repolarising.

For thj-s period, the initial roles have been reversed, with the inner

segment acting as ¿ur active sink, and the outer segnent as a passive

source.

Depending upon the timing, a second identical stinulus would

generate a second response, the nature of which would be influenced by

the level of depolarisation of both inner and outer segments of the

granule cel1 resulting fron the preceding response. If, for exanple,

the volley frorn the second stimulus arrived coincidentalTy with the zero

potential transition from positivity to late negativity of the first
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response, then the repolarising external segments would once again be

driven towards their level of peak depolarisation. Both the inner and

outer segments would, in this case, be depolarising, and the recorded

extracellular potentiat would be snal1. Subsequent to the arrival of

the second centrifugal volley, both segments r,r'ould repolarise towards

their resting levels, nost probably with slightly different ti¡ne courses.

A third, equally-spaced stimulus would give rise to a volley

which would find the inner and outer segnents of the granule cetl both

repolarised nuch closer to their resting levels than did the second

volley. This would occur since, for. the second volIey, the segnents

would take a much shorter tine to reach their peak depolarisation,levels

from their already depolarised levels, and repolarisation would therefore

extend over a larger portion of the inter-stinulus inten¡al.

The third response would therefore be sinilar to the first

ïesponse, æd the cycle of alternation of arnplitude would recomnence.

Hence, in response to repetitive stimulation of the LOT at a certain

frèquency, alternation of amplitude of successive responses could be

expe cted.

Quite clearly, the tining of arrival of successive volleys

during the depolarisation /repoLarísation cycles of inner and outer

granule cell segnents would influence the type of resPonse resulting.

At certain frequencies, waxing and waning of the alternation phenonenon

(Westecker, 1970b) might also be explicable by ttris model.
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If the dendrodendritic explanation formulated by westecker

for the above phenomena were correct, there would seem to be no good

leason why such alternation should not occul for a very much wider range

of stirnulation frequencies that appears to be the case for each prepar-

ation.ontheotherhand,theexplarrationp.;'esentedabovepermits

alternation phenonena to occur over only a relatively restricted range

ofinputstinulusrates.Itisquitepossiblethat,inthefinal

analysis , a\ternation of responses could involve the granule segrnent

mechanisms described above, plus dendrodendritic mechanisms as well'

ItisinterestingtocomparethedifferentAERsresulting

fron stimulation of the LoT and from stinulation of the anterior lirnb

of the anterior conmissure (AAC). Once again the atypical properties

of the deep sections of the granule cells is nanifested by the manner

in which AAC responses sulnmate on repetitive stinulation, in contrast

with the poorer summation'of responses to repetitive LoT stinulation

(Kerr, 1960).

MiflLoL ce.,l-U:

Ottosonarrdshepherd(1967)havesuggestedthatrenoteden-

dritic inhibition qcting on the secondary dendrites of the nitral cells

provides a form of modulation on mitral celI activity in their functional

role of relaying afferent sensory information from olfactory receptors

to higher cNS sites. This scheme is probably correct. A constant loltl

1evel of excitatory input to the rnitral cel1s via the glomeruli would
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result in a discharge-inhibition pattern of mitral cell output firing

rate due to this first-ordeï, or nost imrnediate, feedback via the

gemmules. Under such conditions, gemmules would probably appear

relatively isolated fron each other, analogously as dendritic spines

were described as being isolated earlier. This form of nodulation

could then be manifested by the 90-110 Ilz spontaneous activity observed

in the unstimulated olfactory bulb of an unanaesthetised aninal.

Although dendrodendritic inhibition has been accepted in the present

scheme, it has not been necessary to ascribe to it the power nor the

long-lasting effects that Ottoson and Shepherd have. Centrifugal inputs

to the mitral ce11 via granule ce11 interneurones provide a nore satis-

fying explanation of such inhibition. Indeed, it seems likely that

dendrodendritic inhibition, such as occurs in the theorized case above,

needs only to be able to inhibit mitral cel1 activity for approxinately

8 to 12 msec. The time spread inherent in the arrival of centrifugal

activity via the polysynaptíc pathway fron the pyriform cortex would

then provide sustained excitation of granule ce11s, and the longer-

lasting, more powerful inhibitory effects observed.

At a higher leve1 of excitatory glomerular input to the mitral

cells, the discharge rate of the mitral cells would increase, thereby

increasing the amount of information to the pyriform cortex, and also

facilitating transnission of feedback infor¡nation through the granule

cells. Increased activity would be transmitted back to the bulb as a
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result of increased pyriform cortex activity which would provide a more

effective and longer-lasting inhibition on the mitral celIs than

previously. With reduced nitral ce11 activity, the granule ceIls would

not rrgate" feedback.(centrifugal) signals as effectively, and the

inhibition would slowly decline, to allow thi.ì cycle to repeat once more.

Observed ongoing electrical activity, due to granule ce1ls, for reasons

given earlier, would be expected to be nore synchronised and of lower

frequency than for the case of spontaneous activity, described above.

Such a description is conpatible with observed induced wave activity.

In addition, modulatíon, or gradation of the oscillatory activity of

the granule cells, is also possible, due to the several centrifugal

inputs to them, and also due to the rich interconnection of the nore

central sites from which these centrifugal pathways originate. As more

and more centrifugal influences inpinge on granule ce1ls during an

induced v¡ave response, the general Ievel of inhibition of nitral cells

wouLd presumably rise, thereby according an increase in the period of

an on-off cycle, or a decrease in the observed frequency of gross

electrical activity. Whereas Price and Powel1 ernphasize the numerous

anatomical pathways by which mitral ce11 activity may be influenced, the

above scheme assigns functional roles to some of these pathways, based

on experimental observations.

Getrmu,Les:

Although it is quite clear that the gemmules are the final
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level of integration of granule ce11 activity, and also are character-

ised by their reciprocal dendrodendritic interaction with the mitral

cells, very little is yet known about details of this function. Active

depolarisation of both peripheral and deeper lying segnents of the

granule ce11 and consequent depolarisation oi the genmules results

in inhibition of nitral cells. Whether impulses are actually genel-

ated in the gemnules, or whether passive nechanisms operate is unknown.

Seemingly of key importance are the centrifugal synaptic contacts

found on the genrnules (Price, 1968; Price and Powell, 1970c). Whether

these mysterious centrifugal terminals act on the mitral cells with

the gernnules functioning as rrinterneuronestt, or whether their role nay

be likened to presynaptic inhibition, or even pr'esynaptic hyperpolar-

isation (Mendetl and Wall, 1964) are challenging unknowns. Hypotheses

can be forrnulated for all of these roles, but until electrophysiological

evidence of their existence and effects is forthconing, all theories

will renain such.

Recovrmendafi.on s {on- dun tlnøt Nott[¿-:

In attenpting to summarize the results of this study and

hypothesize on central olfactory mechanisns, it has become abundantly

clear that, at the ptesent time, understanding of how this section of

the central nervous systern performs its functional duties is still

Iargely an unansrlered question. Obviously, nuch nore detailed des-

criptions of functional interconnections within the olfactory fo:mation,
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the anterior olfactory nucleus, and higher olfactory centres, as well

as the interrelationships between these centres is required. In

particular, the relationship of the several subdivisions of the

anterior olfactory nucleus and their associated projections, described

anatonically by Lohnan and co-l{orkers, together with the different

projections from subdivisions of the pyriform cortex to the olfactory

bulb and anterior olfactory nucleus (AON) rnight be investigated electlo-

physiologically along lines similar to the work of Dennis and Kerr

(1963). Not only does the AON have connections with the bulbs, but

also with other higher centres. These pathways, and their influence on

bulbar activity and function are largely unknown quantities at Present

and also warrant investigation.

Further work on Price's centrifugal systen is obligatory. It

is possible that results of interaction (condition-test) experinents,

or the use of vaaious different anaesthetics, or of chronically-

implanted animals, or of conbinations of these, could yield the sought-

after functional nanifestations of this systen. Alternatively, stinu-

latj.on in the region of the nucleus of the horizontal linb of the

diagonal band during induced wave studies might provide clues to its

functional ro1e.

A recent paper by Shepherd and Haberley (1970) has indicated

a topological relationship between the olfactory bulb and the LOT where

it energes in the vicinity of the fissura circularis. Whether or not
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this topological representation is rnaintained in the projection to the

pyriform cortex renains to be investigated. The field plotting nethods

of Chapter V would conceivably be of use in such an investigation,

although in the present form the work would be time-consuming.

Although it has been shown that tirere are nany different

types of responses which can be evoked in the olfactory bulb by stinu-

lation of basal rhinencephalic sites, the properties of these responses

sti11 awaít greater elaboration. Averaging techniques should per"atit

the definition of these, possibly in chronically-implanted preparations.

Alternatively, the effects of various anaesthetics and/or pharmaco-

logical agents on these responses and their properties could be

determined.

At nore advanced stages of investigation, the use of the

classical neurophysiological tools of transection and ablation night

profitably be applied to quantitative evoked response studies.

Since there appears to be at least two distinct types each of

symmetrical and asyrunetrical synapses þased on observations of their

associated vesicles) in the olfactory bulb (Price and Powell, 1970b), a

conbined electrophysiological and pharmacological study of bulbar

evoked responses night also prove highly informative. Such a study

rnight also provide evidence to support or otherwise the theorized

functional relationship between symmetrical and asymmetrical synapses,

and inhibition and excitation. Selective pharmacological interference
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with the (presumed) different neurotransnitters nigþt possibly permit

resolution of constituent components of AERs normally nasked by con-

temporaneous Phenomena.

Whether the two distinct classifications of nitral cells and

tufted cells can still be naintained appeats somewhat dubious. Ihe

more work that is done, the vaguer seems the borderline separating the

two. A definitive study on this topic would agaín prove interesting

and quite inpoltant fron the point of view of bulbar nechanisns.

Much nore detail is required of the temporal and spatial

characteristics of induced wave activity. It seems that a useful

approach to this problen ís to hold constant as nany experinental para-

meters as possible while varying only those of interest (Chapters VIII

and IX). Some details of the frequency characteristics of induced

waves are known, but very little about phase relationships between

different olfactory centres. More refined techniques of time series

and signal analysis, such as described in Chapter IX, could find interest-

ing application to this forrn of bulbar electrical activity.

Finaj.ly, two topics conpletely neglected in the present work

could profitably be integrated with all of the above. These are wtit

studies, æd behavioural studies.

As far as future research is concerned, Ottoson and Shepherd

(L967) have adnirably sunnarized the situation with their quotation

fron a L7th century French logician: "Mais il faut lemarquer, quril
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y a des choses qui sont inconpréhensibles dans leur nanière et qui

sont certaines dans leur existence; on ne peut concevoir comnent

el1es peuvent être et il est certain néannoins qurelles sont.rl
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APPENDIX 1

EL¿cfnode,s,,sLínu.Lafion and nzcond,Lng

. The microelectrode is the principal tool of the electro-

physiologist in the study of localised electrical activity of nervous

tissue. Microelectrodes can be divided into two t¡res: (1) electrolyte-

fil1ed glass capillary electrodes, and (2) metal electrodes. 0n1y the

latter have been used in this study, and only their preparation and

properties are considered here 
"

Quite a wide variety of electrodes is available for stimulation

and recording purposes (see, for example, Nastuk, 1964) " The choice for

a particular application, as reported in the neurophysiological literature,

often appears to cover the whole gr*.it" For example, a survey of litera-

ture on olfactory bulb electrical activity reveals that to stinulate and

record, silver and silver-chloride electrodes, tungsten electrodes, and

stainless steel electrodes have been trsed, with the last-nentioned

sonetimes plated with various other metals' (Boudreau a.t a,L", 1968) 
"

Indifferent electrodes have conprised chlorided silver, or platinun-

blacked, non-polarising electrodes, or, more sinply, the frame supporting

the animal. For recording, glass rnicropipettes are just as widely used,

when reportedly fi1led with KCI, ranging in concentration fron 0.5 to 3 M,

or with NaCl, 3 to 5 M, or with Ringerts solution. In any study, one

type only f,ron all of the above electrodes may be enployed, or,
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alternatively, a nélange, depending on whatever the separate workers deern

appropriate in the circumstances 
"

Paralleling the díversíty in electrode design is a sinilar

phenomenon in the experimental preparations to record olfactory bulb

electrical activity" Phí1Iips e.t a,L. (1965) probably approach more

closely the conditions of undisturbed recording by their teehnique of

making srnall trephine holes over the bu1b, and subsequently re-fítting

plastic discs, in which snall holes have been punched to allow micro-

pipette passage" With this technique may be compared that of Yamannoto ¿l

eL" (1965), where drastic surgical removal of bone surrounding the

olfactory mucosa, olfactory bu1b, and the LOT is reported to take place.

To preserve the condition of exposed nervous tissue, sone

workers cover it with non-conducting mineral oil. 0thers adopt the

opposite approach and apply a conducting gel of agar-saline, or agar-

Ringer's solution" Still others are content to nerely keep the surface

moist and in good condition*" Quite surprisinglyn in spite of the mani-

fold variety in types of recording electrodes and in experimental record-

ing conditions, essentially sirnilar extracelLular responses nay be

recognised in the rnajority of p"p"tr**"

See also the discussion of boundary conditions in the Appendix on Field
Plots by Connputer Techniques (Appendix 5) 

"tik 
One notabLe exception is the recording of rrgiant extracellular spikest'

(Phillips e,t a,L., 1963).

*
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With quantitative measures of the electrical activity assuming

inportance, all detai.ls of the preparation and stimulation and recording

paraneters need to be carefully specíf,ied to enable meaningfuJ- comparison

with results of others. In addj-tion to details of the preparation and

electrodes as mentioned above, anaesthetic doses and routeso whether

constant*voltage or constant-cunrent stimulation hras employed, techniques

of stimulus artifact reduetíon, ampJ"ifier bandwidths, and parameters of

additional electronie processing should all be given" The necessity for

sufficiently high upper frequeney eut-offr in order that high frequency

components of unit rtspíkesrr or rapid transients are not attenuated, is

well understood. Equally inportant is low frequency cut-off*" Of course,

such points are not critical in rnost foregoing qualitative studies (Kerr,

1960; Dennis and Kerr, 1968; Morrison, 1970) which have been concerned

predominantly with the discovery and mapping through electrophysiologícaJ.

means of centrifugal and eentrípetal" connections of the bulb and also

properties of this systen" Nor are reeording parameters of major

inportanae in unit studíes, where merely the occurrence or non-occurrene'e

of an'reventrris inportant" Even so, in the tratter casee it is still

important to specify details of any further electronic processingo such

as integration of the unitis rate of firing**"

* 
S"u, for example, the diseussíon of M" E" Westecker?s results in an

earlier section of thi-s thesis (Chapter ViI) 
"

Again, see the discussj-on of M" E" lliesteckerrs results"
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In the present study, several electrode designs have been tried

and tested" Two types of naterial, stainless steel and tungsten, have

been used" Monopolar electrodes have been constructed using fine, 00

stainless steel insect pins, which were etched in a solution containing

54 mls conc, H2SO4, 42 mls conc" HSP04 and 24 nls of distilled HrO"

Current from a 50 Hz, 6 volt a"c" secondary of a transformer was passed

through the solution, using the pin as one electrode and a carbon rod or

stainless steel loop in the bottom of the bath as the other. .A. taper hras

produced at the tip by continually withdrawing and re-immersing the fine

end of the needle" The final point was formed by greatly reducing the

current while continuing in the nanner just described" After the desired

shape was obtained, the pin was cleaned, inserted into the shaft of

appropriately sized stainless steel hypodermic tubing and soldered with

acid flux" About 3¡+ ínch of the tip was then nickel plated (lN

NiC12.6H2O in 5% HCI). In some earJ.y designs, the típ was then lightJ.y

gold plated (Engelhard Industríes, GoId Plating Solution) on top of the

nickel strike base" In later preparations, the gold layer was onitted"

The electrode was then insulated with 4 to 6 layers of Epoxylite" Each

layer was formed by innmersing the electrode, withdrawing slowly to prevent

formation of I'beadsr', immediateLy inverting, and baking, tip up, for one

hour" The integrity of the insulation was tested by dípping the electrode

in normal saline and passing d"c" via an ohm-meter" When the electrode

was negatíve, bubbles of hydrogen gas were f,orrned at breaks in the
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insulation, allowíng easy visual detection wíth a low power microscope"

Under these eonditions, good eleatrodes generalJ"y gave a d"c" resístanee

reading between 55 and 50 Kohns" When the el-ectrode was made positive,

these readings were approxinately 10 Kohns less " Such values are higher

tha¡r those used by Dennis and Kerr, and indícate smaller recording area of

the electrode tip. Even so, the eorrect designation for these electrodes

should probably be se¡ni-nieroeleetrodes, since the exposed area is stilL

too great to reeord unit activity" SnalLer tips were necessary in the

radial potential and source-sr-nk studies (Chapter VI) o where recording in

several instances was done at 50 ¡r steps" With these, eleetrode inped-

ance assuÍled quite high valuese neeessitating the use of a very-high

input irnpedance d"e" buffer amptifiet* bet*een the electrode and the

subsequent preanp lifier 
"

To lower tip impedanee and to provide a noble metal deposit, the

t5.ps were platintrnn b,lacked or rhodium plated" To platinun black Ð

Kohlrausch?s soLution and method ean be enployed" The electrode is nade

eethode in a Teo soLution of PtCl, in "025 N hydrochJ,or:-c acid, to which

"A25eo lead acetate has been added to ensure a fine uníform deposit" A

snalL dash of gelatine is also added to pre-poison the catalytic aetion

of the platim.rn in ne:n¡ous tissue" According to Gestel-and e.t a.L" (1959),

this prevents a high irnpedance sheLl forming around the tip 5.n biological

*
MedÍstor Instrunnent Co. Electrometer Anpli-fier, Model A-32b.
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preparations" Alternatively, a l-% solution of platinic chloride can be

used with the same values of HCl, lead acetate, and gelati-ne" Delgadors

description of a platinun chloride non-pol,arising electrode (Nastuk,

7964, p"95) is, of, course, incorrect, and his description obvíously

results in the preparation of a p1atinum blacked electrode at the other

terrninal to the one he is aonsídering"

No atternpt was nade to optirnise the current density nor the

quantity deposíted" To obtain informatj-on on this, ref,erence can be rnade

to articles by Schwan (1968) and Svaetiehin (1951). Although the nethods

and results given by Schwan are for large eleetrodes, and do not carry

over directly to small microeLectrode tips, they still provide a useful

background" Quantities for plating relatively large exposed areas of

stimulating eleatrodes involved l" milLiamp being passed for approximately

1 ninute with platínum as a second eleetrode in order to avoid poisoning

of the solution. For the mueh finer Eips of, the recording electrodes, of

the order of 1 uA for 1 ninute seemed to be satisfactory" No claim is

nade that eíther of these plating conditions is optinun, though"

The measured tip d"c" resistance was approxinately halved by

platinun blaeking" This is not an accurate indication of the properties

of the electrode" Schwan indieates that the platinun eleetrode, which is

so suitable for a"e" work, is a very poor performer for d"a" studies"

Sehwan is quite eorrect in his insistenee that attention should be

focussed on the alternatj"ng current perfonnance of the electrode rather
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than the d"c" performance"

Unfortunately, platinun blaek is not particularly robust at such

small tip dimensions" Because of this, several electrodes were plated

with rhodium" The application of this rnetal to low resistance micro-

electrodes was first described by Svaetichin (1951). Rhodium plating

provides an exttemely hard (DPN approxírnately 900, compared with approxi:

mately 150 for hardened steel)* d.rt"ble noble metal típ" The plating was

done using Engelhard Industries Deeorative Rhodium plating solution in

accordance wi-th instructions aceonpanying the solution (Engelhard

Industries, l-958, 1968; Reido 1955)" Apart from tip durability, there

appeared to be little dífference between rhodiun plated and platinum

blacked electrodes with regard to stimulation and recording, although more

use was nade of the latter"

To construct bi-polar electrodeso a monopolar electrode was

constructed as above" This then had a length of special insulated "006

ineh diarneter stainless steel wire laíd alongside it, and glued there by

Epoxytite. The outer wire was cut so that it protruded approxinately 1 mn

past the tip of the other" Both tips were prepared and plated as nentioned

aboVe, oI, alternatively, the outer wire was rnerely cut and platedo with-

out etching"

Coaxial electrodes were made by inserting the same "006 inch

*
Rhodiun is so hard it eannot be worked by conventional netal-fabricating

techniques, and must be electrofo:rned instead.
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wire down the centre of 26 gauge hypodernic needle shafting and again

cementing it in plaee with Epolylite. This 26 gauge needle was then

soldered into a larger stainl"ess steel shaft for support" The inner wire

h/as cut so that it protruded approxinately L-I%rm beyond the outer"

Between "1 and .4 nn of the bottom of the outer was bared after insulation

with Epoxylite and both sections were plated as mentioned above" Coaxial"

electrodes prepared in this nanner were used for stinulation of the basal"

rhinencephalon.

Several attenpts were made to test the electrodes before and

after platinum blacking by using the nethod described by Bak (1967).

These gave generally inconelusive results due to lack of a suitable

capacitance bridge. In experì,ments, it was found that the voltage thres-

hold necessary to elicit a response in the bulb by stimulation of the LOT

night typically be lowered fron approximately " B volts " 1 rnsecs with

unplated stainless steel eleetrodes to about "2 voLts "05 nsecs with

platinun blackecl eleetrodes*" The stimulus artifact could also be observed

to be more distorted j.n the unplated than in the plated case " Both poj-nts

were considered as suffiaient justj-fieation to go to the added trouble of

platinun blacking"

Sone tungsten electrodes were made in a manner similar to the

preparation described by Marg (1964) " These were crimped in stainless

dÉ

trn experiments, scinulation was suprathreshold (generally 1 to 4 volts,
"05 to "1 rnsee) Ð and was optinísed at the tine"
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steel hypoderrnic tubing and insulated with Epoxylite. IVhile some suqcess-

ful records were obtained wj"th these electrodes, they were found to be

more easily damaged than stainless steel electrodes" The joint between

the tungsten wire and its supporting shaft was not nechanically robust 
"

Attempts to spot weld the tungsten in the tubing by use of a 45 volt d"c.

supply yielded slight improvemento but these electrodes l{ere abandoned in

favour of stainless steel ones 
"

Histological loeatrísation of stirnulating and recording electrodes

is extremely inportant" It is not sr.rfficient to rely solely on stereo-

taxic coordinates " In the present study, most experinents did have

electrode placenents verified histologically. Exceptions were a few

brains unfortunately danaged during attenpted removal after tennination of

the experinents " Data fron these are indicated when presented in the

various sections on experimental results 
"

The nain method of toeali-sation consisted of observing eJ.ectrode

puncture tracks in mounted seations of the brain" At the conclusion of

an experirnent, a rou/ of, eleetrode penetrations was placed about 1 or 2

run behind the most eaudal stimutating site" The tracks were nade with

the same electrode that had been used for stinulating, and formed a

frontal plane in the same orientation as the braj-n atlas being used"

Prj-or to sectioning on a microtone, the brain was manually trinned so

ühat these marker traeks hrere eonpJ.etely exposed" The plane fonned thereby

was placed on the flat horizontal base plate of the rnicrotome slide"
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Using standard 50 u sections, such orientation facilitated location of the

stimulation and recording sites of any electrodes that had passed through

the tissue" This then permitted relating these sites to the nucl-ei and

tracts in their proximity by comparison of the sections with references,

atlases, etc", and evaluating the degree of success obtained in the

placenents (Appendix 2) 
"

Particularly advantageous in the location of, the electrode tips

is the Prussian-blue reaction to electrolytical-ly deposited iron (Hess,

1932; Akert and Welker, 1961; Green Qf a.L., 1.962)" This desirable

chemical reaction is one reason why staínless steel electrodes have

achieved wide acceptability" However, the technique was used in only a

few of the later experiments of the present study. trn those, the method

described by Green at a,L. (7962) was followed exactly, and gave quite

good results. Since the staining is done during perfusion of the aninal

and not after the mounting of the brain sections, their technique does not

result in staining of sma1l iron partícles which chip off the microtone

knife during sectioning, a problem i-n the technique described by Akert and

Welker (1961) 
"

Polarisation is a wídely recognised problen when using netal

¡nicroelectrodes" The factors governing the practical behaviour of a

metal nicroelectrode in nervous tissue are note as yet, connpletely known,

This is i-n spite of t.he fact that the literature seerns to abound with

articles and papers speeificalJ.y devoted to analysis of the properties of
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such electrodes" In addition, there are numerous books on electro-

chenistry concerned wholly with the topic of electrolyte reactions. A

theoretical treatnent of even the sinplest and nost idealised interface

is rather conplex and difficult" More conplex netal-eleetrolyte inter-

faces involving organic compounds, such as are found in biological

recording situations, have not yet been treated theoretically"

A conprehensive discussion of the electrical properties of

netal ¡nicroelectrodes, as applicable to those used in this study, nay be

found in Robinson (1968), including nany useful, practical and theoretical

details about platinun blacking of electrode tips and the relative

importance of the various impedances in the recording arrangement"
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APPENDIX 2

Stenøct tav-Le tøcLmic¡u ers

7n'sÍlunøvttaÍiont

For the experinents involving cats, rabbits and some guinea pigs,

a Lab-Tronics frame r{as ,rs"do" Different physiognony between these

species naturally required different eye- and earbars and palate clanps

to fix them in the frane " Standard Lab-Tronics conponents were used for

the cats" The guinea pigs were seeured by bars and clamp constructed

locally. Chatelier and Buser (1961) described the design of suitable

adaptors f,or use with the rabbit" This aninal differs from the others,

where horizontal ínsertion of earbars is possible, by having external

auditory meatuses angled upwards and caudad at approxinately 45o to both

frontal and sagittal planes" Special earbars to accorunodate for this were

constructed to Chatelier and Buserts design" However, for some unknown

reasons, angles and lengths given by them proved unsuitable for the

rabbits found locally" Angles were readily adjusted, but it was still

found necessary to partially slit the cartilagenous base of the ears to

pernit correct registration of the earbars in the meatuses, The final

arrangenent resul.ted in an orientation of the rabbit skull such that

bregrna was between 1"5 to 5"0 mn above lanbda, the actual value varying

*þ

Lab-Tronics Stereotaxia trnstrunent Model No" 4
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fron animal to aninal

Horizontal placement of the electrode using the Lab-Tronics is

carried out by sliding squale cross-section bars in unlocked clamps 
"

Positioning accuracy is to within approxinately % mm" This is generally

satisfactory with large animal-s under normal experimental conditions 
"

For field potential plots, it is necessary to position electrodes in a

precise array, or to know the relative horizontal coordinates of each

track to better than the above accur.aay" In the field studies in the

olfactory bulb, it was necessary to mount a Prior right-hand nicro-

manipulator on an extension bar,from the head of the Lab-Tronics frane"

Vernier nm scales on all axes of the Prior enabled precise electrode

placenent in the olfactory bulb" Finer incremental vertical neasurement

was made possible by using a Mitutoyo** ditl gauge having scale gradu-

ations of 10 u per division" These readings were in general made with

reference to the bulb surface " Thj-s precision u¡as necessary for the

studies of current sources and sj-nks" This frane, hlith accessories, is

shown in Fig" 119"

For the studies on rats and the other guinea Pigs, a snall

stereotaxic frane was constructed" This was basically the same design as

* 
For less than L mrn differenee, the major axes of the olfactory bulbs

are angled too greatly to the horizontal" For greater than 6 nm differ-
ence, not all regions of the cortical anygdaloid nucleus are readily
accessible to a vertically-oriented elect,rode"
**

Mitutoyo Dial Gauge No" 2046, "0L - 10 mm"
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Fizure 119 Large stereotaxic frame, with accessories.
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described by Greer and Yowell (1962). As with most instrumentation con-

structionse some ninor local nodifÍcations have been made" The sane Prior

manipulator as used on the Lab-Troniqs was fitted to a dovetail nrnning

at right angles to the direction specífied by then, thereby extending the

range of positioning of this eleetrode in the anteroposterior direction.

In addition, two other rnanípulators urere fitted. The vertical drives for

these 1r/eïe as follows: the f,irst, situated at the teft side of the animal,

was constructed fron the skeletai- relics of a vintage ini-croscope; the

other, located at the front right of the aninal e was based on a design by

Debroske e,t a,L" (1960) " Horizontal positioning of electrodes for each

of these is by means of an Olympus microscope slide traverse carried on

the vertical drive" These slide traverses are fitted with rack and

pinion, and worrn drives, and have graduated vernier mm scales, enabling

electrode positioning in the horizontal plane, to within "1 mn" A rigid

positionable carrier hras provided to enab.le use of the Mitutoyo dial

gauge again"

In sorne experímentsu J-t hras sometimes necessary to insert two

stinulating electrodes i-n additj-on to the bulbar recording ones" Since

the Debroske rnanipulator was not fitted until quite late" this was only

possible by using an irnptantation technique" One stinulating electrode

would be correetly positíoned in the brain and then cenented to a rigid

peïspex rod projecti"ng horizontally frorn the top of one of the earbar

earriers, The rod was slotted, facil.itating radiat positioningu and, when
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in position, hras clanped by a screw in the s1ot" This expedient proved

simple but useful. The Debroske rnanipulator was, like the base plate,

constructed from aluniniun instead of brass" Necessary rigidity and

strength without the penalty of increased weight were thereby attained"

With a resolution of L u per seale division, this manipulator should prove

very useful if unit studies are undertaken at a later date"

A further benefici-al addition to the stereotaxic instrunentation

hras a nicrodrive eonstr,ucted to the design principles of Blum and Feldman

(1965) " As mentioned above, field studies require the preeise positioni-ng

of electrode tracks. Because of the slowness of outputting the CAT core

store contents onto punched tape (see Appendix 3), it was desirable from

several considerations to obtain sinultaneous AERs fron the requisite

regions of the bulb " This would increase the dala acquisition rate and

reduce the likelihood of records being obtained under different con-

ditÍons, e"g" shifting anaesthetic Levels" Availabl.e electronics per-

nitted sinultaneous recording and averaging from four separaËe electrodes,

since the CAT could be used with up to four input ehannels " One experi-

nent was condueted using four' reeording e-leetrodes cemented together at

about "8 rnm spacing, with their shafts parallel and tips collinear"

Insertion through the dorsal surfaee of the bulb provided no problerns.

At the ventral surf,ace, bulb eurvature resulted in the out,er electrodes

passing through the I'tu,rnovert'poi-nt then through to the base of the braín,

before the inner electrodes had reaehed their t'turnoverrr levels " Because
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of this, a technique of, independènt manipulation of the individual elec-

trodes was sought. Blum and Feldmants design, allowing independent manipu-

Iation of four microelectrodes by use of a single microdrive, was found to

be the,, solution. Two requests to the authors for details to enable con-

struction rernained unanswered. From the rough schenatic and photographs

of the article, it proved possible to roughly scale gross dimensions and

to decipher the basic principles " Items such as keying of the inner

shaft wére found to be unnecessary" Ercept for the devj-ces for horj-eontal

positioning of electrodes at the bottoms of the sliding rods, the finished

microdrive appears identical with the published photographs of Blum and

Feldman" The nicrodrive could be used on either the Lab-Tronics frane

or the smaller Greer and Yowell f,rame" Experiments were done with two or

four electrodes arranged in suitable patterns " After an electrode had

passed a suitable distance beyond the ventralrrturnovertrpoint in the

bulb, it was clamped in position and the other electrodes advanced

independently until aIl had reached their desired insertion depths" This

microdrive, too, should prove useful íf unit studies are undertaken, since

it enables the independent manipulation of four microel.ectrodes with the

possibility of obtaining unit records in each of, then simultaneously"

The small frane, with accessories, is shown in Fig.720"

AÍ.[-a'sø¿:

Brain atlases equipped with stereotaxic coordinates which were

used in conjunction with the above apparatuses were as follows: for
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F L20 Small stereotaxic frane, with accessories.
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the guinea pig, the atlas of Mortison (1970); for the cat, that of

Reinoso-Suarez (1961); for the rat, depending on aninal size, either the

atlas of de Groot (1959), or that of König and Klippel (1963); for the

rabbit, that of Fifkovâ and MarËala (7967) (although orientation of, the

brain differed slightly fron theirs) 
"

Additional references consulted for identification of structures

in the brain were: for the guinea pig, Johnson (1957); Lohnan (1963);

Luparello Q.t a,L. (1964); Tindat (1965); and Luparello (1967); for the

cat, Snider and Nierner (1961); Fifková and MarËala (L967); and Dennis

(1965); for the rat, Fifková and MarËala (1967); Krieg (1.946a, b, c);

Pellegrino (1967); Massopust (1961); and Zeman and Innes (1963); for

the rabbit, Sawyer Q.t a,L" (1954); McBride and Klemm (1968); Young (1956);

and Winkler and Potter (1911) 
"
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APPENDIX 3

0ata col.Løc,tio n, co nv uL^ion ond pno eøt,sing

since digital data colleetion and processing have figured

proninently in work for this thesis, it is felt that further details of

the system hardware should be gíven here"

(A) ELøe,LvLca.U-q evol¿z-d lLaÅfrorL^eÅ 3

The experínental arrangenent was described in an earlier seetion.

After appropriate arnplification, responses to repetitive

electrical stirnulation were sunmed by a Mnemetron Conputer of Average

Transients (CAT) nodel 400C" This was enployed to (1) provide analogue-

to-digital conversion of the responses, and (2) to improve signal-to-noise

ratios, and thereby reduce unwanted noise below that level normally found

in single evoked responses" Without both these points, the studies on

field potentials and current sources and sinks would not have been very

successful, if possible at all"

At the conclusion of eaeh stunmation, the resultant averaged

evoked response (AER) was ïepïesented as a series of mutbers in the 400

discrete core store locations of the CAT" The C node of operation was

employed, and the locations corresponded to equally spaced sanples across

the chosen sÌrreep, with the count in each location proportional to the

input voltage at tlnat eoïrespondi-ng instant " Sweep speed settiags were

varied fron 51"25 nsec (the fastest shteep on this CAT) to as much as
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500 msec, dependiag on the requirements of the experiment" One, two, or

four input channels could be used rÀri-th the 400 storage locations being

subdivided appropriately. Oscii.lators were 500 kH, for use j-n channels

I and 2, and 250 kH, for ehannels 3 and 4"

In the DISPLAY mode, the CAT gave a visual display of the core

store contents on a ¡nonitor CRO, so that a check could be nade after each

nrn for artifacts that night have been introduced during recording.

Responses containing artifacts were rejected and the AER re-obtained"

To output the core store contents as printed numbers, a

Mnemetron line-printer* was avaiLable" For graphical output, a Bryans X-y
**

recorder could be used" These were the output nedia for the source-

sink studies of this thesis " Because of the inherent characteristícs of

the recorder, the output plot sonetines involved a degree of jitter due

to slight backlash andrrstietionr', æd it was not possibre to use these

plots in the source*sink studies directly. The higher degree of accuracy

required in these demanded that pJ"ots be nade manually fron the line-

printer output, a task that was rather tedious"

A better graphical representation r^ras sometímes obtained by a

digital plot of the resurts on the cDC 6400 conputer at a later stage"

A better solution might have been to couple to the CAT a slave CRO having

Jr

Technical Measurement Corporation, Printer, Model 500 
"

Bryans Auto Plotter, Mode"J, 22A0A"
*k*
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a better photographic phosphor than that of the monitor, and to have

obtained photographic records of the AERs"

For numerical studies, such as transfer function analysis and

the f,ield potential plotso it was necessary to obtain the AERs in a format

suitable for input and processing on a digital conputer" Manual punching

onto IBM cards of listings fron the line-printer was much too tedious 
"

Unfortunately, the University of Adelaide CDC 6400 digital computer hras

not suitabl.e in its existing for'm for on-line laboratory experiment

control, nor for renote coLlection of experimental data" Its batch-

processing mode of operation necessitated off-line analogue-to-digital

conversion of the data, and their conversi-on to a digital input mediun

which was acceptable to the systeno configuration." (Cards, or r2tt digital

magnetic tape only")

As an output nediun for the CAT, a paper tape punch was avail-

able" Its use involved the des:.gn and construction of suitable inter-

facing hardware between it and the CAT. In addition, sínce there hras no

punched tape facility on the 6400, use had to be nade of, the paper tape

station on the CSIRO'"* CDC 3200 eonputer, and a digital transnittal tape

used to convey the data to the 6400"

The punch was a Friden** 20 chaxac[ersfsecond, 7 lg incn 7-hole

Comrnonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Division
of Computing Research, Adelaide Braneh"
lh*

Model SP-2.
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paper tape punch, fully compatible with the locally-designed CIRRUS*

conputer. The tape code conprised 15 characters; the 10 digits 0 to 9,

plus 5 editing characters, ví2. carriage return (new line), comma,

blank, tabulate, and delete.

Suitable input, output, and control lines were ful1y accessible

on the CAT to facilitate output of its store. External control signals

pennitted nondestructive reading of the contents of each core store

location one after the other into a buffer output register.

To inplement the logic design of the interface, the very

cheap Fairchild 900-series RTL micrologic hras used. Positive logic was

used in the CAT, and was also employed in the interface design.

However, leve1 shifting of voltages r{as necessary between the thro types

of circuitry, and so was also incorporated in the interface design.

A nanual switch and keyboard are incorporated to permit the

punching of identification and editing characters for each AER and each

experiment.

It nust be enphasised that this latter practice is absolutely

essential, and that a strict protocol of all experinental details pertain-

ing to the AER must be made at the time if there is to be no doubt and

confusion about the identity of the data at a Later date. This practice

* Electrical Engineering Department, University of Adelaide.
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has been strictly adhered to in the present study and has resulted in very

few nistakes in AER identif,ieation out of 670-odd collected" These were

fortunately easily recognised"

To output the full 400 core store locations at 8 franesl

location on the 20 frarnes/see puneh took 2 minutes 40 seconds and used

approximately 28 feet of tape"

Eleven of these AERs were obtained on one 'rtaperr" Three I'tapestl

comprised one 1000 foot spool of blank tape" The total quantity of

punched paper tape obtained fron the series of, AER experiments was approxì--

mately 18,000 feet" The average number of AERs per successful experiment

was approximately 40"

The punching of the results, although automatic, hras by far the

most time-consuming aspect of any experinent" .When working most

efficiently during an experimental run, it was possible to obtain 12 to 75

AERs on punched tape per hour" Thís corresponds to approxinately 5 minutes

collection tine per AER, of which rnore than half was taken up with out-

putting the store contents"

The system is admittedly extremely inefficient, time-consurni,ng,

frustrating with regard to loss of valuable time during experiments, and

wasteful as far as storage of results is concerned. However, it was the

only possibility available at the tíne, and has yielded results which, in

the end, have justified the great deal of tine spent on its design,
?

construction, and "debuggingtt" The reliability of the punch and
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associated electronics has proved very good" Error rates are of the order

of 1 in 106 bits, or bettero and these errors are fairly easily detected

and corrected"

The further advantage of the punch plus control has been the

fairly straightforward extension to analogue-to-digital conversion and

data collection for tine-series analysis of evoked and spontaneous

olfactory bulb activity"

(B) SponfanøouÁ and inducød ac.tivi,tq:

For the conversion of the time-series data to digital format for

computer processing, use was made of a simple but effective systen" The

design concept centred around the use of the paper tape punch, sínce,

fron the.AER work, paper tape had proved an effective transmittal mediun"

Since the naximun punch speed was 20 franes/sec, it was obvious that

real-tine analogue-to-digital conversion was inpossible. The wide range

,,of record/pLaybaek speeds of an available Precision Instruments nagnetic
*

tape recorder proved extremely vaLuable" Data could be recorded at 37 "5

i"p"s" and replayed at "375 i"p"s", i"e" 1l100th real-tine speed"

Precision electronic servo-control of capstan speed and a closed loop

tape drive, all ensured very aceurate reproduction of the data at 1/100th

real-time" To estimate the necessary sanpling rates, an upper frequency

limit of components in the EEG records of 100 Hz was taken as a reasonable

ik

Model PI-6204, with four FMlDirect, Record/Reproduce Modules"
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guesse and preamplifier upper frequency cut-offs set to this value durrng

experiments" The sampling Theorem required that, to avoid aliasing, the

record be sarnpled at a rate of 200 samplesfsec, or preferably higher.

At 1/100th real-tine this meant sanpling at 2 to 5 tines a second" Sj-nce

the punch speed was 20 franesfsec, for 3 sanples/sec, each sample had to

be 6 franes or less. It was realj"sed that, with some sinple modificatiorrs

and additions, the sane interf,aeing that had been used for the AIR format,

a 3 digit number (000 to 999) pJ-us earriage return (.end of nunber) could

be obtained for each sarnple" An electroníc t'black boxi' was constructed

that was logically identiea with the output of the cAT, as seen by the

punch interface" As for the interface, Fairchild 900-series RTL micro-

logic was used throughout" For the analogue-to-digital conversion

itself, one cha¡rnet oh the analogue output from the tape recorder was

taken through a DC shifting and at.tenuation circuit to the input of a

conmercial voltage-to-frequency converteï (V/F converter) " Maximum out-

put of this was approximately 65 kHz.. The output frsn the VIF converteï

was taken to a Racal counter** " Ten digital lines fron the dispJ-ay

drivers of each decade of the upper three decades of the counteï were -ed

to an external plug" These 30 decj-mal indicator output lines were taken

to the rrblack boxrru where level shiftíng and decimal-to-BCD conversion

*
Dymec voltage-to-frequency eonverter Model 22L1,8R" Used on 1 volt

input Tange"

Racal type 54520 digital frequency meter, 4 decades"
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hras done" The BCD input to the ftblack box'was next led into a shift
register analogous with the buffer register of the CAT" Suitable strob-

ing, shifting, blocking, and eontrol logic was incorporated throughout"

In operation, the analogue voltage fron the tape recorder was converted

to a linearly proportional output fre.quency by the v/F converter" This

frequency was measured on the Racal counteï which gave a fresh decinal

readout of the 'rinstantaneousrr frequeney approximately every J0 milliseas"

The decimal representatíon was eonverted in the "black box'r to S dígit
BCD representation" Tining chain pulses were also obtained fron the Racal-,

and the sampling rate determined fron this " The cycling. was such that

there were 3"84 sanples/sec"

As was discussed in the earlier chapter on experinental pro-

cedures, certain seetions of the experimental data were chosen during the

experiment for recording on the PI=6204 tape recorder" At any.one time,

up to 4 channels of data hrere recorded, eaeh in standard FM node" The

data segments on tape were approximately 20-30 secs duration each (real-

time)" The tape recorder speed during recording was sT"5 i"p"s. A 4 poJ.e

relay was used to manually ínsert a cai-ibration and aligrunent marker at

the beginning of each recorded segment. This calibration was +Lr2 voj.ts,

and approxinately % second duration. A careful 1og was nade in the

protocol book to identify eaeh of the recorded s,egnents on nagnetic tape"

At the conclusion of an experirnent, the tape hras ïe-nrn in real-time and

its output recorded on the sane Pol¡rgraph recorder used during the
*---*----

Grass ModeI 5D Polygraph 4:ehannel pen recorder"
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experinent. These records were checked against the records obtained

during the experinent" The footage counter on the tape recorder was used

as a rough guide for identification of segments of records on tape 
"

Because of the high tape speed and reasonable duration of records, suctt

identification was completely unambiguous 
"

During conversion of experirnental data the Polygraph pen recorder

was used at a much redueed ehart speed to nonítor the output from the tape

recorder" Although 4 channels of eontemporaneous data existed orr the

nagnetic tape, nultiplexed AID conversion was not possible" Each channel-

had to be converted separatej-y. Beeause tirni.ng in the Racal counter was

crystaI controlled, the sarnpling rate over the conversion period h¡as very

stable" Similarly, the tape recorder speed was also found to be quite

stable. At the slow playback speed, the calibration markers at the

beginning of each of the records from the 4 channels in any one segment

were observed to align perfectly, as was expected" At the end of each

segment, there was generally an ab,rupt step where recording had terminated.

This, toos was contempor¿rneous on all 4 channels. When the punched tape

had been processed on the CDC 6400 computer and the contents listed on a

li¡s-printer, it was possible to pick out both the trailing edge of the

identification pulse and the final step on each channel of the records 
"

A count of the number of sampJ.es between the identification and final

steps yielded a figure of approximately 5000 sanplesfrecord" This varied,

of course" The noteworthy point is that for 4 channels, the individual
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counts over the reeord length would not vary by nore than t1 count" This

accuracy has enabled the approxination to be made during later multi-

channel processing of the data, that sarnples from the different channel"s

were obtained at the same instant" The input was scaled so that its

maxirnum anplitude swing utilised the futl range.of the A/D converter"

This gave a count ra¡ge frorn 000 to 999, and a conversion accuracy of

0"1% of full scale, idealtY"

The same comments that were made for the AER conversion proe'ess

can also be nade for the time series conversion, naI4ely, that it was very

s1ow, time consuming, tedious, and wasteful of storage" However, ite toot

proved to be a reliable and ascurate nethod and the only means available

at the tine 
"

Inytu.t o$ øxytønínQ-nf.6l da.ta" to Í.1+¿ CDC 6400:

punched paper tape obtained fron AER and induced wave experi-

ments could not be -used directly as input to the 6400. Instead, it was

necessary to read the tape on the paper tape station of the CSIROis CDC

3200 " This was done using a standard progran (available as a binary

deek) specifically designed to read punehed tape and to assenble and copy

blocked frane images onto digital magnetic tape" This magnetic tape

could then be.used as data input on the 6400" The transnittal tape

required special library subroutínes to enable it to be read on the 6400"

This condition has since been altered" A prelininary program dunped the

transnittal tape contents onto a line-printer. A second run read the tape,
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unblocked it, and a look*up table was enployed, frane by frane, to give

the internal character appropriate to the binary representation origin-

ally on the punched tape" Subsequently, each store or sanple value was

re-assembled from its conponent digits by recognising end-of-number (i"e.

carriage return) characters, as they appeared" In the case of the AER

data, a check count ensured that the f,ul1 400 core store numbers had been

re-assenbled" Special editing facilities, incorporated in the computer

program, allowed correction of faulty data at this stage, if they had

been recognised from the tape dunp. The re-assembled AER and tine series

responses were written onto permanent trread-onlyrr master storage tapes 
"

These were later copied onto working tapes and also remained as back-up

tapes in the event of mishaps 
"

For all AERs and some of the tine series data, an excellent

check on the digital data was obtained by outputting it on Calcomp L0 inch

and 50 inch plotters. The plots of, AERs conpared well with results seen

on the CAT monitor during an experiment" For tine series data, plottíng

was the only practical neans of checking for faulty data and artif,acts,

as it was alnost impossible to recognise any errors in a welter of nunbers

from a line-printer output"

Fig"722 gives exanples of test data processed by the time

series conversion systen and output on the Calcomp plotter as a check on

the system accuracy and reliability"

Fí9"I23 gives a comparison of original data recorded during an
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Figure 122 Di,gital Plotter output of test tine series

data obtained by digitising function generator waveforms'

A: Sine wave (10 Hz).

B: Triangular wave (10 Hz).

C: Square wave (5.4 Hz) plus sine wave (15.5 Hz).
A

1 1 HP SINT 0.1 CPS "16-.98. Tf,PEz
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Figure 123 Conparison of original waveforns fron an experiment with plots of sa4pled data values held in the conputel.

A and B: Original Polygraph (curvilinear) records.
C a¡rd D: Digital (Calcomp, rectilinear) plots.
(A and C, olfactory bulb records; B and D, pyriforrn cortex records)

Note slightly different tine scales.
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experinent, with digital plotter output of this converted data as it

existed in the conputer" As can be seen, quite faithful reproduction has

been obtained"

Initial spectral analysis of the data indicated negligibl" 
J

energy above about 80 Hz" Because the conversion sampling rate was,

equivalently 384 sanplesfsec, every alternate sanple could be onitted,

yielding an effective sanpling rate of 190/sec, and a Nyquist frequency

of 96 Hz. Since this last figure was above the highest frequency compûnent

occurring in the data, this halving of the conversion sampling rate

resulted in a conputational savings with no loss of information.
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APPENDIX 4

n

The TMC Manual for the Mnenetron 400C CAT, Section VI,

'rApplicationsrr, explains how the count in any storage location nay be

converted to equivalent input voltage at the instant of tine corresponding

to that location. The folLowing relation is derived:

e = 6{L - Ì (1)

(2)

(3)

t 5 t'¿"5 tc-a . u5ó

where e = instantaneous input signal voltage

t_ = AI,{ALYSIS TIME setting (seconds)
a

f. =.rodrlator card centre frequency (kiloHz)

S ='number of sweeps

n = number of counts in any one address

The zero volts baseline may be calculated from

(2^5 ta - .036)f^S counts/S analysis sweeps

and the counts per volt characteristic is given by

dn = - (2"5 tà - "036)fsS counts/volt
de 6

Evaluation of these equations is considerabty simplified if,

during recording, the stimulus onset is delayed to allow 11 points at the

beginning of the CAT sweep to be recorded as zero volts input " The zero

baseline nay then be accurately obtained as the average of the 10 points,
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ttztt torrllrr inclusive. (The initiat point sornetimes has wide scatter, and

is best ignored") This valu"o ro, is exactly that of (2) above, without

the need of precise knowledge of any of the parameters in the relationship"

Insertion in (1) yields
6

" = þ (no n) volts (4)
o

If the input, e, to the CAT has undergone a preanplifier gain

of G, where G is in units of x1000,

then V = eiG millivoltsslgnar
6

= # (no n) millivolts (s)
o

Similarly, counts/millivolt is sinply

gL- = , Grto, counts/nillivolt of signal (6)dtir, 6

(5) and (6) äre extreneiy sirnple to evaluate and are more

accurate than the previous equations in obtaining the millivolt scale of

the averaged signal. If this technique of establishing a zero baseline

count is always used, it is unnecessary to have infornation on AI\trALYSIS

TIME, number of sweepsÞ etc", to convert to voltage input" This inform-

ation is needed elsewhere, though, e.9" in estimating signal-to-noise

improvenent, time scalesr etc"

With the recording convention of negative voltage at the active

electrode yielding an upwards (positive) deflection at the recording device,

(5) and (6) obviously need to be multiplied by -1 to yield the rrtruerr

signal nagnitude and polarity"
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APPENDIX 5

Fíe,Ld yil-oLt bq eomytu.tett Í.echnic¿ue.t

The contour map is a well recognised means of compact visual

presentation of voluminous data, displaying inter-relationships between

three functions, and has already found widespread application in brain

research (for example, Rémond, 1965; Naitoh and Walter, 1969; WaLter e,t

a,L", 1966; Freernan and Patel, 1968; Horowitz, 1968) " Applicatíons in

these cases have generally involved regular ð.ata, in which case the

construction of the contour maps is straightforward (Naitoh and Walter,

1969). In faet, rnost large computer installations have available standard

software packages for the contouring of data which has been given as

values at the nodes of a regular nesh.

The construction of contour maps from scattered or irregular

data is a much more complicated problem which, nonetheless, occurs quite

widely in practice, e.g. civil engineering, quantity surveying, geophysics,

geology, and meteorology" Although the points at which data are avail-

able are in general not at random, in the above cases they are not points

of a rectangular grid, which is the standard contouring condition"

Because there appears to be a lack of availability of suitable

general-purpose programs to tackle this problem, and also because this

method could find general application in neurophysiology, in this

Appendix areprovided a comprehensive description and FøRTRAÀI prograrn
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listing of the technique used to provide the plots of Chapter V"

The vast majority of contour maps are produced manually by

draftsmen using triangulation techniques. The method involves the

connection by sets of lines of the original observations, thereby forrning

triangles. These triangles define a multi-faceted surface passing exactly,

but not smoothly, through the data points. The draftsman interpolates

along the sides of the triangles to find points on the contours, draws

straight lines between corresponding poínts, and then smooths the lines

by eye, i.e. the triangles are treated as planes and then the surface ís

snoothed" Certain intangibles occur in this process. For example, if it

appears to the draftsman, through his experience or otherwise, that cer-

tain of the data are fau1tI, he wiII correct for this simply by omitting

them" AIso, for aesthetic reasons, cusps or sharp points in the contours

are generally smoothed and rounded. It is obviously inpossible to

incorporate such facilities in automatic methods.

In contrast with the manual approach of fitting nulti-faceted

surfaces, in automatic nethods, global and local polynornial or Fourier

surfaces are fitted to the data" Such an approach is analogous to the two-

dimensional case, where a polynomial, or sets of polynomials are fitted

to a given series of data points" Both the two and three dimensional

cases suffer from the same well-known disadvantages" These are that as

the number of data points increases, higher order polynomials must be

employed to fit the data more accutately to the specified points,
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Between the data points, the polynomials tend to oscillate wildly and nay

be greatly in error for these interpolated regions 
"

Several algorithms are available in the literature for attacking

this problem (Pe1to øt a,L., 1968; Cole, 1968; Palmer, L969) " One is to

fit a low order ?rglobalrt surface by means of least squares to the given

data points" Then, ?rIocal?r corrections are applied to the surface in the

region of each data point, thereby warping or distorting the global

surface so that it passes closer to the data point" In the approach

adopted here, in regions of sparse data, values known to be not too rernote

fron the true values are inserted and acted upon as if they were original

data.

After critical comparison of different methods, the algorithm of

Cole (1968) was adopted, mainly for its sinplicity and elegance" A

listing of the FORTRA¡{ progr¿m implenenting the algorithm is included at

the end of this appendix" The algorithrn has certain advantages over

other methods " Besides having fewer parameters needing to be fixed

experimentally, only low order surfaces are involved" Because least

squares techniques are used, an efficient least squares subroutine would

be an advantage" Fortunately¡ as part of a local subroutine package,

there is available a non-linear least squares subroutine, rrLEAST|r*,

*
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, N"Y"

10012 " Identification: E2 NYU - Nonlinear Least Squares Package
LEAST Three FORTRAN coded subroutines 

"

University of Adelaide Conputing Centre identification E2 004.
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originally developed at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories, which is well

suited to the task.

The contour nap production to be described is broken into two

halves: (1) calculation, printing and storing of mesh values, and

(2) reading of stored values, interpolation (if necessary), calculation

of contours, and plotting" The first half is machine independent. The

second is nachine dependent, and the version given is for the University

of Adelaide CDC 6400 installation, using a 10 inch Calcomp plotter.

Sínce data from AER experirnents of this thesis had been stored

on nagnetic tape, this was the natural input nedium for the first half of

the cornputations" However, provision is made in addition for the input

of the data stored on cards " The intermediate storage of nesh values is

also on magnetic tapes. A description of the method and program now

fol lows :

Prograrn SURFACE performs the first half of the computations 
"

The contour maps are to be constructed at a certain specified instant of

tine" A call to subroutine RERE reads in identification and the X, Y and

Z coordinates of the data. X and Y are the spatial coordinates. Z is the

nagnitude of the potential at the appropriate point for the given instant

of tine" The subroutine permits the Z data (potential) to be read from

cards which may have been previously punched fron a listing, or, as in

the present case, to be obtained by extracting the potential as the value

of a nominated point in each AER" (The AERs had previously been
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re-ordered in corresponding sequence to the data coordinates and stored

on digital nagnetic tape") If during data collection certain regions were

observed to be little changed fron their neighbours, data collection was

sometimes omitted from these" By a call to subroutine SPARSE, with the

correct paraneters, additional data may be re-inserted in these neglected

regions, This is done in order to constrain the global surface to be well

behaved in these regions of sparse data" The fitting of the surface to

the data points involves the selection of a suitable mesh covering the

region" The mesh used is a rectangle enclosing all data points, and the

basic mesh unit is a square" If MX and NY are the number of columns and

rows of the nesh, respectively, and N is the number of data points, then

for completely randonly scattered data the product MX x NY should be

approxinately 16 x N. This choice is not critical, however. The choice

of the factor L6 is such that during the fitting of the local correction

rrbunpsr', only one data point, on the average, is involved in any 1ocal

surface correction" Having chosen this parameter which relates the pro-

duct of the colunns and rows and the number of data points, other

parameters for the mesh are automatically selected" Such calculations

are performed by subroutine MESS" The calculations follow from the f,act

that if the basic unit of the nesh is a square, then the ratio of the

nurnber of columns to the number of rows nust be approximately equal to

the ratio of the total X distance to the total Y distance of the enclosing

rectangle" These properties allow the autornatic solution of the size of
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the unit square DL (in millimetres if the original data was in nilli-

metres), Ðd also the nunber of columns and the number of rows of the

mesh" In a later part of the program the nesh values are smoothed"

Because of the nethod of,snoothing, it is necessary to extend the mesh

just obtained by two units in aLl directions. Having autonatically

calculated all of the mesh paraneters, the next step is to fit a low

order surface to the data points" In general, a cubic surface is chosen

for this global fit, except when too low a nurnber of points does not per-

nit it. In the latter case, either a linear or quadratic global surface

is fitted" Subroutine LEAST performs the least-squares fit of the

surface after the appropriate fornal parameters have been set in the

calling program. The equation for this surface is given as follows:

f (x, y) t
i+j =1

Here, the degree is denoted by no (= 5 for a cubic surface), and x and y

are the spatial coordinates" The a.. are coefficients calculated by the

least-squares procedure" These are Teturned as palanetels P(I) in the

main program" Subroutine LEAST requires two further subroutines LEQ and

YP, which are not used elsewhere in the progran" Details of these sub-

routines are supplied in Program Library write-ups fron the Conputing

Centre of the University of Adelaide*. Given the parameters P(I), it is

* YP details are included in the LEAST write-up. (82 004) " LEQ has
identifier F4 011 

"

yi1
X4..

1J

n
t

1=0
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then straightforward to calculate al1 nesh values for this surface" This

is done by subroutine MCALC" In general, this global surface may cone

close to, but not necessarily pass through, any data point " The next

section applies local quadratic corrections to the surface, taking each

data point separately" For each data point, the nearest grid point of

the nesh is taken as the centre of a 3 x 3 square of grid points " This

correction grid has a spacing twice that of the global mesh. A coarser

grid is used so that the effect of a given data point ís not too iocal-

ised" Using these ten data points (9 grid and one original), subroutine

LEAST is again used, this time to f,it a local quadratic surface " With the

paraneters P(I) of this quadratic surface returned, the 5 x 5 single-

spaced original rnesh points are re-calculated by subroutine MCALCl. This

procedure is repeated for each of the original data points " At the con-

clusion, a global surface with local quadratic "bumpsrt has been obtained.

Since these rrburnpsrr are not necessaríly snoothly continuous with the

original surface, smoothing of the total surface is necessary" Sub-

routine SMOOTHS performs such a function by applying quadratic snoothing

on a 3 x 5 square of grid points systematically over the entire surface

(CoIe and Davie, 1969) " Cole (1968) has stated, and it has also been

found here, that the iterative procedure of calculating local corrections

and smoothing rnay be repeated several times, but there is not generally

much inprovenent after three cycles" At the end of this calculation, the

nesh is reduced by the removal of the peripheral two units added earlier,
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and all pertinent data is written on storage tape to await further pro-

cessing" In addition, all parameters of interest are listed on the line-

printer to enable the selection of suitable parameters for the plottíng

se ction 
"

plotting of the regular rectangular nesh obtained fron progran

SURFACE is done by program SURFPLL" The ninimum contour level and contour

intervals are read from punched cards by this prograln" Original output

fron program SURFACE becones input data for the program" If the mesh

contained relatively few columns and rows, then, to give a nore acceptable

contour plot, interpolation of additional values is needed" This is done

by a two-dinensional interpolation subroutine TWODINT, obtained from the

CSIRO Subroutines Library* " After a suitable mesh is obtained for plot-

ting purposes, a scale factor for the plot is read from the cards and the

plot proceeds automaticalfy by calls to the standard contouring sub-

routines CNT0UR and CONC from the CDC 6400 Library"

To test the progran, the analytic function x2 (4-y) + y2 was

calculated for x = -6(1)6, Y = *4(1)8" This was stored in a two-

dinensional array, F, contoured, and plotted by nneans of the standard

contour subroutine" The test approach was to calculate the values of 20

randonly scattered points in the given area and to use these as the input

data to progran SURFACE, followed by SURFPL1. The results are compared

*
Canberra, Australia,

ID: E]. CSIR TWODINT

c"s"r"R"0",
D"C.R"
User Group
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in Fig "f24 and Fig" 125"

rt was mentioned above that, for random data, MX x Ny = 16 x N"

For the experimental data ín the earlier section of this thesis, the data

points htere not randomly scattered, but were arranged irregularly along

electrode tracks" By experimentation, the optinum value for this para-

meterwas deterrninedat 6 rather than 16" This was fixed for a1I subsequent

computer plots"

ßo undcnq co yt 6 LduLa..tiþ n^ :

Practical applications of the programs to the type of problens

of this thesis necessitates consideration of boundaries and boundary

values" In the applications previously mentioned (geo1ogy, meteorology,

etc.), there is no need to consider boundary conditions, since, there, the

fields are measured in unbounded media" Quite a different case obviously

occurs for potential fields in the brain. As a generaliscid first approxi-

mation, the olfactory bulb may be considered as a homogeneous, isotropic,

conducting sphere, surrounded by a perfectly insulating boundary" Within

the bulb, a potential field exists due to impressed currents frorn an

accompanying source-sink configuration" All current flow is constrained

r^rithin the bulb by the insulating property of the boundary" Apart from

the internal regions of sources and sinks, the potential satisfies

Laplacers equation* within the conductor, while at the boundary the normal

This is proved in Chapter IV.
*
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Figure !24 Contour plot of the analytic firnction

z=xz(4-y)*y2
over the raage x = -6(1)6, Y = -4(1)8'
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by evaluating the function at the randomly scattered points [indicated
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derivative of the potential is zero"

In a typical experiment, potential measurements defining the

spatial and tenporal properties of the field are made within the volume

itself" In addition" sinilar measurements should ideally be made at

sufficient points around the boundary to def,ine conditions there as wel1.

Experimental experience yields several valuable pointers " Firstly, if

one utilises the above approxination to the bulbar conditions, then it

could be stated that the boundary potentíals should be measured at the

air-animal interface, f,or it is here that the true insulating boundary

exists" Spherical symmetry would no longer be a viable approxination'

Further, the necessary exposure of the dorsal aspect of the bulb to enable

electrode penetlation contributes additionally to the asymnetry" Here,

the interface is directly between nervous tissue and air, but as indicated

ín Appendix 1, the conditions at this interface may vaTy widely, depending

on the different experinental preparations adopted" In the case where

the dorsal surface is covered by a non-conducting layer of mineral oi1,

one would expect similar conditíons to exist as when the dorsal surface

ís merely kept moist and in good condition, since invariably a Iayer of,

cerebrospinal f,luid forms under the oí1 in the former case" In both

situations there is a progression: nervous tissue, thin conducting Layet'

non-conducting medium. For an agar-gel covering, the conducting layer is

obviously greatly increased in thickness" The second point is that, as

the recording electrode is inserted, the following sequence is observed.
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As the electrode approaches the stÍmulated bulb, no potential is recorded"

This is nerely a consequence of the fact that the relatively low input

impedance of the preamplifier does not match the impedance of the field

existing in the air surrounding the bulb. when the electrode tip con-

tacts the conducting mediun overlying the bulb, an abrupt change is

noticed in the record" Pulsatile respiratory movement of the brain nay

sometimes cause intermittent contact between the electrode and this Iayer,

further ernphasising the díscontinuity at the boundary" If the preparation

has been rnade carefurly and the buLbar surface is undanaged, then, for

pyriforrn cortex stirnulation, the observed response is generally a very

snal1 anplitude mirror inage of the potential recorded deep in the bulb"

The amplitude of this response varies very little at the surface of the

conducting layet over the whole of the exposed bulb " The implication from

this is that the conducting medium provides a low resistance shunt pathway

f,or the field and is approximately isopotential" Further, with regard to

the large potentials generated within the depths of the bulb, it is

nearly, but not quite, at zero potential*. These practícal observations

These statements might appear to be at variance wíth those of RaII
and Shepherd (1968) " In discussing !'PUNCTURE 0F SPHERICAL SYMMETRy:
EXTERNAL CURRENT PATHT' in their paper, they state that the recorded
potential at the bulb surface is not negligi-ble and, in fact, is roughly
one-fourth as large as that fron the deeper layers " This condition
possibly does apply for the bul"b surface but experimentally (personal
observations), and om e et results of Geisler and Gernsteinca
(1961) (see later), this is not so at the surface of the conducting Iayer
surrounding the bulb.
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suggest that the approximation proposed above, wherein the bulb is sur-

rounded by a perfectly insulating boundary, is not the true case existing

in practice" The insulating boundary appears to be the condition nost

widely applied in analyses of surface potentials in relation to deeper

sources when modelling bioelectric activity (Shaw and Roth, 1-955; Wilson

and Bayley, 1950; Frank, 1952) 
"

Experimental results pertaining to boundary conditions are pro*

vided in the paper of Rayport e.t (tL" (1966) " These authors investigated

signal transmission through the envelopes of the brain, comprising the

dura, skul1, nuscle, and scaLp" Their tissue-electrode system was

treated as a four-terminal, six-branch passive electrical network" In

their resurts, they showed that a square wave signal, when appLied on the

inner surface of the dura, was attenuated by the order of 1:100, when

recorded on the outer surface of the scalp" The theoretical and experi-

nental observations of Geisler and Gernstein (1961) agree well with the

above" These authors considered the case of a dipole generator located

wíthin a spherical, homogeneous, conducting sphere. By use of Legendre

polynomials, they were able to obtain analytical solutions,for potentials

at the boundary of the sphere" They further considered the effect of

shells of different conductivity surrounding this sphere. Cerebrospinal

fluid surrounding the cortex is a relativety good conductor and was

represented by a shell" having a conductivity ten tines that of whole

brain tissue" The peak potentiaL calculated at the surface was reduced
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by the introduction of this conducting shell to 6% of the value without

the shell" The sku1l was modelled by a shell having a conductivity of

one-tenth that of whole brain tissue" In this case, the maximun potential

reduction was to 40%" It can thus be seen that the introduction of both

layers should result in a signal attentuation on the surface to approxi-

mately 2eo of that existing at the surface of the conducting spherè" The

greater attentuation is due,, however, to the presence of the shell of

higher conductivity.

Fron all of the above observations, theory, and discussions, it

is reasonable to conclude that, for the purposes of field plottíng here,

approximate spherical s)¡mrnetry of the bulb nay still be maintained, with

the nodification that the surrounding boundary is isopotentíal, and is

practicalLy at zero potential " This model is not binding and night

possibly have to be nodified under different circumstances, e"g" partial

activation of the bulb 
"

In the application of, the prograrns to potential fields in the

olfactory bulb, use h/as nade of the above conclusions. Measurements of

the coordinates of the surface of the bulb íere obtained fron enlarged

photographs of appropriate sections" These additional data were inserted

into the calculations by means of subroutine SPARSE and constrained to have

zero potential " After the rectangular field had been generated and

plotted, any regions external to the boundary were disregarded during

photographic preparation of the plots for inclusion in this thesis 
"
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The earlier mentioned boundary conditions, involving nervous

tissuer. a thin layer of high conductivity, and an insulating mediun, are

somewhat analogous to those described by Li e.t a,L" (1968) in their con-

sideratlons of the specific resistivity of the cerebral cortex and white

matter. In their Fig" 10, they show I'hypothetical drawingsil of current

and potential field lines generated by two electrodes in the cortex for

different conductivity 'conditions in the three layers " These field plots

have, unfortunately, been drawn erroneously for the conditions postulated.

Firstly, for part A of their Fig" 10, cullent lines are shown crossing

the upper boundary into the air. Secondly, where they consider differ-

ences in conductivity of the three layers, current and potential lines are

sti11 drawn with their spatial derivatives continuous across the boundaries.

This is incorrect. Properly, the tangential component of the electric

field and the normal component of, the current field are contiRuous acloss

a boundary, while the converse components are discontinuous (Plonsey and

Col1in, 1961). A correct field plot under conditions'involving media of

different conductivity should appear sirnilar to that given in Moon and

Spencer (1961), their Fig" L*L4, f,or exanple"

The work of Li a.t 4.'L. is quoted, since it indicates the

inportance of physical insight into field conditions existing in nervous

tissue and the necessity of such comprehension in proper interpretation

of potentials recorded therein"
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6TH PARAMEÍERS

IT IS DESIRED TO FTX THE

IN A PROBLEIT r SET Illc3 r IX(l)r¿,

IX l2) =5r AND IX (3) s6.

AN(20)

Y
ZNDr5THr AND

DI!'IENSION At{(20r201r DP(20)r PG(20)r

lo05 FoRMAI l///l1.9{ I
A (KrL)
BtKl//l

t0oólroRneT ( I5r IP5EI 7 '7 / 
(:rPE?l'?r lP4El7 '7) )

iõói róii¡T (tH+lPlEIre'7 / /
Io08 FoRHAf (24H0vÅlüÊ-óË"0ËrenMtNANT 

t rPt'r4'7///t 
tNvERSE oF a(KrL)

iòoç ronn¡T (56H r
l//l

lol0 FoRlrAT (lH0)
l0l4 FoRl4Al ( IHt )

iöi; ;o;itAtilttrc' ItH ITERATIoNS)

c
I TS=O
tr t'lsP-0

)
)

¡

))
SENSELIGHT O

vAR = 0'0
sS = 0'0

L I ES=O
Il0O D0 lI0l IelrIK

DP(I)30'0
BM(Irl! = 0'0
SP(Il=0'0

lI0l P(I)=PG(I)
LIT - O

LIE = 0

¡ cHÀNGES FOR 7090"'* irtiPnlst'sl'2leez
l)rJl=lrI2)
I ) rJl=l rB)

UH"Ë*rRlEs FoR THE vARIABLE cALLEo -DU

IrDUM(I) TITITNDUH)

= F14.0) I )

)

5I LICK = O

K=IK-IM
Il03 ITso



KPAK+I'iiril -llo2r llollrlto32
Itolt LIES = I

GO lo 11087
rf032 DOll0SI=lrK

Dol l08J=l rKP
iËii:rÞ¡ Ilo4r ltosr I lo5

Il04 AH(I;J)c0'0
iiö; i;iili-¿¡ lroórlloTr lloó
ll0ó tst't(I;J)90'0

ooTO I I 08
1I07 BM(IrJ)sI'0
rIOS CONTINUE

H t l'0
TT*IT.I

rlOS? DOAIf22LEI'N'---- óó 11084 J = Ir M

t1084 Z(J, = X(JrL)"-;¿ õ¡ilvP (Yr rLrNrMr IK)
rloä; iFillesl lloE6rlloEór tlrS
1I086 JACKao- 

D09003JUK¡l r Il(
ir t r¡r¡ I lozrgoo2 r9ool

'oo' ??ì]¡ljîiifàiÉi ) rrr0rr rr3t, rr r0
TTIO CONTINUE
õõoz ¡axe'JUK-JAcK---- 

Ã¡¡rl¡KEl - PART(JuK)
GO To 9003

fll3l JACK=JACK'l
.9003 CONT INUE
lll5 YC(L) E YT"-- oiril = v(L) - Yc(L)

ii ir-i¿sl 2l I l6r2l ll6r3l tl7
3r It? vin=v¡n'w (L)ÕDY ¡¡¡ *r2

SS'SS.OY (L ) *Õ2

l?

I I I9
(l){tAN(J)Þl(L}

(I){lDY(Lllftd(Ll
1I22 CONTINUE

?IL?? CONT INUE
V = 0'0
DOó0L¡l¡N

60 l-= v + li {L} üDY (L} rt+z
"- ir (LIESI 21128; ?ll28r ll53-

zrr?8 i; ii - tl ãiizç' ?tr?eç 31123

ãirz¡ D031124 J=?¡K

I lt22l
23rtl25l

C PRINl ?8000t (ALAB(Jl) rJl=lr12l
; þiìiñi¿aooor (aLAB(Jl) r.,l=rrB)
' ì;- iil rroz' tl52r 21123

C CHANGES FOR 7090"'
åt tt. i; iTPRt 1I251 I ll25l r2l raB

ãii;s Ènrnr roos
DOI l24I-l tK
PRINT '' loo6rlr (AM(lrJl rJllrK)

Il24 PRINI l007rBM(I)
riåãi IrlL¡el IIo2r 6ooor?ooo
6000 Kf = I

GO ro 8000
7000 KT8KP
åööõ i; ix - rl ll52r 3ooor 4ooo



3000 DET =
PR INT

I234 FORIIAT
Btt(I¡l
8l¡t ( I r2

Afl(lrl)
1234rAl{ ( I r I ) rBl¡l ( I r I I
i;HóÄlì i'r'ezo.l2r6HBM lrlrE20'l2l
) = Bl{(lrll/A}i(lrl)
) - 1.0/Al1 (lrll

60T0ll3l
oooo õÃuu LEo(AMTBH¡KTKTTIATtBTDET)

c CHANGES FOR 7090..'
Il3l iit tsenseurGHTl) ll32r t133

C.l t32 PRINI t008rDET
I I3E CONTINUE

SENSEL IGHT I
ll33 JUK I 0

DO I l35l I=l r IK
r4332 iË ilnl llozr 11343' ll33l
iig¡r ootl34JoKE=IrIM"--- ;;li '--rx(JoKE) ) lt34r ll352r ll34

I I3lr CONT INUE

77?? SEJ'iSELTGHT l
GOTOll3Sl

ó6ó7 iËiei¡ l"pc(r) )6óó8rll35lr lr35l
óó68 H z tt/2.0

IF (H - 0.0000000001) 12352r ló666' lóóó6

I t352 JUK - JUK + I
II35I CONTTNUE

GO l0 ll39
??353 i¡ t lr-es I 6661 ¡óó61 I l3ooo
13000 IfS=I1
cl3¿rl rF(ABSF(Dp(t)) - AglF!qI1.ll5F't) t )t1342ç ll34z'
Ir34l If(ABS (DPii;; - ¡eõ raM(JAKErt)))Il342r ll342r
11342 l-l = l1/?.0"- - r¡ (h-.000000000i ) 12352r6óó1ró661
12352 IHSPSl

G0T01102
1139 IF (SENSELIGHTI ) ll47rlI40
I 140 Gofoll42

c CHANGES FOR 7090.'"
I I42 ¡F ( IPR ) I 145ç I l45r I I43
ll43 PRINT t3l00rlTrl{çV

I3100 FORilAl ( tl't0l3r IPAEI?"7)
D0l t44I=l r IK

1144 PRINT t0O6; (IrFG(I) rP(i) rPC{I) rDP(I) )

1145 JERK = O

DOII4óI=l¡IK
ir iPtll I ll45lr r1452c tl45I

cl4sl IF(aBSF( (Pcii;:ó tit¡tp(rt )- rEsT ) I146r ll4ór
rl4sr rF(ABS ({pci;;-pii¡ l,/P(I} )- TEsT } l146r ll46ç
II452 JERK = JERK . I
TI4ó CONTINUE

tF (JERK - IK) ll4?r tl48r lI48
I I ¿r7 SEI{SELI6HT I

LIE=I
M 25C= I

l 148 Dol I491¡I r IK
Il49 P(Il=PC{I)

IF (LICK) ll02r 1150ç ll52
II5O iF(SENSELIGHTI ) IT50TI II5I

}T50I SENS€LIGIITI
LICK = I

I l5t i- (H25c) 29768ç29768t I Io32
?s7 6A t F ( I T -25 ) I I 0 32 r I I 5 I 2 r I t 0 32

1I5T2 SENSELIGHT I
I T=O

66ó I
óó6 i

I I48
I 148



ITs=zó
Go TO Il47

It52 VAR'O.0
SS=0.0
LIES : I

Go TO 11087
II53 DFEN.K

I DF=N.K
IF(Kl tl02r 2tl55r 2I154

c CHAñGES FOR 7090...
ãr tsrr, IF ( IPR ) 21998r21998r21 189

21189 PRINÎ 1009
DOI l55l-I rK
PRINT 100ór I r (81't ( I rJ) rJsZrKPl

I 155 PRINT lol0
a1998 IF ( ITS) 13002r13004r 13002
13002 ITEIÏS
t300r+ coNTINUE
õ¡oo+ PRINT lot9r IT
2f t55 l,iVAR = VAR./DF

SSO = SS

JACK S O

DOZIIó0I=lrIK
IF ( Il'l, I I02r I 158r I 15ó

Il5ó DO¡I57J=lrfl¡t
tr t l-lX (J) l Il57r ll59lrll57

I15? CONTINUE
IISSJAKE=I.JACK

J=JAKE+I
Ctl59 SP(I)' SORIF(BM(JAKETJ)ntdvAR)-iisç spt¡¡' soRr (BM(JAKETJ)ÕIlvAR)

60 T0 21160
It59l JACK = JACK + I
2I160 CONT INUE
II02 SENSELIGHT O-- -- 

IF { IHSP) 22100r22108r22I00
eztoo PRINI ?zloz
z?to? FoRr,rAT(7sHoTHE pRäãRÃt{ ouIT ITERATING SINcE fHE PARAMETER(Sl INSIS

XT ON CHANGING SIGNS)
22108 RETURN

-SUBROUT 
INE LEO ( ATBTNEQS TNSOLNST IAr IBTDET)

CLEO LINEAR EOUATIONS SOLUT¡ONS FORTRAN IT VER SION

SOLVE A SYSTEM OF LI NEAR EOUATIONS OF IHE FORf.i AX=B BY A HOOIFIED

GAUSS ELIMINAT¡ON SC HEME
c
c
c
c
c

c

c

NESS = NUHBER OF EOUATIONS AND UNKNOI{NS

iiior-Hs =-ñur.reen oF vEcroR soLurIoNs DESIRET)
'iÃ-= 

ùuüeER oF Rols oF A AS oEFINED BY DIIqENSIoN

iä = ñut.reeR oF Rotls oF I AS DEFINED BY DIHENSIoN

Âõel ;-ôeiÈnul¡,¡¡r.¡r oF Ar AFTER Exlr FRoM LÊo

DITTENSION A ( IA r IA ) rB ( l8 r IB )

STATEMENT ENTRY
STATEMENT ENIRY

c

NSIZ = N€OS
NBSIZ = NSol-NS
NORHALTZE EACH ROT¡ BY

OEf= I .0
D0 I I3l'NSIZ
BIG=A(Irl)
IF(NSIZ-I)50r50r51

5l D0 2 J-2INSIZ

ITS LARGEST ELEHENT. FORM PARTIAL DETERNT

3ç2ç2
3
2

trF (ABS (BIGt -ABS (A ( I rJ) | )

BIG=A(IrJ!
CONT INUE
8GEI"O,/BIG
DO 4 J-lINSIZ
A ( I rJ) =l ( t eJl rBG
DO 4l J'ITNBSIZ
I ( I r J I =B ( I r J) çBG

DEI=DEf*BlG
CONT INUE
START SYSTEI.I REDUCT ION

4

4tr

I
c



c
c

DO 14 I3I'NUMSYS
scAN FIRsr coLUHN oF CURRENI lt:Ign Fo! LAlg!:r ELEMENT

õÃll ixÈ-nor cotti¡irllNG Tt{Is ELEI{ENIr Rol NBGRþ¡

NNEI+l
BIGeA(Irl)
NBGRH=I
D0 5 JTNNTNSIZ
iÉrÃei (B¡G,-ABs (A(JrI))) ór5r5
BIGaA(Jr[)
NBGRU=J
coNlxNuE
86'I.O/BIG
ãr¡Ë nor r HITH Ro¡¡ NBGR¡¡ uNLEss I=NBGRI¡

IF(NBGRH-I) 7rl0r7
SilAP A-I{ATRIX ROUS

DO I J-ITNSIZ
TEl,lP=A (NBGRtd rJ)
A{NBGRìdrJ)sAllrJ)
A(IrJ)=TEt'lP
DET = -DET
sh,AP B.¡IATRIX ROI¡S

DO 9 JtITNBSIZ
TE|{P=B(NBGRHTJI
B(NBGRwTJ)-B(IrJ)
B(ItJ)=lEl'tP
ELII.IINATE UNKNOIdNS FROI'I FIRST COLUMN OF CURRENT SYSTET'i

DO I3 K¡NNTNSIZ
cómpure P¡voTAL MULTIPLIER
PMULT=-A(KrllrBG
APPLY PIIULÏ TO ÃT-U COLIJI{NS OF THE CURRENT A-¡{ATRIX ROI{

DO II J'NNTNSIZ
n ir' Jl ¡Pi,luLT{rA ( I r J) rA (K I J)
ÂÈÞr-v Pt{uLr ro ALL'coLut'tNs oF MATRTx B

DO l2 Lul'NBSIZ
g ( X tl- I ¡Pl'luLl{rB ( I rL ) rB (K rL }

CONT INUE
CONT ¡NUE
DO ËACK SUBSTITUTION
r¡ir¡r a-x¡rRlx coLut'lN 3 NcoLB

50 DO 15 NCOLBsITNBSIZ
DO FOR ROI¡| = NROI{

DO' 19 I¡lrNSIZ
NROW=NSIZ+I.I
TEMP=0.0
Hur'ßen OF PREVIoUSLY CoMPUTED UNKNOWNS ¡ NXS

NUl.rSY IZ-l

NXS=NS I Z-NROU
ARE iTE DOING THE BOTTOI'I ROW

IF(NXS) Iórl7rló
NO
DO l8 K=ITNXS
KKENS I Z+ I.K
tËttp=TEUp.8 ( KX r NCOLB ) *A ( NROW r KK )

ài¡ii¡où,ncola I = rs (NRourNcoLB ) -TEMp)./a (NRobi rNRotd )

xÀvÊ-r¡e ¡rÑrsneo Àll notrs FoR B-MATRIx coLur'lN = NcoLB

CONl INUE
YES
trive we JUST FINISHEo llITl'l B-MATRIx coLUMN NCoLB=NSIz

CONT INUE
YES
ñõ¡l TTNISH cotlPurING THE DETERMINANT

DO 20 I=ITNSIZ
DET=DETIÍA(IrI)
U¡E ARE ALL OONE NOT

t'JHElt...
RETURN

ó

5

c

c
7

c

c

c

c

c

I

9

IO

tt

c

l6

l8
I7

l9
c
c

I5
c

t?
13
I4

c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c
20

c

c
c

SUBROUTINE YP

coMl{oN a{-^B ( I
lP(20¡ rSP(20) r
THIs SUEROUTI
PART IAL DERIV

(YTr
) rBt¡l
H (50
NEI
ATES

IrNrMrIfi)
iâitiZti ¡DuH ( 100 ) rDY (500) I ¡X (20 ) rPART (20) rPG(20 I r

0) ¡X(5r500) ¡YC(500) ¡Y(5001 rZ(5)
ð'ðÂileo By s/R *LEASIÉr AND cALcULATES THE-r.äliõ-rxe p¡n¡¡rerens *p* AT A GIvEN 0ATA P0INT'



c sEE s/R *LEAsrÉ HRITEuP---E4020 Ñvu u oF A PRoGRAII LIBRARY'

Rx-DuH ( I I
J:IFIX(RX)
i¡ t¿.4g. l.AND.J.L€'3) Golo4

Fãlil?nH_rr Dur.{(r, rNcoRREctLy sEr rN CALL ro yp.})

sroP?
iÀÞ r I ) oP (2lrZ (l ) +P (31 ttZ (2)
PAR'I(¡rtl.0
PART (2) sz I I )
PART (3)'Z(2)
GOIO(lr?r3)J
YTEYA
REf I.IRN
yÎsyA+P (41 +Z ( l ) åZ ( l, +P (5 I *Z ( I ) .'Z (2) +P 161 tZl?l çZ l2l
PÊRI (4)-Z(llÕZ(ll
PARI (5, t¿lll{ZlZl
PÂRT (6, rZl2lþZIZ,
R€,ÎURNyrcyArp t4rrztl llz (ll'P (5)r! !l f :1 !?l +P l6tcztztrz(?'

t+p (? r úz ( I !e2 r r I *i ì i ; ;þ iã;'ã i r i *z ( I ) *z (2' rP (e) IZ (L' tz (2' iz t?t

ãrp ( I o I tZ l?, rZ l?l *Z l2l
PARTI4)-Z(l)lZ(l)
PART ( 5, 'Z(ll1'Zl?l
PART (ór 8Z(2ll?1?l
PART (? )'PARI (4) ItZ ( I )

PART (8) 3PART 14,âZ(?,
PARI(9)'PARfló)rZ(ll
PARI ( l0l 8PART (ó' I'Z ( 2 )

RETURN
END

5

4

I
2

3



lltI
I 120

(coNTRoL cARDs oì41 TTED)

PROGRAI't SURFPLI ( TNPUT TOUTPUI TNEBHSTTAPEISNEBHS)

Dr.tENSroN F(erle)r'surliii'ailrLo(r?'åïi-- acnno cHANGES \'vlrH EAcH RUN>

óiuËñõioñ co(3ot rLL(8t rLl (2) ¡L2t?t rL3(2!
D¡|{ENSl0N L5(3t
õötrrôñ-xr tio0l 'xz(100t 

rD(100) TNDTSKALE

ðill-Þ¡úpr-õrtsox ò[ÃÑx PPRr 0'4 PENr BLAcK INKr30)
CALL PLOTS(SHNEBHAT5)
CALL XLltllT(120.)
L5(l)=l0H CoNlouR I
L5(2)-IOHNTERVALE
L5(3)=t0H MVoLTS
READllllrNUI{PLTS
FORMAT ( I3)
CONI INUE
REAOT l4 rCOt'l IN TCOtNT
FORMAT ( 2F6.0 )

CO ( I ) =C0l'lIN
DOI l5I¡2r30
COM IN3COil IN.C0 INT
COIII=COt{lN
CONT lNf' (CO (2, -CO ( I ) ) /1000'
;N¿ooÊ isò ; i r I' us ( I ) ) Ls ( I ) r L5 ( 2 ) r coNr INT r L5 ( 3 )

FORMAT ( Al0 r ABrF5. 3rR7 )

FORI.IAT (lH-r3Al0)
READ ( I t (MXI TNXZTDLTPMAXTPMIN) r (LL (K) ¡K=l rB) r {Ll ¡ ¡ ) ¡ l=l r2l r

I (L2( I) rIslr2), (Láiit 
' i"rrai r ( (suM(IrJ) r I-lrMXl) rJ=lrNXZ) rNDr

z (ir ( I ) rx2 ( I ) ¡o ( I ) r [=l rNDl
IF(EOFrl)2r3
sToPl00
PRINT5T (LL(K) rK=lrBl
FORI4AT ( I Hl r BA l0 )

Ð09013I=l rt'ilXl
009013J-_l-r NX2
F(IrJlsSUll(IrJl
CALL Ï}TODINT (FrSUMISr I8r2T2) <CARD CHANGES \'JITH EACH RUN>

DLTDL/2.
Mxl=2.rMXl-l
NX2=2öNX2- I
P R I NT 4 r MX I r NX 2 r DL r Pl't A X r PH I N

FoRtlAT(!H-rrNUilBËn ôr coLUilNs t *¡L9ç/çt NUI.IBER OF Rotds z tt¡19ç/ç

1* sIzE OF SIOE Oi'xÈsrr BASIC UNIT sOuARE ¡ r'f10.ór* l{MS.{r/rr S

IURFACE l'{AXlMUllrtorFlO'3'/" SURFACE t'IINIMUt{ rrrFl0'3}
PRINTórLI (l ) rLl (?l
PRINT6TL?(ll ¡LZl?l
PR fNT6 rL3 ( I I rL3 (2 I

FoR|1AT (lH-r2Al0)
PRINTI l2r (L5( l) rIglr3)
PRINTT l6r (CO ( I ) r Irl r30l
rôñnniirx-r" colioun LEvELs ARE----+r/¡(I0F10.0¡/tt
PR INT43 rNO
¡ônrn¡r(lH-r* NUHBER oF oRIGINAL DATA PoINrs ctrI6)
PR INT4I
FORÌ,iAT(IH-r* ORIGINAL DATA --n:/r8XrÕ Xnrl2Xr+ YrrBXrr¡ ZÈ)
pnt¡¡f+Z' (Xl (l) rX2(I) rD(I) ¡I=lrND)
F0RMAT l4X¡3FL2.?¡ /l
PRINTT
FoRMAI(lH-r+ ltEsH VALUES ARE ---+)
PRINTs
FoRilAT I lH-)
D09J=l rNXZ
K=Nx2-J+ I
PRINTt0 r (SUl'l ( I rK ) r I=l ¡MXl )

PR INTS
CONT INUE
FOR¡|AT ( IH0r ( L6F8.?¡ / I I
READI4 r SKALE
FoRl4AT (F5.1 )

I l4

I ls

?
3
5

90t3

lllllz

9
l0

4

6

¡ l6

43

4l

4?

7

I

l4



I5

l6

lll?

llls
9999

lll4
lll6

YSsxS
L4-IOH SCALE X

I SK-SKALE
Ëñcooe ( to r 15rL4) L4r ISK
FORI{ AT ( A8 r I2 )

NE TITH A SCALE FACTOR OF

LL (l ) r90'0r801

Ll (l) r0'0r20)
L2(llr0'0r20)
L3(llr0'0r?0)
4r0.0r l0)
L5(11r0.0r30)

Sr YS r-30 r I rLOr COTNONO )

CALL CALVARY
CALL PLOT(8.r0'r-3)
N r tt¡lPL T SsNUl'IPLT S - f
iË tnullplrs.LE.o ) 9999r I I l2
READ(I)
IF(EOFrl) ll14rlll5
PRINTIIIó
þônüÁiìinrr+ END oF FILE ReAD 0N TAPE

IT PLOT RUNT)
Gof0l 120
sroPl0l0
CONT INUE

Xår I3)

I AS EXPECTED*¡/¡t STARI NEX

v
COMHON xl (100) r \21 l00l ro(100) TNDTSKAL€

DOII-lrND
X=(Xl(I),ÕSKALE/?5'4
Yæ(X2(I) tTSKALE/25'4
XP3X..05
X M-X-.05
YP3Y + o 05
YM¡Y -.05
CALL PLOT(XHrY r3)
CALL PLOT(XPrY r2)
CûLL PLOT(X rYPr3)
CALL PLOT(X rYl¡lr2)
CONT INUE
RETURN

T CNT (HrMrNrX ALE r t C0r

c
c
c
I

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

CSIRO 3600 LIBRARY ROUTINE LIN HOOIFIED FOR ó4OO

ðxôïõe-ór cõñroun vALuEs lu?lgvqo.--
ËlXiË-oãirÑ-ro-rÑoiôÃrÈ PLoTTING AREA BoUNoARY'

H(Ir Jt I5 IHE ARRAY OF FOINTS- FOR t{hICH A CONIOUR t4AP lS lO BE DRA¡JN

MrN ¡ne iie-'ôiuensror''¡s oF -THE 
ARRAY AÌ cALL TIIIE'

HIIUSTBEEoUALTo¡''-aÜïNHAYEES|{ALLERTHANJT
IF DESIREDT RESULTINO ¡Ñ Ã-S¡ViHO O¡ CP TII'IE THEN ONLY PART

OT INNÀV H IS OF INTEREST'

No rs Edrjli rH ¡esouurE vÃluE'To THE Nur4BER oF coNlouRs IANTÊD'

uP Tó-Jõ õoHrouns cAN BE REouEsrED'
IFNoIsNE6ATIVErxeðõrurõuRSARELABELLEDI.30IN
ASCENDING OROER.

CO(NOI INC ìiË''TEVEtõ OT THE CONÌOURS IN ASCENDING ORDERT OII'IENSION

( No ). co MAY BE sEÏ iúióiÃïicÃllv on PRESET' 012

NoNo rs rxå-ruúúeËR or coNToÚRS AcTUALLY DRAwN IF c0 IS

ser lÚrôr'r¡TIcALLY' (NoNo'LE'No) ' ota
IFco I: î).å:Îtf1l3*å*tttr vALUEs oF co HILL BE usED' 0r?

rF rFCO s 0 r THEN r¡re-vÃuües oF co ARE sEl AUIoMAIICALLY

AT 5UCCESSIVE SIMPLE NUI''EiERõ BEIIEEN THE LOb'EST AND ThE

HIGHEST VALU€S lN H " rrôc ^Ê c^Mç cçotFe
(SII{PLE NU¡T8ERS IN THI; CONÍEXT ARE MEI4BERS OF SOME SERIEs

I K I {}l 0. nllK2çS II'IPLE )



c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

THERE KI IS AN INT E RUNN ING INDEXT
K2 IS AN INTEGEII SET BY THE SUBROUTINE r AND

SII.IPLE IS A PLEASI NG INTEGRAL SUEMULÍI PLE OF I0o0 ).
IF THIS SERIES CONTAINS }4EHBERS ÍHICH I{OULD LIE
OUTSIDE THE RANGE OF H BY NO I,IORE THAN 5 PERCENT OF

fHE INTERVAL tsETWEEN coN TOURST IHEN SUCH HEITBERS ARE

MADE THE LOIdEST OR HI GHEST ACIIVE CONTOUR LEV ELS

BY SETTTNG ÎHEM JUST I{ITHIN THE RANGE OF H TO

THE EXÎENT OF I PERCENT OF THÉ CONTOUR ¡NTERVAL.
AND/OR LOI{EST CONTOURS ARE PLO TTED

SYI.IEOLS RESP. INS TEAO OF LINES.

Lo(l' J)
XSCALET

TS }JORKING SPACET DIMENSI ONED AT LEAST (l'lrN) IN CALL ING PROG.

YSCALE ARE SCALES IN CELLSIINCH oF Mr N RESPECTIVELY'

177177778t
DAîA (LABEL=IHl I lH2r IH3r lH4r lH5r lH6r IH7 r lHSr IHgr 2HI0 r 2Hl I I 2Ht2t 2Hl3

I r ?ttt4 r ZHls, eniår ãiri r 2H t I r 2Hl 9¡2)1?0 ¡21't2l ¡2H22t2H23t2H24¡2H25¡2H26¡
?ZH?'l ç 2H28; 2H29 r 2H30 )

L0GICALEQI rEON
LOG I CALSTANTIIOOXAT' Gr LEQ r LO r ONEB I T r ALLEUT r ÌJORO r RESULI T HASK I R IGHT

C IIASKS AND TUÑõiiOIIS FOR DEALING BIT-BY-BIT HITH LOT LEO.

ASSIGNIOOOTONSEII
ASSIGNIOOITONSETO
ÂSS IGNI OO2TONGEÏ
GoT0 t 0 04

IOOO MASK=ONEBIT
CALLSHIFT (MASKTKBITTLCO)
RESULT =OR ( l{ORD r MASK )

GOTONCALL
IOOI MASK=ALLEUT

coT0I003
IOOE MASK=ONEBIT
IOO3 CALLSHIFI (MASKIKBIT}LCOI

RESUT-T =ANO ( l{ORÐ rt'IASK )
GOTONCALL

IOO4 CONTINUE
NOABS=IABS (NO)

C DRAI{ FRAHE W ITH T ICKS

(FRAME OMTTTED)

94 DO óI J ¿ Ir N

DO 6l I = lr M

ó¡, L0(IrJ)=0
E8l=0 $ EQN=o
IF(IFCO)52¡56

52 NONOTNOABS
GCT055
FINO RANGE OF FUNCTION H

5ó HMIN=I.E304
H¡'lAX = -HMIN
DO 57 I ¡ lr M

DO 57 J r lr N

THEPENISTAKENToBEAfTHELoTfERLEFTcoRNERoFTHEMxNGRIDT
t.E.(lrl)TANoTHISPoiNTI4USTHAVE.BEENDEFINEDAS0RIGIN
av ¡ ÈRÉvious sTATEMENT cALL PLoT(XrYr-3)

AFTER ALL CONÏOUNS'ÀNE_óN¡fN THIS SIN OETTruCS A NEbJ ORTGIN FOR FURTHER

PLOTTINGT AT ( (l'l-t)/XSCALE+2'r 0')

DItl€NStON H (t{ rN} r LQ (tlrN) rC0 (NO}

DIMENSIONLABEL (30'
oiuensron¡sIi{PLE (5' TJLIST ( I )

DIMENS IONLEO (3) TKSIDE (3)
DIMENSIoNINE|{ (23i;JÑEr t t l rHloUIST (t ) rKLISl ( l ) T ILIST ( l ) rKK ( l ) rKL ( l )

EOUIVALENGE (INEI{(2) 'lÑË¡¡li-irnertsl TNIDLIST} | 2

= (rNEr(12),Kii;;;;-iiÑÊ;ìiål'ir-rsrr' (INEU(20rrKK)r 2

= I INEIJ (22) TKL) T ( INE|J (T7 ) TJLIST )

DATÀ (INEIú = It d;:l;ó ¡I-¡?ç3ç4çlr2r3r0r30r0r30rlr0r0r0r lr0r lr-l)
DATA (SII4PLE=1. r2. r2.5r5' r l0' )

DATA ( ONEE I T=4000 ó óõ óõ óã i ' i Ãir_a uf,7777777777 37777777778t ç ( R I GHT-777

IN THIS CASE THE HIGHEST
AS DISCONNECIEo + AND/OR

?
3

27
?8

c
3?
33
34



c
c
c
c
7

Htil.IN=Ai4INl (Hl4 lNrH(trJ) )

57
c

HMAX¡AÞIAXl ( HHAX rH ( I r J
GENERAÍE SIHPLE CONTOUR

))
INIERVAL

SUBRNG¡ (HI.IA X-HH I.N ) /FLOAT (NOABS-I )

RNGELGEALOGIO ( SUBRNC)

LGRNGE-RNGELO.S IGN ( O. 5 r RNGELG ) -0 .5
CHAR=lO.rtLGRNGE
D070 l=l r5
AOOISIMPLE(I)*CHAR
AODBIT=.0 I+ADD
Jil[[gorooBIT-sUBRNG) 7o r 7l r 7 I

?O CONTINUE

CONÍOUR VALUES ARE FIDOLED
ùieo Nex¡r'rA AND/oR I'tIl'¡Ir¡'
NCT ION.
oD)
l0¡7llr7ll
+ADD $ COTOT12

IT $ EQlsl

oAT (NoNo-l )

D IFFERgCO (NONO ) -HI{AX
iil tas (ETFFER ) .LE.AoDBIÌ t 7 ?l ç7?2

722 Il (DIFFERI 7?ç7?ç73
iri cb iÑoNot=HMAx-ADoBrT $ EoNtl
?2 CONT INUE

NONO=NOA8S
G0T055

73 DO?4I=NONOTNOABS
74 CO(l)=0.

i3N3iü3lt;1, ,rTS rN A woRD oF Lo ro BE NUHBERED FRolr ó0 AT LEFT

;J) SUCH THÀT CONTOUR LCO

NoT TO RtGh! oF (l+IrJ) '
io<¡'¡l sÙcH THAT coNrouR Lco

'^'lå'J;¿å ie*so
55 DO 6ó K r lr 2

JS=3-K
KBIT=KLIST (K}
DO6ó J'JSrN
DO6ó I-KTM
D0ó6LC0= I r NONO

IF (co(Lcol.LT'H(I-K+lrJrK-z)'ANg'99(LcO)'GE'H(IrJ))
ó3 rF (coiiðó1.õÉ:¡ii-r.r,i.k-ãl.AND.eo(Lco).LT.H(IrJ) I

64 lr/0RD=L0 ( I-K+l rJ+K-?)
ASSIGN64ITONCALL
60TONSET I

64I LO ( I-K+l tJ'K-z) sRESULT

66 CONTINUE
JJ= I
IIEI
LOOKBK=0
60T0 I I

?5 ll (START) 27ç ll
Il I = 0

SEARCH FOR UNPLOTTED CONTOUR IN NEIGHBOURHOOD OF (II¡JJ)

5l I = I + I
J=0

49 0O 43 L0 = lç 2

DO43 LI=lr2
DO43 L?=Lç2
IL = II . KLtitI"fx(L0) {' I + KL(LI)rKK(LO+l) l+ J

JL' JJ' KL(iã;otixriol " ¡ + KL(L2){rKK(L0+I) r I
IF (rL.LT.I. õã'.iL.õr'M' oR 'JL'LT'l' oR 'JL'GT'N) 43r 4l

4l IF(LQ(ILrJLll42¡43
ttà 1r (AND(Lo(ILTJL) TRIGHI ll44¡45
-. 

33IÄ¿I'i*,,..,,,,U'. INCREI4ENT J AND/OR I IF PER}IISSIBLE'

J=J+I

TO
OR

TAKE CARE
II.IPERFECT

T

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

ó4r 63
64¡66

39
40

4I
4?

49

53
54
55

56
57
58
59
ó0
ól
6?
63

6ó

67

c

c



49r 53
) 5lr 18
ir rôúHó. IoENTIFY THE FIRST oNE'

ãirils-i;õi¡ri on ¡r ANo MovE THERET PEN uP'
RACKING SEOUENCÉ.

68
69

c
c
c

IF (J.LE.I)
53 IF (l.LT.il+N

NE}¡ CONTOUR (

LOCATE A STA
THEN ENTER T

44

45
46

470
41
?z

NIo = 2
GOTo 46
NID=3
II = ILJJ-JL
JS ,= JL

illl']*irlr,*to, $ roRD=1.(IITJS) $ AssIGN 470 To N.ALL

DOa?L=C911 r NONO

GOTO NGET
IF (RESULT I ?2¡47
CONT I-NUE
õiii-Cóñc (NIor IIr JJr co(Lcolr xr Yr l'lr Nr H)

iiir-co.eo.t .AND. Ealt??lç??2
ISYM=15 $ GOÍOZ24
iË ilco.eo.NoNo .A|'10. EaN) 223r225

2?3 ISYM=3
224 CALLSY|{BOL (X/XSCALETY'/YSCALEç '04r ISY¡{r0' r-l )

GOT022ó
?25 lF (NO.Lr .01 ??51 t?25?

2?5I CALLSYIIEOL (X;;;ó;LE;Y/YSCALEI.O?TLABEL (LCO) TO. T2)

;ãã ðÁtaPLoÍ (x,/xscALE' Y'lYScALE' 3 I

?26G=0
NED = NIO
GOfo ?9

C MÀIN PLOTTING SEOUENCE._

c A PoINr ¡l¡s'ðeËÑ-óiôrreo oN-oNE sIDE oF A GRIo uNIl

c FIND ANoTHER ;iôe'õÈ'r¡lrs celu cUT 8Y SAME coNTouR'

3l STARI ¡ 0

I IF (II.LE'O'OR'JJ'LE'0'OR'II'GE'M'OR'JJ'GE'N) l0r 2

2 OO 54 K - lr 3
NSUB=NIDLIST (NID.K}
IM=II+ILIST (NSUB)

JM=JJ.JLIST (NSUB)

KSIOE(K)=KLI5T(NSUB)
54 LEO(K)=La(IHrJil)

KBIT-KSIDE(ä;""; HoRDsLEo(3! s ASSIGNS40ToNcALL

540 IF (RESULT)SI3 -
3 KtsIT=KsIOE(ä; $ HORDsLEO(2) S ASSIGN3OOÍONCALL

300 IF (RESULT ) 9r4
4 KBIÌ=KSIDE(ii $ TORO=LEQ(I) $ ASSIGN4OOTONCALL

400 IF(RESULT)8r10
s KEIT=KSlDE(í;- $ WoRD=LEQ(l¡ s ASSIGNS00loNCALL

500 IFTRESULT)?ró
6 KBIÏ=KSIDETå; 5 HORO=LEO(2) $ ASSIGNóOOTONCALL

600 IF(RESULT)25r36
? KBIÏ=KSIO¿tãí--S I{OROTLEO(2I $ ASSIGNTOOIONCALL

700 IF(RESULTI3Tç?5
e KEIT=KSIOeiii--s !ÚoRDtLEo(lt $ ASSIGNg00ToNcALL

900 IF(RESULT)25r38
3ó 'NAD = 3

70
7?
73
75
76
7L
77

8l
82

a4
85
86

221
?2"

37 CALL coNc
CALL CONC
IF (XL.1XL+YL

GOTO
38 NA

GOTO

8
l9
t7

CELL ¡N ARRAY H

$ GOTONGET

$ GOTONGET

S GOIONGEÏ

S GOTONGET

S GOTONGEI

S GOTONGET

$ GOTONGEÏ

Nr H)
Nr H)
36¡ 8

87

89

96

l9
D=2
l9

97
99

100
102
103
104
105

107

t08

ll0

(NIDI-IST(NlÐ+1)r Ilr
(NtDLIST(NlD+3)r IIr
.tYL-XRÍXR-YRr1YR.LE. 2rl

JJr C0(LCO)r XRr YRr Mr

JJr C0(LCO)r XLr YLr Mr

xr¿ (xL-xR) +znY{ (YL-YR) )

c
c

NAD=l
IF (LOOKBK ) 20 r l7
ÑÈo = NIDLIST 1¡¡9 + NAD)

î:glt¿ä3Ji$TiË3trF-åäL'3åil; oN brHrcH rNrERpoLATroN r¡rLL BE BAsEo.

IT=II+ILIST(NEO,
JT=JJ+JLIST (NED)

KTSKLIST (NED)

IF (STARÍ) ?8ç l?
CHECK I{HEÍHER NEIÚ CONTOUR STARTS ON PLOT BOUNOARY

?9



F ( (IT.EO.I. AND .Kf .EQ. 0 ) .OR. IT.E0'l'l' OR.Jl.EO.
E0.30)) l2rl5
F norr REvERsE oIREcrIoN oF TRAcKING
0OKBK=l
AD=O
T=II+INEH(NIDI

JJ=JJ.JNET(NIO}
NIO-NIDLIST(NIO.2}
GOTO T

RETURN TO ORIOINAL TRACKING DIRECTION
LOOKBK¡0
II = II + Ii,tEHlNI0)
JJ = JJ ' JNEII (NID)
NIO=NIDLIST(NID+2'
IF (NAD) 3Ir l2
iAIT=XT $ UORD=LQ(ITTJT) $ ASSIGNI2O TO NCALL

LO ( IT 'JT 
} ¡RESULT

IF (START) 3l¡ 2l
INTERPOLATE ANO PLOT.-' -ô¡u[ cõHc tHeo' IIr JJr co(Lco)r xr Yr Hr Nr H)

IF(LCO.EO.I .AND. E0I)2llr?12
¡5Yf,t=15 $ GOTOZI4
IF(LCO.EO.NONO .AND. EANl2l3r2l5
I SYM=3
ðÃt-LsYrqeoL ( X/XSCALE r Y/YscALE I . 04 r IsYM r 0' r - l )

G0T02 I 6
CALLPLOT ( X/XSCALET Y/YSCALE r 2 )

G=l
NID=NIOLIST(NEO'2)
II=II+INEH(NED)
JJ=JJ.JNEI{(NED)
GoTo 3l
IF(LOOKBK¡20¡?4
IF (G, llç ?7
It = lI r INE!'l(NID)
JJ=JJ+JNEI{(NID)
NID=NIDLIST(NID+2)
ieir=xi $ tloRo=Lo(ITTJT) $ ASSIGNzToToNcALL $

LO(ITrJTl-RESULT
GoTO 3l
PNEPENE NEII ORIGIN FOR ANY SUBSEOUENT PLOT

CONT INUE
RETURN

N.OR. (JT.EO. I.ANO.KT

c

?8 1

I.
I

15L
N

I

5K

I
6X
7R

E

c

ll3
ll4
I l5
lffì
ll7

ll9
t20
t2t
t?2

20

L?
L?O

30

S 60T0 NSETO

GOTO NSETO

t26

t27c

ztI
?\2
213
214

?l

270

2L5
?16

l0
?4
27

L?9
130
l3I
I32
133

135
136
t37
138

t42
c
tr8

SUEROUTINE CONC
D IMENS IONH i MH rNN )

IF (NED.EQ.2. OR

lK=(NEO-l)/2

(NEDr Ir Jr

.NED.E0.4) 5r

CONr Xr Yr Mllr NNr H)

t 3
4
5
6
7
I
9

l0
tl
T2
l3
l4
t5
l6

X=l-K
IF (h(I-K+lrJ).EO.H(I-K+ltJ+l) | 3¡ 2
y = tn(I-K+lrJ+l)-CoN),/(H(I-K+1rJ)-ll(I-K+IrJ+I) I?

3

4

Y=J-.5

+J
GOTO 7

GOTO 7

GOIO 7

F (ll(IrJ-K+l).EQ.H(IrIrJ-K+l)) 4¡ 6

= (Hi¡.lrJ-K.I)-coNr/(H(IrJ-Krl)-H(I'ltJ-K+l) ) + I
ETURN
ND

X -I-.5

= I - NED/z
=J-K

SUBROUTINE TWODINT (F rG rMrNrK rl- )

VERSION OF ?l/7/67r 3200 C0MPAIIBLE
INTEGER 0rRrSrTrOPl rV
DIMENSI0N F(IlrG(l)
EOUIVALENCE (NPI ¡NMl ) r (KMl;LMl )

INITIALISE FIRST LOOP

U=1.7¡5NPl=N+lSKMl=K I $ MMI = M ì S f4KPt = M'rK+ I
c

00I
002
003
004
005
006
007
008



c

LMKPI = L{rMKPl s s=ISG=1

FIRST PASS THROIJGH MESH IN
DOSJ=lrNPl

I s F0 = G(T
?=F16 +2)
MI

P=RrU$60T010
FI
+l

2rMMl
+ I !ß FMI =

PI +1) s G(T)

S A SIXTH = l./fr.

I DIRECTION

-l) = F(Ol

gypl=M+l

= F (API )

-li S T = T .l

T =s.l
Fl = F(Q +

DO3R

$V=
l) s F

= lrK

=
o

(0
I

G(T)
T=
DOr
OPI
F2=

-I )

009
0t0
0tl
0t2
0t3
014
015
016
0t7
018
019
020
021
0?2
0?3
024
025
026
î?_7
ô28
o29
030
031
n32
033
034
035
036
037
n38
039
040
041
04?
043
044
045
046
041
048
049
050
fl5 I
n52
053
054
05s
056
057
058
n59
n60
0óI
rì 62
063

l6
3

t8

0=
G(f

f
8+

)=Fl

T
I

F
DO

=T + I
MPI S V = Z $ F2 = F(O -3) $ FO = F(Q

= F(O -2) $ T = J + I
FORMULA BACKI'JARDS AT OTHER END

F(OPI -2) s Fl
= F0 = F(OPI

R = lrKMl
*U$GOTOIIP=R

c(T) = FI?
I

c APPLY
DO4R
P = Ir
G(T )

T =T

= ! eKMl
- Rnu s GO T0 l0

= FI
+l

c

c

4
G(T) = F(0 -I)

5S=S+LMKPI
INITIALISE SECOr\lD L00P

U = lrlL $ LMI = L - I S NMI = N - I

DO

F()
R

l5

9 I = lrLMl
=InUSG0TOl0T) = Fl
=T +MKPI
+MKPI$V=2SR=O

7 ..¡ = l¡NM1

9

6(R)SS=R+LMKPI $F0
S=

7

II FI
I

END

NOtl PASS THRU MESH IN J DIRECTIoN
I e = ITMKPI
= G(0) $ B = Q + LMKPI $ Fl =^G(Rl

= R Ò LMKPT 5 ¡2 = 6(R) $ V = 3 $ T = Q + MKPI

T

DO
P
G(
T

T
DO
FM
s

=
S

00
P

G(
T

T =TR=R
4 s F0
DOS I
P = l.

+ LMKPÌ c Fl = G(S) S

6 I s lrLMl
=I*USGOTOIIT) = FI
=t +MXPI
+ MKPI

+ LMKPl
=F2$F2=G(R)
= I rLMl
-I+U$GOT0I0

g ¡2 = G(S)

L7
ó

l9 G(f) = FI
T =T +MKpl

RETURN

TlllO tSUBROIITINES*r RETURN ADDRESS IN V' PARAMETERS IN PrF0r

ETC.t RESULT IN FI

THREE-POINT IÎ'IIFRPOLATI0N F0RMULa

l0 FI =.5*((2.-Pl*iro*(1.-P) + 2.opip¡) + Pr+(P-1.)sFz)
GO T0 (1órl8rl5rl9)V

i = G(S)
S + LMKPI

V

c
C

L

064
065
066
067
068
069
n70
O?I
(112
073
(17 4

FOUR-POINT TNTERPOLATION FORMULA

=ASIXTHr+( (F0*(1.-Pl + FI+P)+(6. - 3.rlP'rlP-ì.) )

"iÈrqt"(2,-p) + F?*(P+1.))) s Go To (2rî7) v
+ P*(P:t.)

7
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